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SYNOPSIS 
This thesis derives its inspiration largely from research into the landscape conducted 
at an undergraduate level on an individual parish within the hundred of Keynsham 
in 1987. At such a local level, historical and archaeological perspectives were 
distorted by efforts to separate individual components of an estate from a larger 
whole. Untangling convoluted tenurial and economic links was achieved, but not 
without the impression that something was lost in the process. Superficially, a 
parallel development was suggested in neighbouring parishes, and it seemed that an 
understanding of the dynamics of the parts could be achieved by a detailed study of 
the whole. 

Local studies of this kind are immensely important. While regional or county 
surveys can be useful in a general sense, they can also conceal, it seems, too many 
of the subtle differences inherent in areas markedly defined by geological and 
topographical diversity. By the same token, exhaustive studies of single villages or 
parishes are impractical without good documentation and comprehensive 
archaeological resources. 

The old, administrative units known as hundreds represent a perfect common link of 
size and tenurial disparity; partly the remains of ancient estates, and partly 
artificially created units of government. Whatever their origin, they provided the 
framework within which economically and socially linked estates, nucleated 
settlement and administration evolved. Many such hundreds, and the towns and 
settlements contained within them, represent a fascinating, untapped resource for 
understanding the English landscape. Keynsham is one such place; consistently 
important through time, but without the added advantages which transformed other, 
more famous settlements like Bristol and Bath into cities. 

This study attempts to develop a multi-variate approach to the study of the evolution 
of a particularly defined block of landscape in historic north Somerset. It seeks to 
find a middle way between the more intensive, field-by-field parish study, and of 
regional studies, in which detail, and the peculiarities which characterize the 
landscape are subsumed. Problems implicit with a landscape study, such as a 
paucity of documentation, or inadequate archaeological excavation are common to 
most places. Yet a methodology has been developed which draws not only upon 
categories of historical records which survive nationally, but also a re-interpretation 
of poor archaeological data. This has overcome the inadequacies of the local record 
to produce what is considered a broadly valid approach to tracing the evolution of 
the landscape. In the past, failure to produce an adequate synthesis of evolution has 
been caused by a lack of flexibility when approaching the historical record, or of 
forgetting that new ideas allow for the re-interpretation of existing archaeological 
data, regardless of how poor they may be. By applying this, this thesis not only 
provides models for the course of evolution of Keynsham and its hinterlands, but 
supplies a general model applicable anywhere. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

"The concern with the landscape is part and parcel of the general 
reorientation of archaeological fieldwork away from the study of individual sites 
and towards the study of a block of countryside and the inter-relationship between 
the human and animal environment, and how that relationship changes through 
time. " 

(Grenvill Astill: Rural Settlement; the Toft and the Croft, in Astill & Grant, 
1988,36) 

INTRODUCTION 

Professor H. P. R. Finberg's now classic study of Withington in Gloucestershire 
(1955), reopened a debate in English landscape studies which itself had begun some 

seventy years earlier. Frederic Seebohm's "English Village Community" (1890), 

while adding to late Victorian perspectives on social origins and evolution, also 

gave expression to an idea that the English landscape, and even the social order 

expressed in the later Middle Ages, was essentially part of a continuous narrative 
from Roman or earlier antecedents. Later F. W. Maitland (1897) and Paul 

Vinogradoff (1908) swung the pendulum back towards an idea more in keeping with 

a purely dominant, Anglo-Saxon perspective, which favoured Germanic conquerors 

as pioneers in an essentially emptied landscape. 

Finberg's study of Withington, though fraught with the problems of a purely 
historically centred approach, was designed to stimulate controversy, and provoked 
the idea that students of settlement and landscape must look further than 

conventional parameters in order to understand the evolution of the landscape. 

Working on earlier settlement studies by F. W. Maitland (1897) and J. E. A. Joliffe 

(1926), Glanville Jones (1961b) recognized that the existence of a system of food 

and 'feudal' renders, and administrative topography implied a system designed to 

maximize the exploitation of resources. Though limited by the possible 

applicability of the 'multiple estate model', as it came to be known, the evidence of 

an ancient settlement organization, with feudal and fiscal arrangements seemed very 

attractive. Davies (1982,43) conceded that despite being highly schematized, it is 

perfectly attractive, and a more recent critic (Gregson 1985) admitted its possibility 
as a workable theory. 

Aspects of Jones' work have been questioned and criticized, and will be dealt with 
below. However, examples which he provided, such as Dinorben, provide a 

convincing ring of authenticity. The main value of his work lies in the fact that it 
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stimulated interest in ideas of continuity and evolution in the landscape, leading to a 
logical comparison with, and application to English examples (Aston 1986, Slater 
1976). In the years since, landscape archaeology has diversified and built on this 

work, drawing in a variety of disciplines which have become the tools of the 
landscape archaeologist. 

Large scale, multi-variate landscape studies have ranged from intensive and long- 

term local projects such as Wharram Percy (N. Yorks) (Beresford & Hurst 1984, 

1990) and Shapwick in Somerset (Aston et al 1995), through smaller-scale, but 

nevertheless significant parish-wide projects (Dyer 1991b), to larger, more regional 

studies, covering whole counties (Lewis 1994) or regional 'pays' such as Launditch 

(Wade-Martins 1980). 

Landscape Studies 

The project at Wharram Percy began as a simple study of a well-preserved deserted 

medieval settlement, and developed over the course of some forty years into a study 

encompassing a large parish containing six medieval villages. Extensive excavation 
in the village of Wharram Percy itself, under peasant houses, the church, parsonage 

and manor house, together with geophysical surveying and the use of aerial 

photography has enabled the project to revolutionize the chronology and 
development of medieval settlement. 

A study on a similar scale, at Shapwick in Somerset aims, in its ten year life-span to 

elucidate the pattern and evolution of a medieval settlement in Somerset, through 

the use of place-names, extensive documentary research, and a similarly extensive 

programme of excavation. 

At a larger scale, a Leverhulme Project considered settlement morphology in several 
West Midlands counties (Lewis & Mitchell Fox 1993). Similarly, the Cotswold 

Medieval Settlement Project (Wilkinson et al 1995) aimed to achieve a greater 

understanding of the origins of medieval settlement in the Gloucestershire 

Cotswolds, combining new research with the themes of continuity which were first 

proposed by Finberg for the region. 

Concern with an underlying continuity in the landscape stems from social factors 
first propounded by the Pirenne Thesis (Havighurst 1958). Ideas of institutional 

continuity are, however beset by a number of problems. A major concern of any 
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landscape study which seeks to encompass both the Roman and medieval periods is 

that Britain, almost alone among the former provinces of the Roman empire, 
displays an apparent lack of the settlement, power and institutional continuity which 

characterizes continental parallels. Since the 1960s, however, archaeological 

excavation, and further documentary research has suggested tentative possibilities 
for continuity (Barker 1973, Davies 1983). Most argument remains largely 

circular, however, and based on implicit assumptions which archaeologists have yet 
to shake off (Reece 1983). 

At a local level, the widening of a landscape perspective has meant that the history 

of a particular place has moved beyond the dry extraction and recounting of 

manorial histories and lists of notable personalities. This is local history in its 

traditional sense. The extensive volumes of the Victoria County Histories have 

rendered local studies a great service, but gaps will invariably remain, and the level 

of synthesis of historical and archaeological material is unlikely to provide a 
detailed understanding of questions of continuity and evolution. Instead, local 

studies hope to trace the development of landscape and society through complex 

processes and inter-relationships between humans and their environment, 
incorporating factors such as geology, soils and topography, climate change, 

population, socio-economic conditions and the policies of individual landowners. 

In an ideal world, areas would possess a combination of documentation and 

empirical archaeological, data which would allow us to trace the development of 

estates and the charting of internal features like settlement and agricultural systems, 
to produce a generally applicable model of landscape evolution and its variables. 
Unfortunately such places are rare indeed. The potential of 'choice' archaeological 

sites is often spoiled by a lack of relevant documentation, while those places rich in 

written sources are often without good archaeological data. Many studies are biased 

and uneven as a result. Co-ordination, and an attempt to surmount the obstacles by 

a combination of both sources and parallel inference remains largely untested and 

untried. 

THE KEYNSHAM HUNDRED 

The town of Keynsham lies almost equidistant between the city centres of Bristol 

and Bath (Figure 1.1). The former administrative unit known as the Keynsham 
hundred represents, an area of roughly one hundred square kilometres, which, until 
modern, local government reorganizations formed a district comprising fifteen 
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, rURE 1.1 General Map of the Study Area 
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31GURE 1.2 The Hundred of Keynsham 
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parishes: Brislington, Burnett, Chelwood, Compton Dando, Farmborough, 

Keynsham, Marksbury, Priston, Publow, Saftford, Stanton Drew, Stanton Prior, 

Queen Charlton and Whitchurch. These vary in size and population. Originally 

they lay in historic north Somerset (Figure 1.2). The parish of Nempnett Thrubwell 

to the west formed a detached part of the administrative hundred, but owing to its 

later inclusion (after 1086) will not be considered in this study. 

The Keynsham hundred existed as a legal entity, and a component of local 

administration from at least the tenth century, until the late nineteenth century, 

when the hundredal system was replaced by county-wide councils and urban 
districts. Some continuity of administration has been preserved, however, with 
Keynsham at the head of a rural district within the county of Avon. This will be 

maintained after the abolition of the county and its replacement by unitary districts 
in 1996. 

Topography and Geology 

The town of Keynsham lies in the north of the hundred, occupying a slight ridge in 

a valley, near the confluence of the rivers Avon and Chew. The river Avon is 

navigable, though now characterized by weirs to prevent tidal action, and the Chew 

was accessible to small, flat-bottomed barges until recent times. To the south, the 
fertile and attractive valley of the Chew extends for more than ten kilometres, to the 
foot of the Mendip hills. Set in gently rolling countryside, and well fed by streams 

and springs, much of the former hundred remains largely agricultural, though much 
is now permanent pasture or "set aside" land. Most of the population lives in 

Keynsham itself. This was for many years a sleepy market town with a single main 

street. Formerly supported by the wool trade, and then sustained by small-scale 

coal mining, brass and paper mills, Keynsham was transformed in the post-war 

period by extensive suburban development. To the west of the town, a large 

chocolate factory provides much employment, with local government offices and 

service industries providing other sources of work. Despite these benefits, 

Keynsham might be considered the essence of a post-war planning disaster. Much 

of the town features 1960s and 70s architecture of great ugliness, constructed at the 

cost of over 45 percent of the town's historic buildings. It has a by-pass, which 

cuts through the ruins of the abbey, and sprawling suburban developments which 
have completely altered the character of the town. 
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To the east of Keynsham, development has covered much of the countryside of 
Saltford, while to the west, the encroachment of Bristol has meant that large parts 

of Brislington, northern Whitchurch and Stockwood have been built over. To the 

south-west of Keynsham, the village of Pensford remains the only sizeable centre of 

population. Formerly a coal mining and cloth-making town, growth there has been 

more controlled, and the village remains attractive, and is characterized by a fine 

disused railway viaduct. 

The geology of the area represents a complex asymmetric syncline of the 
Carboniferous Pennant series (Figure 1.3). The central part of the hundred is made 

up of extensive areas of pennant sandstone, running through much of Publow and 
Compton Dando. This is overlain by areas of Mercian mudstone (formerly Keuper 

marl) which extends across Stanton Drew, Chelwood and the south of Compton 
Dando. Bands of Rhaetic clays separate this from Lias limestone, which can be 
found covering the south-eastern parishes of the hundred, and a wide band in the 

north, extending through Keynsham and Saltford, and across to Whitchurch. The 

main areas of Lias clays are found in the north in Keynsham parish, in the west of 
the hundred at Whitchurch, and throughout much of Priston in the south-east. In 

addition, a small area of river gravels extends through the far north of Keynsham 

and Saltford, and includes Palaeozoic limestones and sandstone (Findlay 1976,15). 

A complex sequence in Brislington is characterized by shale and sandstones, with 

associated coal seams. An area of Triassic Butcombe sandstone, associated with the 

aquifers to the north of the river Avon, extends over much of the north-west of the 

parish. Large alluvial deposits also lie around all the major river courses, but 

especially on the Keynsham Hams, to the north-west of the town. 

Relating the soils of the area to the geology does not necessarily reflect historical 

soil properties or land-use (Stoddart 1986). Thus clayey soils, while supporting 

good modern arable, were often too heavy for lighter, medieval or Roman ploughs, 

and were often given over to different uses. However, general interpretations can 
be made which may be valid. The Lias limestone around Keynsham town is 

characterized by shallow, stony Somerton (or Sherborne series) soils. These are 
especially prominent around Burnett and Saltford. Around Queen Charlton, fine- 

grained white Lias provides good building stone, reflected in the preponderance of 
dry-stone walls in the area. These shallow, stony soils usually support more arable, 
though good pasture lands could also be expected from the Podimore soils which 
occur in the area. 

13 
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The Mercian mudstones could be expected to produce reasonable pasture, but 

poorer arable. The pennant sandstones of Publow and Compton Dando are 

associated with heathlands and, relatively speaking, these are perhaps the poorest 

areas agriculturally for the production of crops. The lands around Marksbury are 

mostly Greinton soils, which support good arable and grasslands. The hundred is 

thus characterized by a variety of soil and geological properties, which would be 

expected to have an influence on the relative wealth and productive capacity of the 

land. Simplistically, however, the richest lands lay in the north and in the east of 

the hundred, while the poorer lands lay predominantly in the south-west. 

Comparative Studies 

The history and development of an area the size of a hundred such as Keynsham are 
diverse, by virtue of the differences of land ownership through time, of topography, 
land quality and other concerns. However, there exists an underlying common 

unity, suggested by its administrative cohesion, and it is this administrative unity 

which is common to all places. The key to providing a link despite diversity, and to 

understanding the evolution of both the hundred and its landscape, lies in the 

construction of models and testing them against the archaeological and historical 

evidence recovered. Many landscape studies have made the most of those places 

which were exceptional in their own right. Such places may not be representative 
of the general evolution of the landscape throughout the country. For a mass of 

smaller places, with a lower status and a proportionately lower profile, extensive 

and widespread research has rarely been undertaken. Despite being key elements in 

the development of the country, their neglect in research stems from perceived 
disadvantages in the evidence. Many suffer from a surfeit of the 'wrong' kind of 

evidence; fragmented and disjointed historical documents, with a lack of 

understanding of the potential to exploit that which remains. Often it seems as if 

nineteenth-century antiquarians have already picked over and destroyed much of the 

most valuable archaeological material. In this respect, Keynsham is not unlike many 

other places in the English landscape. Yet enough evidence may remain to produce 

valid conclusions. Examining an area such as Keynsham provides, through a 

systematic review and re-evaluation of the evidence, a vehicle to providing a 

constructive methodology for understanding similar places. 
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Historical Sources 

Few studies have addressed Keynsham in its own right, and none have provided a 

coherent narrative. Many local studies in Somerset still rely for source material on 
the monumental history of the county produced by the antiquarian John Collinson 

(1791). Little of the documentation seems usable, especially for the medieval 

period. Like most places, most of the medieval records of the area are either lost or 

very fragmentary. The bulk of Keynsham's manorial records for the sixteenth to 

nineteenth centuries lie in California, where they were taken by the industrialist and 

collector Henry Huntington and remain, without extensive financial resources, 
largely inaccessible. Copies of the material are available on microfilm, but much is 

certain to be missed or concealed in other related documents which have yet to be 

properly assessed. Certain classes of documents do exist however, and are 

accessible at a national level which can be extremely useful, though their collection 
is time-consuming. Given time and patient work, records of the central Chancery 

and Exchequer provide an important source, and the abstracted calendars printed 

since the late-nineteenth century can soon build up into many hundreds of references 
to a particular place. Keynsham was an important place and a source of revenue for 

the king, and so featured regularly in the records of Patent and Close Rolls. It 

possessed valuable resources such as woodland and fishing rights, which were a 

source of litigation between competing neighbours, so adding to its profile in the 

national records. Tax records, of the subsidies and levies raised periodically by the 
king are very much an under-used resource. Of four important taxes, in 1327, 

1334,1377 and 1525, only the first has had its returns extensively published 
(Dickinson 1889). Though an abstract of the 1334 subsidy has been published 
(Glasscock 1975), a previously unknown roll of named tax-payers for Somerset has, 

until this study, remained unassessed and neglected in London. Their fuller 

utilization here, allows for the collection of several thousand names, which are now 

more widely available for research. 

Many of the papers of the court of Augmentations; the body set up to organize the 

sale and dispersal of lands taken from dissolved monasteries survive from the end of 
the medieval period, and have only partially been published in abstract form 

(Weaver 1907). Further research in 1993 on the same source revealed an additional 
96 items relevant to Keynsham Abbey, and this has been complemented by similar 
documents uncovered at the Public Record Office. Though exclusively sixteenth 
century, the fact that so much of the hundred belonged to monasteries means that a 
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wealth of information is preserved in this source, reflecting landscape arrangements 

many years before the dissolution. 

Later, post-medieval documentation also has much to offer, in the form of extensive 

eighteenth-century estate maps, a complete collection of tithe maps for the whole 
hundred, attendant records and manorial surveys, enclosure acts, valors and lists of 

manorial customs Tenurial arrangements and agricultural systems underwent 
change from the sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries, but this was not 

revolutionary, and later documents can be found which preserve patterns which are 

very ancient. 

Aerial Photographs 

Aerial photography is a much neglected resource, though such photographs 

complement the use of maps in the identification of archaeological features. 

Extensive over-runs from the late 1940s survive in the Ministry of Defence in 

London, and Keynsham is not exceptional in having over 5,000 images surviving. 
These were taken at a critical period, when the last vestiges of fossilized medieval 

strip fields, and many archaeological features over much of England were being 

destroyed by modern ploughing methods. All these photographs were examined 
between 1992 and 1994. The better quality images were plotted and extensively 

noted for use in the recreation of the medieval landscape below. 

Place-Names 

An examination of the documentary evidence allows for a systematic survey of 

place-names within any given area. Though the volumes of the English Place-Name 

Society provide an invaluable source of information, many places, including historic 

north Somerset have not had the benefit of extensive research. Within Keynsham, 

Anglo-Saxon charters provide limited coverage of the hundred. Outside of these 

areas, other names may be gleaned which are pivotal in attempting to reconstruct 
the nature of the Anglo-Saxon landscape. 

Field Walking 

Adequate field walking was a difficult aspect of research in Keynsham, due to the 
fact that only an estimated five percent of the land is under arable. Extensive 'set- 

aside' precludes all but a cursory glance, but this, again, is true of most places. 
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This was, however, compensated by many fieldwalking expeditions based on 

evidence gleaned from aerial photographs and areas targeted as a result. Fieldwork 

also concentrated on surviving archaeological features such as the Wansdyke, and 

on the parish boundaries of the hundred. 

Archaeological Excavation 

Several regionally important archaeological sites have been identified and attempts 

made to excavate them. Most notable are three Roman villas, two of which lie to 

the west of the town at Durley Park and Somerdale (Bulleid 1922a, 1922b, 1923; 

Bulleid & Home 1924,1925), and a third at Brislington (Barker, 1901). Many 

such early excavations were conducted using techniques which are today considered 
primitive, and thus re-interpretation of these sites, though rendered much more 
difficult, is necessary. For the medieval period, the site of Keynsham Abbey in the 

town itself has been the subject of excavation. There, in the 1960s, the chance of 

an excavation of the greatest importance was lost when the town's by-pass was 

constructed through the centre of the abbey precinct, destroying many of the 

surviving remains. Hasty rescue excavations were carried out over a number of 

years. These stand as a testimony to the triumph of local concern over the 

monolithic disregard demonstrated by large organizations in the 1960s. There has 

been limited publication on the abbey excavations, in the form of bulletins, 

specialist studies (Lowe 1978) and the final excavation report itself (Lowe et al 
1987), but the wealth of material uncovered in the event renders it regrettable that 
Keynsham Abbey was not excavated on a larger and more detailed scale and that so 

much remains unpublished. 

Chapter Outline 

Despite its limitations, the potential for data collection is huge. The brief review 
above demonstrates that extensive collections of information still remain to be found 

despite a generation of searching by local amateur historians. Together with the 

other classes of information, such as aerial photography and fieldwork, the 

possibilities for interpretation widen considerably. Some sense must be made of the 

collection, much of which is of limited use in isolation. Historically, the Keynsham 

area, and more especially the north of the hundred has been an important focus for 

many centuries. The fertility of the river valley, and its strategic and economic 
potential are self-evident. The valley is protected by two Iron Age (possibly late 

Bronze Age) hillforts, and an important cluster of opulent and large 'villa' 
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structures lie on the slopes overlooking the river. Recent fieldwork has revealed 

what may be a small town or port situated on the river meadows north-west of the 

modern town (Young 1994), and this can be supplemented with evidence for 

smaller settlements scattered around the later hundred. Chapter Two attempts to re- 

evaluate and augment the picture of Roman settlement in the area, to establish a 

possible tenurial relationship between settlement and the villas in the area, and by 

geographical methods to make sense of the settlement pattern. Though some 

examination has taken place in the more urbanized north of the hundred, to the 

south, no quantification of the various settlement types has been attempted. It also 

examines the possibility that many of the villas in the area are themselves tenurially 

related. Proximity to Bath, and the high degree of perceived Romanization in the 

area also requires an attempt to identify the estates which must have existed. 
Recent work has reassessed the nature of the destruction of villas (Esmonde Cleary 

1989, Milled 1990), and evidence in the light of this re-interpretation applied to 

villas around Bath can produce a context for a different development within the sub- 
Roman period than had conventionally been assumed. 

Chapter Three examines the slender evidence for the post-Roman period, with its 

shadowy rulers, who emerge briefly at the moment of their extinction. This is a 
difficult exercise to undertake, though the presence of the linear earthwork known 

as the West Wansdyke provides a context for discussion. This remains the only 

archaeological feature currently identified in the region from the post-Roman 

period. For part of its length it lies in the Keynsham hundred, dividing the later 

hundred almost in half, and by its geographical siting, implies both the reoccupation 

of two hillforts, and a sustantial level of co-ordination of labour. It alters 

perceptions of the importance of the area in the period and its influence on a 

number of local variables has much to say about its wider impact and significance. 
The monument remains largely enigmatic. Previous studies have often been flawed 

in their approach, and so a reassessment of the monument, of its defensive nature, 
dating and purpose in the context of recent research (Young et al 1994) is essential. 
For the period in general, the Wansdyke eloquently expresses the view that the 

traditions of the British and English "were recipients of the same late-Roman 

tradition by channels which did not always flow at the same speed, but which often 

crossed and converged" (Blair 1992,235). This chapter demonstrates that the 
Keynsham region was just such a nexus of cultures. 

Chapter Four traces the re-emergence of the Keynsham area, historically, in the 

middle and later Anglo-Saxon periods. The whole region was the scene of violent 
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clashes; firstly as Anglo-Saxon war-bands annexed the area, and subsequently 
between emergent tribal groups, as rival kingdoms attempted to incorporate the 

region into nascient kingdoms. In the ninth century, Keynsham appears in the 
documentary record for the first time, already as an important centre, in royal 
hands, and possibly as the site of an early minster church. The range of evidence 
for this has never been critically assessed, and is here examined by using criteria 

established for other minster churches. A degree of authenticity allows for the 

suggestion that Keynsham played an important role politically and economically at 

an early date. The evidence of place-names will also be used to suggest that parts 

of the hundred formed a 'multiple estate' dependent on a royal site at Keynsham 
itself. While similar work has stressed the existence of multiple estates around 

major Roman centres like Bath (Aston 1986) and Cirencester (Slater 1976), the 

possibility of major estates existing around smaller centres in the region, though 

previously unquantified, is here demonstrated. 

The later Anglo-Saxon period was characterized by a revolution in government and 

society; the dissolution of ancient estates, and the formation of private estates, 

which provided the precursor for the later parish system (Stenton 1947). The tenth 

century was also a period when administration was transformed, and the hundreds 

themselves may have been formed (Cam 1930). Much of the evidence supporting 
this comes from Domesday Book. Chapter Five will assess the information 

contained within Domesday, to produce a picture of how the hundred developed, 

and suggest models for its origins. Little of north Somerset has been evaluated, 
though it will be shown to display a pattern which is at variance to the rest of 
Somerset, and more akin to the situation in Gloucestershire and other 'midland' 

counties. At a more local level, much of the hundred was characterized by the 

acquisition of small estates by monasteries; beginning a long association with 

monastic institutions which may have had an immense influence on the character of 
the landscape in Keynsham in the later medieval period. 

Chapter Six examines the fate of the remaining royal lands of the ancient demesne. 

During the eleventh century, the hinterland of the hundred became an important 

baronial manor and eventually was given as a single block of land to endow the 
foundation of Keynsham Abbey in the third quarter of the twelfth century. 
Keynsham was a middle-ranking establishment in the hierarchy of Somerset 

religious houses. Though small compared to enormous monasteries like 
Glastonbury, and even Bath Abbey, it was nevertheless wealthy in comparison to a 

number of other local establishments, such as Cleeve, Kingswood, Stavordale and 
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Woodspring. The key to Keynsham's success may have been that it possessed a 

compact and discrete series of estates which gave it a disproportionate influence 

over its immediate region. Small-scale research (Prosser 1987) has uncovered 

evidence of planning and regularity in the villages, fields and communications 

network on lands which the abbey owned, which had not previously been noticed. 
These are more fully assessed for the first time in all the parishes of the original 

endowment, together with the extent of Keynsham's other landholdings, and an 

analysis of medieval features such as the installation of granges, planned fields and 

villages. These provide a source for fruitful discussion, not only in assessing the 

character of the monastery and its impact upon local settlement and landscape 

morphology, but insomuch as there are implications for future examination of 

similar late, lowland monasteries on a national level. 

Chapter Seven continues the theme of the abbey and its estates. The later medieval 

period is one in which monasteries became the servants of economic fortune, and to 

a greater or lesser degree their behaviour follows a general pattern. Greater 

exploitation in the landscape may be expected, and so the plotting and assessment of 
the presence of a host of landscape features which are significant both for 

administrative and economic exploitation will supplement the ideas outlined in the 

previous chapter. There is also a need to attempt to trace the policies of the abbey; 

to discover whether it embarked on land sales or purchases, and whether it was 

substantially affected by the economic fluctuations of the times. In the past, 
Keynsham Abbey has been perceived as a badly-run, often poor and lax monastery. 
The evidence for this is sparse, and hitherto the documentation has been very 

selectively used to portray the abbey in a bad light. The discovery of new 
documentation, combined with widely scattered evidence, here brought together for 

the first time, allows for a reassessment of both the nature and policies of the 

monastery. Keynsham Abbey can be assessed from a very different perspective. 

The dissolution of the landscape, and the final division of the ancient royal manor 

of Keynsham came with closure of the monastery in 1539 and the dispersal and sale 

of its estates. The course and impact of this on the town, and the inhabitants of 
dependent villages throughout the hundred has never been assessed. Chapter Eight 

traces the fate and subsequent dispersal of the monastic lands to around 1550, 

thereby providing a context for the foundations of the hundred in the modern era. 
The years leading up to dissolution provide an insight into the policies of the abbey, 

and the surviving returns for an important tax survey illustrates the relative 

prosperity and status of the area on the eve of change. This will be used in 
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conjunction with earlier tax records to suggest themes of population, economc 

growth and wealth. 

From this combination of many different sources of evidence comes a new and fresh 

approach to looking at both an administrative district and an important monastery 

which is poorly documented and has never been adequately researched because of 
that fact. This has impeded a host of crucial historical and archaeological research 
objectives, from an adequate assessment of both the nature and the origins of 

settlement and landscape to the simple tenurial history of the hundred. This is a 

common disadvantage which hinders research nationally. If this thesis demonstrates 

that these difficulties can be overcome, it may provide a model for other such 

studies elsewhere in England. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

KEYNSHAM AD 350 - 450 

"Universal Nature's task is to shuffle, transpose, inter-change, remove from one 
state and transfer to another. Everywhere there is change; and yet we need fear 
nothing unexpected, for all things are ruled by age-long wont, and even the manner 
of apportioning them does not vary. " 

Marcus Aurelius - Meditations 

Understanding the historical process between the disappearance of the administrative 

apparatus of the Roman state from the later fourth century, and the emergence of a 

new, historically attested political order under the Anglo-Saxons in the early seventh 

century is a perennial problem for British archaeology. Despite an increase in 

information, and a more rigorous methodology, a dichotomy continues to exist 

when considering the two hundred years between 400 and 600. The period is still 
effectively a Dark Age and is characterized by little more, historically speaking, 
than a handful of named figures and battles, which have been seized upon by 

folklore in pursuit of a portrait of a romantic, twilight world of heroes and warriors. 
Literature attests events, and archaeology the processes of society. For the late 

Roman and post-Roman periods, however, what little evidence there is of each 

seems to conspire to deny the other. 

A central problem which spans this gulf is the question of continuity. We must ask 
the question whether a state of such complexity and power as the Roman empire, 

with its deeply integrated social and economic framework, could collapse so rapidly 

and disappear utterly in Britain. From this came the idea that Germanic settlers 

were free to refashion an emptied and re-wooded country with little regard to 

precedent . By contrast, there is a view that, however much the superficial icing of 

civilization may fall off, some elements of continuity will always remain as long as 
there is continuity of population, and by implication of agriculture, of some form of 

religion, social relationships and processes. 

This thesis covers a very small river valley in north Somerset. However, much of 
the search for continuity has, in the past, concentrated on hillforts, which have a 
specific and defensive message to convey (Burrow 1981). Little work has 

considered the richer farming areas, especially in river valleys, where continuity of 
occupation is a logical result of the necessity to continue producing food. 
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"Continuity" of a site may imply nothing more than a continued occupation of 

unrelated societies and peoples due to the enduring fertility of the soil or the 

attractiveness of a site for strategic purposes. It may have nothing to do with the 

continuity of institutions, kin-groups and society. The main problem is to attempt 
to circumvent implicit assumptions (Reece 1983), and to assess the likelihood of 

coherent institutional continuity; of power and of society within a framework of 
decay and transformation of the existing order. 

The years 350 to 375 are considered to be a watershed in the history of the Roman 

province of Britannia. The province was at its most integrated in the Roman 

system, but paradoxically, it was also a time when we can perceive the beginning of 

a long period of material decline from which there was no recovery (Esmonde 

Cleary 1989,130). At the end of the historical sequence, the year 410 has always 

conveniently marked the passing of Roman Britain. In reality, the chronology is 

more complicated, but it serves to encapsulate a period when the material effects of 
Roman culture were transformed, becoming either non-existent, or increasingly 

difficult to identify in the record due to the disappearance of the conventional dating 

matrices of coins and pottery. 

This chapter is divided into two parts. The first examines the nature of late Roman 

society, and will integrate this with the Roman remains that are evident in and 

around the Keynsham hundred. The later empire underwent significant social, 

political and economic change which transformed it from a classical idea of the 

early empire, to something much more medieval in appearance. The processes 

which have hitherto been interpreted as decline in the landscape may result as much 
from these changes as from other factors. The former is thus crucial in trying to 

assess the significance of a wide range of Roman material from the area, from villas 
to more humble rural settlements. 

The second part deals with the disappearance of the trappings of Roman culture, and 

examines conflicting ideas of continuity by the construction of models for decline 

and discontinuity, and change and continuity, and their application to the Keynsham 

evidence. A synthesis of this may determine whether there are sufficient signs of 

continuity to allow the functioning of a level of administration to be seen beyond the 

end of the Roman period in the Keynsham area. 
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LATER ROMAN SOCIETY 

The fourth century represented the flowering of Roman civilization in certain 

regions of Roman Britain; an unparalleled peak of civilized living relative to the 

situation previously felt in one of the more peripheral provinces of the Roman 

empire. However, it was also a period of immense change, characterized not only 
by the physical decline of standards within the state, but also in fundamental shifts 
in the social framework. Politically, instability was created and fuelled by an 

enduring sense of insecurity left over from the third century. The division of the 

empire into East and West by the emperor Diocletian in the early fourth century 

reduced the power and resources of the more vulnerable Western empire, and 

aggravated the stresses which had plagued the state throughout the century (Millett 

1990,203). Earlier, Britain had been largely screened from the ruinous events 

which left much of Gaul and Belgica devastated, and indeed, Britain's relative 

economic importance may have been enhanced as a result. This bright picture was 

not to last, and Britain succumbed, after the 340s to the endemic political instability 

and external attacks felt in other provinces. 

Historically, the writer Ammianus Marcellinus documents the middle years of the 

century. A sequence of rebellions is attested, beginning with the usurper 
Magnentius in 350, and continuing through the rebellion of Magnus Maximus in 

383 to the final disaster of 407, which split the province from the empire. 
Magnentius' defeat after only three years exacerbated religious tension between 

Christians and the followers of the Roman gods, and prompted an unparalleled reign 

of terror amongst the landowners and provincial aristocrats (Ammianus Marcellinus 

XIV, 5.1). There is also the much debated 'Barbarian Conspiracy' of 367, which is 

supposed to have reduced the province to chaos (ibid XXVIII, 8.1, Branigan and 
Fowler 1976, Esmonde Cleary 1989). 

Despite the picture, however, other factors must be taken into consideration. 
Ammianus has been accused of exaggerating the problems in order to emphasize the 
importance of his patron Count Theodosius, who was heavily involved in restoring 
order (Esmonde Cleary 1989,46). This is coupled with a lack of firm 

archaeological evidence for large-scale devastation, especially in the small towns of 
Britain and throws the significance of the attacks into question. Ammianus is 

trusted as a reliable source, however, and whatever licence he took, the problems 
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flow very much with the current of the era; an extended political drama of sporadic 
and debilitating external attack and internal rebellion. 

Whether political stress was the result of changes in society at large, or the catalyst 
for change is unclear. What can be archaeologically demonstrated, however, is a 

very definite change in the later fourth-century Roman world. Some works have 

perceived this as an era of decline, while others have suggested the characteristics 
are those of a transformation of an existing system (Millet 1990,194). 

The Avon Valley and North Somerset 

Bath 

The most important settlement in the area was the rich resort town of Aquae Sulis 
(Bath). The position of Bath seems to have been first and foremost as a spa and 
religious centre. The lack of large public buildings suggests the absence of vital 

administrative functions, but recent excavations in Walcot Street, Abbeygate Street 

and Citizen House have shown substantial urban remains both inside and outside the 

walled area and temple complex, where much potential remains for further 

discovery (Cunliffe 1971,162., 1979). Although limited by lack of excavation, 
Bath has shown itself to be a rich centre, patronized by residents and visitors from 

across the empire, and displaying grandeur in the scale its cult centre and temples of 
the city far beyond its perceived administrative role. In the countryside around the 

town, some 40 or so Romanized structures identified or thought to be villas lie 

within 16km of the city (Branigan 1977), making it an exceptionally rich centre 

comparable to Cirencester, Iichester and Gloucester in the region. 

Smaller Towns 

According to a late Roman document known as the Antonine Itinerary, Bath lay on 
the main road known as Iter XIV, one of the primary official routes of the province, 
which ran from Calleva (Silchester) to the legionary fortress at Isca (Caerleon), and 
included in the Avon region, official posting stations at Bath, a place known as 
Traiectus, and Abonae (Sea Mills) (Figure 2.1). The size and status of these places 
have not been fully determined, but the identification of Traiectus poses a crucial 
question when assessing the Keynsham area. Based on the calculations of the 

mileage between stations, arguments in favour of both Aust on the river Severn 
(Gelling 1978), and Bitton or Keynsham have been proposed as the location (Russell 
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1985). The discovery of a large Roman settlement, which is assuming the 

proportions of a small town, seem to suggest that Keynsham is the correct location 

of Traiectus. This will be discussed at greater length. 

Abonae began life as a fort in the first thrust of conquest in the Claudian period 
(Branigan 1977,18) and its relative size and position at the mouth of the Bristol 

Avon ensured its continued economic success as a modest settlement and port. 
Further south, on the Mendip hills lay the industrial settlements of Camerton, 

Charterhouse and, to the east, Nettleton, which, like Abonae all began as small forts 

and developed consequently. 

The Roman Villas of the South-West 

Within 16km of the city of Bath, forty or so Roman structures have tentatively been 

identified through excavation and documentation as 'villas'. Although in reality it 

is likely that some of them may not deserve this title, and indeed may be, more 

prosaically, farmsteads, recent discoveries such as at Pucklechurch, (Glos), 

discovered by the Cotswold Archaeological Trust reveal potential discoveries of 

previously unknown villas. Exactly what constitutes a villa is much debated, but 

the Royal Commission (1976, xxxviii) classifies the term 'villa' as representing "a 

rural establishment of consequence, independent of settlement, containing a building 

with heated rooms, or baths, or mosaic pavements, or sophisticated architectural 
features such as columns. " Figure 2.1 demonstrates those sites where evidence 

suggests a strong candidature for villa status. It is evident that the structures which 

exist within or around the Keynsham area are of sufficient size, standard and level 

of opulence to be classed as such. A distance of 16km seems to represent an area 
beyond which, few other Romanized buildings are encountered before meeting the 

outer reaches of a similar 'catchment' for another centre. Of the known villas in 

the Bath region, perhaps fewer than a dozen have been excavated or investigated 

sufficiently for any firm conclusions to be drawn about the level of Roman 

sophistication in the area as a whole. 

In order to establish the importance of the villas within the Keynsham area, it is 

proposed to establish a very simple and subjective hierarchy of villa sites based on 
certain shared, Romanized traits. Eleven villas are most favourable for comparison, 
principally because their ground plans are recoverable, though they have not 
previously been compared (Figure 2.2). Four of these lie in modem Wiltshire 
(Atworth, Box, Colerne and North Wraxall), one lies in historic Gloucestershire 
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FIGURE 2.2 Plans of Roman Villas Near Bath 
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(Marshfield); and the remaining seven (Brislington, Chew Park, Keynsham, 
Newton St Loe, Somerdale and Wellow) lie in historic Somerset. 

Figure 2.3 identifies more important and expected characteristics of villa type, from 

the presence of utilitarian functions like agricultural and industrial activity, to more 
luxurious items, such as mosaics and painted wall plaster. Assigning values to these 
factors is difficult and invariably subject to many distortions and variations. For the 

purposes of this exercise, the most interesting points will be the number of rooms 

and mosaics, from which some crude hierarchy may be constructed to establish 

where the three known villas within the Keynsham hundred lie in relation to a more 

general pattern. 

Towards a hierarchy of villa sites 

From Figure 2.3, it is clear that the presence of roof tiles, wall plaster (in varying 

amounts), and perhaps hypocausts, not surprisingly, seem to be the main criteria for 

'villa' status. Even the poorest villas seem to have possessed them, and this sets 
them apart from lesser agricultural settlements. Luxury items too, represented by 

Samian ware, pins, brooches and smaller effects are fairly widespread. Marked 

absences make interesting observations; both Box and Keynsham have no evidence 
for agricultural or industrial activity, whilst being among the largest villas in area. 

Comparison between numbers of rooms and discovered (or inferred) mosaics 

establishes an interesting hierarchy. Figure 2.2 compares the relative size of villas 
based on their known plans. At three villas; Atworth, Keynsham and Box, each 
have more than thirty known (or, in Keynsham's case, inferred) ground floor 

rooms, and of these, six, eight and fourteen respectively have mosaics or 
tessellation. This information has been supplemented at Atworth by the recent 

excavation of a secondary building (Erskine forthcoming). Given that their total 

plans have not been uncovered, and with the likelihood of upper floor rooms, they 

assume the proportions of palatial type buildings. Slightly smaller, and with fewer 

mosaics, are Newton St Loe, Wellow, Colerne and North Wraxall. At a lower 

level, lie the more agriculturally orientated villas of Chew Park, Marshfield and 
Brislington (though Brislington is much more pretentious with its bath suite and 
hypocausts). Finally, Somerdale lies in a class of its own, for it has pretence 
without opulence, and is unique by being sited within a Roman settlement. This 

raises further interesting questions regarding the function of this building which will 
be addressed later. 
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Although the indicators are crude, the villas can be roughly categorized according to 

groups by characteristics and summarized according to the present evidence thus; 

Box, Keynsham 

Newton St Loe, Atworth, 
North Wraxall, Wellow 

Brislington, Colerne 

Chew Park, Marshfield 

Somerdale 

Palatial, non-agricultural 

Palatial, agricultural 

Opulent farm 

Mainly agricultural function 

Non-agricultural, minimal luxury 

As a logical progression, the examination of Roman settlement evidence in the 
Keynsham hundred in more detail may serve to elucidate further any perceived 

relationship (Figure 2.4). More villa sites may lie within the territory of the 
hundred, and together with other settlement sites it may be possible to establish an 
idea of the villa economies and status themselves. 

Keynsham (burley Park) 

A palatial, late third century villa lies at Durley Park (ST64506925), about a 
kilometre west of the centre of the modem town (Figure 2.4). It was excavated 

over three seasons following its discovery in the early 1920s (Bulleid & Home 

1921; Bulleid 1922a, 1922b, 1923; Bulleid & Home 1924). More recently, aspects 

of its supposed 'Gaulish' architectural elements, and peculiarity of design have been 

discussed (Russell 1985). It is a fascinating structure, much neglected in studies of 
the region, but stands, in quality of workmanship and artistry, as one of the most 

opulent examples of Roman rural domestic architecture yet discovered in Britain. 

Unfortunately, excavation was conducted out of necessity with great haste, with the 

result that no details of stratigraphy were recorded. As an early 'rescue' excavation 
little investigation was carried out beyond the main building complex to establish 
the presence of any subsidiary structures. Judging by the results of the excavation it 

appears that there is considerably more to be found. 
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tIGURE 2.4 Roman Evidence in the Keynsham Hundred 
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The villa itself consists of a building of three wings constructed around a courtyard, 
facing the river Avon to the south-east. Built on a gentle slope, the principal rooms 
lay at the highest point to the north-west, where a series of rooms with mosaics 
faced a colonnaded portico, giving fine views over the valley. At either end were 
hexagonal chambers or triclinia, each with mosaics and niches for statues. The 

lower end of each wing appears to have been less opulent, though paved with fine 

pennant stones. Sluices and drains constructed at the extreme south-east of the 

complex suggest the presence of a bath complex, which has not been discovered, 

but which may lie to the east of the main villa range. 

Reflected in the sheer opulence and luxury of the building are the general and more 

superficial considerations of taste and Romanized living. Unusual design, with 

considerable areas of tessellation, including the outer corridors, finely executed 

mosaics and carved stone, roof vaulting and the like suggest the antithesis to an 

agricultural building of any kind; instead this is likely to be the dwelling of the 

richest man in the region. It has a very fine view, is less than a day's ride from 

Bath, and the triumph of architectural niceties over the more practical considerations 

of the British climate, as well as mosaics in fine rooms without provision of 
hypocausts indicate its probable function as a summer residence. 

The artefact assemblage from Durley Park is notable for the absence of animal 
bones. This may reflect the area and quality of the excavations, as a household the 

size of the villa would have produced large quantities of refuse and domestic 

rubbish. 

Functionally then, Keynsham was a summer residence perhaps for the family of a 
high official of state, or of a member of the local aristocracy. Its status invites 

comparison with other palatial villas, such as Fishbourne (Sussex) and Woodchester 

(Glos). 

Brislington villa 

The villa at Brislington (ST61647097), was discovered during house-building at 
Winchester Road, Brislington, and was promptly excavated at the time under the 

aegis of the Bristol City Museum (Barker 1901). Few conclusions may be drawn 
from the quality of the excavation, but in recent years, the excavated material and 

site plans have been re-examined (Branigan 1972a). This showed that the sequence 

of development was far more complicated than had hitherto been thought, revealing 
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a new sequence of development, and several unexpected features. Initially three 

phases of growth and change can be detected, including the insertion and increase in 

size of a bath complex. Its foundation has been placed in a context comparable to 

other tripartite villas from the West Country (Branigan 1976,80). Finds alone date 

this villa no earlier than 270, but the mosaics and design suggest it is slightly 

earlier. Industrial and agricultural activity is slight, but is represented by the 

presence of a reaping hook and draught ox bones, and some metalworking evidence. 

The villa at Brislington gives the impression of being a farm which, from its 
foundation, was augmented through time, as the different building sequences attest, 

and which, though devoted in part to agricultural employment, was endowed over 
the years with increasingly sophisticated Roman attributes and signs of luxury. 

The villa at Burnett 

A third villa located within the hundred lies at Burnett, where the existence of a 
Roman building of some importance was indicated in the nineteenth century by 

ploughing, which revealed Roman tesserae and dressed stone (Scarth 1864). 

Although often mistakenly placed in neighbouring Corston, a further search in the 
1960s discovered traces of tile and building foundations in a field to the south-east 

of Burnett village. Although never located with any precision, it would be wise, 

under the weight of the evidence of tesserae alone, to classify it as a villa and not 

simply as a native farmstead. 

Lyons Court Farm 

Within the parish of Whitchurch lies the medieval manor house at Lyon's Court. 

During the 1960s and '70s substantial remains were found in the fields surrounding 
the manor house, and during the construction of a swimming pool. This revealed 

pottery, Samian ware, evidence of iron working, and most interestingly, coin 

moulds (Haverfield 1906; Avon SMR). Although considered as no more than a 

substantial Roman farmstead (which it may indeed be), the discovery of scattered 
pieces of mosaic tile in some of the ploughed fields to the south of the site raises the 

question whether Lyon's Court may be the site of a villa comparable to Brislington 

or Burnett. 
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Somerdale, and 'Traiectus' 

The Roman building at Somerdale has received little attention since its discovery in 

the 1920s. Unfortunately, its excavation was conducted with great haste before the 

construction of the Fry's (now Cadbury's) chocolate factory on the site. This has 

meant that the reports and observations are largely confined to footnotes within the 
Durley Park villa excavation, which lies approximately three quarters of a kilometre 

to the west (Bulleid & Home 1921,210-11; 1926,136-138; Bulleid 1922a, 265; 

1922b, 232-234). 

By contrast to Keynsham, in perceived wealth and status, Somerdale consists of a 

mere half dozen rooms arranged around a small central courtyard. There is a 

minimal concession to luxury (wall plaster), but unlike larger yet comparable villas 

at Chew Park and Marshfield, Somerdale possessed a bath suite. The villa itself is 

singularly unqualified for the title; even the original excavators were reluctant to 

term it as such, instead describing it as a 'Roman House'. Uniquely to the villas 

around in the area, the site has been associated with the discovery of a major 

settlement. Though no other buildings of the same calibre have yet been found 

within the area of the settlement itself, the possibility of further discoveries is 

possible. 

The Settlement 

Substantial finds in recent years, together with an evaluation in advance of proposed 
developments around the site of Cadbury's chocolate factory, are revealing a 

settlement site spread over approximately 10 hectares (Young 1994). Though 

detailed plans of this are not yet available, the area is characterized by extensive 
development along a metaled north-south street, from which other roads can be seen 
to radiate. Sill footings of more than twenty rectangular buildings were identified 

on the ground and from aerial photographs during a dry summer in 1993. Trial 

trenches revealed occupation debris dating from the first to fourth centuries. This 

raises the whole site out of the realms of a mere farmstead, and into something 
much more substantial; perhaps a village, port or small town similar to Gatcombe, 

Somerset (Branigan 1977), Kingscote, Gloucestershire (Selkirk 1979,294-9) and 
Stanwick, Northamptonshire (Neal 1987). Of similar interest, is the discovery on 
the settlement site of evidence for a shrine or temple, including an uninscribed altar, 
part of a Deae Matres relief and a statue base dedicated to Sylvanus and the 
Imperial numen (Cunliffe & Fulford 1982, Cat 1842). 
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Cumulatively, the evidence adds substantially, not only to the importance of the site 
and to any function ascribed for the Somerdale structure, but also its relationship 
with the larger villa at Durley Park. Several feasible scenarios for the function and 
status of the Somerdale structure may be suggested. 

I. Wealthy Town House 

Accepting increasing evidence that the settlement on the Hams represents a 
substantial 'small town' and/or port, and of the largely unexplored nature of the 

settlement, it may be that the house represents the home of a prosperous member of 
the local population, and opens the possibility that more houses of a similar nature 

remain to be discovered within the area of the town itself. The house is 

unpretentious. A note of caution to be considered, however, is that, from coinage 

sequences, the house may date from the same period as the main villa at Durley 
Park. This suggestion, that both buildings were constructed within a broadly 

contemporary chronological framework, hints that they are in some way related. 

II. Tenant Farm or Bailiff's Residence 

One interpretation for the Somerdale villa would, on the basis of its proximity and 

contemporaneity to the massive establishment at Durley Park, be either as a tenant 
farm or a bailiff's residence for the estate. Such close association to a major 

settlement need not prejudice its function as a farm, or indeed a town house, but 

lack of agricultural remains rather rules out this possibility. A villa the size of 
Keynsham, if it was a seasonal residence, would have needed a full-time bailiff to 

run the estate itself and maintain the house. The most logical place for this may 
have been near to the settlement, where the house would have acted not only as a 
tribute centre, but also a symbol of power and authority over the inhabitants, who 
themselves may have been workers indented to or employed by the estate. 
Conversely, there is no reason why a villa of Keynsham's size could not have 

accommodated a bailiff and numerous other officials in one of its wings. 

III. A Religious Focus 

Association, albeit tenuously based on the presence of a dedicatory inscription 
mentioned above, with evidence of a religious focus makes it tempting to speculate 
that the two are linked, and that the Somerdale house is an inn or building for the 
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reception of pilgrims or visitors to the shrine or temple. The exact nature of the 

religious evidence is still slight, however, and it is not known whether every town 

would have had some form of religious focus anyway. 

IV. Somerdale as a Mansio 

A final possibility is that Somerdale fulfilled a much more official link with the 

settlement and Durley Park villa. One of the many functions of the central 

government across the empire involved the maintenance of a system of imperial 

post, or cursus publicus. This was a series of stopping points and inns (mansiones 

and mutations) for the reception and use of official messengers and servants of the 

state. Not all roads had them as they had a primarily military role, but a list of 

these mansiones is preserved in the form of the Antonine Itinerary. Very few 

mansio sites have been identified and excavated in Britain, though evidence such as 

the functional structure suggested as a mansio at Cold Knap in South Glamorgan 

(Evans et al 1985) provides a close parrallel. The whole nature of the cursus 

publicus is, however, still imperfectly understood. Known mansios seem to vary in 

size depending perhaps on the conjectured volume of official traffic on the roads in 

question. Chelmsford and Wall are contrasting extremes of this case (Drury 1988, 

131-2). 

For the West Country, the Antonine Itinerary notes three posting stations (Rivet & 

Smith 1979,176-8). At Bath and Sea Mills, the siting of mansios is not in doubt, 

though the buildings have not been found. For the missing station at Traiectus, 
however, problems occur because the Itinerary may be corrupt at this point, with a 

more logical resting place at Aust, where the ferry crossed to Wales (Gelling 1978, 

34). However, it has been argued that despite corruption, the citing of Traiectus 

between Bath and Abonae is essentially correct (Rivet & Smith 1979). Taking the 

Itinerary evidence per se, inclusive of its estimated mileage between stopping 

points, Traiectus should lie somewhere around the Bitton or Keynsham area. 
Bitton, lying across the River Avon on its north side has long been the prime 

candidate. It lies nearer to the road generally accepted as the Iter XIV, or the main 
Bath to Sea Mills road, identified from tradition and coin hoards. Being, like Bath 

and Abonae, north of the Avon, it is logical to place Traiectus in the same position. 

Beyond vague antiquarian references however (Collinson 1791), no major Roman 
buildings or substantial settlement evidence have been positively identified in Bitton. 

Further remains of the Hams settlement are suggested by parch marks to the north 
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of the river, and although the focus of the site plainly lay to the south of the river, 
further settlement evidence lies in Sydenham Mead, to the north of the river 
flanking the Hams. This is as yet completely undisturbed and unquantified. 
Keynsham has been suggested as the settlement of Traiectus before (Russell 1985, 

7). The name itself means 'ferry crossing', and is itself not necessarily a place 

name (Gelling 1978,34). It may refer to both Keynsham and Bitton, and these two 

settlements may indeed have had separate identities and names. The evident size of 
the settlement remains at Keynsham is a significant indicator of the place as a node 
in its own right, a crossing place, focus of communication and trade. It would then 

not be illogical to promote the Somerdale building as the most likely candidate yet 
discovered as the mansio at Traiectus. Temples have often been found in proximity 
to mansios (for example Godmanchester) (Green 1978,205) and the similarity here, 

as well as the unique siting of the building all indicate a much more specialized role 

among the Romanized buildings in the area. 

LESSER AGRICULTURAL SETTLEMENTS 

A distribution map of the Keynsham hundred shows quite clearly a number of 

strengths and weaknesses which are encountered in the evidence (Figure 2.4). 

Remains of Romano-British native settlements are present in the area, together with 

spot finds, but are extremely biased by a number of factors. In the north of the 

hundred, around the town of Keynsham and the parishes of Brislington and 
Whitchurch, where extensive urban development has taken place in the last fifty 

years, the remains of several large settlements and many important lesser finds, 

including coin hoards and burials have been discovered. To the south, however, in 

the largely rural parishes of Compton Dando, Chelwood and Stanton Drew, no 
finds are registered on the County Sites and Monuments' Record. This is 

inconceivable, considering the quality of land and the density of occupation that 

would be expected as a result. An additional method may be employed to establish 

a more representative distribution for the area, in the use of place- and field-names. 

Some place names which have Latin derivations are generally agreed to suggest the 

presence of Roman remains, and will be employed. These include place-name 
elements involving 'straet' (OE Street, or Roman road), 'wic' (Latin Vicus), 

'flowers' (OE Floors), 'chessels' (OE Pile of stones), 'stone', 'wall' (OE Walh, or 
Briton), and 'black' (Gelling 1978,1984; Costen 1992a) (Figure 2.5). In addition, 
it is proposed to consider concentrated pottery scatters and burials too as indicative 

of settlement. Thus, a more substantial pattern of possible settlement becomes 
discernible (Figure 2.6). 
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CCURE 2.5 Field Names Indicative of Roman Settlement 
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Patterns of Settlement 

The lesser agricultural settlements were fundamental to the Roman rural economy, 

and complement the patterns seen for villa distribution. Like most places, however, 

many of the data for the Keynsham hundred are still obviously incomplete and 

unquantified. This renders it problematical to exercise the information to maximum 

effect given an incomplete distribution, but certain geographical methods have been 

suggested which may prove useful in discerning patterns which are not evident 
through normal archaeological analysis (Hodder & Orton 1976,241). These are 

outlined and discussed below. 

Nearest Neighbour Analysis takes simple mean aggregate distances to emphasize 

peculiar clustering, and at the same time through gaps, demonstrates areas with a 
higher likelihood of sites remaining to be discovered. A similar approach for 

discovering the spatial patterning of villa and non-villa sites is the use of quadrats 
(ibid) and the construction of Thiessen Polygons around sites. These approaches 

will reflect biases, however which render the interpretation unreliable. This may be 

wholly or partly due to the nature and amount of evidence. Some, such as natural 

obstacles like rivers may be accommodated, but others not. Geological formation 

may also represent a constraint. The construction of Thiessen Polygons for central 

place theory has been largely proven for more general patterns in the landscape 

where fuller examples are known, in, for example correlating Romano-British vici 

and pagi to later hundreds (Wool 1982,44), and in studying patterns for site types 

which have been fully quantified. At a more local level, the application is more 

complex, with factors of topography, soil and economy prejudicing the evidence. 
Christaller's original idea (1933) compared regularity of spacing with homogeneity 

of society and environment. Only recently, with the development of Geographical 

Information Systems (GIS) can these biases be accommodated. 

Any use of quadrats and lattices, too, will inevitably be biased according to the size 

of square used. A smaller size, for example, may reveal a spatial pattern which 
indicates a random distribution, while a larger quadrat may equally reveal the same 

group of sites to be clustered. 
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IGURE 2.6 Reconstructed Roman Settlement Pattern 
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Keynsham 

Simple exercises, such as Nearest Neighbour Analysis and the imposition of a 
pattern of Thiessen Polygons represent a relatively straightforward approach to 

amplifying the known evidence. Nearest Neighbour Analysis (Figure 2.7) reveals 
that there is, on average, 1.5 kilometres between settlements, dropping to 1.4km for 

the five nearest settlements to the villa at Brislington, and 0.9km for the Burnett 

villa. This may reflect the importance of farming to agricultural villas like 

Brislington, compared to Keynsham, but may just as easily reflect the discovery of 

more farmsteads in an area relatively developed in the last century. Comparing this 

with a pattern of imposed Thiessen Polygons (Figure 2.8) also demonstrates a mean 
reduction in hexagon size for these areas, due of course to their closer proximity. 

Establishing spatial patterns through various geographical models perhaps needs to 
be attempted to to find a way of maximizing data. Application of these models is, 

nevertheless difficult and the results are confusing. Unknown factors within 
Keynsham include contemporaneity and hierarchy of sites. It is often overlooked 
that desertion and shrinkage of settlement sites is not a medieval phenomenon, and 
that similar forces were at work during the Roman period. Unfortunately, the 

scatters of pottery which reveal settlement are rarely comprehensive enough beyond 

giving a broad date range for the site. The reflected pattern is likely to be due to 
the network of roads, tenure or distance to essential natural resources like water, 

vegetation, markets or building material (Hodder & Orton 1976,53). These may 

all be taken into consideration, and will ultimately benefit from further discoveries 

and fieldwork in the area. Similarly, it must be acknowledged that the known sites 

reflect a bias towards the more densely urbanized north. Fieldwork in the more 

rural areas to the south may reveal further sites, but at the same time there is still 
scope for discovery around built-up areas like Brislington. Despite the varying 
quality of the evidence, several factors emerge. An observable pattern of settlement 
is evident in the landscape, based upon the results of fieldwork. This will only be 

substantially altered and supplemented by extensive further research. Proximity of 
settlement is very suggestive of economic and tenurial relationships. Of equal 
importance is the fact that settlements have been discovered in areas which were 
later heavily wooded, such as at Filwood Park in the west of the hundred, 

suggesting some regeneration of woodland in the post-Roman period. Conversely, 
there is little evidence for Roman remains in the centres of medieval villages and 
farms, with one or two notable exceptions. 
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1Apire 2.7 Nearest Neighbour Analysis between Reconstructed Roman Settlement 
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} ]Vigure 2.8 Thiessen Polygons around Reconstructed Roman Settlement 
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Towards a Keynsham Estate 

Several notable features for the Keynsham area have been established. It possessed 

a small urban centre, perhaps no more than a large uncoordinated village, perhaps 

an extensive port, but all the same an important place locally, with a vital economic 
function. It had existed since the first century, before the archaeological appearance 

of villas in the mid-third century, and the rich trappings of aristocratic presence in 

the area. It is noted perhaps in the historical documentation, in association with a 

small Roman house. Nearby (and indeed overlooking the settlement) is one of the 
largest Roman rural residences from the province yet discovered, and within a few 

hours walk, or a short boat ride, at least two further villa structures, which may 

represent central places in their own right as farms or estates with their own 
dependent settlements. It seems inconceivable that Keynsham did not lie at the 

focus of an estate, both in the sense of an economic, aristocratic domain, and also 

perhaps of its own administrative district. Archaeologically, delineating such an 

estate is impossible, but the presence of other villas presents some hope that at least 

an economic catchment area may be discerned, and this is considered below. 

Whether, at a higher level there is a tenurial link between Keynsham and the 

smaller villas which are close by must remain unsubstantiated. Some West Country 

villas may be discretely clustered in groups (Branigan and Fowler 1976), with 

smaller, aisled or intramural villas being tenurially related to larger, courtyard 

establishments. This is deceptively neat, but the present state of knowledge about 

many of the villas cited does little to clarify the problem. The association of villas 
due to proximity however, is still an attractive thought, and Percival notes (1976, 

123) that "whenever a group of villas occurs within a reasonably well-defined area, 

particularly if one of them is larger or more luxurious than the rest, there is a 

natural temptation to see them as part of a single estate". Brislington and Burnett 

are therefore equally as likely to have been parts of a large, discrete estate as 
independent tenurial units. 

Evidence for Estates 

In France and Belgium, evidence has been brought to support the survival of Roman 

estates into the medieval period, and this is reviewed by Hingley (1989,105). At 

the large establishments of Chiragan and Montmaurin in France, the possible form 

of the Roman estates were well defined by topographical features like streams and 
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hills. Documentation, in the form of estate names relict in modern parish names, 

and highly suggestive Carolingian cartularies point to a natural survival of these 

large estate blocks. The overriding caveat, however, is that France has a 
demonstrable continuity of administrative functions from the late Roman period, 

under which administrative units, civitates and other local organizations are likely, 

and indeed have been shown to survive as later town regions and manors. By 

contrast "direct evidence for the extent of land units which were associated with 

settlements is absent in Britain" (Hingley 1989,102). 

This has, however, not deterred attempts to define, at least in outline, the probable 

extent of estates in Britain, beginning with Finberg's study of Withington (1955), 

and continuing with studies in the Vale of Wrington (Fowler 1975) and 
Gloucestershire (Wool 1982). Applebaum (1963) sees the identification of tenurial 
links through two possible models; of proximity, representing the estate workers, or 

a peripheral distribution model. Proximity suggests that a number of settlements 

are dependents of, and thus located near the estate centre, while peripheral 

settlements are those which, while linked to the centre, exploit the further reaches 

of the estate. Peripheral models are mostly suggested from French examples. In 

Britain, Bignor (Essex) is cited (Applebaum 1963); its size estimated on the basis of 

natural features and arable and pasture land available. Study at Gatcombe 

(Somerset) has produced a similar area (Branigan 1977). The picture is not always 

as straightforward, and for some villas, such as Frocester and Woodchester (Glos), 

ideal catchment areas appear to impinge upon each other (Wool 1982), though the 

sheer size and status of Woodchester has led to the question whether applying 

similar criteria has any relevance. Estimated sizes for Roman estates varies from 

1,600 hectares (Wool 1982,286), to over 2,300 hectares (Branigan 1977,90), and 

these figures are comparable to estate sizes in France (Hingley 1989). One estimate 
for an estate in Cisalpine Gaul gives a size of approximately 7.5 square kilometres 

(Chilver 1941,151) but by the same token, the estate at Montmaurin may have 

constituted a giant fiefdom covering 200 square kilometres. It is difficult to ascribe 

any ideal size for any villa estate: no doubt they varied, and much of the problem of 
determining rural settlement is that size of villas is not a reliable indicator of 
importance (Hingley 1989,26). Estates were not necessarily coherent units either 
(Saiway 1984), though this too is completely unquantifiable. 

For Keynsham, initially, a rough and very general estimate of estate size may be 

established on the basis of topography and several assumptions. The River Avon 

may have provided an estate boundary to the north. Throughout its later history, 
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the Avon represented estate and tribal boundaries, and the border between two 
kingdoms and later counties. It is natural to think that a similar importance would 
have been attached to it in the Roman period. Whether the estate had territorial 
holdings north of this is feasible but impossible to trace by archaeological means. 

Most of the known villas in the area are situated on the slopes overlooking the river 
itself. As estates, they would have required a cross-section of arable, pasture and 

woodland resources. It is likely, due to the topographical nature of the river valley, 
that in order to provide each estate with the rich pastures of the river water 
meadows, that boundaries should lead from the river into the hinterlands. This is 

the pattern of boundaries existing both north and south of the river for the medieval 
period. Taking a mean distance between the three villas of Newton St Loe, 
Brislington and Durley Park (represented economically by the settlement and 
building at Somerdale), eastern and western boundaries for each estate can be 

proposed (Figure 2.9). The western boundary of Brislington can be estimated by a 

mean distance from the probable villa at Bedminster. The villa at Burnett, by its 

position indicates that it did not utilize the lower lands nearer the river, but instead, 

utilized the flat arable lands to the south. 

Predicting any type of southern boundary poses many problems. A simple exercise 
in measuring the mean distance from villas ranged along a river valley is not 

possible when the likelihood of further villas lying to the south exists. The hillforts 

of the river valley are also an unknown factor, because their relationship to Roman 

villas and the earlier configuration of territorial units is unknown. For the 
Brislington estate, the steep rise of the land towards Maes Knoll hillfort provides 

not only pasture land to the south, but a sufficient barrier for it to have been an 

estate boundary. Extending this line east to include the Keynsham estate brings in 

the scarp dividing the flat, fertile lands of Charlton Field and Chewton Keynsham 
from the southern, inferior soils of the valleys of Publow and Compton Dando. 

Generally, the villa at Brislington suggests greater independence by its utilization of 

a greater range of land use and size, but the Burnett estate, like the later medieval 
parish, suggests a discrete territory within a much larger organization. 

The results of this exercise, based on area, is an estimation of some 1,600 hectares 
for the Brislington estate, 2,400 hectares for Keynsham, and perhaps 400 hectares 
for Burnett. It is interesting to note that the lines drawn across the landscape, 

certainly regarding eastern and western boundaries, closely follow the north-south 
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Roman road from Saltford in the east, and the major road running along the 
Stockwood ridge in the west. 

Conclusion 

Any estimation of the Keynsham estate size depends on an important number of 

criteria, not least of which is the area chosen to ascribe to any theoretical estate 

size. Ideas of Roman 'estates' come with implicit assumptions that they are purely 

economic. They also assume that villas were situated at the centre of their estates. 
None of these assumptions can be proved for Keynsham. 

By ascribing both an economical and an administrative role, however, allows for the 

accommodation of smaller villas within a discrete territory of a larger establishment. 
The presence of a nucleated settlement at Keynsham gives a more favourable 

impression that the villa and settlement represented an important economic and 

social focus, and were tenurially linked. It is probable that the settlements further 

to the south, in the area of the hundred not placed from topographical evidence in 

the theoretical estate, also looked to the centre as a focus to fulfil social obligations, 
perhaps for the payment of annona and other taxes. If a theoretical estate is pushed 
further to the south, towards the steep scarp rising to the Mendips in Chelwood and 
Farmborough, then its size is increased to some 5,660 hectares. 

Demonstrable in any approach to determining the size of Roman estates are the 
difficulties encountered by the imperfections of the data. Features such as rivers 

and hills distort spatial patterns, but it is precisely these same physical 

manifestations that were determinants of boundaries in later periods. Ultimately, 
delimiting estates is not possible with certainty in Britain, but the comparisons with 
Gaul give some hope for Britain as well, if forms of continuity are accepted. Subtly 

preserved within the patterns in the landscape, however, is the suggestion that both 

Burnett and Brislington were discrete estates, and spatially, the modern parish 
boundaries may preserve a semblance of the shape and form of the later Roman 

estate. 

MODELS FOR CONTINUITY AND DISCONTINUITY 

It is proposed now, to turn from the specific nature of the evidence for the 
Keynsham area, and look instead at models for continuity and discontinuity of 
society and economy. These models represent contrasting extremes, yet they may 
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present conclusions from a particular method of thinking which has great 
implications for more specific evidence found in Keynsham. The models are 

contrasting examples of reality. On the one hand is the idea that there was no 

continuity whatsoever owing to total collapse. On the other, an idea that there was 

complete continuity, which is not reflected in the archaeological record and 
historical sources owing to poor survival, or what has been advocated as a portrayal 

of different aspects of reality (Millett 1990,227). 

Model 1: Discontinuity 

The towns, of whatever administrative level, were the main catalysts of Roman 

Britain. During the later empire, authority was vested in them, rather than any 

over-arching imperial bureaucracy (Millett 1990,94). They were the residences 

and foci for control of the country by the native Romanized aristocracies, as well as 
being trade and communication centres, revenue collecting points and the most 

concentrated and confident expressions of the Roman urban ethos. Yet from the 
350s, their apparent material wealth joined the slow, spiral decline which 

characterizes much of the economy of the province. Archaeologically, the towns 

appear to atrophy, with the demolition of important public buildings and the 

sweeping away of the public fora and basilicae at cities such as Wroxeter and 
Silchester and even London (Potter & Johns 1992,193). Not only the rich 
buildings of cities and their public amenities suffered at this time either. At 

Cirencester, evidence points to the abandonment of poorer strip-buildings and 
industrial workshops parallelled by the cessation of the mosaic school identified 

there. 

Near the cities were the more recent expressions of aristocratic wealth. Yet the 

villas and rich country residences also demonstrate unparalleled decline, with 

physical abandonment accelerating towards the end of the century. Some of these 

abandonments have been attributed to the Barbarian Conspiracy of 367 and the 

sudden ending of coinage sequences and new pottery use on many sites. The 

unvarying system of taxation may also have caused the abandonment of land, and 
the historically attested appropriation of civic land endowments by Constantius II 

undermined the situation further. The beginnings have been placed earlier; with the 

activities of the notarius Paulus, despatched by the fervently Christian emperor 
Constans to stamp out dissent and punish the aristocratic perpetrators of the revolt 

of Magnentius. The result of all this is impossible to gauge today, but the 

cumulative effects must have struck deep at the rich and large estates. 
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The curiales, or local aristocrats of the cities, along with the army, represented the 

chief generators of Roman trade and wealth. Their patronage, households, factories 

and organizations were the bases which sustained demand and resources in the 

province and supplied coinage in turn to keep the taxation system functioning, and 
thus the whole superstructure of the state working. The decimation of the curiales, 

and the successive denuding of troops following rebellion, removed the 

effectiveness of these two essential pivots. 

Material Decline 

Decline may be seen at many levels of society. The abandonment of villas may 
have been a consequence of political problems, but the decay of the buildings has 
been seen as a result of estate or economic decay further down (Frere 1987,367) 

characterized by the development of a colonate system of tenure and the 

abandonment of land as a result (Tainter 1988,137). Pollen sequences from across 
the country, although variable, have been cited as evidence of a general decline of 

agriculture and population, with a regeneration of scrub-type vegetation and 

woodland (West 1985; Tyers et al 1994). The chronology of this view has been 

challenged, however, with regeneration placed much later, in the sixth century 
(Esmonde Cleary 1989,174). Analysis from Winnall Moors, Winchester, reveals a 

consistently high arable usage throughout the period (Waton 1982), indicating, 

perhaps that specific regional circumstances cannot be validly inferred from such a 
broad cross-section of samples. Dendrochronological samples, however, tend to 

confirm the picture of woodland regeneration. The average age of utilized oak 
timbers fell during the later Roman period, rising substantially again in the fifth and 

sixth centuries, implying that trees were allowed to mature longer before use, and 
thus that there was less pressure exerted on woodland resources (Tyers et al 1994). 

Economic indicators also suggest a drastic curtailment. Coinage evidence points to 

the cessation of cash for everyday use. The pottery industry survived until 400, 

undergoing slow, stagnant decay; crippled perhaps, by insecurity of distribution or 
decline of markets. 

As the cities declined and their traditional functions of government also ceased, so 
too did the service industries within them. Thus, with the economic underpinnings 
of the provincial economy rapidly running down in the latter years of the fourth 

century, a whole range of essential industries began to disappear. This fits in well 
with a theoretical collapse advocated by Tainter (1988,193), characterized by a 
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decrease in specialization, a less centralized system of control, a decrease in the 
flow of information, less interaction and trade, a quantitative decline in the arts and 
literature, and a population drop, all of which are demonstrable in the 

archaeological record. Service industries like the mosaic schools, shops and 

pottery factories, together with other hidden services like schools, slave markets and 
the importers of foreign goods like olive oil, wine and garum, relied on the 

exchange of cash. They floated on a market created by the consumption of excess 

wealth and had little chance of survival once the system began to unravel. 
Economic uncertainty has a habit of fuelling itself, creating political instability and 

removing many of the underpinnings upon which a stable system depends. At a 

more prosaic level, the population would have had to forego luxury items such as 

pins, pottery and brooches, for without cash they could neither be purchased nor 

manufactured any more. Instead, a conservation of whatever remained became 

essential, with a reversion to a dependence on locally grown and bartered goods. 

Compared to other provinces, the decline of material culture in the archaeological 

record of late Roman Britain was marked and decisive. At the very end of the 
fourth century, the decay became even more pronounced, and there is little evidence 

archaeologically to extend the occupation of even the few tenacious villas beyond 

this date. Military disasters led to the final withdrawal of essential units from 

Britain, and the political break with Rome. The picture is one of total contrast to 

the preceding generation. No new coinage was sent to the province after 402, and 
"no single indicator gives a more compelling picture of the collapse of Romano- 

British life than the coinage" (Frere 1987,250). All the carefully nurtured 

structures of the Roman state; military tradition, law, education, taxation and the 

revenue cycle, imperial government and the like were swept away in the period 
following 409. For the aristocracies and local rulers, they too may have 

disappeared, as their raison d'etre vanished with their official titles, and as 

"accepted markers of status and identity were swept away" (Esmonde Cleary 1989, 

173). 

The country houses represent only half the picture. Higher status sites and those 

further down the hierarchy on the estates were mutually dependent. At the lower 

level of smaller agricultural settlement, with its bonding of tenurial obligation, 

social relations and society, the country was least touched by Romanization, more 

able to cope, and perhaps least traumatized by its disappearance. Yet collapse must 
have been profound, as entrenched structures vanished. In this milieu, of fractured 
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hierarchies, and the total disintegration of government, seemingly at all levels, 

estates and administrative units may no longer have had any feasible function. 

Thus the disappearance of Romano-British culture is archaeologically attested by the 

absence of most of the trappings of civilized life; a thin veneer at any time. For the 

east of the country, where the time scale between the end of Rome and the 
beginning of Anglo-Saxon domination is short, "there is an effective gap between 

the last whispers of Roman Britain and the establishment of the new Germanic 

kingdoms" (Potter & Johns 1992,214). Across the country, the general traits of 

continuity, which can be seen in continental parallels seem absent. Unlike in 

France and Germany, tribal names do not survive attached to cities (like Paris), and 
the feeble Christian church seems not to have been strong enough to provide the 

continuity for which it is known on the continent (Rivet 1966,107-8). 

Model 2: Continuity 

The model for continuity, by contrast, is based upon the premise that the material 

change detectable in the archaeological record is not so much the result of 

catastrophic disaster or political disintegration, as a transformation of the existing 

order or poor recovery from archaeological excavations. Based upon the 
interpretation of the evidence, and the scanty, historical evidence, the question of 
how much of the social fabric of Britain collapsed or changed when the more 

superficial and fragile aspects, such as cities and villa residences disappeared can be 

addressed, with the inference that much, though archaeologically undetectable, did 

persist. The loss of readily identifiable pottery styles and coinage is not proof that 

society was not able to modify and continue to function. In early-medieval Celtic 

societies, the maintenance of elites and sophisticated societies was possible despite 

the absence of these characteristics. In the east, the Anglo-Saxons, far from starting 
from scratch, transformed and adopted some pre-existing patterns as their own. In 

the western parts of the country, political and social order may have been 

maintained, based on pre-existing Roman examples. 

Frere (1987,353) says of the immediate post-Roman period that "the imperial 

system was so old and full of prestige that for generations to come the British 

continued to regard themselves as in some sense members of it still". It is difficult 

to conceive of an entire social system so deeply entrenched disappearing so 
completely in a matter of just a few generations. Indeed, the life of St Germanus of 
Auxerre hints that neither the cities nor the trappings of high office had been 
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completely abandoned. At the highest level of Romanization, in the cities, where 

evidence for decline is so emphatic, it may not be simply decline that occurred, but 

change. There was great social change in the later Roman period, manifested first 

by an alteration in expenditure represented by sudden and massive investment in 

country estates (Millett 1990,94), and later, by the abandonment of municipal 
beneficence, which covered not only the construction of the great civic buildings, 

but also, presumably, their maintenance. This was also accompanied by an 
inevitable migration of the urbanized local aristocrats out of the cities, and the 

consequential transfer of power and visible wealth to the more local, regionally 
based centres. Economically, the power base, both of industrial production and tax 

collection seems to have shifted to the smaller towns of the province, in a 

centrifugal economic action. 

Smaller Roman nucleations are more difficult to identify, but appear to have been 

thriving in the late fourth century, at the expense of the larger cities, which 

underwent population decline. Evidence increasingly points to substantial habitation 

being clustered around certain villas, where other towns, such as Chelmsford and 
Wanborough grew up as settlements around the public road stations. Later 

evidence, such as the burning and abandonment of villas is not supported by 

comparable evidence in the settlements, though little detailed work has been 

undertaken. The sacred cow of villa decline; decimation after rebellions or the 

barbarian conspiracy has been called into question, both from the historical point of 

view, and archaeologically, where nowhere near comparable evidence for disaster 

can be found. Instead, large opulent structures were being built in the ruralized 

cities. More often than not, representative samples of villa decay have been 

squeezed to fit the dates, as neat, encapsulating events to explain a largely enigmatic 

process occurring in the landscape. The picture is by no means an even one; at 

some villas, such as Hucclecote, (Glos) an active existence into the fifth century is 

suggested (Frere 1987,364). At Frocester (Glos), excavation has revealed the main 

villa building replaced by a timber hall on the same site (Gracie and Price 1979). 

Overall, it appears that the fault lies not with a lack of evidence, but with poor 

archaeological excavation, which is only beginning to be redressed. 

Coinage 

The great dating matrix of Roman Britain has long been a series of cherished 
coinage sequences, which, on the surface seem to represent a convincing and 
reliable method of dating any site. The knowledge that Britain continued to receive 
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official supplies of coin until 402 coupled with the sudden end of many sequences 

some thirty years before, especially on villa sites, has given the theory of abrupt 

villa decline and abandonment a convincing ring. In recent years, however, the 

system of coinage operating within the empire and its provinces has become much 
better understood, and the new evidence seriously calls into question the reliability 

of coinage (Reece 1987). How far down the social scale coinage percolated and the 
breadth of its use, and the extent of its usage after 402 is still imperfectly 

understood (ibid), but new evidence offers no convincing proof for discontinuity. 

How widely coins issued after the 370s were used is little considered, but there is 

no evidence to disprove that they continued in circulation well into the fifth century. 

The value of coins varied according to the financial straits of particular emperors, 

who devalued them at will. The loss of a coin and thus its presence in the 

archaeological record logically rises with its correspondingly lower original value, 

as greater effort would be expended attempting to find a high value coin than small 

change if it became lost. For the late fourth century, it is known that the value of 
coins dropped dramatically; new brass token coinage effectively drove the good, 

reformed coinage of the previous twenty years out of circulation (Reece 1987,24). 

However, in Britain, far from there being a rise in coin loss, as expected, in fact the 

opposite is true. This has been ascribed to the use of coinage which, for more 

mundane, everyday transactions was declining. Copying had also been a favourite 

British activity in the fourth century, not as a forging industry, but simply to top up 
the supply of low value coins when the central mints fell short. The coin moulds 
found on the site at Lyons Court farm may illustrate this process. Far from being 

an illicit pastime, the production of coins there was probably a legitimate activity. 
This, too, abruptly ceased at the time, implying that they were no longer effectively 

required. Furthermore, coinage only gives a rough guide to the striking of a coin. 
Its physical life-span and date of deposition are another matter. Republican coins 

are known to have circulated for up to two centuries, and a long life span may be 

safely suggested for some of the later fourth-century types as well. 

Taken with the evident dwindling, or more selective use of coinage, with a 
reversion to barter for smaller transactions, the ending of coin sequences on villa 
sites may reflect more the state of the general economy and the use of cash, than the 

physical destruction of the buildings. 
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Pottery 

The next closely datable archaeological deposit is pottery, and the record is 

unequivocal in demonstrating the decline of the large-scale producers of the 

province. Some types, such as the New Forest Wares, had been in decline since at 
least 350, with Black-burnished Wares following shortly after (Esmonde Cleary 

1989). Instead, there seems to have been a reversion to smaller, more localized 

manufacturers. However, because large-scale commercial pottery production had 

ceased by 400 need not necessarily imply that its use was curtailed. There may 
have been plenty of stockpiles existing, and careful conservation of supplies may 
have allowed its use to continue for seventy years or longer beyond that date (Frere 

1987,364). 

The question posed may not so much be that there was continuity of structure from 

the later Roman period, but rather that the criteria for continuity of organization and 

settlement were still in existence. These may not have been destroyed by the 
disappearance of the Roman superstructure. Effectively, much depends upon the 
interpretation imposed upon the evidence. The collapse of society is not necessarily 

a return to chaos, but a reversion to a more normal condition of lower complexity 
(Tainter 1988,197). Therefore much will survive, even though it may become 

undetectable. The archaeological evidence presents the problem that communities 

continued to exist, but without the Romanized trappings which have been relied 

upon to suggest their presence and construct chronologies. In the absence of a 

pottery market, stocks may have been conserved or traditional materials such as 
basketry, leather or wood relied upon. Without coinage, bartering or self- 

sufficiency replaces traditional forms of commerce, with grain, livestock and other 

perishable commodities used. Again, these are extremely difficult to isolate in the 

archaeological record. Along different lines, the prevalence of Christianity 

precludes burial with identifiable grave-goods, and so archaeologists are faced with 
the problem of separating cemeteries with fifth- or sixth-century burials, from 

identical burials a thousand years later. Though extensive radio-carbon dating may 

eventually redress the balance, the sample of data is still inadequate to see more 
than a handful of post-Roman communities. 

Together, the shortcomings of the archaeological data produce their own questions 
and alternative scenarios. Were the native aristocracies effectively swept away, as 
has been implied, or did they, like any privileged elite in any society, tenaciously 
hold onto their inherited rights and wealth, and change with the times? When St 
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Germanus visited Britain in 429, he noticed that the local notables were 
"conspicuous for riches, brilliant in dress" (Frere 1987,361). Whilst their villas 
and palaces had become superfluous to symbolism and wealth, they evidently kept a 

close guard on their jewellery boxes, and so to some of their status. Villas were not 

necessarily discarded; the survival of estate names in south Wales and the 

replacement of some villas elsewhere by timber halls suggests a longer life-span 

(Todd 1978,248); (Davies 1979a). 

Themes of continuity 

Themes of continuity are present. The old scenario of progressive urban decline 

and abandonment can be viewed from a different perspective. Barker's work at 
Wroxeter proves the nature of the evidence waiting to be found. The great changes 
in government may also be scrutinized with this view. Looked at from a different 

perspective, there are criteria for perceiving socio-political traits that had the 

capacity to survive, and the historical literature is peppered with references which 

suggest this as well. Administratively, the recognized forms of government did not 

survive, supplanted after internal revolts in 407. Government may, however, have 

returned to earlier, pre-Roman practices, of sovereignty vested in petty monarchies 

and central persons rather than central places (Millett 1990,180). It is logical to 

see these people as the descendants of Romanized native aristocracies, as there is no 

evidence for a new social group supplanting them (Potter & Johns, 216). The 

reoccupation of hillforts such as Cadbury/Congresbury certainly suggests the 

survival of centralized power, territoriality and identity (Burrow 1981, Rahtz et al 
1992). Other themes of continuity, such as the Christian church, with its 

maintenance of Latin until the time of Gildas or later are present in the 
documentation. The presence of Celtic or British saintly dedications throughout 

Gloucestershire and Somerset hint at some level of Christian activity (Rahtz 1991, 

Watts 1991). Continuity of settlement; the most suggestive theme, has been mooted 
(Gelling 1978, Leech 1977), rendering the destruction of the country houses as a 

single chapter in the wider perspective of the history of the larger landscape units. 
Tenurial discontinuity may be suggested by this (Percival 1976), but then equally, 

so is continuity. The greatest caveat comes at the local level; the differential 

decline felt in proportion to the level of Romanitas, the strength of local tradition 

and rulers and the proximity of estates to surviving cities. It may be that towns like 

Keynsham were able to perpetuate a continuity of form based on these factors, by 

its proximity to Bath and the fact that here the highest density of population 
combined with the most entrenched appearance of Roman structures. For more 
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rural, isolated or dispersed settlements, a different model may be applied. Figure 

2.10 summarizes the main components of continuity. 

Decline in the Keynsham Estate 

The decline and abandonment of villas in the West Country is still not fully 

resolved. Much hinges on two important factors; that coin sequences end in the 

360s or earlier, and that evidence of violence that has been found among the debris 

of villa sites. Thus, it is important to reiterate the evidence for coin sequences in 

this area, and look at the evidence for burning and decay of individual sites. 

Brislington Villa 

Though other villas show signs of destruction, the Brislington villa alone displays 

certain evidence of violence; a well filled with building debris, pieces of tesserrae, 

cooking utensils, pots, and most importantly, human bones (Barker 1901). This 

seems to indicate not only some form of destruction, but also a co-ordinated effort 

to clear up the mess for re-use of the site. The identity of the bodies thrown into 

the well cannot be determined, but they were not given a decent burial and so may 
have been people responsible for the destruction of the villa. 

Durley Park and Somerdale 

Both villas have limited evidence of damage, although at the Durley Park villa 

traces of burning seems to be confined to a few rooms, and there is substantial 

evidence for reoccupation (Bulleid & Home 1925). Both in the Keynsham area, 

and in the West Country, the evidence for destruction simply cannot be pinned 
down with such accuracy to unspecified stories of raiding in the 360s. Some were 

perhaps destroyed by intruders, but there are other factors which can be envisaged. ' 
What state they were in the 360s; whether they represented rich pickings or were 

already half-ruined due to earlier, internal disturbances is not easy to determine 

from the level of excavations that have been conducted. Why they needed to be 

burned at all is unclear, when more economically important sites do not have the 

weight of evidence to support this. On the other hand, however, these river valley 

villas must have been vulnerable, and all have evidence of effective economic life 

ceasing within a relatively contemporary time-scale. Many of the damaged villas 

were reoccupied. Brislington was cleared up, and at Keynsham one mosaic was 

carefully covered by soil and paving slabs before the room was reused and a hearth 
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installed. If Somerdale was a mansio, it too presumably would have been repaired, 
or at least the function of the mansio would have continued somewhere else in the 
vicinity. Thus we can see the perpetuation of the value of the buildings; even those 
that did not have agricultural functions and were less important. They possessed 

residual function as symbols and, because of this are important indicators to the 

continuation of estates. 

CONCLUSION 

The late fourth century in the Keynsham hundred, was one of subtle change and 

material decline, which can be perceived in the gradual denuding of the traits of 

sophisticated Romanized living, until that point demonstrable as prosperous and 
thriving. The Durley Park villa, Brislington and Somerdale were among a number 

of villas which appeared and thrived along the fertile river valley of the Avon. In 

addition there was the as yet unquantified settlement on the Keynsham Hams; which 

strongly suggests, by its close proximity to the Durley Park villa, an economic, 

political and tenurial relationship between the two. This in turn brings into question 
the function of such a town, and the relationship between it and the estate or estates 

on which Durley Park, Brislington and other villas were based. Their size has been 

questioned, but it is clear that the period under discussion is not easy to deal with, 

and analysis and model building are only as satisfactory as the evidence they are 
built on. 

The villas decayed, and ultimately disappeared. That much is self-evident, but the 

reasons for their decay and abandonment, and the time-scale involved, perhaps 

moves the event away from a catastrophic scenario, and gives credence to the idea 

that continuity, far from being the exception, was the norm. Keynsham, and indeed 

all the villas in the hundred, lay within the catchment area of Bath. Evidence for 

the continued importance of Bath itself is still very slight, and consists principally of 
the repaving of the temple area (Cunliffe 1971). Even by the sixth century, 
however, the city was, as one of the 'chesters' captured by the Anglo-Saxons, an 
important token, and an evocative symbol of grandeur which moved an Anglo- 

Saxon poet to write about the place (Appendix 2). The continuity of an economic 

and agricultural system, and thus estates was a necessity for political units of even 
the most basic level of sophistication. A total lack of continuity is not feasible 

given that agricultural and basic settlement must have continued as before. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
THE KEYNSHAM HUNDRED 450 - 650 

"External wars may have stopped, but not civil ones. All the controls of truth and 
justice have been shaken and overthrown, leaving no trace, not even a memory, 
among the orders I have mentioned; with a few, a very few. " 

Gildas - On the Ruin and Conquest of Britain 

The words of the sixth-century scholar Gildas cast a pale light on the shadowy 

world of post-Roman Britain. In recent years, however, archaeological research, 

some of it conducted in the West Country, has added credence to much that Gildas 

had to say about his world, and the state of Britain in the centuries after the 
disappearance of Roman government. 

For the West Country, and the Bath area in particular, the sources are silent apart 
from the fragmentary poem 'The Ruin' (Appendix 2). This eloquent verse, far 

from supporting the modem archaeologist's desire to salvage some aspect of order 
from the period, instead portrays the wonderment of an Anglo-Saxon who 

contemplates the desolate ruins of Bath. This picture of abandonment is balanced 

however. Bath was a sufficiently powerful symbol even by the end of the sixth 

century, that its capture represented the transfer of power in the region. 

This chapter has three aims. The first is to examine models for the mutation and 

change of traditional power structures and government in the Bath region. Whilst 

no single piece of research indicates the situation in the north Somerset area, models 
for continuity and transformation exist for other cities and regions of broadly 

similar status, and may be equally as valid for Bath and its surrounding hinterlands. 

Archaeological work from Wroxeter (Barker 1973), and documentary research on 
the Llandaff charters in Wales (Davies 1979b) are just two examples which have 

identified potential for continuity of some form of power, settlement and a concept 

of land ownership. More locally, excavations at Cadbury-Congresbury (Rahtz 

1992) and on Glastonbury Tor (Rahtz 1991) indicate aristocratic activity in the so- 

called Dark Ages in Somerset. 

Secondly, it is important to discuss the historical narrative for the region as a 
whole. If nothing else, the entry in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle relating to the 

capture of Bath by the West Saxons illuminates the existence of local territorial 
divisions and rulers. It comes amidst a portion of the Chronicle upon which serious 
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doubt has been cast in recent years (Yorke 1989), and this needs to be examined 
critically. The period of the early seventh century was none the less one in which 
the influence of Anglo-Saxons in north Somerset and south Gloucestershire can be 

perceived, with evidence for pagan Saxon settlement in Gloucestershire and 
Wiltshire and the clash of emergent kingdoms around the Avon river valley. 

Finally, there is the pivot upon which all this hangs; the presence of the enigmatic 
earthwork known as the West Wansdyke, which crosses the Keynsham hundred. 

The feature ignores territorial boundaries in the region, and runs across any 
geographical explanation in the context of earlier patterns or later tenurial 

arrangements. It remains the only identifiable post-Roman monument in the 
landscape of north Somerset, but has never been properly or sensibly discussed 

within an adequate local and regional framework. It is proposed here to suggest 

suitable models and contexts for its construction. 

THE FIFTH CENTURY 

The fifth century is characterized, as was discussed in the previous chapter, by the 

gradual disappearance of certain Romanized traits which have been relied on to 

construct an archaeological narrative; pottery, coins and stone buildings among 

others. Urban functions in the cities probably did not survive the 430s, and at the 
last, few tenacious villas, archaeologically recognizable sequences cannot be pushed 
beyond the same approximate date. Work from around the country reflects, more 
than anything else the uneven decay and decline being experienced in the civitas 
capitals. Ultimately, however, the removal of Roman infrastructures had 

consequences for settlement and society at all levels which is still very difficult to 

assess. 

Sources 

Continental and insular sources, though sparse, have their uses in casting light on 
the latter part of the century, when archaeology fails almost completely. From the 

end of the fifth century two main sources are preserved; the writings of Constantius 

of Lyon, who narrated the visits to Britain of St Germanus of Auxerre in the late 
420s and 430s, and the 'Confessio' of St Patrick. Both have been studied 
extensively (Thomas 1979, Lapidge & Dumville 1984) and suggest that, certainly 
for the early part of the century, Roman customs were preserved largely intact, with 
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a government undergoing substantial evolution even before the formal end of 
Roman rule. 

Though the exact chronology of the life of St Patrick is uncertain, his writings 
reflect the fact that he came from a wealthy villa-owning family from the upland 

region of Britain. Indeed, despite the vacillations of fortune, such as the raiding 

attested by Patrick's abduction, the integrity of the British city-states seems not to 
have been damaged, at least from an historical perspective, until the first Saxon 

rebellions and successes in the mid-fifth century. 

The West Country 

Excavations in Bath itself have shown that shortly after 400, the temple complex 
became neglected and silted up, and the buildings suffered a succession of roof 

collapses. There may have been a certain reluctance or inability to counteract the 
flooding of the spa, although some recobbling was attempted (Cunliffe 1979). This 

need not suggest a general decline for the city as a whole. Study of the residential 
areas of Bath has barely begun, and the decay of the temple area would not be amiss 
in the religious and political climate of the late fourth and early fifth centuries, 

when pagan shrines were actively being desecrated by zealous Christians. The 

collapsing and abandoned shrines to the pagan gods, portrayed in 'The Ruin', need 

not have considered more mundane but thriving areas, when there were magnificent 

ruins to eulogize. 

Keynsham 

Beyond important focal points like Bath, the situation is more difficult to visualize. 
Though there is little more than circumstantial evidence to prove that Bath retained 

some power as a focus of trade, status and communications in the fifth century, the 

picture emerging for the rest of the country does not actively preclude the 

possibility. Under these circumstances of some detectable continuity, the estates 
nearest to Bath would invariably have been maintained for the supply of food to the 

city, and, just as under the Roman system, as the continuing power-base of the 

aristocratic rulers of the region. From a similar perspective, the power of 
'territorial magnates' has been stressed, especially from the Cotswolds (Morris 

1973,49). Although the data are still poor, the logic is deceptively simple. Bath 

was a city which remained outside the Saxon sphere of influence and thus of 
disruption for 150 years after the 'independence' of Britain, and if such continuity 
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can be actively seen for the poorer, upland areas of Britain such as Wales, then the 
fertile river valleys of the Avon, which constituted the richest cluster of estates in 

the former province may also be included. 

The Keynsham area has much potential. Recognition and quantification of the 

settlement on the Hams has only just begun however. Not surprisingly, preliminary 
studies indicate that the sequences only run through to the fourth century (Young 
1994), but it is likely that any subsequent settlement will have utilized the rich 

alluvium of the river plain as part of its agricultural system. Extending the life of 
the villas is impossible given the quality of the excavations, but the example of St 
Patrick provides some idea of the potential. From his writings, Patrick's father was 

evidently a wealthy villa-owning member of the local city government, and his 

situation is a peculiarly revealing image that the idea of country-living had not 

entirely given way to the fundamentals of subsistence farming. Philip Barker's 
(1973) discovery of a series of sophisticated timber buildings replacing deliberately 
demolished Roman stone buildings at Wroxeter suggests the replacement of stone 
structures by more easily maintained yet equally grandiose timber framed ones. 

The fate of the symbolic power-base of the Keynsham estate is hypothetical, but a 
number of models may be proposed; 

I: Romanized life was maintained into the mid-fifth century, with the 

continuation of the villas and their estates, occupied by the native aristocrats. 
Continued occupation is simply undetectable in the absence of coin and pottery 

sequences beyond the early fifth century, as precious resources are reused. With 

local, inherited crafts, the villa buildings could be maintained for several 

generations, unless major structural work was required. Should one part of a large 

villa become damaged or unusable, then withdrawing into another part of the 
building was feasible, or alternatively replacing it with a timber structure. This is 

by no means bound to be standard across the region; some villas may have become 

abandoned for other reasons and their estates absorbed or broken up. 

II: The villas of the region were replaced by timber structures as the 

need to maintain superficial Romanized trappings disappeared and the specialized 
crafts necessary to repair roofs, plaster and stone walls declined. The settlement on 
the Hams continued at a reduced level, as trade and communications withered. The 

estate however, integrated by more localized exchange networks, continued to 
function as an identifiable economic unit. 
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III: The emphasis of settlement shifted in an atmosphere characterized by 

insecurity. As in other parts of Somerset, the native population, and the aristocrats 
found security and possibly seasonal occupation in the hillforts to the south of the 
town at Stantonbury and Maes Knoll (Burrow 1981). In this setting, the villas, no 
longer necessary as markers of wealth and status were gradually abandoned and the 

settlements contract as population and social mechanisms changed. 

IV: The villa lifestyle was abandoned as unsupportable in a period no 
longer characterized by cash and superfluous living, and they became either 
deserted or were turned over to more utilitarian uses. The estates continued, 
because nothing actively disrupted economies on a more local scale. Aristocratic 

settlement shifted to a new site. 

Models are broad and elements are generally interchangeable. Factors which are 

unknown include how a vast estate of slaves and colonate workers was transformed 

once the stabilizing legal constraints were removed. In Belgica slave rebellions are 

attested which overthrew native aristocracies, and there is a suggestion from the 

record that Britain suffered a similar fate. However, the writings of Sidonius 

Appollinaris in sub-Roman Gaul demonstrates how, without the force of imperial 

law, Roman elites were able to maintain their estates, and their way of life. The 

evidence from Keynsham, slight as it is, is not necessarily different from the models 

proposed. In the absence of evidence to the contrary, the area may have continued 
in its customary way of life and with little disturbance For the fifth century, the 

rich lands of the Bath region were insulated from the main areas of Anglo-Saxon 

strife, and so, perhaps it is in the sixth century that substantial change comes. 

THE SIXTH CENTURY 

The work 'De Excidio et Conquestu Britanniae' by the late sixth-century cleric 
Gildas is unsatisfactory as an historical source. However, it remains the only point 

of light with which to see the period and some of its context (Lapidge 1984). In 

recent years, historians have recognized that, however much his writings are 

obscured by his style and point of view, inference reveals a picture of Britain and 
the development of the remaining British portions of the island before the second 
major Saxon expansion in the 550s. Although the West Country was peripheral to 

any of the kingdoms who came within the scope of Gildas' blistering attack, the 

overall picture is encouraging for tentative suggestions in the Avon valley. 
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In Britain, in the first half of the sixth century, education, political life and elements 

of classical inspiration had survived as living entities. Gildas' Latin alone suggests 
this, implying that he was educated in a rhetorical tradition. In previous centuries, 
this had been a prelude to entry into the administration; suggesting continuity of 

some kind (Lapidge & Dumville 1984,49). Similar traditions of Patrick and 
Faustus of Riez point culturally to the sixth century, though largely invisible, as one 

not entirely empty of substance or significance. 

Politically the country may have consisted of small city or tribal states, perhaps 
formed as the successors to the defunct Romano-British civitates. The shadowy 
figures of Ambrosius Aurelianus, Vortigern and Arthur suggest centrality and 

political identity. An element of fluidity is hinted at, and in some respects, division 

of larger units may have occurred, perhaps owing to partible inheritance (Morris 

1968,69). Some of these shadowy kingdoms evidently followed former tribal 

groupings, and others were amalgamations of disappeared tribes (Morris 1973, 

210). At their head were educated men like Maglocunus (Lapidge 1984,50) and 

others who bore Roman-sounding names. 

From the mid-fifth century, these British kingdoms appear to have lost their vigour 

or their ability to resist the restless and volatile Saxon kingdoms to the east. The 

Anglo-Saxon Chronicle relates how the tribe of the 'Gewissae', the precursors of 
the West Saxons stepped into this weakness and exploited it by waging a campaign 

of expansion in all directions, until within a generation they had cut off the south- 

western kingdom of Dumnonia from the Welsh Britons further north. 

The Battle of Dyrham. 

The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle is explicit: 

577: Her Cuthwine and Ceawlin fuhton with Brettas and hie thre cyningas 

ofslogon, Commail and Condidan and Farinmail, in thaer stowe the is gecweden 
Deorham, and genamon threo ceastra, Gleawanceaster, Cirenceaster and 
Bathanceaster. (British Museum, Cotton MS, Tiberius B. IV) 

577: In this year Cuthwine and Ceawlin fought against the Britons and 
killed three kings - Conmail, Condidan and Farinmail at the place which is called 
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Dyrham, and they captured three of their 'chesters'; Gloucester, Cirencester and 
Bath. (Whitelock 1961). 

This single entry is the pivot upon which all assumptions for the area in the early 
Anglo-Saxon period rest. As it is a piece of information of such explicit clarity, 

authors have been reluctant to cast doubts about its context and authenticity in the 

past. Yet it is crucial that the date and context is reassessed, considering its 

important implications. As far as Bath and Gloucester are concerned, immediate 

doubt has been cast upon its validity by the fact that little archaeological evidence 
for any Saxon presence has been found within miles of these cities until the seventh 

century. 

The West Saxon Creation Myth 

Recent study has re-evaluated the origins of Anglo-Saxon kingdoms, and has 

revealed quite clearly that the West Saxons, the ultimate inheritors of sovereignty 

over all their rivals, manipulated and fabricated their origins and subsequent rise in 

order to acquire political cachet and legitimacy (Bassett 1989, Yorke 1989). David 

Dumville (1989,125), assessing the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, and comparing it to 

seemingly more reliable genealogies, says that "what consideration of it allows is 

the wholesale rubbishing of the Chronicle's chronology for the century 495-597". 

This has repercussions for the authenticity of the Battle of Dyrham, and a number of 

other factors throw considerable doubt on the credence of the Chronicle. The 
founder of the West Saxon royal house, Cerdic, is alone among the founders of 
kingdoms in having a native British name and origins (Morris 1973,103). As a 

result, his ancestry is probably entirely fictitious. The origin of the kingdom 

proposed by the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle has direct parallels with the Kentish origin 

myth (Brooks 1989a, 60). Copied elements include alliterative lists of kinsmen, the 

numbers of years between landing and the taking of a kingdom, the relationship 
between personal names and the place-names of conquered areas. Neither may be 

construed as a lie; common tradition or ethnic origin may account for similarities, 
but there are inconsistencies with the chronology as well. 

The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle and the West Saxon Regnal Table differ by 19 years - 
recognized as the lunar cycle which was adopted as a chronological timetable in the 
Anglo-Saxon period. The early dates of the kingdom have therefore either been 

accidently misplaced in copying by one lunar cycle of 19 years, so that events are 
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19 years too early or too late, or more likely, the true date of 514 for the arrival of 
Cerdic has been projected back to 495 to give greater antiquity, and thus credibility 
to the West Saxon royal house (Yorke 1989,84). 

The geographical origins of the kingdom are also subject to scrutiny. Although the 

West Saxons placed themselves in Hampshire, Bede stated this to be Jutish territory. 

The West Saxons may have conspired at a later date to place their origins both in a 
different time and place from reality. This makes it difficult to separate myth from 

reality in their expansion westwards and calls into question 577 as a valid date. 

Later West Saxon Development 

The West Saxons had, by their own accounts acquired extensive lands in the Upper 

Thames valley by the mid-sixth century. Following this, their leaders embarked on 

a thirty year period of aggressive expansion in all directions, accomplishing within 
that time the subjugation of much of the western part of England. A sequence of 
battles is attested, which represents their progression of conquest (Figure 3.1): 

552 - In this year Cynric fought with the Britons in the place that is called 
Searobyrg (Sarum near Salisbury), and put them to flight. 

556 - In this year Cynric and Ceawlin fought with the Britons at Beranbyrg 

(Barbury near Swindon). 
568 - In this year Ceawlin and Cutha fought with Ethelbert, and pursued him into 

Kent, and they slew two ealdormen at Wibbandune; Oslaf and Cnebba. 
571 - In this year Cuthwulf fought with the Britons at Bedcanford (Bedford), and 

captured four settlements: Lygeanbyrg (Lenbury), Aegelesburg (Aylesbury), 

Banesingtun (Benson), and Egoneshamm (Ensham). And this same year he died. 

577 - In this year Cuthwine and Ceawlin fought against the Britons and killed three 

kings: Conmail, Condidan and Farinmail at the place which is called Deorham, and 

they captured three of their chesters: Gloucester, Cirencester and Bath. 

584 - In this year Ceawlin and Cutha fought with the Britons in the place that is 

called Fethanleag, and Cutha was slain there. And Ceawlin took many settlements, 

as well as immense booty and wealth. He then retreated to his own people. 
592 - In this year there was a great slaughter of Britons at Woddesbeorge; Ceawlin 

was driven from his kingdom. 
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Given the apparent attempt by the West Saxon annalists to mythologize their 
kingdom, this spectacular series of successes is suspicious. However, archaeology 
can confirm at least the first two dates given. (Morris 1973,225). The principle 
obstacle to the 577 account is that it has little basis in archaeological fact. 

Cirencester is an exception with evidence of pagan burials. For the rest of the 
Cotswolds, West Saxon dialect forms of place-names occur as far north as 
Adlestrop (formerly in Worcestershire) (Smith 1961-64), but neither Bath nor 
Gloucester have any evidence for a pagan Saxon presence which would be expected 
from an occupying force attempting to consolidate and assert itself in the area. 
Furthermore, if the chronology of earlier entries was misplaced by as many as 19 

years, then this too is susceptible to retrospective dating. The early seventh century 

was a period characterized by intense rivalry over newly conquered lands between 

the Mercians and West Saxons, and one justification may have been founded in 

rivalry for the area under discussion. The antiquity of conquests no doubt 

strengthened claims over an area. The general trend of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle 

is thus inescapably West Saxon, and propagandist in its nature. 

By contrast, however, there are several positive and encouraging signs from the 

entry. Although not archaeologically represented, the battles are possible given the 

rapid nature of the West Saxon advance through the area, which was of sufficient 

speed to prevent the consolidation and settlement beyond obtaining nominal 

overlordship. After Wibbandun, despite the defeat of Kent, no West Saxon 

presence is recorded in London before 600 (Blair 1989,112), indicative perhaps 
that the primary motivation of land hunger was spent, and that conquest had 

acquired a more political rationale. The conqueror in both these instances was 
Ceawlin, a king described as Bretwalda, by Bede; a notional 'Ruler of Britain' 

perhaps, and thus a king of considerable standing. 

The three kings slain at Dyrham, seemingly of each city or territory, are explicitly 
named; this is strange given that most other victories are more vaguely described. 
Why they should be named and thus immortalized is difficult to ascribe, but may be 

associated with the degree of triumph - that there was no threat in actually naming 
them, or perhaps that this was the first instance whereby the West Saxons actually 

managed to kill the rulers of the territory they were conquering. Three kings 

suggest quite small, easily conquerable territories; a feasible victory. 
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From a place-name perspective, earlier entries give deliberately archaic and 
incorrect names, and thus provide a suspicious context for successful battles. 

Etymologically however, the Anglo-Saxon rendering of the name 'Deorham' is, 

unlike the earliest sites named in the Chronicle, perfectly acceptable (Smith 1961- 

64). 

In viewing the earlier, archaeologically confirmed date for expansion, the sequence 

of West Saxon battles and victories represents a logical progression north and then 

westwards into the Avon Valley (Figure 3.1). The date does not conform to a 

pattern or formula which can readily be confused by lunar cycles or 'misplaced'. It 

stands on its own. From a linguistic point of view, the fact that the West Saxons 

were active in the region to the north of the river Avon and in the Cotswolds 

confirms that influence was exerted long enough to allow the survival of West 

Saxon dialect and the fossilization of peculiarly West Saxon place-name forms such 

as 'throp' long after the Mercians took over (ibid). 

Thus, it may be suggested that the entry for 577 is authentic, in action if not 

necessarily in date. The brief moment it reveals is of even greater value, for it 

demonstrates the enduring importance of the three Roman cities as foci, together 

with their territoria. This infers, by the possession of three corresponding rulers, 
that some shadow of former arrangements was preserved or created based on 
Roman cities. A possible model for development of the Avon valley region may 
therefore be tentatively proposed. 

A Model for Development 

The region around Bath, and indeed further north may have been incorporated 

within the kingdom of Dumnonia, and ruled by petty kings or chieftains. While the 
history and traditions of that kingdom do not survive, it was large and long-lasting, 

had its own line of Christian kings, and was therefore relatively stable (Pearce 

1978). It came under increasing pressure only in the late sixth century and was 
targeted by the emerging West Saxon rulers. Three more local rulers of the region 
fought in a collective defensive action at Dyrham, were defeated and their cities and 
territories annexed. Who they were is speculative, but at least one had the Roman 

name of Condidan (Constantine), and if not rulers in their own right, may have 

been sub-kings or viceroys to the Dumnonian kings. The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle 
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terms them kings, but this may be an attempt to magnify the scale of Ceawlin's 

victory. 

The Keynsham Area 

Pagan Saxon remains were allegedly found in 1936 in Saftford (Proc Spel Soc, v 
1938,90; Meaney 1964), which have perhaps been erroneously accepted as 

representing Germanic settlement in the region. They consisted of six inhumations, 

orientated east-west, with one identifiable object; an iron knife with a parallel at the 
Anglo-Saxon cemetery at Camerton. This must be treated with scepticism. A 

knife, in a lone context is not indicative of Anglo-Saxon presence, least of all 

settlement. Its presence must be construed as unhelpful, and must not detract from 

the archaeological silence, which has so much to imply for the Bath area at this 

time. 

The Early Seventh Century 

The seventh century was characterized by a shift of power in the Bath region and 
the replacement of West Saxon dominance by Mercian supremacy (Hill 1981). In 

that respect activity in the region may have been peripheral to the general struggle 
for Mercian identity. By the 620s, the Mercian king Penda had begun to contest 

control in areas hitherto regarded as West Saxon preserves. The culmination of this 

was the Battle of Cirencester in 628, when Penda successfully took over south- 

eastern Gloucestershire and part of north Somerset, and the Battle of Maserfelth in 

643, when final Mercian supremacy was achieved. 

The rare Mercian personal name of Pybba occurs at Publow (OE Pybban Hlew, 

"Pybba's Barrow") in the Keynsham hundred, and may be indicative of Mercian 

activity in the area (Brooks 1989b, 163). Whether this Pybba is the same as the 
historical Pybba, father of Penda, whose floruit came around the end of the sixth 

century is not known for certain. Nearby is the settlement at Pensford. This is 

usually considered to have derived from Pen (OW 'a hill'), but a thirteenth-century 

graveslab from Keynsham Abbey mentions an Isabel of Pendelsford (Cited in Lowe 

1987,127), which may be derived from the personal name Penda. Both lend 

credence to the possibility of Mercian activity in the area at a much earlier date than 
hitherto suspected. 
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The newly acquired lands of southern Gloucestershire and northern Somerset may 
have been passed to the kingdom of the Hwicce, one of the most prominent of the 

client states set up by Penda (Bassett 1989,17). Hwiccan and Mercian royalty 
maintained a high profile in the Bath area, holding court and attesting charters 
there. Beyond the immediate environs of Bath, the exact status of the Keynsham 

estate is unclear. While Bath and its estate passed to Hwiccan overlordship, their 
influence in the rest of north Somerset is not evident through charters or annals, or 

was not enduring. For this, the evidence of the West Wansdyke may provide clues. 

THE WEST WANSDYKE 

The great earthwork known as the West Wansdyke is a Scheduled Ancient 

Monument which stretches in a discontinuous line for approximately 12 kilometres 

from the hillfort at Maes Knoll in Norton Malreward, east and south-eastwards to 
Horsecombe, south of Bath. Much of it lies between the two Iron Age hillforts of 
Maes Knoll and Stantonbury, which effectively straddle the Keynsham hundred in 

the east and west, dividing the land of the later hundred approximately in half 

(Figure 3.2). 

The western section of the Dyke has been the subject of serious study only since the 

time of the Wiltshire Antiquary Colt Hoare (1819), who drew the first accurate 

representations. Passing through a period of wild and fanciful speculation in the 

nineteenth century, serious research considerations only returned to the monument 
in the 1920s. Much ink was spilled attempting to link the West Wansdyke with its 

more substantial namesake the East Wansdyke in Wiltshire. Albany F. Major and 
E. J. Burrow attempted to trace the dyke from Wiltshire in a continuous line to 
Portbury on the banks of the river Severn (1926), but following more detailed and 

serious surveys of both dykes by Cyril and Aileen Fox (1958), it was established 
that the two are unlinked and separate entities. The Foxs' survey was built upon by 

a management and conservation proposal conducted by the County of Avon in 

1986, which itself has most recently been augmented by an extensive survey of 

geophysical prospecting and re-surveying undertaken by English Heritage and the 
Avon Archaeological Unit (Young et al 1994). 

The physical nature of the dyke has been dealt with extensively in recent resurveys. 
It is useful to reiterate the conclusions of this, in light of comparison with other 
defensive earthworks like Offa's Dyke. Various theories have been advanced, 
concerning the origins of the Wansdyke; these too need to be reviewed. One 
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important omission in past studies has been the lack of an examination of the 

position and relationship of the dyke to the administrative and tenurial functions 

which existed in the area in the later period, and a critical assessment of these may 
provide a context and clues to the origins and subsequent fate of the West 
Wansdyke. 

Defensive Considerations 

Along its entire length, the West Wansdyke like its eastern counterpart preserves a 

pattern of a bank with a ditch on its northern side, though it is by no means present 

at all stages. Excavation has revealed a similar method of construction in different 

sections (figures 3.4 and 3.5). Only along the final, eastern terminal of the dyke 

does the arrangement differ, where geophysical prospecting has revealed ditches 

both to the north and south of the dyke. Within the hundred, the dyke is aligned 

with the ramparts of the two hillforts, suggesting that they are integral with the 

actual defensive nature of the earthwork. Previous study has suggested that the 

earthwork is not connected in an integral way with either of them, nor do the 
hillforts seem to have been altered to accommodate the presence of the Wansdyke 

(Fox and Fox 1958,37). This is not a feature unique to Wansdyke; Old Oswestry 

hillfort preserves something of a similar pattern (ibid). However, the siting of an 

earthwork with two hillforts must be significant, and a factor in seeing it as a 
defence (Burrow 1981). The Wansdyke also has a number of natural termini to 

allow for the through route of roads and rivers, suggesting that its intention was to 

provide some restriction of movement of people and livestock. 

Several fundamental and tactical weaknesses along the Wansdyke have cast doubt 

about its effectiveness and intention, or even that it was originally ever completed. 
There are three major gaps along its length, where neither aerial photography, early 

surveys, nor modern scientific methods have found traces of a bank or ditch. At 

Publow Hill, 1.75 km of the alignment is entirely devoid of any trace of the dyke, 

and similar, but shorter gaps exist at Englishcombe and Newton St the. A common 

explanation has always been that dense natural forest presented itself as a sufficient 
barrier to preclude construction of the barrier in those places, or even that, in the 

case of the "Publow Gap", the river Chew took over the course of the dyke 

(Crawford, 1953,252). This is a convenient, but unsatisfactory explanation. The 

situation is not entirely resolved, however. Along the line of the 'gap', pipe-laying 
has revealed interesting disturbances of the soil, and further investigation may yet 

reveal that the gap is not as likely as previously thought. Until further evidence is 
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substantiated, however, the tendency is to suggest that the Wansdyke is in fact an 
unfinished monument. 

Closer inspection of the terminals and their position in relation to roads and paths 
(some of which, as deep hollow-ways, are very ancient) reveals that nowhere are 
these terminals respected (Figure 3.3). Instead, the communications network of the 

area completely ignores the presence of the dyke. This may reflect a number of 

scenarios. If the dyke was never finished, then the existing path and road alignment 

may never have been altered to accommodate the new gates or terminals in the 

earthwork. By the same token, it is strange that the dyke would be constructed with 

no reference to pre-existing lines of communications, seeking instead to construct an 

arbitrary and artificial set of access points. 

Most interestingly, from a defensive perspective, is the weakness of the Wansdyke's 

position. This has been discussed (Fox & Fox 1958) but it is worth stressing some 

of the major points again here. Unlike the East Wansdyke, which stridently 

occupies the crests of hills and has visible control over the country to the north, the 
West Wansdyke almost strives to be inconspicuous, occupying unfavourable low 

ground when tactically more favourable land is available just metres away. This is 

especially true at its western end, near Maes Knoll. Whilst deep valleys can be 

used as a line of defence, the field of view is severely limited. The lack of 

alteration of the hillforts has been taken as an indication that they were not 

necessarily reoccupied; a negative element to fortification and protection. The Foxs 

(1958,45) took this as implying together that whoever built the dyke was not in a 

position of power to choose where the dyke was situated. However, when it is 

considered that the dyke represented the division of the landscape into two discrete 

zones of control, and that for the southern builders, there were better defensive 

positions just metres to the south, in land which they controlled, this idea does not 

appear so strong. Further west, beyond the dyke, there is no sign of an earthwork, 
though Major and Burrows (1926) tried their best to equate field boundaries with an 

extended Wansdyke, running to the Bristol Channel at Portbury. Two intriguing 

documentary scraps uncovered in the assessment of 1986, were a pair of land deeds 

of 1310 from the parish of Long Ashton, with the name "Venelle de Wodnesdiche" 

(BRO AC/D1/15., 16); pointing to the idea at least of a linear frontier extending 
beyond the physical traces of the earthwork in the west. 

The problem remains then, of whether to consider the West Wansdyke a linear 

earthwork or a defensive construction. Its relative size; 5.5m high, with a 2m deep 
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ditch, at most, near Stanton Prior, can be compared to Offa's Dyke in places, 
though no evidence for a palisade has yet been found. The fact that the earthwork 
begins and terminates abruptly made it susceptible to outflanking manoeuvres. This 
leads to grave weaknesses in its capacity as a potential defensive boundary. Yet use 

of the earthwork, the expenditure of time and power to build it, its co-ordinated 
construction and other factors suggest that it was at least partly defensive, and it 

does protect land immediately to the south from a threat in the Avon valley and the 

river crossings situated there. It was evidently not a impenetrable barrier by any 

means, but this may not to have been the intention. Instead its function may have 

been more akin to the 'controlled frontier' seen at Hadrian's Wall. 

Origins of the Wansdyke 

Theories on the origins of the Wansdyke date back to the sixteenth century when 
Leland regarded both East and West as part of the struggle between Mercia and 
Wessex for supremacy in the area (Major and Burrows 1926). The West 

Wansdyke, as a linear boundary as well as a defensive line of whatever competence 
ignores local boundaries and land arrangements. Only at its eastern end does it 

represent a boundary, between the parishes of South Stoke and Lyncombe and 
Widcombe. This is present on tenth-century Anglo-Saxon charters for both estates, 

and so is a fairly ancient marker (Appendix 3). However, the discovery of a ditch 

to the south as well as the north, and other peculiarities noted by the Foxs, hint that 
this section may not be integral with the original dyke. Instead it may have been 

part of a defence work associated with Bath (with a south-facing ditch) which was 

re-used by the builders of the dyke, and incorporated along its length. At three 

other places, the parish boundaries follow the line of the dyke, but only for several 

metres. This suggests a later adjustment of local boundaries. 

Problems of Interpretation 

There are problems with any line of interpretation, some of which, like the 
linear/defensive nature of the Wansdyke have been touched upon above. The East 

and West Wansdyke, long considered a single entity, both from their collective 
dedication to the Saxon god Woden, and their similar alignment, has been shown to 
be far more complex (Fox and Fox 1958,37). They employ different techniques of 
construction, regardless of their differing geological basis. Chronologically if an 
earlier date is entertained, when the British were fighting against the Saxon threat 
from the Upper Thames Valley, whilst such a model is feasible for the East 
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Wansdyke, it is patently too early for the West Wansdyke. After 577, a date more 
feasible for the West Wansdyke, the presence of Saxon settlers both north and south 

of the East Wansdyke precluded its necessity. In short, the two do not have a 
feasible chronological overlap. 

A problem to consider is one of name - that the Wansdyke is dedicated to an Anglo- 

Saxon deity which implies both that the Anglo-Saxons were unaware of its purpose 

and origin, and that they regarded the East and West Wansdyke as part of the same 

system. The idea of a supernatural inaugural dedication to Woden has been 

advanced (Myres 1964,21), but it is an unlikely possibility. It is more likely that 

the earlier, eastern section of the dyke acquired its name and that the Anglo-Saxons, 

like their modern counterparts, misinterpreted the two structures due to their general 

similarity, as being part of the same unity, and the name was transferred west as a 

result. 

These considerations still present difficulties in establishing narrower chronological 

parameters for the construction of the West Wansdyke. Other dykes, such as Offa's 

Dyke, East Wansdyke and Bokerly Dyke (Fox 1955, Hill 1985, Bowen 1978) 

represent barriers separating peoples of different ethnic tradition; native Briton and 
Saxon. The Germanic peoples seem not to have constructed such tangible barriers 

between each other (Thackray 1981). Thus the dyke is unlikely to have been 

constructed after the 620s, when Mercians and West Saxons controlled the territory 

to the north and south of the dyke. Perhaps it suggests that an earlier, late sixth 

century date for the West Wansdyke is the most feasible in the light of the evidence, 

unless, as was outlined above, the dyke was part of an undocumented British 

conflict in the fifth or sixth century. The physical nature of the hundred itself 

provides another clue. Whilst in the early seventh century Bath remained a 
Hwiccan and a Mercian city, the rest of the Avon valley lacks any trace of such a 
tradition, either in place-names (the Mercian exception of Publow represents a 
Mercian personal name, and not a Mercian dialect form), and the rearrangement of 
boundaries which may be expected from a prolonged Hwiccan occupation of the 

valley. 

Overall, the construction and context of the dyke suggests that is was an element 

constructed either at a time of great stress and crisis, when existing land patterns 
had, by necessity to be overridden, or was seen by the builders as a purely 
temporary measure. Although rights of property may not have been well 

established at the time of construction (Hinton 1990,43), internal boundaries did 
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exist within the Keynsham hundred. If the boundaries had been created later, they 

would almost certainly have incorporated such a visible landscape feature. 

Historically, there are few periods of major stress and crisis to provide a context for 

construction, and are summarized below. 

Theories for the Origins of the Wansdyke 

I. The first accounts for early (mid-sixth century) Saxon raiding from the Thames 

valley, with the dyke constructed by the British kingdoms or civitates against this 

threat. This, chronologically is feasible for the East Wansdyke, but not for the 
West, and it is here that a dichotomy for the origin of the two lengths of the dyke 

emerges. No Saxon activity is recorded archaeologically in the area, and the dyke 

surely represented a response to a continuous and pernicious threat north of the 
Avon or its region. 

H. The second theory involves dynastic infighting between two sections of the West 

Saxon royal house, drawn perhaps from different traditions, on Salisbury Plain 

around 560. It follows the premise that Ceawlin was not of the main House of 
Cerdic but merely the head of a collateral line. That he was attempting to carve out 

a niche for himself is feasible, again for the East Wansdyke, but the recent revisions 

of the chronology, and doubts cast over the origins of the royal dynasty of the 
Cerdicings as a whole cast a shadow across this entire scenario in the west (Yorke 

1989). 

III. A third and more feasible line of argument assumes that the dyke was a 

response by the kingdom of Dumnonia to the conquest of the 570s (if the 

chronology is not too early), and the annexation of the lands to the north and around 
Bath by Ceawlin. The lack of settled Saxons in the area casts doubts whether the 
dyke was really necessary at this point, though the exact nature of the Saxon 

presence in the area is still problematical, and the lands around Bath and the Avon 

valley certainly passed forever out of British jurisdiction at this point. 

IV. An idea favoured by the Foxs (1958) places the West Wansdyke in the early 

phase of Saxon colonization, and the struggle between the emergent Mercia and the 

consolidated kingdom of Wessex. After the Battle of Cirencester the Avon valley 

was probably annexed to the Saxon kingdom of the Hwicce, and the dyke may 
result from the friction created between the two kingdoms in the years following. 
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V. A final consideration must be that the dyke represents the result of an entirely 

undocumented conflict in the region which took place between the end of the 
Roman period and the mid-sixth century. 

Synthesis 

As a general consideration the West Wansdyke may be seen as some kind of 
independent defensive earthwork, though its relative lack of position, and 
discontinuity suggest that its primary function was not defensive, or that the threat 
from the north was not overwhelming. Its position may have some bearing on 

administrative arrangements seen in the Avon region. The dyke turns south-east at 
Englishcombe to incorporate what is conspicuously the later hundred of Bath 

Forum. Thus its building suggests a prime concern for the accommodation of Bath 

and its surrounding area north of the dyke. Further west, in the Keynsham area, the 
dyke is aligned to two pre-existing hillforts. Excavation has not yet established 

whether they were reoccupied in the post-Roman period, and thus whether their use 

was primarily one of defence or topographical convenience. The Wansdyke 

occupies valleys, leaving the flat plain and fertile valley of the Avon conspicuously 
to the north. 

Why the dyke begins or terminates at Maes Knoll and not further west is enigmatic. 
The line may conceivably be carried further to follow the road along Dundry ridge, 
but the physical undertaking was carried out almost wholly within the hundred of 
Keynsham and the parishes to the east at Englishcombe and Newton St Loe. It is 

conceivable that the earthwork was constructed entirely within a discrete territorial 

unit, allied to Bath and perhaps some of its dependent estates, which in former 

times were centres of the great villas at Newton and Keynsham, and which were 

seized or ceded with Bath as rich prizes. 

The Wansdyke ignored tenurial boundaries when it provided a division between two 
distinct traditions or cultures; a major discontinuity manufactured by the 

circumstances of the time, but was itself ignored in time, altering neither 
boundaries, communication, nor imposing its presence on more than a handful of 
fieldnames in the district. This points to a temporary use, with the dyke losing any 
function and meaning in the rapidly changing political climate of the early seventh 

century. 
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CONCLUSION 

For the period 430 to 630 the region of Keynsham and Bath remains gloomy but not 

entirely dark. People and specific places may be occasionally discerned, and 

generally, social processes at work can be tentatively identified. The presence of 

rulers identified with the three Roman centres of Bath, Cirencester and Gloucester 

as late as the 570s suggests the development of a territorial identity in these places 
in the fifth century, with the continuing importance of those cities as symbols if not 

as urban entities. The survival of estates like Keynsham is more elusive, but a 

possibility. Traditional tenant/landlord relations may have ended (Bassett 1989, 

21), transforming concepts of an 'estate', and here, as before, it is in the perception 

of the evidence that the main problems lie. Wendy Davies, by scrupulous 

examination of the Llandaff charters, from another area of Roman Britain with 

many rich estates, has perceived the remains of estates into the post-Roman period, 
though their integrity as entities was by no means secure or consistent (Davies 

1979b, 156). The Wansdyke may provide a clue to this, for in its shape, it 

separates topographically coherent estate areas, utilizing the rich lands formerly 

occupied by Roman villas, and sharing the southern boundaries of those estates 

suggested in the previous chapter. This suggests that the later hundred represents a 

composite of land, whilst conversely the estate centred on Newton St Loe appears to 
have been broken up. Bath's position, influence and survival is pivotal in any view 

of the Keynsham estate (Aston 1986, Davenport 1994). The northern, more 
Romanized half of the Avon valley was integral with the fate of the city, and must 
be related to the political situation when Bath changed hands. That the West Saxons 

subsequently were able to reclaim some of these estates and establish the river Avon 

as their northern boundary is attested from later tradition, though for a while Bath 

itself lay outside their control. What can be seen is the survival of a territorial 

entity delineated by the river and the Wansdyke, when West Saxon power finally 

came to be established in the Keynsham area. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

ANGLO-SAXON KEYNSHAM 650 - 950 

The mid-seventh century marked a watershed for the Keynsham region. After a 

struggle for political hegemony in the area between Mercia and Wessex, the battle 

at Cirencester in 628 finally decided the fate of Bath in favour of the Mercians. 

The city, together with its surrounding hinterland passed out of West Saxon control 
for two hundred years. The effect of this for Keynsham and the lands later 

identified with the hundred was to make them henceforth a peripheral part of the 

West Saxon kingdom, a zone of political stress, with the boundary at the river Avon 

(Figure 4.1). Despite the loss of Bath however, a great deal of rich agricultural 
land remained in West Saxon hands to the south of the river, and whether this area 

was neglected or fully exploited and integrated has been little considered. 

From the eighth century, the region may be dimly perceived in historical 

references, though as the 'wild western' frontier of a kingdom which had yet to 

consolidate itself fully, the problems of interpretation are immense. In the ninth 

century, Keynsham itself emerges in the documentation; as a royal king's tun 

possessing a church of some kind, and this fact helps somewhat in retrospectively 
illuminating the darker, earlier period. 

The final two centuries of Anglo-Saxon rule were years in which national and 

economic trends can be traced with greater accuracy, from the dislocation caused by 

the Vikings, to the cultural renaissance which attended and followed their defeat. 

The re-establishment of institutions like monasteries and the emergence of a new 

class of minor nobles or thegns created a wealth of documentation to legalize the 

supply of new estates. These new private estates in turn promoted the establishment 

of churches, revealing in greater detail the exploitation of the land, and the 
formation of new ways of organizing the country. For Keynsham these trends are 
brought into sharper focus by the presence of documentation pertinent to the 
hundred. These take the form of several surviving tenth-century charter texts 
(Appendix 3), and the unparalleled evidence of Domesday Book. The charters, for 

three estates within the hundred help to provide a picture of the exploitation of the 
landscape. Domesday, and its attendant survey the Geld Inquest reveal a system of 

administrative districts based on the hundred, where the Keynsham hundred emerges 
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for the first time as an historically attested entity, complete with vills or manors 

which can be traced to the modern day. 

This chapter is based on two observations. Principal among these is that when 
Keynsham emerges in the historical record, it is a royal centre of some importance, 

but only one of several which can be identified along the river Avon. 

Superimposed upon this is evidence for a church, which, from its later spiritual 

power over nearby churches can be inferred as of some significance. This, like the 

similar presence of churches on other royal estates in the region may be taken as 

evidence of royal policy in north Somerset. Of similar inference is the 
interpretation of the tenth century charters, which seem to record the creation and 

granting of smaller, private estates. Examination and analysis of place-names 

within the hundred also reveal a number of later manors which reflect possession by 

individuals with Anglo-Saxon names. Together, they suggest the division of a 
larger, composite estate between the eighth and tenth centuries. 

The idea of multiple, or federal estates is one which has undergone much revision 

recently, with the result that there remains a division of opinion whether large 

estates centred upon a royal hall, and served by a series of smaller, specialized 

settlements as can be seen in medieval Wales, existed in Anglo-Saxon England 

(Bassett 1989,21). This will be discussed more fully below, but analysis of the 

place-names of the hundred will help not only to elucidate the likelihood of some 

specialized relationship between the settlements of the hundred but also provide a 

context for their form and development. 

The Anglo-Saxon landscape 

In the absence of extensive documentation, place-name evidence affords a glimpse 

at components of the landscape such as settlements and woods, mills, military roads 
trade routes and other features which may be projected back into the Anglo-Saxon 

period. Their main value lies in plotting them on a map (Copley 1954,7) and 

assessing distribution, and their relationship to other factors such as geology and 
later tenurial arrangements. Doubtless many hundreds of field and feature names 

which could be instructive have disappeared in the course of time. A comparison of 
land surveys for Marksbury parish and the field names preserved on the tithe award 
demonstrate graphically how as much as eighty percent of fields which display the 

medieval system of agriculture can disappear, to be replaced by a very 

uninformative series of post-medieval enclosure names. This is an extreme example 
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however. Similar inference from Whitchurch reveals a much lower incidence of 
field-name loss, of approximately thirty percent (BRO AC/M9). 

Place-Name Evidence 

Unfortunately, Somerset is not covered by the surveys of the English Place-Name 
Society. The only extensive work carried out is limited by coverage only of the 

settlement names, and some of the more important features and fields where they 

occurred in early documentation (Turner 195la) Work on the names of the charters 

of Somerset has been undertaken by Costen (1983,1994). Further sources are 

scattered and widespread, and the coverage for the hundred is uneven. However, 

there remain many sources, not just in the form of surveys but also deeds and 
indentures which occasionally name fields and features. Their use helps to establish 
the earliest spelling and form of names, facilitating a more accurate etymological 

analysis. 

The chronology of place-names remains an enduring problem. Sawyer (1979,2) 

noted that "the first mention of a place is an unsatisfactory indication of the 

antiquity of the settlement there and that, as settlement names sometimes changed, it 

would be wrong to build a chronology of settlement on the basis of place names that 

can be dated; we must not confuse place name formation with place foundation". 

Many names which can be recognized are, however, of Anglo-Saxon derivation, 

and can safely be utilized in reconstructing something of the character of the 

Keynsham area. 

Place-names may be broadly categorized into habitative, topographical and personal 

names, each of which has a specific historical message to convey (Gelling 1978), 

whether through continuity of occupation, function, the division of land or the 

creation of specific agricultural systems. The Anglo-Saxon charters are useful in 

this respect, because they establish not only the antiquity of boundaries and a wealth 
of lost features and earlier names, but also a crucial aspect recognized elsewhere, 
that by the tenth century, the very edges of estates were fully exploited and were 

serving the needs of the estate (Hooke 1981, Costen 1983). 

To allow for a usable cartographic representation of the area under consideration, 
the hundred will be divided (Figures 4.2 and 4.3). Within these, the earliest 
suggestive settlement names will be discussed, together with field and other feature 

names where some form and process may be identified. Many features are based on 
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origins suggested by Ekwall (1966), Gelling (1978,1984) and others. Although 
beyond place-name evidence, archaeology has yet to reveal the precise origins of 
the settlements within the hundred, their relationship with open fields and with each 

other may suggest a context for development. 

Figure 4.2 

This shows the extensive parish of Keynsham (1,688 hectares), and the areas which 

constituted the old ecclesiastical parishes of Brislington (934 hectares), Saltford (360 

hectares), Queen Charlton (392 hectares), Burnett (250 hectares) and Whitchurch 

(888 hectares). With the exception of Saltford, these areas constituted the original 

extent of the Domesday manor of Keynsham. It is by far the most important area of 
this study, being the centre of the ancient estate. The main settlement, which 
contained a possible minster and royal hall, was at Keynsham itself (OE Cxga's 

Hamm - Ekwall 1966,274). The personal name Cxga (or Cxgwine) is uncommon, 
though it is West Saxon. Ekwall found three places with a similar derivation, 

whilst at the same time noting that in origin it may come not from a personal name, 
but from the element 'Cxg' - related to a key, in the sense of a wooden peg (ibid 

80) The 'hamm' form of the name has been itself been the subject of disagreement 

(Gelling 1984,41), but ultimately it seems that a firm knowledge can come only 
through greater familiarity with individual examples. The arguments identify the 
Hamm form as either an enclosed plot or close, or, more pertinent to Keynsham, as 

a topographical form with a number of possible roots. Briefly these are: 
1. Land in a river bend 
2. A promontory or spur jutting into lower land, with marsh or water 
3. A river meadow 
All have a common connection with water, but considering that the nucleus of the 

medieval town stood both on a gentle spur of land next to the great river meadows 
formed by the river bend, any is applicable. Gelling does note however that the 

word 'ham' is often used as a modern dialect form of low-lying river land (ibid, 42) 

and indeed the great water meadows next to the town have been known since 

medieval times as 'The Hams'. 

More problematical is the calibre of the name, which reflects possession by a 

private individual. Costen has identified a formula of a topographical feature 

combined with the element 'tun' on most other high status royal sites in Somerset 
(1992a, 87), and as Keynsham was both a royal hall site, and the centre of a large 

estate and administrative district, the same could be expected. Gelling also notes 
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that "the settlements which bear the river name are likely to have been of special 
administrative importance in the early Anglo-Saxon period" (1984,13). 

The name Caega or Cxgwine is not historically attested in royal genealogies, 
episcopal or abbatial lists, nor as a West Saxon charter witness (Searle 1897). The 
holder of the name was probably a secular landlord or a minor retainer of the king. 
The settlement to which he gave his name may originally have borne a different 

name, and he was not necessarily the founder or the first lord of the estate (Gelling 
1984,2). The character of the place-name does however place it in a lower tier of 
the settlement hierarchy, and for a more typical caput name, it is tempting to travel 

a few kilometres south along the river Chew to the small settlement at Chewton 
Keynsham (Costen, pers comm). 

It is possible that an original royal hall lay at Chewton Keynsham and later moved 
downstream to a new site which had already received its name. However, beyond 

the evidence of the place-name, there is no evidence to substantiate the possibility. 
By contrast, several features tend to reinforce the importance of the settlement at 
Keynsham itself. It is located at the confluence of the rivers Chew and Avon. 

Here, access to the large and valuable river meadows was easy, while the river 
possessed more extensive fish and eel stocks, and was capable of supporting a 
number of mills. Strategically, the site was well placed to exploit and control trade 

and communications on and across the river Avon. 

Lesser Settlements 

Within the area, a number of places exist which contain the element 'tun', which 
later became the names of tithings and parishes, and which reflect the first tentative 
hints of a federal manor of the type presented by Glanville Jones (1961a). South of 
Keynsham, and lying on the river Chew, is the small shrunken settlement of 
Chewton Keynsham (OE Ciwtun - 'tun' on the river Chew), which declined in time, 
but remained at the centre of its own tithing (of 320 hectares). Its position on the 

river Chew may have been related to one or more of the many mills noted in 
Domesday. 

To the west lies Queen Charlton (from Queen Katherine Parr, and OE Ceorla tun - 
Churl's settlement), a village whose morphology is very suggestive of a planned 
layout, which will be discussed in a later chapter. Charlton names have been 

studied with increasing interest in recent years, and seem to represent concentrations 
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of peasants in nucleated settlements (Finberg 1964b, Cunliffe 1973). They have 

also been construed as communities set up to house peasant farmers dependent on a 

main estate centre, or as communities of free warriors (McDonald & Snooks 1986, 

13). Either way, Charlton may represent an early colonization of the landscape, 

and there is a striking absence both of contemporary woodland and woodland field 

names. Both its tenurial history and its position between two branches of Keynsham 

parish suggest that originally the parish was part of the manor of Keynsham. 

One of these branches constitutes a strip of land on which Stockwood farm stands. 
Stockwood itself may also disguise a 'tun' name, for there are thirteenth-century 

references not just to 'Stokwod', but to a place termed 'Stokton' (Appendix 7). A 

fourteenth-century confirmation of lands to Keynsham Abbey, while granting the 

villages of Filton (Whitchurch), Charlton and Brislington, also mentions 'Stocwood 

and Stocton', while avoiding referring to them as a village or township. This may 

preserve a memory of a settlement which could no longer be classed as a village by 

the fourteenth century. Both aerial photography and fieldwalking conducted during 

the course of research have failed to find this settlement, but remains of a small 
hamlet may lie under the later fee farm and monastic grange of Stockwood. Of the 

wood nothing remains, except one small paddock and discontinuous traces from 

Ilsyngrove in Brislington and Whitchurch parishes, and field names in Stockwood. 

Together they suggest a large expanse of woodland that may have existed in the 

area. In origin, the name may derive from the Old English 'Tree-stump wood. 
However, the presence of a 'tun' form makes it more likely to reflect OE 'Stoc' or 
dependent settlement. 

To the south of Keynsham lies the small parish of Burnett. The nature of its 

reference in Domesday suggests that it was a small, one hide estate detached from 

the main royal manor shortly before the Conquest, and which subsequently lay in 

single ownership until 1974. Very little woodland survives here; an eighteenth- 

century map (BRO 04480) reflects the predominance of arable cultivation, and the 

survival of the medieval field system. The name (literally 'burnt', which survives 

as the local dialect form of the name) implies an area of land opened up for planted 

settlement by deliberate burning. As the smallest estate in the Keynsham hundred, 
it may have been established when land grants had become largely exhausted; 
leaving the fringes of the main estate to be detached as gifts. 

Saftford lies to the east of Keynsham. Earlier forms of the name, which are 
rendered as 'Salford' suggests a topographical origin (OE Salh ford - Willow ford). 
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However the western boundary of the parish may be an ancient routeway, and with 
the parish boundaries to the south, have been proposed as a road which carried salt 
from north of the river to Camerton (Costen 1983,33). Reconstructions of 

saltways in Gloucestershire show a remarkable correlation with a prehistoric saltway 

running through the county (Hooke 1985,125). 

Other names 

This area contains a number of Garston/Gaston (OE Gxrs tun - grass enclosure) 

names, indicative of pasture land. Leah names, indicating the clearance of 

woodland are not as common; the most notable being Durley (OE Deora Leah, or 
Deer glade) west of Keynsham, containing the site of the Roman villa. 

Brislington (OE Beorthelm's tun - Bright Helmet's settlement) probably represents a 
late grant to a minor noble, which later seems to have reverted to the main estate. 
The hold of the main estate must have subsequently been more tenuous however, as 

even after the foundation of Keynsham Abbey and the grant of the vill, the Count of 
Mortain (later King John) was able to alienate it by virtue of its original inclusion in 

the barony of Gloucester. Around the village core, are several 'manworthy' (OE 

Gemxne worthig) and leah names, which indicate expansion of the common lands. 

To the north in the river bend of the Avon, woodland survived until the sixteenth 

century, enfolding the later chapel and shrine of St Anne. A 'breach' name (OE 

Brxc) shows that this suffered from some encroachment. The main arable open 
fields were to the south and east of the village, extending into the parish of Filton 

(Whitchurch). The West Town (OE West tun) shown may be a later encroachment 
into the open field. A curious tongue of land in the south west corner of the parish 

preserves two 'grove' names, as a possible extension of the forest of Filwood to the 

south. 

The parish of Whitchurch preserves several interesting names. Antiquarian 

speculation attributed the name to an ancient British dedication; to St Candida or 
White, but the name does not occur in documentation until 1347. Previously the 

parish had been known as Filton or Felton (OE Felithe tun or Hay Tun), and a 
double name was preserved until the present century. It is more likely that 
Whitchurch means nothing more than 'white church'. Within the parish the 

settlement pattern is made up principally of three hamlets whose names are 

preserved; Filton, Staunton (OE Stan tun or 'Stone tun') and Whitchurch Green. In 
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addition, two important areas of woodland are preserved, at Filwood and 
Ilsyngrove. Filwood (perhaps related to the 'hay' form of Filton) was, judging 
from field names, much more extensive originally, and may have constituted a large 

swathe of woodland in the Saxon period. Ilsyngrove (name uncertain) preserves 

only remnants of woodland. In the thirteenth century it was highly valued for its 

resources as underwood, and may have been much more extensive. The whole area 
is characterised by a curious absence of paths or roads. 

Though preserving some older names, the pattern of field and settlement evidence in 

Filton suggests considerable replanning of both settlements and open fields, 

attending a deliberate change from a dispersed to a nucleated settlement pattern. 
This process within the hundred will be discussed at greater length in a later 

chapter. 

Figure 4.3 

Figure 4.3 covers the later parishes of Stanton Drew (840 hectares), Publow (556 

hectares), Chelwood (452 hectares) and Compton Dando (801 hectares), Stanton 

Prior (337 hectares), Priston (755 hectares), Marksbury (523 hectares) and 
Farmborough (610 hectares). Domesday references suggest that both Stanton and 
Publow were part of the main manor of Keynsham until shortly before the Conquest 

(Appendix 5). It is suggested that these areas were deliberately retained as part of 
the main estate in late Saxon times because of the value placed in the river Chew, 

which runs through them. 

'Tun Names' 

There are several 'tun' names in this area; Compton (OE Cumb tun - settlement in 

the valley), Stanton (OE Stan tun - stone settlement), the outlying settlement of 
Upper Stanton Drew, which formerly had the name of East tun, and Belluton, for 

which no satisfactory explanation has been advanced. An old idea that the name 

meant 'settlement of the Belgae' (Guest 1851) is now no longer tenable. Other 

suggestions that the name stems from the personal name 'Bela' are also complicated 
by earlier spellings of the place, which include ' Wulveton' . Etymologically this 

could stem from the Old English Wulfa -a wolf, or perhaps a personal name such 

as Wulfa, which is derived from the same source. Belluton was, at the time of 
Domesday a major estate centre of four hides, but is now a shrunken settlement 
whose tithing boundaries are untraceable. 
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The small medieval urban focus of Pensford (OW Pen ford - ford by the hill, or OE 

Penda's ford) may be a late interloper, and Publow (OE Pybban Hlaew or Pybba's 

Barrow) is a minor settlement which has no trace of ever having been a nucleated 

village. The area of Stanton Drew now surrounding Belluton can never be justified 

as forming a four hide unit, and there may have been substantial reorganization of 
the boundaries in this area after the eleventh century. 

To the south are the settlements of Chelwood (OE Ceollan worth - Ceolla's worth); 

a West Saxon personal name of an estate which at one point comprised two 

settlements, East and West Chelworth. The name, however, indicates that a single 

unit was divided, as at Domesday, and later reunited as one estate. 

Other Habitative Names 

There are at least six 'wic' names, most of which lie towards the edge of their 

respective estates. Compton Dando is known from later medieval documents to 

have contained two manors; 'Grobbeswyk' and 'Sewardswyk'. The former may be 

a deserted settlement identified from aerial photographs to the south of the village of 
Compton. Sewardswick may lie under the modern Wick Farm. 

Names indicating the clearance of land are not so common; Whitley in Publow is a 

possibility as well as Cowley, Stalgrove and Nutgrove in Compton Dando. These, 

again, are all located at the edges of the estates. Evidence for clearance nearer the 

centre is absent, which might indicate a relatively early exploitation of the land. 

Woodland resources are not so clearly in evidence in this area. Lord's Wood - now 
largely confined to Chelwood parish, may have been the only sizeable area of 

wood, shared by three neighbouring estates, and divided by their respective river 
boundaries. 

Three parishes have Anglo-Saxon charters; at Stanton Prior, Priston and 
Marksbury. Their charter bounds have been discussed at length by Costen (1983). 

Adjoining them is Farmborough. There is considerable antiquity here judging from 

the survival of an Old Welsh name Priston (OW Prisc -a copse or thicket), and 
later Marksbury (OE Merces burh - boundary stronghold) which may refer to 
Stantonbury hillfort and the Wansdyke. 
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The presence of so many personal names derived from the charters; Wineca, 

Edbyrht, Wilma, Leofman and Aelfsige suggests a long line of independent lords in 

the area, though personal names may remain disguised in field names closer to 
Keynsham. 

Lesser habitative names, and the types which have been described above are much 

rarer in these four parishes, despite the presence of the charters. One 'wick' name 
in Marksbury is now lost, but neither Priston nor Farmborough produce much in the 

way of suggestive field or settlement names. Woodland is very sparse indeed - the 

charters produce only four such derivations, and field names only add one other. 

Herepaths or military roads are described frequently in the charters, and form more 

of the boundaries here than anywhere else in the hundred. Communication between 

the estates is suggested by 'fords' and 'stone bridges' such as Radanford and The 

Stone bridge. It is interesting to note that topographical names are much more 

common here than on the other maps described. Farmborough (OE Feren beorg - 
Ferny hill), Hundstrete (OE Hundes Steort - narrow projection of land) and others 

are all topographical, unlike within the original manor of Keynsham, where names 

may be linked to particular functions and their place within a discrete estate there. 

BOUNDARIES 

Earlier is was suggested that the internal boundaries of the hundred are of great 

antiquity, due to the fact that the Wansdyke ignores them, and that they are by 

implication earlier than the late sixth-century date proposed for the monument. The 

antiquity of boundaries is often inferred, but can rarely be proved by the presence 

of such a closely datable feature (Bonney 1972). The criteria for Keynsham's 

boundaries are given in Figure 4.4. Surprisingly there is no bias towards any 

particular boundary feature. The western boundary of the hundred is largely 

untraceable as a strong physical feature, and seems to consist of fields and hedges, 

which have not yet yielded evidence for antiquity. The river Chew and a few 

stretches of stream provide the only identifiable features. This implies that the 

western boundary with the royal manor and hundred of Bedminster did not require 

such strong delineation. The fact that both estates were ancient royal demesne 

probably accounts for the fact that 'strong' boundaries were not necessary, but later 
intercommoning and the sharing of resources between the two indicates a long-term 

and enduring link. The eastern boundary by contrast is much clearer, not simply 
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because of the surviving charters, but because the features mentioned are still very 
much in evidence. Long stretches of Anglo-Saxon herepaths or military roads are 
used, and if the north-south boundary of Saftford, Priston and Stanton follows the 
line of a salt-way, it may be of great antiquity. 

The northern boundary of the hundred was the river Avon, which separated not only 
the later shires of Somerset and Gloucestershire, but originally formed a diocesan 
boundary between Mercian Worcester and West Saxon Sherborne (later Bath and 
Wells), and thus delineated the tribal kingdoms as well. 

Analysis of the boundaries of the hundred is far from complete, but several 
important factors emerge. The river Chew, which could be considered as an 

excellent candidate to form boundaries in the area is largely ignored. This suggests 
that its role lay as a central resource and means of communication within the royal 

manor, and even after the sub-division of the estate it was deliberately retained as 
such. As a physical feature, the Wansdyke would have provided an equally 
attractive marker, were the internal boundaries being laid out after its construction. 
As was seen in the previous chapter, the Wansdyke's influence on local boundaries 
is negligible, indicating that the local units had already been formed and fossilized. 

A Model for Estates 

Figure 4.5 combines the different settlement and feature-name forms, to allow a 

particular pattern to be discerned. These may hint at the presence of internal 

economic mechanisms of a multiple estate, or equally, its absence. 

The concept of a 'multiple estate' as it is understood and applied today derives 

mainly from studies by Glanville Jones (1961a) of the Welsh federal maenor. Most 

succinctly, it is described as "a spatially widespread, yet bounded, unit of distinctive 

social organization within which control over and access to essential human and 
material resources is related strongly, through a mesh of service relations, to 

specific settlement and tenurial characteristics" (Gregson 1985,342). Essentially, 

the premise is based upon a combination of evidence, including status, place-names, 
charters and tenurial connections, which reveal a unified agrarian unit where 
subsidiary settlements provided particular services and renders to a main caput or 
head settlement, and thereby to a non-producing elite. Other settlements may have 

a differing relationship to the caput, but the toponymy still reveals a lower status. 
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The main settlements invariably contained a host of 'high-status' functions, 

including a king's or lord's hall, the demesne farm, and later a church and market. 

As we saw earlier, the concept of a multiple estate is considered a logical 

geographical concept (Davies 1982,43), yet considerable doubt has been cast on the 

existence of such estates in England, both from a social and geographic perspective 
(Bassett 1989, Gregson 1985), and economic concerns (Hill 1981). Steven Bassett 
hs equated the multiple estate with a manorial-type system, whose existence he 
dismisses for the earlier Anglo-Saxon period. David Hill has suggested that 
theoretical multiple estates were economically unfeasible because no single area was 

capable of producing the cross-section of goods and commodities required in the 

mid-Saxon period (ibid, 107). 

Both views, however, rely on simplistic assumptions, and it is unlikely that every 
estate was a self-contained resource and craft centre, nor that every estate provided 

a similar range of goods beyond basic food staples. 

The most constructive criticism yet advanced, by Nicky Gregson (1985), identifies a 

series of caveats to the model, but concludes that with a more rigorous definition of 
the model and stricter adherence to empirical data, multiple estates can be isolated. 

Most importantly, she emphasizes the rudimentary stage of research to date, and the 

need to conduct detailed work on individual areas. 

Such research has revealed feasible estate models in places like Bath (Aston 1986), 

and around Cirencester (Slater 1976). Rural areas such as Shapwick in Somerset 

also preserve vestiges of much larger estate units (Corcos 1983, Aston 1994). From 

a documentary perspective, a charter of King Offa of Mercia (757-796) preserves a 
late eighth-century render list from the manor of Westbury-on-Trym, west of 
Bristol. This required the estate to provide ale, oxen, rams, cheese, rye, corn and 
meal (Stenton 1947,285). The laws of King Ine (688-726) add other possible 
renders, including geese, hens, butter, salmon, honey, fodder and eels (ibid). 
Renders such as these preserve vestigal remains of estates in other places, identified 
in pre-Viking East Anglia (David 1954), or as livestock rentals or 'horngeld' in 

Northumbria (Higham 1993,102) and in Scotland (Barrow 1973). 

The place-names of the Keynsham hundred display a discrete pattern, summarized 
in Figure 4.5. This reveals a division of settlements and place-names according to 

status. Some of these names preserve a particular function or resource, which may 
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be schematically demonstrated following a similar treatment of Bath by Aston 
(1985,35) (Figure 4.6). 

Economically, through place-names and other inferred natural resources such as the 

river Avon, a pattern is discernible. This strongly reflects the model of a discrete 

estate - principally in the communities around the caput at Keynsham. The places 
nearest to Keynsham reflect particular functions; a stud farm (Stidham), and 

settlements containing peasants (Charlton), and producing fodder (Filton) and 

cheese (Chiswick). In addition, Keynsham was centrally suited to exploit the rich 

river resources; the water meadows, salmon and eels, mills, and communication 

afforded by the navigable Avon. 

Further from the estate centre, the settlements reflect more topographical 

considerations, but they are also characterized by having subsidiary 'worth' and 
'wick' settlements ranged around the edges of the later parishes. Two of these; 
Chiswick in Whitchurch and Woolworth in Compton Dando reflect the production 

of cheese and wool. Understanding the complex components of the estate is 

difficult, and such a schematic representation may only reveal a partial pattern, 

concealing other invisible links. 

Two important factors characterize the hundred from this perspective. The further 
from the estate centre, the more tenuous direct and simple links become. Names 

associated with particular products are rare, and may reflect smaller, less complex 

systems. Secondly, in the southern estates of Priston, Stanton Prior and 
Farmborough, subsidiary, functional or lower status names are absent. Despite the 
details given on charters, and later medieval and modern surveys which preserve 

many field and feature names, the evidence is weak. This hints that this cluster of 

estates was never attached to a larger estate in the same way as places closer to 
Keynsham, but were linked instead to Keynsham with the creation of the 

administrative hundred. Alternatively they may have originally been part of 
Keynsham, but developed separately, and before the fossilization of place-names. 

Dating both a multiple estate of this kind, and the later hundred which contained it 

must consider a number of problems. No historical documents allude to the 

creation of these multiple estates; very often they emerge only at the end of their 

viable economic life-span. The charters trace the dissolution of estates, and this can 
be shown to be as early as the seventh century in places (Hooke 1985). This 

suggests the early existence of estates, and the survival of the economic basis upon 
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figure 4.5 Summary of Place-Names 
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Figure 4.6 Theoretical Multiple Estate Model (after Aston 1985) 
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which they rest from a pre-Saxon context (Barrow 1973). The predominant survival 

of tenth-century charters in north Somerset does not mean that estates were only 
being sub-divided or created at this date. They were issued against a background of 

refounded monasteries attempting to reclaim lost lands, and may represent the legal 

formalization of much earlier arrangements. 

KEYNSHAM MINSTER 

Roman Christianity, introduced to England via St Augustine's mission to the 

Kentish kingdom in the last years of the sixth century, spread rapidly through 

evangelisation, and subsumed any pre-existing Christian structures and surviving 
'Celtic' Christianity in its wake. However difficult to implement, the imposition of 

structures which conformed to Roman Christianity was eventually successful, 
beginning with the setting up dioceses in national or regional centres of importance. 

From there bishops oversaw the setting up of important regional churches called 

minsters, often by royal endowment, which became both the main foci of 

evangelisation in rural areas and a means of tangible consolidation of power. 

This picture follows the main theme, but is deceptively simple. Despite its 

underlying rationale, the process of providing some form of pastoral care to the 

populace was complicated by a series of factors, such as a lack of standardization in 

coverage (Blair 1982,232), the lack of available lands for the endowment of new 

minsters and the desire of lay landlords to finance and build private and independent 

churches on their own lands (Blair 1985,104). 

Nevertheless, studies have revealed places where early church building may be 

inferred. Hase has found that around Southampton Water three of four parochiae, 
the large, early 'parishes', have mother churches which predate the eighth century 
(1975,1). By that time, nowhere in Hampshire was more than nine kilometres 

from a church; a situation which admittedly seems to contrast with Somerset. Other 

authors agree with the general formula of powerful kings building early churches at 
the hearts of royal estates. Blair (1985,116) goes as far as stating that "some and 

possibly all of the English kingdoms seem to have acquired a framework of minster 

parochiae by the early 8th century". To this is added the idea that by the eighth 

century, other smaller minsters were being added to the framework already 

established by kings and nobles. 
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Much of the evidence, though persuasive, comes from counties which were at the 

centres of ancient kingdoms or early migration/settlement points; Northamptonshire 

(Franklin 1982), Hampshire (Hase 1975), Surrey (Blair 1991) and Kent (Everitt 

1986), or from places where British kingdoms were transmuted into Anglo-Saxon 

realms, like the Hwicce (Hooke 1985). In other, more remote regions, such as 
Devon, where Celtic foundations were more robust, a similar pattern of imposed 

minsters cannot be seen (Blair 1982,234). 

For unresolved frontier zones like north Somerset, neither theory is reflected by 

convincing inferences. North Somerset seems to have been caught in a hiatus, 

where the Celtic church was not strong enough to survive the transition to Anglo- 

Saxon political control, and nor does that control seem to have been of sufficient 

strength in the seventh and eighth centuries to lay out a pattern of minsters as 

comprehensively as elsewhere in the heartlands of the kingdom of Wessex, or at 
least in a form that is discernible. 

North Somerset Minsters 

Examining the early church organization in north Somerset is hindered by a number 

of factors. The first of these is that when Anglo-Saxon control began in the area, 

the incomers were already Christian, and presumably anxious to ensure that their 

conquests conformed also. The area may have maintained its own political identity, 

or, as was suggested earlier, may have been part of the Christian kingdom of 
Dumnonia until the mid-seventh century, when the whole area became an 

unresolved zone of defence. Perhaps some of the pre-existing structure was 

maintained, but its extent is unknown. 

Secondly, is the problem that Bath remained part of the Mercian sub-kingdom of the 

Hwicce for a considerable time. The Mercian royal court held councils in the city 

as late as the 860s; doubtless due both to the importance of the city, and the fact 

that it lay on the frontier with a predatory neighbour. Whether Keynsham and its 

adjoining estates were, like Bath, part of Mercia remains problematical but unlikely. 
The Mercian personal name Pybba occurs in Publow, but paradoxically it is situated 

south of the dividing Wansdyke, and is not in itself necessarily a Mercian dialect 

form. Several features of the early ecclesiastical organization of north Somerset and 

south Gloucestershire may be inferred, however, through place-names, documents 

and the tenurial relationship between churches in the later medieval period. Four or 
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five mother churches can be identified in the area and it would be useful here to 

reiterate the evidence. 

Early Churches 

Bath is certainly the earliest recorded and foremost Anglo-Saxon church in the 

region; its initial dedication charter of 676, though possibly spurious, disguises an 
ancient tradition, and is a tangible indicator of its importance as a focal place. The 

antiquity of Bath minster has been recognized, together with the fact that its earlier 

estates were possibly co-extensive with the later hundred hides attached to the 
hundred of Bath Forinsecum (Aston 1986). 

Several features have been found to identify the possibility of other minsters or 
'superior churches' (Blair 1985,104). Briefly, these are: 

References at Domesday or elsewhere to the offices of 'clerici', 'presbyteri' 
and 'canonici', 

Endowments of one hide or carucate or more, 

The tenure of the church separate from the manor, and the tenure in the 
hands of a royal clerk, 

Separate valuations of churches and their assets, 

Named dedications, exemptions from geld and rights over neighbouring 
chapels and churches, 

Royal or episcopal ownership. 

To this may also be added other factors identified by Everitt (1986); 

Archaeological evidence for a substantial ecclesiastical structure. Dating 
fabric, and distinguishing it from a later, thegnly churches, however remains 
a difficulty. 

The presence of daughter chapels, which is indicative of superior status. 

The presence of a church within a large parish. 

The presence of 'ancient' or peculiarly local saints. 

Blair (1992) also uses the topography of notable churches as an important criterion. 
In the light of these factors, several minsters or superior churches may be identified 
in the region (Figure 4.7). Bedminster constituted a minster church, by obvious 
virtue of its name, as did Westbury-on-Trym; early references term it 
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'Westmynster'. The presence of daughter chapels suggests that Chew Magna held 

superior status, and this, together with architectural evidence is also suggested for 

Bitton, and St Peter's, Bristol. An ancient dedication to St Pancras, preserved in a 
field name in the large parish of Marshfield also hints at superior status. 

Keynsham Evidence 

On a scale of potential early minster sites, Keynsham has fared poorly, due to the 

ephemeral nature of the evidence (Costen 1992a, 106). This leaves a paradoxical 

situation in north Somerset of a Christian oligarchy taking over the region in the 

latter half of the seventh century, yet not providing for a Christian mission to parts 

of the area. There are, however, several important strands which may be drawn 

together to support the suggestion that Keynsham was provided at an early date with 

a church. 

Domesday contains explicit references neither to a church, nor to endowments of it, 

but the hidation of the royal manor, amounting to forty-nine hides, is one hide short 

of the assessment of the entire royal manor of fifty hides. This 'missing' hide, it 

has been adduced, belonged to the church at Keynsham (Eyton 1880). The Geld 

Inquest of 1084 confirms this, and states that "the priest of Cainesham" holds one 
hide of the demesne (Appendix 4). This reference to an endowment of one hide is 

very similar to the unit reserved for the priest of Bedminster at Abbot's Leigh. 

A further hint are rights of a mother church over chapels and so-called 'daughter 

churches'. Parochial rights were expressed in a number of ways which can be 

retrieved from the historical record. On the foundation of chapels by a mother 

church, certain rights were retained by that church, and financial obligations 
imposed. These were jealously guarded, for obvious reasons. The most important 

of these rights were baptism and burial. Burial involved the payment of soulscot to 

the mother church for receiving the dead; an important source of income. Very 

often mother/daughter relationships continued to be expressed in intangible forms 

into the modem period. Parallels may be seen in the churches of the Berkeley 

Hernesse (Kemp 1968), and the rights of Chew Magna church over four 

neighbouring churches in the hundred (Aston 1985). 

Keynsham Abbey possessed a number of rights over other churches, all of which 

were, by no coincidence within the bounds of the Domesday royal manor. The 

right of burial and presentation was maintained at Brislington, Filton (Whitchurch), 
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Charlton and Publow, all of which are termed capellae in the earlier documentation. 

This must not necessarily be taken as implying chapels, and may refer to churches 

already well established (Hase 1975,14). Figure 4.8 demonstrates similar known 

regional church relationships. 

The presence of daughter chapels within the hundred reinforces not only the status 

of Keynsham as a mother church, but also its position in the local settlement 
hierarchy. All the churches had gained their baptismal rights relatively early, as 

their Norman fonts attest, but burial remained more closely controlled until the 

sixteenth century. The small churchyards at Charlton and Filton, now as then, were 
too small to support long-term patterns of burial, and the unusual late fifteenth- 

century burial of the treasurer of Keynsham Abbey recorded within the church at 
Whitchurch probably represents an exceptional case. Extending from Whitchurch to 

Queen Charlton is a 'priests path' - in reality a direct route from outlying 

settlements to Keynsham. Originally punctuated by coffin resting stones, the dead 

could be speedily conveyed to the minster for burial. The cemeteries at Keynsham 

have yet to be located, but Aston and Leech (1977) have identified possible areas 

around the site of the abbey, where large graveyards may be found. A possible 
twelfth-century confirmation charter of the founder of Keynsham Abbey also 

suggests that cemeteries existed within the later abbey precint (Vincent 1993). 

Archaeologically, the evidence for a church is strong. A number of decorated 

pieces of Anglo-Saxon stonework were found re-used in the walls of the later abbey 
(Lowe 1987). Their location is shown in Figure 7.3. Though all have probably 

come from cross-shafts or grave slabs, their number attest an important cemetery 

nearby. These, together with an Anglo-Saxon book clasp, found at the site (ibid) 

suggest very strongly that a substantial church stood in Keynsham in the pre- 
Conquest period. The quality of worked stone suggests that this was an important 

structure, of minster, or hundredal-church status. Topographically, minsters seem 
to conform to particular geographical locations. Blair (1992,227) has noted the 

positioning of early churches in Wales, Ireland and Scotland; usually occupying the 

shoulders of low hlls, or islands in marshy floodplains. Keynsham follows just such 

a pattern. The use of more than one church on a site, often in alignment, as noted 

at Exeter, Northampton, Repton and Lindisfarne is also reflected on the site at 
Keynsham, with the alignment of the parish church to the abbey church. The 

combination of patron saints will be discussed further below, but groupings of 
dedications to the Apostles, St Mary and St John the Baptist is another facet which 
has been noted (ibid 246) and is present at Keynsham, thereby adding a subtle 
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dimension to its candidature as a minster church. Providing a date for its 
foundation, and thus the royal policy of the area is more difficult. 

Dating the church of Keynsham 

A documentary source provides the final element to support the existence of a 

church in Keynsham, and also helps to set chronological parameters for its 

foundation. 

The first historical reference to Keynsham comes from the "Chronicle of 
AEthelweard", a document dating from around the last quarter of the tenth century, 

and written by kthelweard, an ealdorman and member of the West Saxon royal 
house. It appears as a compacted historia of the Anglo-Saxons, with clear parallels 
to and derivatives from the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle (Campbell 1962). Despite a 
few inconsistencies and inaccuracies, it has some value for much useful information 

not found elsewhere, especially the detail available from Book 4 when 
Aethelweard's narrative expands into considerable detail. 

Keynsham's mention comes surrounded by the struggles of King )Ethelred, the 
brother of Alfred the Great, against the Danes; 

"Aethered, cum quo frater suus Aelfred, in loco Merantune contra passim barbarum 

exercitum, et in utraque manu cessa est multitudo; barbari uictoriae obtinent 

numen. IN ruft ferro interemptus Hehmundus episcopus, suumque corpus facet 

sepultum in loco Caegineshamme" (ibid, 38). 

"King /Ethelred, and with him his brother itlfred, renewed the fight against an 
army of barbarians on a wide front at Merantun, and a multitude was killed on 
either side. The barbarians won the blessing of victory. Then fell Bishop 
Heahmund, killed by the sword, and his body lies buried at Keynsham. " 

The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle largely agrees with ¬thelweard's account, where the 
death of Bishop Heahmund is mentioned, but his place of burial is not. The battle 

can be safely dated to March 871, between the victory over the Danes in the first 

days of the year at Ashdown, and the death of King Ethelred at Easter of the same 

year. 
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Heahmund was evidently one of the warrior-bishops drafted into service against the 

pernicious threat of the Danes, and his death at the hands of the Danes must have 
been a serious blow to the prestige of the besieged West Saxons. Thus it is 
important to examine the implications of his burial at Keynsham. 

The foremost conclusion which can be drawn about this event is that a church stood 
in Keynsham in 871, as it is inconceivable that a bishop would not be buried in 

consecrated ground. However, why Heahmund should be buried at an obscure 

place like Keynsham is more difficult to explain. He may have been buried in the 

nearest available church within his diocese (proving that Keynsham was indeed 

West Saxon territory). The battle at which he was slain, 'Merantun', has not been 

located, and the actions within which he and King Mhelred were associated ranged 

over a wide area. It is unlikely however that the place lay near the 

Gloucestershire/Somerset area, and it seems unlikely that the effort would have 

been expended bringing his body as far as Keynsham, without taking the extra 
trouble to convey it to his episcopal church at Sherborne, where he would be 

expected to be buried. 

This leaves the possibility that Heahmund was in some way personally associated 

with Keynsham, either in origin, or ecclesiastically with the minster there. It is 

tempting to see him being connected with the foundation of the church, but as he 

was bishop for under five years, and largely preoccupied with Danish problems this 
is unlikely. The link is nevertheless curious. 

Thus considerable antiquity can be established for Keynsham, perhaps in the form 

of a second generation of churches being established in the years after the mid- 

seventh century, when the north Somerset area seems to have come culturally and 

politically within the orbit of West Saxon power. 

Ecclesiastical links 

If a church existed at Keynsham by the mid-eighth or early ninth century, it would 
have served a vast area, necessitating the establishment of more local churches. 
The granting of private estates would have allowed the possibility of local lords 

building private churches. By examining the churches and chapels found within the 
hundred, something of the local pattern of ecclesiastical links may be discerned. 
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Keynsham (St John the Baptist), Chewton (Holy Cross) 

St John's is the current parish church of Keynsham. Much of the present structure 

was rebuilt and altered after a severe storm caused the collapse of the tower onto the 
body of the church in 1632. - The oldest part is the chancel, which dates from the 

early thirteenth century. The churchyard itself is tiny, and fitted into a corner of 
the precinct of the abbey (Figure 6.1). It could be suggested that it was built in the 

thirteenth century as a means of excluding the townspeople from the abbey church. 

The hamlet of Chewton was granted its own chapel in 1460 after complaining that 

the trip to Keynsham was hazardous and arduous (SRS 49, Appendix 7). An earlier 

composition between the abbot and the vicar of Keynsham however, suggests its 

existence by 1404 (SRS 13,46). By the dissolution all trace of it had disappeared. 

Brislington (St Luke) 

Brislington is known to have contained two church structures; St Luke's church, 
and the chapel and shrine to St Anne, which was built by the local lord, John de la 

Warre (fl c. 1200), probably in the thirteenth century, and which came to 

prominence in the later medieval period. By the fifteenth century it was famed as a 

pilgrimage site, and was visited by King Henry VII. Traces of the chapel have now 

completely disappeared, though in the thirteenth century Keynsham Abbey 

appointed a custodian from among the canons, and later documentation describes a 

cemetery there (Ministers Accounts; Appendix 8b). The origins of the church of St 
Luke are by no means certain. It is unlikely that Keynsham Abbey constructed the 
first church there, despite having the presentation. The manor was subinfeudated 
by King John (1199-1216) and awarded to the de la Warre family. The name 
Brislington is highly suggestive of its separation in the tenth or eleventh century as a 

private estate, and a private church may have been founded at this time. 

Whitchurch (St Nicholas) 

The church of St Nicholas at Whitchurch is of largely late-Norman design, and is a 
rare survival, due to the fact that it was never rebuilt or substantially altered in the 
later medieval period (Pevsner 1958). Its dedication to St Nicholas is a common 
thirteenth-century dedication, though in 1533 the dedication was to St Gregory 
(Weaver 1907). Whitchurch has been the object of much speculation as to its 
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origins, spawned largely by the writings of the antiquarian Collinson (1791) and this 
has been described above. It is unlikely that any pre-existing church stood on the 

site, though local folklore of a sixth-century 'cell' must not be dismissed outright. 

Queen Charlton (St Margaret) 

The church at Charlton contains traces of substantial Norman work similar to 
Whitchurch, and the village itself has structures associated with monastic control. 
A Norman arch sits nearby. Though probably taken from the church, it has been 

associated with the abbey's court, which may have been held in the village. It 

makes for a tempting suggestion, developed later, that Charlton church, like 

Whitchurch and others were constructed, or reconstructed as part of a general policy 
by Keynsham Abbey. 

Publow (All Saints) and Publow Saint Thomas [Pensford] 

The parish of Publow contains a number of interesting church remains. Publow All 
Saints; the parish church, was rebuilt in the fourteenth century, though traces of an 
apsidal end to the east of the chancel discovered from parch marks by Barbara 

Bowes indicate the presence of an earlier church. Publow Saint Thomas is the local 

church of Pensford, though it lies just within Stanton Drew parish. It was probably 
established as a chapel of ease in the thirteenth century to serve a new settlement 
there. In addition, at the hamlet of Woollard, elaborate medieval stonecarving and 
the remains of a blocked traceried window suggest that a small chapel formerly 

existed there. Finally, there are references to a small hermitage called Clarelewe, 

evidenced by field names, and associated with the patron family of Keynsham 
Abbey. Unfortunately, all references are post-medieval, and little more is known 

about it. 

Burnett (St Michael) 

Burnett was an estate alienated probably in the eleventh century. Keynsham Abbey 
had no influence over the church there (though it did unsuccessfully contest the 
advowson once), indicating an early thegnly church on the site, or possibly that no 
church existed until the estate was granted to the Benedictine abbey of Tewkesbury 
in the early twelfth century. The church was, and still is small and unimproved by 

the addition of aisles or tower. A manor house lies adjacent to the church. 
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Compton Dando (St Mary), Farmborough (All Saints) 

Compton is likely to have originally been a thegnly church. By its distance from 

any minster church, Farmborough too may have possessed a private church by the 

tenth century. The presentation of Compton Dando was held by Bath Abbey from 

the thirteenth century. 

Marksbury (St Peter), Stanton Prior (St Lawrence), Priston (St Andrew) 

These three parishes were all annexed in the tenth century to the lands of two great 

monasteries; Glastonbury (Marksbury) and Bath (Priston, Stanton Prior). For at 
least a generation before this they remained in the hands of secular owners, and may 
have acquired churches then. In addition, documents refer to a chapel, dedicated to 
St Nicholas at Glastonbury's manor house in Hunstrete, in Marksbury parish (Abbot 

Beere's Terrier, BM Egerton MS). 

There is very little to suggest any antiquity beyond the eleventh century for any of 
the churches outside Keynsham itself. Much of the work is reliant on details of 

architecture, which is all post-conquest. The only other tool, church dedication, is 

still in its infancy. The dedications are relatively old (Arnold-Foster 1899), but it 

would be misleading to derive an Anglo-Saxon date for a seemingly 'Anglo-Saxon' 
dedication like St Lawrence, and a medieval one for a seemingly popular thirteenth 

century dedication such as St Margaret. Whilst some saints did indeed have periods 

of popularity, many of them were also consistently used throughout the Middle 

Ages. The Keynsham area has no unusual or rare dedications, and so perhaps 

patterns need to be evaluated elsewhere in north Somerset for a fuller picture of the 

churches in Keynsham. 

Conclusion - Models for Development 

Despite being on the periphery of the West Saxon kingdom, there is little evidence 
to suggest that the area remained neglected from the seventh to the tenth century. 
Instead, the wealth and strategic nature of the land was recognized, and the entire 
valley of the river Avon was utilized and exploited. Remnants of the villa estates 
may have been taken over as the royal demesne of the conquering Mercian and 
West Saxon kings. Whether they subsequently organized their conquests as units 
later recognizable as multiple estates, or inherited a system already fully developed 
from their post-Roman forbears remains a problem of interpretation. Jones' 
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research in Wales demonstrates that the multiple estate is not an entirely Saxon 

phenomenon. Post-Roman society may have been perfectly capable of setting up an 

economic system of renders based on cattle and other tribute (Reece 1983). The 

grant of a large 100 hide estate at Bath by the Hwiccan kings implies a unit already 
fully formed along lines later recognised as a discrete estate. 

Models may thus reflect at least two patterns of development; 

1. The West Saxon kings, upon their conquest of Somerset, inherited a system 

of estates organized upon specific agrarian lines, to serve and support the needs of 

an aristocracy. In the absence of coinage or large-scale trade, these traditional 

renders, equally as valid both to Anglo-Saxon or native Briton, were continued. 

2. Once firm control had become established in the region, the need to exact 

tribute from these lands required their reorganization along lines which would 

produce and supply the needs of itinerant Anglo-Saxon kings. At the head of these, 

royal halls were established. 

Both models are generally applicable. They do not, however, imply that all the 

land was organized along these lines. The cohesion of some of these estates may 
have disintegrated under new pressures, or they may never have existed in the first 

place. Wellow and Newton St Loe are not well-researched, but superficially, there 

are few traces of the specific relationships found around Keynsham, Chew Magna 

and Bath. Those that can be recognized are characterized by the appearance of 
important churches on them. This may be a result of deliberate royal policy. 
Certainly in the case of Bath and Keynsham, they pre-date the Viking upheavals, 

and may reflect administrative developments at a time when other charters attest the 

privatization of the landscape with the disintegration of multiple estates, and the 

commutation of tribute or 'feorm' into cash. 

The erosion of the royal demesne was universal, but something of the discrete 

structure survived, to be retained and reconstructed as later hundreds. For 

Keynsham and its surrounding region, the tenth century reflects the acceleration of 

this disintegration, however. Whole estates such as Chew could be alienated intact, 

while other areas could be used as 'pools' from which land could be detached and 

given away. Domesday reflects the recent granting of early tenth century grants of 
large estates such as Compton and Stanton Drew, and the later snapping off of small 

portions such as Burnett and Belluton. 
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Much of this alienation was conducted amidst the comprehensive reorganization 
which gave rise to the hundreds as they can be seen at the time of Domesday, and 
important strands suggest a firm link between the remnants of earlier estates and the 

construction of new, hundredal districts. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

TO DOMESDAY AND AFTER; KEYNSHAM 950-1150 

From a landscape perspective, the late eleventh century provides a unique focus in 

the form of Domesday Book. As an historical document, it is a priceless and 

unmatched resource. However, its reliability for any given place is unquantifiable, 
and it has been called "a most precarious foundation for a historical reconstruction" 
(Abels 1988,6). Despite this, it documents places which are mentioned for the first 

time, many of which subsequently vanish from the written record for a further 

century or more. 

Somerset is well-served by Domesday, and as part of the south-western counties 
'circuit', additional information is available from the Exon, or "Exeter Domesday"; 

a draft copy, now housed in Exeter Cathedral Library, of the information which 
was eventually collated and pruned, and presented to King William I in 1086. With 
Exon survive the valuations of the Geld Inquest of 1084; a legacy of the Danegeld, 

and invaluable because it delineates Somerset according to hundreds. Together with 
scraps of contemporary information such as the "Bath Domesday Satellite" they 

provide the basis from which an examination of individual manors and estates may 
be advanced. Finding new and productive dimensions to the information contained 
in Domesday is not easy, and there are many disadvantages as well as advantages in 

any approach. 

Advantages and Disadvantages 

Tenurially, Domesday reveals a configuration of estates and administration in north 
Somerset, before later interference in the form of the creation of private, seignorial 
hundreds by powerful lay and ecclesiastical landlords, and the transfer of other 
estates from one hundred to another. Economically, and statistically, Domesday 
lends itself to examination, though its interpretation is difficult. Many of its 

concepts and terminology are still not precisely understood, and so reluctance and 
caution have characterized much of the analysis offered during the century of 
research. Eyton's great work (1880), though peppered with misconceived 
conclusions, still provides a mine of information, the result of his copious statistical 
analysis, tables and insight. 
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Much of the debate surrounding Domesday centres upon whether the document is 

essentially a fiscal or a feudal record. It has been perceived as making little 

economic sense (McDonald & Snooks 1986,48), as there seems to be no systematic 

relationship between the assessment of individual manors and their capacity to pay, 
nor between value and resources. However, both fiscal and feudal aspects have 
been seen as interconnected (Harvey 1985, Abels 1988), and conclusions from both 

perspectives may be produced. 

A feudal approach presents certain dilemmas. The nature of unhidated royal 
demesne is confusing, as is the status and relationship of quasi-royal lands such as 
the dowry estates of Queen Edith. Both seem to have been assessed by a different 

system from other, comital or private lands. Economically, any study of Domesday 

must approach the information with caution. The system of hides, while appearing 

relatively straightforward, is imperfectly understood, and the concept of 
ploughlands, which may be more reliable has not been studied with the same 
fervour. The totals of resources can appear precise and exact, while others seem 

artificially general and rounded. 

This chapter will use the information from the perspectives outlined above, without 
delving too deeply into the more contentious issues. Tenurially, the prevailing 

situation in 1066 shows England on the threshold of radical political change. By 
1086, many of the prevailing conditions had been overthrown, and replaced by 

Norman 'feudal' priorities. Tracing these can be seen as setting a context for 
landownership in the later medieval period. 

Economically, fiscal concerns reveal interesting patterns, in the divisibility of much 

of the area into the so-called five-hide unit. Other statistical information also 

reveals the economic exploitation of resources within estates, though how successful 
this is when applied in detail within specific estates remains to be seen. The 
distribution of resources indicated in Domesday has been attempted briefly before 
for Keynsham (Whittock 1987), but without much success. However, it can lead to 
the formation of comparative pictures of the wealth of Keynsham and its 

surrounding region. 

Domesday shows that by 1086, Keynsham stood at the head of its own 
administrative district; the hundred. Its origins are obscure, but collectively, the 

evidence may allow for a conceptual link between the purely economic aspects of 
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the royal manor of Keynsham, which derived from the multiple estate propounded 

above, and the administrative unit of the hundred. This may help to illustrate its 

evolution, and from what circumstances it derived. 

Land Ownership 

Figure 5.1 shows north Somerset hundreds as they existed at Domesday and within 
them, a pattern of smaller private estates or manors. It includes the hundreds of 
Portbury, Bedminster and Hartcliffe (later united), Chew, Keynsham, Bath Borough 

and Bath Forum or Forinsecum, and the hundred of Wellow, which was detached 

from a great royal 'triple hundred' based on Frome. These hundreds form a 

regional entity, differing in geography and tenure from the hundreds which rise on 
the Mendips to the south, and those which lie in Gloucestershire to the north. 
Smaller estates in time often became the parishes of the later medieval period. The 
Anglo-Saxon charter bounds for the region attest a stable configuration, and so 
delineating them according to their early nineteenth-century boundaries is a broadly 

valid approach. 

North Somerset Hundreds 

Most of the hundreds were dominated by a chief tenant, whose manorial status had 

a special relationship to the hundred. Helen Cam (1932,359) drew attention to the 

relationship between royal manors and hundreds bearing the same name; commonly 
termed the 'in-hundred' and 'out-hundred'. The premise developed by Cam and 
Stenton (1947) was that some hundreds incorporate former multiple estates which 

may be demonstrated by such a relationship. The hundred of Bath Forinsecum; a 
'foreign' or out-hundred demonstrates this link, and a fourteenth-century 

confirmation grant to Keynsham Abbey refers to precisely such a relationship, 

suggesting that the heartland of the ancient royal demesne; the manor of Keynsham 

was still, in the later medieval period regarded differently from the rest of the 
hundred bearing the same name (Appendix 7). Similar manor/hundredal 
relationships can be implied for Chew Hundred, under the influence of the Bishop 

of Wells; of Wellow (also a Wells fief), and of Portbury hundred, under the 
influence of the Godwin family. 

The coincidence of manor and hundredal names is very marked in north Somerset, 

unlike the situation in south Gloucestershire. Anderson (1934, ix) found that 
hundreds are usually named after meeting places or tribal entities. He noted that "in 
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the south-western counties the association of a hundred with a certain manor is the 

rule, and especially in Somerset and Devon the hundreds take their names from the 

manors to which they were appurtenant, rather than from their meeting places, the 
latter category of names being on the whole rare in the latter two counties". 

Bath 

The hundred or 'out-hundred' of Bath made a compact and well-defined hundredal 

unit, which very likely, from its shape and assessment, followed the form of the 

ancient pagus of Roman Bath (Aston 1986). The abbey at Bath was careful to 

maintain records of its endowments, and a number of Anglo-Saxon charters attest 

the tenth-century alienation of lands to the refounded monastery. This may 

represent an attempt both to reaffirm very ancient land grants of the abbey, and an 

expansion of possessions in the tenth century, as most of the charters are dated to 

within a generation of 930. 

Wellow 

Wellow hundred was part of the great 300-hide royal hundred of Frome. This is 

interesting because by Domesday there were no royal lands left within it to alienate, 

and it seems to be a cumbersome and sprawling unit geographically, unlike compact 

entities found elsewhere in north Somerset. Some of the hundred's estates may 
have been concealed from the commissioners at Domesday, and its Anglo-Saxon 

charter has yet to be adequately solved. Tenurially, the hundred bears the hallmarks 

of having been randomly forged from a largely unrelated group at some stage. 

Chew 

Chew hundred was relatively poorly hidated at Domesday, and the large manor, 

which later devolved into a number of parishes, probably formed a grant to the 

newly founded bishopric of Wells in the early tenth century. The estates at Clutton, 

and Timsbury, which was detached, were probably added in order to 'top up' the 
hidation of a slightly smaller estate which was transformed into a hundred. 
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Bedminster 

Bedminster probably constituted the rump of the ancient royal demesne in north 
Somerset, and is a peculiarity among the hundreds. It paid no geld, and was not 
hidated in the same way as other lands. Its relatively small area suggests that it was 
a piece of land left over after the creation of hundreds, and one theory places it at 
the centre of an enormous three hundred hide territory, including Hartcliffe, Chew 

and Keynsham, dependent originally on the royal manor at Bedminster (Thom 
1986,35, n3). This is an attractive scenario, but is difficult to validate. Keynsham 
is equally as likely to have been a central royal site. 

Hartcliffe 

Hartcliffe, alone among the hundreds of north Somerset, is named after its probable 
hundredal meeting point, and does not seem to have contained a central manor. 
Wrington, the only possibility, was detached at some point after 1086 by 

Glastonbury Abbey for the creation of a private, abbatial hundred. Other estates 
within Hartcliffe are confusing. Nempnett Thrubwell later became a detached 

portion of Keynsham hundred, but is not mentioned in Domesday, nor does if figure 
in the computations for Keynsham which could indicate its inclusion at this time. 
There exists an enigmatic reference from 1182 to "Rachel-hundredum", which may 
refer to Ridgehill in Winford (Anderson 1939,37). Eyton suggested that the area 
may have been part of a dissolved estate, reconstituted as ecclesiastical parishes and 
transferred to surrounding hundreds (1880, i, 148). 

Portbury 

Portbury hundred is a relatively little known area, but Domesday suggests that a 
pre-Conquest church existed there, and its possession by the Godwin family 
indicates that it held some importance. 

The Hidation of North Somerset 

One of the central tenets of a recent study of land units in Gloucestershire was an 
attempt to relate land holdings and hundredal units to possible, earlier units based 

around convenient assessments of one hundred hides (Wool 1982). With some 
'juggling' of estates, suggested by tenurial affiliation, it seemed possible to conceive 
of the Gloucestershire landscape, especially in the south of the county, as 
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approaching this ideal. In north Somerset however, while there is a slight variation 

on this, a specific relationship seems to exist. 

Figure 5.2 shows north Somerset divided according to its hundreds. Each hundred 

is hidated as a whole, and its component estates, following later parish boundaries, 

are shown according to the hides given in Domesday Book. 

The hundred of Bath was assessed at 95 hides, and if the 5 hides represented by the 

omitted manor of Kelston is added, then Bath represented the 100-hide ideal (Aston 

1986). The Wellow section was also equal to 95 hides, whilst Keynsham was a 
104-hide unit. Both are very close to assessments based on 100 hides. Further 

west, however, the pattern begins to falter. Chew is a unit where the hidation was 

confusing, but where even the combination of hundredal assessment and manorial 
hidage would not surpass 75 hides. Bedminster, as has been seen, was far from the 

ideal. Portbury and Hartcliffe hundreds, by comparison, were nearer to an 80-hide 

ideal. During the period between the Geld Inquest and Domesday, the former lost 2 

hides and the latter gained slightly over 2 hides. Evidently there was a transfer of 
land, and it is tempting to assign at least one hide of this to the enclave of Flax 

Bourton, which pokes into Hartcliffe hundred. 

Keynsham Hundred 

Keynsham was made up of ten independent estates, and thegnland granted as five 

units to the favourites of Queen Edith within the remaining royal lands. These had 

not been large; three were of one hide or less, indicating more of a token grant than 

a substantial endowment. Belluton, given to Tovi, Sheriff of Somerset, was 4 

hides, and Stanton Drew, given to Wulfward White, as major landowner and 
favourite of the queen consisted of 10 hides. The present boundaries of these 

parishes must imply a realignment of estates. 

Saltford, assessed at 4 hides was in the hands of 4 thegns, and it is natural to 

conclude that each held one hide. Compton and Marksbury were of 10 hides each, 

as was Farmborough. Marksbury had passed to Glastonbury church as a 10 hide 

unit in the 960s. The lands of Bath in the area comprised four estates; the two large 

units of Corston (10 hides) and Priston (6 hides), with two smaller estates at 
Wilmington (2 hides) and Stanton Prior (3 hides). 
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Chelwood is interesting because it was divided into two relatively small estates, and 

was held by Thori and Carle; thegns with Scandinavian names. It is tempting to see 
them as belonging to families granted small estates in the early tenth century by 

King Canute. However, the name of the estate may indicate a unit detached earlier 

and given to an English landlord. 

Fiscal Concerns 

As early as 1895, Round attempted to identify a pattern of estates based on a 

principle of five hides in Domesday Book. He proposed that five hides was the unit 

which would contribute one warrior to the military 'fyrd' and thus stood as a natural 

unit to use as a basis for granting new estates. Indeed, the possession of five hides 

was originally a qualification whereby a ceorl could acquire the status of a thegn 

(Northleoda laga, op cit Abels 1988,141). Doubts were raised about the 

application of the theory over wider areas relatively soon after Round's assertion 
(Whale 1902), together with questions over the variable size of the hide (Tait 1902). 

Scepticism has also characterized recent studies (McDonald & Snooks 1986,43). 

Nevertheless, the concept is interesting. 

Over Somerset as a whole, only 20-25 percent of manors display the pattern, but 

significantly, the greatest proportion of them lie in the north. It is interesting to 

note that in north Somerset as a whole, and especially in the area around Bath, there 
is a high incidence of estates which can be seen as multiples of five or ten (Figure 

5.3). Places at variance with the pattern seem to be isolated in the north-west, 

where the hidage is divisible by four, and around Priston, where three hides seems 
to be the rule. In Keynsham, the royal demesne remained at fifty hides, or five, 

ten hide estates, including ten hides at Stanton Drew. Compton Dando and 
Marksbury were each ten hides, whilst part of Chelwood and Farmborough were 

composed of five-hide units. Priston, Wilmington and Stanton Prior do not follow 

the pattern but by contrast, can be seen as remnants in the interstices of a group of 
ten-hide units, at Compton, Marksbury, Farmborough, Corston, Newton St Loe, 

Twerton and Englishcombe. Ten hide assessments seem to have been created 

everywhere in the region. Stenton's concerns about the hide (1947) were based on 

attempts to apply an areal standard to the hide. Since then it has been suggested 
that the hide was variable, and that, as a result, irrelevant to their integrity for the 

assessment of geld or the fyrd (Hollister 1961,63). More recently, this view has 

been contradicted. Richard Abels has summarized much of the controversy 

surrounding the hides, and more prosaically, suggests that the hide may have been 
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based on a 5- or 10-hide system simply to facilitate the collection of the geld, which 
was rated at two shillings per hide (Abels 1988,108). Most importantly, it is 

recognized that "whatever may have been the incidence of the 5 hide unit, it is clear 
that the assessment was largely artificial in character, and bore no constant relation 
to the agricultural resources of a vill" (Darby & Welldon Finn 1967,154). 

Though doubt has been cast upon its significance, the pattern of 5-hide incidences 

makes it clear that thegns, and the 5-hide military assessment played a vital role in 

the division of north Somerset, possibly in the ninth and tenth centuries. It seems 

not only to incorporate large estates like Chew and Keynsham, which were assessed 

according to the principle, but it also transcended hundredal boundaries. It may be 

that they were neither older units given exact new interpretation as hundreds, 

complete with 5-hide multiples, nor that they were created arbitrarily without 

precedent. 

Economic Aspects 

Drawing valid economic conclusions about Keynsham and north Somerset is 

difficult. As the hide has been proved untrustworthy as an indicator both of size 

and agricultural resources within estates, other estimates must be employed to 

provide a rough indicator. 

The Plough and the Ploughland 

The Ploughland is a primary piece of information, as all land, including the 

unhidated royal demesne was assessed in ploughlands. Furthermore, the number of 
ploughs in use by the lord and the villagers of a manor were carefully tallied. Exon 

provides a valuable corroborative text. The nature and context of ploughlands and 
their description in the entries gives rise to a variety of possible explanations. 
These are that 

1. The ploughland was an estimate of arable capacity (Moore 1964,109-30). 
2. The ploughland represented some kind of conventional estimate (Ravenhill 

1986,29). 

3. The ploughland was a fiscal rating (Hart 1970, Harvey 1985,86). 

By their very wording; "land for x ploughs", the entries imply an estimate of arable 
capacity. The numbers of estimated and actual ploughs rarely agree however 
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(Figure 5.4), though it has been suggested that this may have arisen due to the 

vacancy of lands, or altered manorial patterns (Harvey 1985,70). However, it is 

clear that many estates, in particular the larger ones, display artificial estimates, 
often in multiples of ten (Ravenhill 1986,31). Keynsham, Chew and Long Ashton 
have 'conventional' estimates of 100,50 and 30 ploughlands respectively. 

Like hides, ploughlands have been recognized as having a fiscal quality. Round 

(1895) noticed that in Northamptonshire, a relationship between rising and stable 

values between 1066 and 1086 existed with estates where ploughlands exceeded the 

number of teams. Indeed, by mapping the ploughlands, it can be seen that patterns 
do exist (Figure 5.4). Many estates can, just as the nature of hides, be divided by 

conventional multiples of five, four or three. This strengthens the idea of the 

ploughland as a fiscal rating, and suggests a relationship between hides and 

ploughlands. Orderic Vitalis wrote that ploughlands and hides were one and the 

same (cited in Harvey 1986,100), but this is difficult to reconcile in reality. The 

concept of areal values persists, and a notional size of 60 acres for a ploughland and 
120 acres for a hide has been proposed (ibid). 

Across north Somerset, there is little evidence of such a ratio. In general there 

appears to be a deficiency of hides to ploughlands, with some parity randomly 

spread. Almost alone, the manor of Keynsham displays the principle of two 

ploughlands to one hide. An isolated example such as this does little to advance 

understanding of the economic position of Keynsham, if only because the figures 

suggest artificiality, which is unhelpful. 

Other economic resources 

Figure 5.5 displays a number of statistics summarized for the Keynsham hundred. 

The most important were land resources such as pasture, meadow and woodland, 

and livestock such as sheep and pigs. Cattle, goats and other animals are mentioned 
too sporadically to be of use. 

Meadow and pasture 

All the figures for meadow and pasture within Keynsham are given in acres, except 
for Stanton Drew, where a linear measurement is used. This is suspect, and it may 
be that the figure for woodland has been transcribed in error. In the south-west, 
figures of more than 100 acres are rare, and round figures suggest rough estimates 
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(Darby & Welldon Finn 1967,189). For the estates outside the royal manor, 
figures are specifically calculated. For the royal manor itself, a rounded figure is 

given. 

Woodland 

Within the royal manor, woodland is plotted in leagues. Elsewhere it is given in 
furlongs or acres. Keynsham's one league by one league suggests a rough estimate. 
Estimating the size of the league, however, is by no means certain, as the authority 
for the measurement rests solely upon the Battle Abbey Register (Morgan 1936, 

308). Conventional measurements would give the manor a tract of woodland of 

eight square kilometres in an estate of approximately fifty square kilometres. 

Ideally, a constant relationship should exist between woodland of this size, and 

pigs, who need pannage for their upkeep. Paradoxically however, Keynsham 
displays areas for which pigs are listed, but no woodland, and vice versa. The 

statistics as they are given do not present a consistent pattern with size of estate or 

ratio to vitally related livestock. Most of the woodland seems to fall on royal or 

recently alienated royal land, demonstrating both its value, and hinting at its 

management at an early date. 

Sheep 

Sheep numbers are consistently high across the hundred. Only Priston does not 

seem to record them, and as resources they seem to have great importance attached 
to them. The royal manor had an enormous demesne flock numbering 700 (perhaps 

again a rough estimate, but conveying a sense of proportion). This is not 

surprising, however, given the wealth of pasture and meadow on the royal estate. 
Wilmington stands prominently with 300 sheep, and very low numbers of other 
resources, suggesting that the estate there was almost entirely devoted to the care of 
flocks. 

After Domesday 

Charting the pre- and post-Conquest land changes in the region (Figure 5.6 and 5.7) 
demonstrates how comprehensively ownership was altered, especially through the 

wholesale appropriation of secular, non-royal lands by Geoffrey de Montbray, 
bishop of St Lo and Coutances (d. 1093). Geoffrey was a favoured noble of King 
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William, and his estate holdings throughout the country were vast. Two discrete 

groupings can be identified where his holdings lay in large, closely related blocks; 

in the East Midlands, and the West Country (le Patourel 1944,152). The transfer 

of lands may not have come immediately. William I is thought to have maintained 
the status quo for several years after the conquest. However, Somerset was the 

scene for a major rebellion in 1069, and East Anglia in 1075. Geoffrey of 
Coutances was instrumental in suppressing these, and it may be no coincidence that 

the majority of his lands lie in these areas. Among the lands given to him in the 

Keynsham hundred were Saftford and Compton Dando. On Geoffrey's death in 

1093, they are likely to have passed to his nephew Robert de Mowbray, who 
himself forfeited them to the crown after a rebellion in 1095. 

For Keynsham itself, a picture is discernible. King William Rufus granted Burnett 

to Robert FitzHamon, along with many other former Mowbray estates, and it seems 
that Keynsham also passed to FitzHamon. This is evidenced by the fact that he left 

as his heir his daughter Mabel, who married Robert, Earl of Gloucester. When 

Keynsham reemerges in the twelfth century, it was part of the Honor of Gloucester, 

and so is likely to have passed from FitzHamon to Earl Robert. 

Conclusion 

Observing the data presented by Domesday is relatively straightforward. 
Establishing links, ratios and relationships presents problems. The current 

understanding of Domesday will not stand the rigours of too strict a methodology, 
though much can be gleaned. Economically, though an understanding is not 

substantially advanced, a sense of the wealth of the hundred emerges. Hides and 

ploughlands are confusing and difficult to deal with. Ultimately, both may be 

variable, but they reveal a recognition by the Domesday collectors of both the 

agricultural potential and the status of the landscape for the cold pursuit of taxation. 
Ultimately, the manor of Keynsham displays an extreme form of statistical 
information displayed in parts by other estates in north Somerset; of suspiciously 

rounded figures. Only with pigs and mills is there likely to be accurate 

enumeration, which casts doubt on the value of the data as a whole. However, if 

nothing else, they convey a sense of the considerable wealth of the ancient royal 

manor. 

Tenurially, Keynsham provides a picture of an estate close to total dissolution in 

1066, with many new estates distributed to the favoured courtiers of Queen Edith, 
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such as Wulfward White. This process was halted in part by the Conquest and the 

return of the manor to royal hands. 

Determining the origin of the hundred is slightly less vexing than that of multiple 

estates, but no more straightforward. Their emergence in the documentation in the 

mid-tenth century, within the context of a general royal reorganization of 

government presupposes that they were based on much older units. These may be 

the regiones or provinciae referred to by writers like Bede. In the Midlands, where 
greater administrative disruption occurred during the Viking invasions, there may 
have been what Stenton termed "a deliberate remodelling of administrative 

geography" (1947,295). 

Within the pattern of hundreds, are smaller units; vills, tithings and estates, which 
are coincident with the boundaries of the later, parish system. Over much of 
Keynsham this pattern probably reflects the earlier estate form. Yet in several 
cases, tithings and estates do not appear to progress to parishes; and the fiscal 

ratings of some settlements hint at a different, rearranged pattern. These include 

Belluton and Chewton Keynsham (Appendix 4,5). 

Two approaches may be broadly fused to allow the construction of a number of 

models for the formation of the Keynsham hundred. The fiscal nature of five-hide 

patterns and notional, rounded statistics lends an artificial air to the hundred, while 

evidence for a much more ancient, multiple estate may be combined to temper the 

picture somewhat. 

1. The Keynsham hundred was a multiple estate which underwent dissolution 
between the ninth and eleventh centuries, but whose original extent and outline was 
fossilized into the later hundred. Some estates may have been totally alienated in 

the meantime. Corston appears as an estate which would lie more naturally within 
the hundred, but lies instead in the sprawling hundred of Wellow. Places further 
from the centre, which were the first to be alienated from the centre preserve few if 

any signs of subsidiary status or tenurial links which connected them to the main 
settlement simply because their links to the centre were always weaker, and their 
independent development longer. 

Z. The hundred emerged from the division of a vast royal domain which once 
included neighbouring Bedminster and Chew, possibly in the late ninth or early 
tenth centuries. This suggested by the lack of strong delineating boundaries 
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between the hundreds, and the siting of the hundredal meeting point on the border 

of two later hundreds. 'Floating' estates may have been attached in order to 'top 

up' the hidage of the new hundred for taxation purposes. 

3. Keynsham essentially preserves the outline of an early royal, multiple estate, 
which in the tenth century was used, like other north Somerset estates, as the basis 
for the creation of a new hundred. To this end, a group of unrelated estates in the 

south-east were attached to the new hundred, both to form administrative cohesion, 
to control independent estates from a royal power-base, and to conform to the 
hundred hide ideal for taxation purposes. 

These models suggest a degree of artificial unity normally associated with 
'Midlands' type hundreds, similar to the type which has been discerned in the 
Cotswolds (Wool 1982, Whybra 1990). It is difficult to relate some of the more 

peripheral estates of Keynsham in any other way with the main settlement other than 

that they were linked for administrative purposes. Economically, the south-eastern 

estates of Priston, Stanton Prior were much more powerfully drawn to other 

centres, and even vestiges of previous arrangements, which could be expected are 

almost entirely absent. Those that remain do not constitute conclusive evidence. 
This conflicts with the idea that Keynsham was a true multiple estate, if the hundred 
is taken as preserving completely the outline of an earlier unit. However, for those 

places more central to the hundred, the evidence is strongly in favour of an 

economic and tenurial relationships with the centre. Most of these constituted part 

of the old royal manor in 1066. 

The picture of a subtle but complex process of development in north Somerset is 

emerging. Earlier territorial units can be discerned, but they seem to represent only 
the principal components in the administrative divisions of the area. Overall, it is 

difficult to escape the conclusion that the Keynsham hundred represents not so much 
a large original entity, but is the result of a complex reorganization. At its core, 
however, lies a very ancient and enduring estate. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

LANDSCAPE AND SETTLEMENT IN KEYNSHAM 1150 - 1350 

Evidence for tracing the descent of landownership in the Keynsham hundred is 

provided by the fact that much of the area remained, or passed into the hands of 
major monastic houses between the tenth and twelfth centuries. The estates of 
Wilmington, Priston and Stanton Prior remained as Bath Abbey property. 
Marksbury was retained by Glastonbury Abbey, and the little estate of Burnett was 
given by Robert FitzHamon to Tewkesbury Abbey. The remainder of the hundred 

constituted a series of private estates; Compton, held by the de Alno (or Dando) 
family; Stanton Drew and Farmborough held by eponymous local families, Saftford 
held by the Bayouse family, and Chelwood, which was reconsolidated into one 

estate belonging to the Lords of Ewyas. 

By far the most important development, however, was the use of the remaining 
lands of the old royal manor, now in possession of the Earls of Gloucester, to 

endow and construct a new monastery. From its foundation in the 1160s, 

Keynsham Abbey exerted an influence on its surrounding landscape which has been 
little appreciated, or examined in any depth. This stems from the difficulties of 

studying monasteries which do not have a surviving cartulary, and where other 

strands of evidence have been little appreciated. A number of useful studies of 

monastic estates have been conducted since the 1930s, including Pershore Abbey 

(Smith 1938), Tavistock (Finberg 1951), Westminster Abbey (Harvey 1977), Quarr 
Abbey (Hockey 1970), Glastonbury Abbey (Keil 1964) and Ramsey Abbey (Raftis 
1957). They include studies of monasteries where no cartularies survive (Williams 
1976,1984), but have tended to concentrate on the larger, Benedictine houses, 

though smaller-scale monasteries have also been examined, at Norton Priory 

(Greene 1989), Kingswood Abbey (Lindley 1954) and Titchfield Abbey (Watts 
1957). Though their approach has resulted in a better understanding of the nature 
of monastic power, and of the characteristics of the different orders, most have been 
based solely on the extensive survival of documentation, and especially a cartulary. 
This has led to a very biased perspective, drawing upon large, Benedictine 

establishments like Westminster Abbey or Tavistock Abbey, or other large houses 

which had a peculiar and distinctive geographical position, such as the Fenland 

abbey of Ely (Miller 1951). The analysis of demesne flocks over time, or the 
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number of villein tenants has limited uses in comparison with the great number of 

monasteries where this type of evidence is not recoverable. 

For all monasteries, the recovery of archaeological evidence in the form of their 

physical legacy in the landscape has much to say about the nature of their power, 
but has rarely been adequately approached. Lindley (1954) based a preliminary 

study of the Cistercian abbey of Kingswood around the construction of a series of 

mills. More comprehensively, the estates of Evesham and Abingdon Abbeys 

(Worcs) have been examined, using a mixture of complementary documentary and 

archaeological evidence to identify features in the landscape which reflect monastic 

policy, exploitation and prosperity (Bond 1973,1979). Raban's study of the abbeys 

of Thorney and Crowland (1971,1977) used a large corpus of information 

preserved in the Exchequer records to reveal purchasing and management policies 

over time. 

Archaeologically, evidence in the form of surviving buildings and features (or 

references to them) has much to offer. The form of manor houses and granges, the 

morphology of villages, farms and settlements on monastic estates and even the 
layout of the field systems assist in understanding the character, policies and 

economics of both monastic and lay landlords. 

This chapter therefore has two aims. The first is to examine the context and 

circumstances of the foundation of Keynsham Abbey itself. This helps to provide a 

setting and context for the later character and actions of the abbey. The second is to 

conduct a general landscape survey of villages and settlements, in order not only to 

attempt a reconstruction of the medieval components of the hundred, but to reveal 

patterns which may reflect land policy and the management of estates within the 
hundred itself. Revealing patterns of this kind may have important implications for 

perceptions of the different monastic orders in the area, and may reveal whether the 
land patterns which may be discerned are a reflection of a general management of 
the area by both lay and monastic landlords, or specific policy. 

The Foundation of Keynsham Abbey 

The foundation charter of Keynsham Abbey provides the setting for the 

establishment of the monastery (Appendix 6). Robert, the young son of William, 
Earl of Gloucester requested on his deathbed in 1166 that his father found an abbey 
at Keynsham. The abbey seems to have been in existence very soon afterwards, 
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colonized by monks from St Augustine's Abbey at Bristol, and Earl William was 
buried in his newly founded institution on his own death in 1183. Dedicated to the 
Blessed Mary with Saints Peter and Paul, the new house followed, like its 'mother' 

house, a modified version of the Rule of St Augustine originating at the mother 
house of St Victor, at Paris. 

The account of the foundation is very concise, but within it lie more hidden truths. 
The actual date of foundation has been debated, but has been narrowed considerably 
by reference to witness lists on recently discovered foundation texts (Vincent 1993, 

98). Earl William's son Roger died in 1166, and Bishop Roger of Worcester was 

corresponding with the Pope within a year over the plan to found a monastery 
(Appendix 7). The Annals of Cardiff date the commencement of the abbey to 1169 

(British Library, ms Royal 6Bxi, f. 105r). The final dedication and consecration of 
the new abbey has been narrowed to between May 1172 and April 1173 (Vincent 

1993,100). 

The foundation grant of the monastery was very substantial indeed. Much can be 

recovered from an inspeximus and confirmation charter of the hereditary patron, 
Gilbert de Clare of 1318 (Appendix 6). A recently discovered confirmation text of 
the twelfth century provides a close corroboration of the detail, but must be treated 

with caution (Appendix 6). More will be said of this and the endowments contained 

within it in the following chapter, but they reveal that at the centre of the 

endowments lay the remaining bulk of the old royal manor of Keynsham, 
incorporating the lands of the later parishes of Keynsham, Brislington, Whitchurch, 
Queen Charlton, and parts of Publow. Keynsham was evidently a place with 
immense status attached to it, and the abbey was obviously meant to be an 
impressive monument and mausoleum to the Earls of Gloucester. 

The treble dedication suggests that the Blessed Mary was superimposed upon an 

older, saintly dedication to Saints Peter and Paul. The apostolic dedication was 
particularly popular with minster churches, as the examples of Shrewsbury, 
Winchester, Athelney, Canterbury, Leominster and others attest (Binns 1989). 

Though the foundation of the abbey was completed by 1173 to receive the body of 
the founder, the tradition also ascribes Keynsham as the burial place of his son 
Robert. This may suggest that Robert was buried in a standing building, and that 

the abbey represented a conversion of the minster church into the new monastery. 
Excavation on the site of the abbey church itself has revealed many pieces of Anglo- 

Saxon decorated grave markers, and a finely decorated cross-shaft (Lowe et al 
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1987). However, the remains of a stone church were not found on the site. This 

may be attributed to the quality of the excavations, to the thinness and poor survival 

of stratigraphy on the site, or the siting of an earlier church elsewhere in the 

vicinity. Such refoundation, however, would have fitted well with the pattern of 
Augustinian settlement. Much of their rule embodied a zeal for missionary work, 

and meant that, very often, taking over existing collegiate foundations, or minsters 

was an attractive proposition (Robinson 1980,33). In this manner, the original 

evangelical functions of the minster could be assumed by the Augustinians, in a 
landscape still very underpopulated with churches, and with a nebulous parish 

structure. At the same time, the suppression of remaining Anglo-Saxon 

organizations could be justified, and churches could be brought in line with a 
'continental' form of church organization without disrupting the good works of the 
former minster churches. 

Care must be taken when defining the Augustinians. A number of smaller orders 
followed the rule of St Augustine, and are often classified as such. These include 

the Premonstratensians, Arrouasians, the canons of the Holy Sepulchre, and the 

Victorines (such as Keynsham and Bristol). Despite not being members of the 

general chapter before 1215, their peculiarities were not tremendously removed 
from the Augustinian mainstream. Few English authors have much to say about the 
Victorines, and none have committed themselves to any specific observation, except 
to hint that the Victorines were similar to the Arrouasians, who themselves were 
heavily influenced by the Cistercians (Robinson 1980,59). 

The Victorines 

The Order of St Victor of Paris was founded in 1108 by William of Champeaux, a 

scholar of the Cathedral school of Notre Dame in Paris, and the master of Abdlard. 

With several followers he retired to a hermitage near the city gates and began an 
institution which was to become one of the great abbeys of medieval France, and 
the mother of a scattering of daughter houses across Europe. 

Most accounts of the foundation and development of the Victorine Order are largely 

preoccupied with the abbey of St Victor itself (Bonnard 1904-08, Longdre 1991). 

Little has been done to assess the general spread of the order within the context of a 
distinctive Victorine ethos, or of how the guiding philosophy of St Victor itself was 

propagated to its daughter establishments. A useful outline of the development of 
the order has been considered (Dickinson 1951), and aspects of the spirituality of 
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the order itself are the subject of some interest (New Catholic Encyclopedia 14, 

650). It would be useful to reiterate some of the more relevant points here. 

St Victor's transformation into a pre-eminent seat of learning began after the 
departure of William, during the rule of the first abbot, Gilduin (1113-55). Under 
him, a separate Liber Ordinis was written, which survives in the Biblioteque 

Nationale in Paris (Jocqud and Milis 1984). The spirit of the order combined 

monastic observance with intellectual study. Victorine spirituality was embodied in 

the unity of theology and mysticism, and it was this innovation which formed in 

close connections with the theologians and intellectuals of the day, and brought the 

abbey fame and royal favour. 

The greatest period of success for the Victorine houses seems to have been around 
the middle of the twelfth century. Many of the houses were founded by the 

conversion of existing churches, and this way, already important churches such as 
the cathedral of Sees, St Genevieve in Paris, Eu in Normandy, St Vincent in Senlis 

and others became important and influential Victorine abbeys. Despite considerable 

opposition at times to these conversions, the success of the order continued unabated 
throughout the twelfth century, with the establishment of many more houses in 

France, England and Ireland, and individual examples in Denmark, Germany and 
Naples. 

Within England, six Victorine houses were eventually established. The first was 
founded at Shobdon in Herefordshire, around 1140 by two canons from St Victor 
itself. These initial colonists soon returned home, and the site of the new abbey 
moved several times before finally settling at Wigmore (Dickinson 1951,75). 
Within a few years, a second house was founded at St Augustine's, Bristol. This 

was possibly from Wigmore, though the first abbot at Bristol, Richard, was 
probably trained at St Victor (Dickinson 1976,118). 

Wigmore, once successfully established, also founded Wormsley Priory in 

Herefordshire, and a small cell at Ratlinghope. Bristol also became a mother house, 

colonizing in turn Keynsham (c. 1167), and Woodspring Priory in Somerset. A 

sixth house existed at Stavordale Priory in Somerset. Though probably colonized 
from Bristol, it is poorly documented. Beyond England, strong links existed 
between the great ports of Bristol and Dublin in the Middle Ages. The 

establishment of the Victorine abbey of St Thomas the Martyr in Dublin in 1177 is 

likely to have derived its founding canons from Bristol. 
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It has been asserted that the appearance of Victorine houses represented a fashion in 

the mid-twelfth century (Vincent 1993,100). This may in part be due to the level 

of patronage accorded to the more successful Victorine abbeys at the outset. St 

Victor itself was endowed considerably by King Louis VI of France (1108-37), and 
together with the Parisian house of St Genevieve, was responsible for the majority 

of foundations and conversions on the continent. King Henry II (1154-1189) 

though not its founder, had an important early connection with St Augustine's at 
Bristol (Dickinson 1976), but did establish St Thomas the Martyr in Dublin in 

repentence at the death of Thomas Becket. As we saw above, Bristol's prestige 

enabled to have a direct hand in the foundation of four houses, and St Thomas' 

Abbey itself became the direct or indirect progenitor of a further seven houses in 

Ireland in the early thirteenth century. 

The extent of contacts between Victorine houses is difficult to assess. French 

houses were closely linked, and within England, the abbeys and priories of the 

order maintained close ties with each other. The initial cross-pollination of houses 

was reinforced when a chamberlain of Keynsham' was elected Abbot of St 

Augustine's, and in 1244 Abbot John of Swineshead moved to Wigmore (Weaver 

1907). Evidence from St Thomas' Abbey in Dublin indicates that Bristol, Dublin 

and Wigmore maintained a level of relationship throughout their respective lives. 

Although an ordinance for the holding of a Victorine general chapter survives 
(Fosbroke 1843), it is not known whether English houses attended. Dickinson 

(1976,123) mentions a letter from the general chapter of St Victor to English 

houses, though the necrology of St Victor hints that the abbeys of Dublin, Bristol 

and Wigmore continued to correspond with the mother house, presupposing their 
inclusion in the general development of the order. 

Ultimately, Victorine houses in the British Isles have not been studied in enough 
detail to draw general conclusions about the characteristics of the order. Notable 

personalities recorded at Wigmore and Bristol suggest that they may have followed 

the purer spirit of intellectual study combined with monasticism. Andrew, the first 

Abbot of Wigmore (d. 1175) and Richard, Abbot of St Augustine's (d. 1188) are 

among the luminaries of the order, though both originated from St Victor. The first 

Abbot of Keynsham, William (1167-1205) is noted as venerable, and seems to have 

had a considerable reputation among his contemporaries, though the accounts are 

tantilizingly circumscript and we have no idea of his origins. 
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It remains a possiblity that colonized houses, and even important abbeys did not 

maintain 'Victorine spirituality' beyond a generation or so, just as the austerity of 
the Cistercians became eroded with time. Smaller priories may have been Victorine 
for no other reason than that the nearest convenient house from which a patron 

might draw religious men were themselves Victorine. It remains an interesting 

peculiarity, however, that while most Augustinian, and indeed Victorine 

foundations were priories, the more important were abbeys, which implies a 
different emphasis in their organization. 

Ultimately, more research needs to be conducted both on English Victorine houses, 

and beyond. The order remained strong and vigorous, with intellectual life 

continuing at St Victor well into the thirteenth century. Eventually there were more 
than fifty houses across western Europe, with cannonesses appearing in the low 

countries in the late thirteenth century. Only at the end of the century, when a 

schism is attested (Bonnard 1908; I, 183) did the energy of the order finally falter. 

On a more general level, authors like Bonnard hint very gently that the branch 

orders of the Augustinians were heavily influenced by Cistercian conventions, not 

only in the regulation of their monastic way of life, but also in their eschewing of 
the usual Augustinian fanaticism for collecting church appropriations. This is the 

most fruitful line of research, and the nature and extent of Keynsham's possessions 

may provide further such evidence. In the following section, evidence for the 

management of the landscape within the Keynsham hundred will be examined. This 

will act as an introduction, in the following chapter, to an attempt to place the 

results of this survey into a wider perspective among the possessions of the abbey 
beyond its immediate hinterlands. 

Land Management and Policy 

Physical aspects of the landscape provide an important indicator to land 

management and policy. Newly founded monasteries needed to marshal their 

resources and manage them in such a way as to allow the monastery to function at a 

profit, to feed and maintain a lifestyle for the canons, and to free them from the 
burden of manual work. This meant the setting up of the means to produce, 

process, store, convey and sell the produce of the estate by the installation of manor 
houses, barns, fishponds, mills, dovehouses, and for the estates of the demesne, the 

construction of granges. Where this infrastructure already existed, expansion and 

augmentation was likely. Some orders, such as the Cistercians went a step further; 
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reorganizing lands and fields, altering traditional patterns of land-usage, and even 

moving whole villages. 

Within the Keynsham hundred, the variety of land ownership allows for an 
interesting comparison between both lay and monastic estates. Four corporate 
owners with a similar rationale and land quality, but with subtly different policies 
may reflect discrete differences. An Augustinian house and older Benedictine 

monasteries like Bath and Tewkesbury provide a contrast with Glastonbury, which, 
though also Benedictine, is known to have marshalled its resources very much as 
described above. 

THE SETTLEMENTS 

Keynsham 

The town of Keynsham was both the centre of administration of the hundred and the 
location of the abbey itself. The morphology of the town plan has been discussed at 
length before (Leech 1975). It consists of a major street; High Street, which 

continues into Temple Street (Figure 6.1). To the east of High Street lies The Park; 

originally the monastic precinct and later the site of the Tudor mansion house of the 
Bridges family. The Precinct originally covered about 10 hectares, 7 of which 
constituted the abbey's orchard. The remaining area probably contained all the 

monastic buildings, including the conventual church, together with cemeteries, a 

mill, fishponds, orchards, vineyards, a home barton, almonry and smithy 
(Appendix 13). Considerable archaeological potential remains within the Park for 

excavation and examination, but is limited by the fact that extensive landscaping has 

been carried out. The nineteenth-century railway line partially cut through the area, 
but more substantial damage was done by the building of the Keynsham by-pass in 

the early 1960s. This cut through and destroyed the cloisters, associated buildings 

and part of the nave, which were rapidly excavated prior to destruction (Lowe et al 
1987). Historically, the area was enlarged at some point. The Abbot of Keynsham 

applied in 1347 for a licence to enclose a road for the enlargement of the precinct 
(CPR Edw 111 1345-8,331), but its exact course is not known. 

The parish church of St John the Baptist stands in an interesting position. It lies 

tucked within a corner of the abbey precinct, and yet is integral with part of the 
town. It is sited in alignment with the abbey church, and a similar pattern has been 
demonstrated for Anglo-Saxon churches elsewhere (e. g. Jarrow). Bruton Abbey 
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similarly had its parish church in alignment with the monastery (Aston and Leech 

1977,23). There is however, no evidence to suggest that the site of the present 

parish church is Anglo-Saxon in origin. The amount of carved Anglo-Saxon 

stonework found around the later abbey ruins points to the precinct as the site of the 

minster. The monastery retained the advowson of the parish church throughout 

most of its history, and it was never granted its own burial ground during the 
lifetime of the abbey. Although on architectural grounds the chancel cannot be 

dated much earlier than the 1220s, and documentary references are of no help in 

elucidating an earlier date, the siting and tenurial position of the church clearly 
indicate that the parish church was integral with the laying out of the town. It 

seems to represent a limited concession by the abbey for a town church, perhaps as 

a means of excluding the parishioners from their traditional place of worship in the 

minster church, now transformed into the abbey. 

Unfortunately no map earlier than the tithe survey of 1843 survives. However, the 

configuration of properties appears to have remained stable until modern times, and 

much can be elucidated. The actual arrangement of the properties in the town 

reflects a decrease in the size of individual properties or tofts from north to south. 

around the church the size of the tofts is much more generous, and seem contained 

within a large, rectangular enclosure. Further down the western side of the High 

Street the tofts are much smaller and controlled. In Temple Street the properties 
become very small indeed. Along the eastern side of High Street the buildings may 

represent encroachments into the precinct. To the south of the church a group of 
fourteen properties have no architectural evidence earlier than the eighteenth 

century, and this is reflected in the earliest deeds. Further south is another group of 
buildings, contained between High Street and Back Lane. The excavation of the 
Court House of the abbey here may reflect the in-filling of the old market place in 

the post-medieval period (Leech 1977). 

Keynsham seems to represent a modest attempt at planting a town. Compared to 

places in the region which became boroughs in the medieval period, Keynsham was 

relatively small. There is no evidence that the town aspired to borough status, but 

the abbey may itself have been reluctant to encourage the independence of the 

townspeople. The plan of the town suggests strongly that development was 

piecemeal. Keynsham's other planted urban focus at Marshfield was much more 

coherent and apparently contemporary in layout (Russet 1984,47) (Figure 6.2). 

Tracing the growth of Keynsham is hampered by the lack of archaeological 

excavation, and the fact that so much has been destroyed. Excavation by the Avon 
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FIGURE 6.1 Settlement Map I 
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Archaeological Unit has recovered medieval pottery from houses in both High 

Street and Temple Street and so separating them does not necessarily resolve their 
development decisively. 

It is tempting to see the main original focus of the town as lying around the parish 

church. This area stands as a coherent entity, and as it contains the parish church, 
it is likely to date from at least the early thirteenth century. A market place may 
have stood in the open space in front of the church. Though a market was only 

granted officially to the town in 1307 (CPR 1461-7,59), as a royal centre, informal 

commerce is likely to have been conducted there from Anglo-Saxon times. As the 

town expanded in the thirteenth century, the High Street may have been laid out 

along the wall of the precinct, together with a new, larger market place, and 

possibly room for more expansion along Temple Street. 

Pensford 

Morphologically, the small medieval 'town' of Pensford presents a difficult subject 

of analysis, because very little can be recovered of its medieval development. 

Lying on the river Chew, portions lay in the two parishes of Stanton Drew and 

Publow, so that an early coherent plan for the whole is difficult to assess (Figure 

6.1). 

The church of St Thomas Becket is, by its dedication and remaining architecture of 
later twelfth-century date, and, dependent on the church at Stanton Drew was 

established as a chapel of ease for the inhabitants of the settlement. Later 
documents assert the dependency of a chapel at Pensford on the abbey, and this may 
be ascribed to a possible chantry chapel endowed by the St Loe family (Collinson 

1791). 

Pensford is likely to be a medieval 'boom town', precluding systematic 
documentation to trace its development. The tenurial history and chronology of the 

place is difficult to disentangle, though much of its history seems to have been 

characterized by an independent spirit among its inhabitants. During the fifteenth 

century it was a haven for Lollard heretics, which local authorities were at a loss to 

stamp out. Several features mark the possibility that Pensford was a late 

development. It is entirely absent from the 1327 and 1334 Lay Subsidies, while 
both Publow and Stanton Drew were included. It is thus unlikely to have been 

omitted in error. By the end of the Middle Ages many of its inhabitants were 
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engaged as clothiers or in mining, and by 1525 the town was wealthier than 
Keynsham itself. It appears as a late fifteenth and early sixteenth century 'boom' 
town, based on industrial activity. 

Morphologically, there is some evidence of planning, but it is neither systematic nor 
coherent. 

Brislington 

Like Keynsham, there is no complete extant map for Brislington before the tithe 

survey which shows the village in detail. Both the centre of Brislington, and its 

satellite settlements of West Town and Rock appear as piecemeal developments. 
West Town may have begun as a squatter settlement on the edge of the open fields. 

The church in Brislington stands on a small knoll within its own enclosure, and is 

surrounded by other small irregular enclosures (Figure 6.3). Slightly to the west, 
away from the uneven terrain surrounding the church, there appears to have been an 

attempt to lay out a series of regular tofts and properties. Figure 6.3 attempts to 

reconstruct the plan elements of this. 

The manor of Brislington, as was seen above, demonstrates a peculiar relationship 
to the abbey. From late-Saxon times it was a private manor, but was included 

within the endowment of the abbey. Despite this, the manor was again granted in 

the late twelfth century by the future King John to Roger de la Wane (fl. 1200), in 

whose family Brislington remained for over two centuries. Despite this, the family 

retained close links with the abbey, granting them the custodianship of St Anne's 

chapel, which came within their jurisdiction, and no attempt was made to assert 
rights over the church in Brislington. Tradition places their manor house near the 
hamlet of West Town, and it may be that the de la Warre family held a very 
subordinate place within the parish itself. 

Farmborough 

Modern maps of Farmborough obscure considerable evidence for planning, which is 

clearer on the earliest maps of 1759 (Figure 6.3). This allows a hypothetical map 
of its major medieval elements to be produced. 

The village is laid out along a main street which runs along a brook, requiring (to 
this day) the houses on the north side of the street to have small bridges connecting 
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the road to the properties. The church is tucked away in one corner of a large 

enclosure, which is respected by the curvature of the main street. Three groups of 
perhaps fifteen tofts represent the main settlement of the village. 

The descent of the manor of Farmborough is confusing and difficult to trace. 
Though local families appear in possession of the manor at various times, both 
Keynsham Abbey and the Abbot of Glastonbury appear to have held the manor 
temporarily at some stage. Abbot John Selwood of Glastonbury held both manor 
and the advowson of the church in 1342. Within a generation however, the manor 
was in private hands again. 

Saatford 

The village of Saltford displays in its plan some intriguing evidence of regularity. 
The church lies in a small enclosure, near to the twelfth-century manor house, but 

at a slight distance from the main road, along which the main buildings of the 

village lie. A continuous and parallel boundary runs both north and south of the 

street, representing possible limits of properties. Any toft-like arrangement has 
been disturbed and a reconstruction is not attempted here (Figure 6.3). 

Unfortunately, no maps earlier than the tithe survey survive to reveal earlier 
features. 

Burnett 

An exceptionally fine eighteenth-century map of Burnett (Figure 6.3) reveals a 
simple plan of the village, with some signs of regularity. The size of the village 
reflects the small area of the manor and parish. Its church, of a single aisled 
construction, has not been significantly altered since its construction in the 
thirteenth century except for the insertion of a single window. The regularity of the 

pattern is reflected in the position of the church and manor house side by side, with 
a small group of tofts clustered around. 

Chelwood 

Chelwood was divided into two manors; East and West Chelworth at Domesday. 
The modern village probably represents the old village of East Chelworth, as most 
of West Chelwood was emparked in the thirteenth century. A settlement within the 

old part of West Chelworth now survives as earthworks (Figure 6.4). The first 
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identifiable post-Domesday owner was Harold de Ewyas during the reign of King 
Stephen (1135-1154). It later descended, by the reign of Henry III (1216-1272) to 
the Tregoz family, and in the early fourteenth century briefly to the Lords of 
Brislington. By the sixteenth century, Bath Abbey also held interests there. 

The village itself is very small, with an irregular layout of farms and tenements 

along the main road. 

Compton Dando 

Maps of Compton Dando, between 1758 and 1843 show considerable morphological 

change, characterized by the addition of a water leat on the river Chew, the 

enclosure of the church and the addition of new houses (figure 6.4). Interestingly, 

the church was sited at some distance from the main areas of settlement. By the 
1160s Compton was in the hands of the de Alno (Dando) family, with whom it 

remained until the 1290s. A second and possibly third manor based on settlements 

at Sewardswick and Grubbeswick emerged by the later thirteenth century. By the 
late fifteenth century, both Bath Abbey and Keynsham Abbey had established 

extensive interests in the parish, and Keynsham maintained a grange there. 

Remains of a deserted medieval settlement have been identified and this may 

represent a nucleus related to the manor of Grubbeswick. 

Hunstrete 

The hamlet of Hunstrete lies in the north-western corner of the parish of 
Marksbury, and within the possessions of Glastonbury Abbey. Comparison of the 

tithe map and a plan of 1759 (Figure 6.4) show a great deal of alteration in the 

basic pattern. The earlier map suggests that Hunstrete was planned, but not in the 

traditional toft-type mode that is seen elsewhere. There are instead fewer than a 
dozen rectangular enclosures. The hamlet is sited next to the former deer park pale 
to the west, and two enormous medieval fishponds, one of which survives in a 

shrunken state today. The plan suggests the arrangements of several properties 

around a small green, later infilled. Abbot Beere's Terrier of 1517 describes the 

manor house nearby as being situated within woodland, moated, and provided with 

a chapel of its own. It may have been built by Abbot John Chinnock (1375-1420), 

though Hunstrete was already the focus of the manor in the early fourteenth 

century, and Abbot Chinnock may simply have rebuilt the manor house there. 
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Marksbury 

Marksbury seems to have remained the main settlement of the parish, despite the 

preference of the abbots for Hunstrete. Comparison between the tithe and earliest 
maps shows the village with several new roads and a modem green added (Figure 
6.4). The earlier plan is much simpler in layout, with no hint of planning. The 

settlement was situated at a removed position from the church, along the main road, 

suggesting a degree of settlement drift over time. 

Priston 

A late eighteenth-century map of Priston, discovered recently, demonstrates a 
polyfocal settlement, with no identifiable 'centre', based in a series of well-defined 
clusters of three or four farmsteads, representing perhaps the fusion of an original 
dispersed pattern (Figure 6.4). 

Stanton Drew, Upper Stanton Drew, Stanton Wick 

The tithe survey remains the earliest map of the parish, though it displays 

considerable settlement in areas which, by the Ordnance Surveys, had become 

shrunken. The de Stanton family appear as the holders of Stanton Drew until the 

mid-fifteenth century, when the manor, or part of it passed into the hands of the 
Treasurer of Wells Cathedral. Stanton Drew itself was the main settlement and site 

of both church and the twelfth-century manor house, with two large subsidiary 
settlements, at Upper Stanton (originally called East Tun), and Stanton Wick. Both 

the latter settlements seem to be collections of farmsteads. Only at the main village 
is there evidence for regularity or planning, which is slight (Figure 6.4). 

Stanton Prior 

Stanton Prior unfortunately has no map earlier than the tithe survey (Figure 6.4). 

The village is characterized by the church, which rests within a small, rectangular 
enclosure, and two surviving medieval fishponds. To the north, a number of 

properties seem to be contained within a large oval enclosure. A second focus 
further to the north may represent a farmstead. 
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Chewton Keynsham 

The vill of Chewton was specifically mentioned in the confirmation charter of the 

abbey. It was originally a tithing of Keynsham, and its boundaries are traceable 
from an early nineteenth-century map. This reveals it to be an estate similar in size 
to neighbouring Burnett. The settlement of Chewton, at the time of the tithe survey 

consisted of a small, shrunken settlement along the road from Keynsham to Burnett 

(Figure 6.5). The earliest map of 1823, together with 1940s aerial photographs 

elicit a much more regular pattern, of a linear settlement, complete with tofts 
leading to the Chew on one side, and to a back lane on the other. The settlement 

was planned, and a hypothetical plan of its medieval historical elements can be 

attempted. The main criteria of the siting of the village seem to have been the 

proximity both to the mill, and to two major ancient bridges over the river. 
Chewton had no church until the abbey granted a chapel in the fifteenth century. 

Queen Charlton 

Charlton was one of the vills confirmed among the temporal possessions of the 

abbey in 1318. The earliest map (Figure 6.5) is based upon the tithe map, which 

may itself be based, not on a resurvey of the village, but on a lost estate map of 
1786. Later maps demonstrate the enclosure of the church, the shortening of 

property boundaries and a reorganization of the earlier, more simple plan. The 

settlement is clearly planned, and a reconstruction of its medieval plan-elements is 

possible. It shows a well-ordered settlement around a green. 

Whitchurch 

The vill at Filton alias Whitchurch was one of the settlements confirmed to 
Keynsham Abbey in the confirmation charter of 1318. The village itself consists of 
three foci whose names are recoverable; at Whitchurch itself, the smaller hamlet of 
Staunton, and Whitchurch Green Farm. The latter two seem contained within 
discrete enclosures. Around the church itself, a planned toft arrangement seems 
likely, and the morphology of the village here is highly controlled, allowing the 

recovery of medieval plan-elements (Figure 6.5). 
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Shrunken or Lost Settlements 

A number of small settlements exist within the hundred, where habitative names, 
documentary evidence and the presence of earthworks suggests the presence of 

nucleated settlements which were originally larger than farmsteads. 

West Chelworth and Grubbeswick appear to be the only documented settlements 

which have become totally deserted. Shrinkage may also be ascribed to the 

enigmatic 'Stocton' and to Belluton, which, though held as a manor until the 

fourteenth century, never maintained a high documentary profile. Later references 

to it are sparse. Publow may represent a shrunken settlement, though aerial 

photography has failed to reveal any traces of habitation in the vicinity of the church 

there (Figure 6.6). 

Woollard (also known as Woolworth) remains as a tiny hamlet on the eastern border 

of Publow parish. It was owned by Keynsham Abbey, and possibly contained its 

own small chapel. Originally, it may have sprung up, like Pensford due to the 

proximity of the mill and river crossing. 

Conclusion 

It is clear that the morphology of the settlements varies widely, even within such a 

restricted area as the Keynsham hundred. However, certain similarities between 

settlements may be discerned. These may be classified according to criteria 

proposed by Roberts (1987). No classification can be exact, but for the purposes at 
hand a relatively simple system yields results. 

Figure 6.7 compares 21 settlements, and lists some of the more striking 

characteristics, such as regularity of geometry, the use of tofts for property 
formation and the presence or absence of greens. Besides providing some 
interesting statistical data on the character of individual settlements, a pattern 

emerges which may be coincident with the ownership of villages in the medieval 

period. 

Eight settlements; Brislington, Burnett, Chewton, Farmborough, Hunstrete, 

Keynsham, Charlton and Whitchurch form a group characterized by a high degree 

of geometric regularity. This group is notable because all the villages were owned 
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)Figure 6.6 All Settlement Including Desertion 
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by, or came at some time within the orbit of Keynsham Abbey, or were part of the 

monastic estates of Glastonbury and Tewkesbury. 

A second group incorporates those settlements which do not display any systematic 
ordering. Interestingly, this not only comprises smaller, private estates, but also the 
two estates of Bath Abbey in the hundred. 

There is clearly a link between the morphology of the hundredal villages, and the 
tenurial pattern. Those settlements which are known to have been possessed, in part 
or whole by Keynsham Abbey, including the town itself, seem to have experienced 
a radical reordering along structured, planned lines. By contrast, Bath Abbey 

appears to have promoted little change on its estates, and Glastonbury, while 
planting a small settlement on the edge of its estate, was content to leave the main 
village alone. The private estates appear to have grown in a largely piecemeal 
fashion. The only exception, Farmborough, does display compelling signs of 
regularity. However, the possibility that both Keynsham Abbey and Glastonbury 

owned the manor at some stage cannot exclude the possibility that either of them 

was responsible for the reordering of the village. 

Wider Landscape Considerations 

The settlement evidence suggests a level of control and organization in the 

exploitation of the landscape, in the form of vigorous planning, or by contrast the 

total absence of it. Yet this represents only one level of exploitation and land policy 

within the area. Planned villages are not exclusive to monastic landlords, and the 

wider landscape needs to be examined to supplement the picture. Confirmation 

charters, surveys, aerial photographs and other documents also reveal other 
economic pivots essential to the estates; the field systems and communications 

networks, woodland, arable and common pasture, and the infrastructure needed to 
harness the potential of the estates, in the form of manor houses, granges, ponds, 
mills and other elements. 

Monastic granges 

Within the hundred, the sites of a number of monastic granges, which were separate 
from other settlements, can be identified. Monastic granges, and the exploitation of 
land based upon direct and highly organized demesne farming is traditionally seen 
as a purely Cistercian characteristic. This is a simplification, though they indeed 
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pioneered the concept. Other orders, including the Augustinians, practised grange 
farming too (Platt 1969,12). Keynsham possessed all the necessary prerequisites 
for a grange-style economy. Land was held in simple tenure, and in a consolidated 
block, unencumbered by the feudal restrictions or encroachments of other landlords. 

It had great potential, with areas of down, rough pasture and forest for assarting and 

reclamation, and most was within easy reach of the abbey itself. Thus the 

Keynsham manor estate lent itself very well to the possibility of granges, and four 

of them were eventually set up; at Estover and Westover, Stockwood and Filton 

(Whitchurch); (Figure 6.8). A fifth was later established at Compton Dando, 

attached to the abbey's rectory at High Littleton. 

Estover 

The former grange of Estover lies under the modern farm with the same name. It 

stands in some isolation from other settlements. Unfortunately, none of the original 
buildings survive, and the earliest map does not elicit the presence of other 
buildings on the site. The nature of lanes in the area does however, indicate that 

elements of the original precinct may be concealed in the road network of the area. 
A large square enclosure to the north of the farm is also suggestive of a formal 

garden or large paddock. 

Westover 

The site of Westover grange is not known for certain, but the name implies that it 

lay to the west of the river Chew, and it must have lain to the east of the abbot's 
deer park. This narrows its possible position somewhat, and it is likely that it lay 

under the modern buildings of Elm Park Farm. 

Stockwood 

The original grange of Stockwood was almost certainly on the site of the present 
Stockwood Farm, contained within a possible prehistoric enclosure (which is itself 

suggestive of continuity and importance). No other medieval buildings or 

candidates can be found near the site, and Stockwood has a continuous historical 

profile as an important estate farm, leased to the West family at the end of the 
Middle Ages. Documents attest the presence of a dovehouse on the site (Ministers' 

Accounts; Appendix 8b). Today the farm consists of a number of substantial post- 

medieval structures which may conceal traces of the original grange buildings. 
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Filton 

Filton grange is the best known of Keynsham's monastic granges both in terms of 

surviving buildings and documentation, which record customs of tenure and tenurial 
history. The site of the grange is occupied by Lyons Court Farm; an important 

winged hall manor house within its original precinct, with features suggesting a 
fourteenth-century date for construction. The whole site has a substantial continuity 
of occupation, with high-status Roman pottery and coinage forgery evidence, which 

places it as a possible villa site (Haverfield 1906, Avon SMR). Within its own 

rectangular precinct wall, it lay in next to the tithe barn and the planned village of 
Whitchurch (Figure 6.5). 

The surviving buildings attest some investment in the house, and by the fourteenth 

century, it is probable that the Lyons family had been leased the grange lands. 

They are poorly documented at this time, though a late-medieval stained glass 

window once bore their arms in the house. They are typical of many minor families 

which rose to prominence, especially on monastic estates during the period of 
leasing (Platt 1969,49). Two branches of the de Lyons family appear in 

documentation in the region. Some were living in Compton Dando, and another 

more important branch were, in the late thirteenth century, the lessees of St 

Augustine's Abbey's (Bristol) manor of Bishopsworth, just to the west of 
Whitchurch. A series of records from Bedminster has members of the de Lyons 

family witnessing documents for the Berkeley family. They subsequently appear in 

the 1290s in the form of one Edmund de Lyons of Filton. This suggests that the 

family, or a branch of it moved on to pastures new as lessees of the abbey grange, 

and there substantially remodelled Filton grange. 

By the sixteenth century, Lyon's Court was once again under the abbey's control, 

and the original demesne there can be traced in the property arrangements as late as 
the eighteenth century (Figure 6.9), so stable was the tenure. 

Roads and Field Systems 

It can never be assumed, in the absence of excavation, that field systems or roads 

are medieval (Rowley 1982,28), but a comparison of maps, even through an 
industrial age of unparalleled change reflects how static patterns may be, and there 

are cautious approaches which may be turned to. Forming a composite of different 

types of evidence allows for an approach to reconstructing the medieval landscape 
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of Keynsham. For this, Figures 6.9 and 6.10 provide a balance of different 

approaches. The most important evidence has been the collection and 
interpretation, during the course of research of as many surviving field names as 

possible. All tithe, enclosure and estate maps were consulted for the task, resulting 
in the analysis of over 10,000 field names for the hundred. 

An important aspect is that they can reveal the original extent of the open arable 
fields, and the position and extent of woodland and pasture. Analysis of the shape 

of fields may assist in this process. Fields which have been enclosed as long and 

narrow strips (which are very extensive), represent both areas of the original open 
fields and display the extent of sixteenth-century 'enclosure by agreement'. In 

Whitchurch parish, for example, where field shapes of different types are prevalent, 
the ending of strip-like enclosures and the beginnings of larger, regular enclosures 

which bear names indicative of woodland is dramatically evident, and the enclosure 

of arable on the one hand, and woodland on the other is confirmed by a fine series 

of surveys from the sixteenth to the nineteenth century, which document the 

process. 

Plotting roads, communications and footpaths on first edition Ordnance Survey 

maps and estate maps also reveals patterns of regularity in the fields, suggesting the 

provision of oxen paths to the furlongs of the open fields and priest or church paths 
from the outlying villages to the main settlement. 

Aerial photography, mostly the extensive overruns of the 1940s provided crucial 
information where uncertainly remained. Relict field boundaries were often 
traceable, especially in parishes such as Queen Charlton, where dry-stone walls 

predominate. Occasionally they revealed traces of the original open strips, and 

earthworks of deserted settlements. Topography explains some of the gaps in arable 

areas, where steep hillsides prevented ploughing. Much is by necessity conjectural, 
but plotting by intuition has been avoided. Thus, to the east of Brislington, an area 

of fields encroaches upon the common, whose extent is known from the 

parliamentary enclosure award of 1780. Yet these fields are left on the map 
because their inclusion in the common is not justified by the available evidence. 
Other fields which were probably arable have not been included because either their 

shape is not a clear cut measure of their former use, the aerial photographs are of 
little help, or that more precise research is necessary to define them. Thus Figures 
6.9 and 6.10 are not true medieval maps, nor do they portray the landscape at any 
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point in time. Instead they reflect a composite of elements and a reflection of the 

research to date, which may be altered with time. 

Woodland 

During the medieval period, the manor of Keynsham appears to have contained 

several areas of woodland, and other areas of woodland existed elsewhere in the 
hundred. Within the manor, these were, like St Anne's Wood of some significance 
but do not appear as great woodland resources. Warley Wood in Keynsham is 

mentioned, but disappears in the sixteenth century, and its position is now 

uncertain. Ilsyngrove was underwood of some significance, and Emmet Wood in 

Whitchurch was contained within the demesne of the later monastic grange there. 

The largest wood lay at Filwood, which had immense importance, perhaps as one of 
the last remaining areas of woodland in the Bristol region. It may have been a 

quasi-part of the royal forest of Kingswood, but whether it was specifically included 

under Forest Law is doubtful. On the disafforestation of Kingswood in 1228, 

Filwood was retained as a special chase at the disposal of the king himself 

(Appendix 7). Residual rights may have remained for the king's servants, and 
furious arguments often broke out over the right to take timber and wood. During 

the reign of Henry III, the Constable of Bristol Castle regarded wood from Filwood 

as essential for the maintenance of the garrison at Bristol (BRS 34, liv). The Lords 

of Brislington complained at one stage in the 1240s about the extortion of the 

constable, in mistaking their wood for the king's chase, after some flagrant breach 

of rights (Appendix 10). Conflicts of interest mark the history of this most 

valuable resource but the abbey seems to have triumphed. By the fifteenth century, 

a woodward is attested (Appendix 14) and manorial records reveal that the tenants 

of the manor were very carefully apportioned the right to collect wood and brush 

from Filwood. A simple calculation reveals that over twenty cartloads of wood 

were allowed for every year in the sixteenth century, indicating that substantial 

woodland still existed at that date. 

Its original extent must have been greater, and Filwood may have been assarted 
from the twelfth century. Between the edge of the wood and the arable North Field 

of Whitchurch is a band of fields which probably represent assarted wood. A grant 
of woodland further south, at Bullin's Batch in 1537, appears as an attempt to assart 
the area, as the 'big oaks' were specifically included (Rawlinson MS). 
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Parks 

In addition to the woodland mentioned, three areas of the hundred made up 
extensive deer parks. While Filwood probably contained deer and constituted a 
park of sorts, it does not seem to have been enclosed by a park pale, except on its 

northern side. Closer to the abbey, however, the abbots applied in 1285 for the 

enclosure of a large area of land for their deer park (CCR 1279-88,351). The 

wording of the grant makes it clear that the land had been an unofficial deer park 
for some time before official permission was given to enclose it with a fence. It 

utilized over 50 hectares forming an outcrop of which was too heavy for the 

traditional plough, and was assigned an officer to maintain the pale. 

The manor house of Hunstrete has already been discussed. This was situated within 

a large area of emparked woodland owned by the Abbots of Glastonbury, which 

was surrounded completely (at least by the mid-eighteenth century) by an extensive 

pale. The manor house, the hamlet of Hunstrete, and the large fishponds seem to 
have been constructed with the park in mind, as a place of recreation, and for the 
large-scale production of game, birds and fish. Parts of it extended into East 
Chelwood, and the lords there seem to have had some rights of hunting (Williams 

1988,11). 

The third park within the hundred lay at West Chelworth, where about 140 hectares 

of the parish were emparked at some date after 1285 (Williams 1988,11). 
Originally, it may have been a private deer park, but later the area was taken over 
by Bath Abbey. 

Rabbit Warrens 

Associated with rights of free warren, and permission to hunt small game, was the 

construction of rabbit warrens or coneygres; initially as private resources for the 
lords of the manor, but later as a general source of game and meat. The best 
documented of these is Coneygre in Keynsham, which was enclosed just to the 

south of Keynsham in 1280 (CCR 1272-81,371 (Figure 6.9). This was established 
in a pasture called Winterleye, indicating that part of the marginal outfield was 
brought into use and enclosed as a new rabbit warren. The configuration of 
boundaries in the area also indicates that the field was taken out of Chewton Tithing 

and transferred to Keynsham. 
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The Open Fields 

Much of the extent of the arable lands of the hundred, and its nature as two or three 
field systems can be traced with the help of documentary references and field 

shapes. In the north of the hundred this is certainly facilitated by the fact that 

enclosure by agreement took place, whereby small strip fields were fossilized, and 
often remain. As late as 1547, Leland, passing through the area, noted that much 
of the landscape was still open. Further south, in areas like Marksbury, larger, 

eighteenth-century style enclosures are more prevalent. In the north-west lay an 
extensive area of arable, strongly defined, which straddled the boundary between 
Brislington and Whitchurch. The modern Wells Road probably acted as a division 
between four large fields - the East and West Fields of Brislington, which were 
largely enclosed by Parliamentary act in 1780, and the North Field of Whitchurch. 
Whitchurch also possessed a South Field, and an East Field, which extended into 
Charlton. Charlton itself exploited more marginal stony ground to the north, and 
along the southern edges of the parish. 

Around Stockwood, arable may not have been as extensive, due to the exposed and 
marginal nature of the land, but a Stockwood Field is attested, and to the north, 
there was extensive arable at Scotland Bottom. 

Around the town of Keynsham, arable farming was organized into two main fields; 

the Down Fields, and a West Field, which probably lay to the west of the deer 

park. Customary payments of tithes still evident on the tithe apportionment allow 
the tracing of those areas farmed by the townspeople who were not tenants of the 
abbey. 

Conclusion 

Although medieval features are present throughout the hundred, a number of 
landscape characteristics in the north of the hundred represent a degree of 
regularity, even to the untrained eye. The arable lands were conveniently located 

near the villages themselves. Certain elements, such as roads and paths which run 
parallel with each other, continuous hedgerows and the boundaries of certain fields 

can also be isolated and identified (Figure 6.9). This is especially true in the Down 
Field of Keynsham, and in the arable fields of Whitchurch and Brislington. They 

seem geometric, artificially created, and rigidly confined within certain linear 
borders. 
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A combination of evidence emerges about the character of landscape components 

within the hundred, which suggests that the landscape to the north has been 

reorganized and laid out at a broadly contemporary date. To summarize, these are 
that; 

1. Planned villages are characteristic of Keynsham's possessions especially. 
Other villages appear to have planned elements within them, but they are not as 
comprehensive, nor indicative of the marshalling of tenancies into nucleated 
settlements, as these toft-type villages suggest. 

2. The arable fields for much of the manor show evidence for a systematic 

organization and a coherent plan. The flatness of the local topography lends itself 

to their shape, which is geometric and regular, with sharply defined limits. They 

were well served by an extensive, well-planned network of roads laid out with 

careful consideration of access to each furlong and field. 

3. Monastic granges are usually associated with demesne farming, and the 

particular exploitation of the landscape. Those which exist in the hundred all lie in 

the north of the hundred, belonged to Keynsham Abbey, and are associated with the 

regularity seen in the field systems. 

A Model for Keynsham 

The evidence points to immense changes being undertaken in the landscape 

principally in the north of the hundred, whereas on other manors, pre-existing 

arrangements were allowed to continue. Bath Abbey especially seems to have 

conducted a policy of laissez-faire towards its estates, and even Glastonbury does 

not seem to have invested enormous effort into its estate at Marksbury. The manor 
house built at Hunstrete was constructed in woodland, and judging from its 

peripheral position on the estate, and the tiny hamlet attached to it, its construction 

was motivated with the specific intention of drawing upon the game resources, and 

providing a hideaway for a particular abbot. 

Only in Keynsham is a vigorous exploitation of the landscape seen, on that part of 
the estate which later charters confirm were the lands of the abbey. Providing a 

chronology of these changes is not easy. The means of doing so are very limited 

indeed, but a certain amount of circumstantial evidence provides important clues. 
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Initially, large areas of the landscape are turned over to arable, and these places are 
distinct from the settlement pattern. Settlement is invariably nucleated, and located, 

as would be expected, on the arable. The level of control leads to the conclusion 
that both the villages and the arable fields were laid out in a recognizable form at a 
broadly contemporary date, and that the creation of both represents a direct move to 

nucleated settlement and a break with the pre-existing situation. Some medieval 
farms may have continued to exist on the edges of the estates, but most known 

settlement is characterized by the fact that the majority of the population lived in 

four planned villages and one planned town. The remaining rural settlement is 

represented by the granges of the monastery, which seem to have been sited away 
from the villages. This may have been due to the primary pastoral nature of the 

granges; that they needed to exploit pastures which were further away from the 

villages, but also suggests that they were laid out with due regard to and possibly in 

tandem with the other arrangements. 

Two important questions need to be addressed. Who embarked upon such 

enormous change, and why? In assessing a date for the formation of the landscape 

patterns, two specific characteristics may be focussed on. The first is that any 
landlord wishing to undertake radical reform of the existing arrangements would 
have to possess substantial powers indeed. Such a radical policy appears 

revolutionary and suggests a break with precedent, but the formidable logistics of 

coercing or bribing peasants to move, as is seen on Cistercian estates in the north of 
England, or to disrupt and reorder traditional patterns of agriculture requires 

considerable will-power and investment. 

The perfect vehicle was provided by feudalism, whereby peasants became the 

private property of owners, and landlords established absolute powers over both the 

estates and the labour force. The appearance of Keynsham Abbey provided the 
historical break with precedent. Previously, the manor had been owned by 

substantial but distant landlords; the king, the Bishop of Coutances, the Earl of 
Gloucester. During those times Keynsham represented a small part of wider royal 
or baronial domains. Delegated bailiffs or officials are unlikely to have possessed 
the incentive to carry out changes of this nature. Keynsham Abbey however, 

represents the first locally-based landlord in whose interest it was to exploit the area 
to the full. Furthermore, it was perhaps only within the first century or less of the 

abbey's existence that it possessed enough 'feudal' power to initiate such change, 
when the abbey had been given a large tract of land without pre-existing 
obligations, and before small portions could be sold or leased to townspeople or rich 
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tenants. The late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries form the critical period in 

which to see the development of the landscape within the abbey's hinterlands. Why 
the abbey should wish to embark upon such a change is difficult to assess. The 

nature of powerful abbots must have been an important factor, and William, the 
first Abbot of Keynsham may have been an important catalyst. The early years of 
any monastery must have been vulnerable ones, and his 33-year tenure was crucial 
in the policies reflected in the landscape changes. Ultimately, the nature of the 
Victorines may also be seen as important, as a vigorous monastic order whose 
practical estate management has parallels with Cistercian methods. 

Both archaeological reconstructions, and the historical documentation which 
complements them reveal several important themes in the history of the hundred. 
The crucial event for the period and for the hundred was the foundation of 
Keynsham Abbey. The evidence for this suggests strongly that Keynsham was the 

refoundation of the minster. Whether the pre-existing church had declined is likely, 

given the prevailing hostility of the Norman church to these archaic survivors of the 
Anglo-Saxon period, but several points need to be considered. Keynsham's 
'parochia' or original parish had, perhaps been reduced by the foundation of private 
estates on the edge, but remained considerable, suggesting both its strength in 

resisting the relentless division seen elsewhere, and the calibre of a church needed 
to serve such a large area. 

Secondly, the cemeteries mentioned in the foundation charter attest its importance as 
a focus in the landscape, and its priestly endowment of one hide at Domesday 

reinforces its integrity. Finally, the most telling indication of its continued status, is 
the specific request by the dying son of Earl William that his body be buried at 
Keynsham. That the ruling family of the region desired to buried there 
demonstrates a strong but unquantifiable link, and an importance of the site far 
beyond perceptions derived from the purely archaological evidence. 

Keynsham Abbey was founded some 25 years after its mother house at Bristol, at a 
time of extensive twelfth-century monastic reform. The good offices of the minster 
were continued, and the functioning of an itinerant priesthood effectively continued 
with the passing of the entire manor and its dependent vills to the new abbey. The 
Victorine Order combined elements of the missionary zeal of the Augustinians with 
Cistercian aspects of maximising temporal estates for best effect. It is likely that 
such a great venture was embarked upon almost immediately, though the time it 

took to complete cannot be traced with accuracy. How a lowland abbey, 
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established upon an estate with a continuous and long history of occupation was able 

to reform its hinterlands at such a late date is problematic, but it was not an 

impossible undertaking. Much must have been owed to the pre-existing situation on 

the estates. The lack of developed nucleation evidenced by the construction of 

planned villages, the lack of churches to serve them, and extensive surviving 

woodland hints at relative underdevelopment. There was a need to organize and 

marshal resources, and this was possibly as much an economic necessity as 

reflecting the ambition and aspiration of the first abbots. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

THE ESTATES OF KEYNSHAM ABBEY 1230 - 1500 

Tracing the history and development of Keynsham Abbey could be considered a 
difficult task by the scattered nature of the sources. Beyond its hinterlands in the 

old manor of Keynsham, the abbey acquired, during the course of its history, a 

number of spiritual possessions, in the form of church appropriations and 

presentations, and temporal possessions in the form of new manors and scattered 
lands by gift and purchase. Tracing the extent of these has much to say about the 

policies and the prosperity of the abbey from the thirteenth century. 

The period from the thirteenth to the fifteenth centuries was one in which economic 
priorities shifted enormously. From a time of growth and increasing prosperity, 
with the organization of manors and lands around the quest for profit and increased 

efficiency, climatic and natural disasters in the fourteenth century brought the 
'golden age of monastic high farming' to an end. This resulted in a move from an 

emphasis on grange-style economies, to a situation where the leasing of manors and 
possessions became the norm (Platt 1969). For some monasteries, the crippling 
effects of high labour costs eased by the end of the fourteenth century, to allow for 

a renewed interest in direct, demesne farming (Raftis 1957,259). A century later, 
dwindling financial returns meant that cash was resorted to again in an attempt to 
bolster monastic fortunes (Knowles 1959-62,130). This represents a simplified but 

generally valid sequence. Whether Keynsham conformed to them is not easy to 

assess given that contemporary histories and the extensive local documentation 

found for other, better known monasteries no longer survives for this abbey. 
However, a number of sources may be examined to reveal the purchasing and 

management policies over time. This chapter will examine these sources in an 
attempt to trace the build-up of the abbey's estates, and to see how it conducted its 

affairs from the early thirteenth century to the end of the fifteenth century. 

SOURCES 

A monastic cartulary for Keynsham may have existed until the eighteenth century, 
but its extent and contents are unknown, and only a reference to a 'Liber de 

Keinsham' suggests its existence (Davis 1958). This is amply offset, however by 

the survival of other documents which trace the possessions of the abbey in 
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considerable detail. The first is an inspeximus and confirmation charter issued in 
1318 by the hereditary patron, Gilbert de Clare (d. 1230), which appears to be a 
simple recitation of the endowments of the abbey granted by his grandfather, and 

subsequently augmented by private donation to about 1230 (Appendix 6a). This can 
be supplemented by reference to a number of the surviving foundation charters of 
the founder, William, Earl of Gloucester (d. 1183), in two, recently discovered 

texts. One of these mirrors the inspeximus of 1318, but is of doubtful authenticity 

and will be discussed below. 

For the spiritual possessions, much can be gleaned from the surviving registers of 
the Bishops of Bath and Wells. These reveal, through visitations and grants of 

appropriations, the fate of some estates, and the state of the fabric and 
administration of the abbey at important historical watersheds. The returns of the 
Taxatio of Pope Nicholas IV of 1291 provide an important source of statistical 
information on the abbey's spiritualities and reveal something of the development of 

a new parochial structure within its own manor. 

For temporal possessions, the Statute of Mortmain of 1270 is a useful source of 

references, as all acquisitions of land required a licence from the king, which was 

recorded in detail by the Exchequer. Documents are not surprisingly much more 
plentiful from the end of the abbey's life, given that the Icing's commissioners were 
anxious to record everything they confiscated, and as a comparison to the 1318 
inspeximus, the Suppression Ministers' and Receivers' accounts, held at the Public 

Record Office in London, detail everything of value to the monastery. This is 

transcribed in Appendix 8b. Associated documents include the Valor Ecclesiasticus 

of 1535 (Appendix 8a), a late fifteenth-century compotus from the manor of West 

Hanham, and a series of documents discovered during the course of research from 

the Augmentations' Office, preserved in the Rawlinson Manuscripts in the Bodleian 

Library (Appendix 9). These will be utilized extensively in the following chapter. 

THE CREATION OF THE ESTATES 

The inspeximus charter of 1318 provides the first reliable list of possessions 
(Appendix 6a). It was previously thought to have referred to a confirmation by 

Gilbert de Clare, 9th Earl of Gloucester, who was killed at Bannockburn in 1314. 
However, from the wording of the document, which refers to 'Earl William my 
grandfather', and 'Isabel my wife', it is obvious that the charter is of Gilbert de 
Clare, 6th Earl of Gloucester, who died in 1230. Thus it may be assumed that the 
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possessions referred to in the charter are essentially those of the abbey up to 1230. 

An interesting comparison is provided by a newly discovered confirmation 

purportedly of Earl William himself (Vincent 1993), which describes much the 

same amount of land in a similar way (Appendix 6). A natural conclusion would be 

to see the confirmation of 1318 as a copy of the earlier document. However, the 
'earlier' confirmation may equally be a forgery, copied from the later document. 

The earlier document, unfortunately only survives as a sixteenth-century copy, and 

so the text itself must be relied on to provide clues to its veracity. Figure 7.1 

details the list of both charters for comparison. 

Very few points disagree. Significantly, the earlier confirmation gives a little more 
detail of some properties, including the fact that the barton of the royal manor lay 

beside the 'ortolano' towards the cemeteries. It also mentions a fair of St Margaret 

at Charlton. This is very strange, given that the only reference to a fair is a grant 
by Elizabeth I of a short-lived market in the village. Why a small village should 
have the right of a fair cannot be explained, and casts doubt over the document. By 

the order of listing for the properties, and the almost identical description, it appears 
that one draws upon the other, or that both documents have drawn extensively on a 
third document, which no longer survives. The anomalies in the earlier 

confirmation are not sufficient to regard the document as a forgery; it is more likely 

to have been reworked around 1230 (Vincent 1993), which places it in a 

contemporary position with the essence of the later confirmation. 

Discussion 

The initial grant was substantial but some of the gifts are difficult to trace beyond 

the document. The gift of the church of Pimpre (Pimperne in Dorset) never took 

effect (Weaver 1907,61., Patterson 1973), and some of the recitation may 

represent the abbey hedging its bets on gifts which were quite tenuous and never in 

the event occurred. Extensive lands are mentioned at Winchester, but later surveys 
make no mention of any Keynsham lands (Biddle 1975), except for two references 
to land held in composition with the abbot of Durford (CPR 1321-4 29., CPR 1569- 

72,163). Some estates, such as the Irish lands are not mentioned at all. The 

wording of the document however conveys the essence that most of what is recited 

represents the original Gloucester grant, or land that was given very soon after. 
Some of this can be traced through other early charters (Appendix 6), or to 

references to the servants and retainers of Earl William, such as master Sampson, 

and Thomas de Baius which indicate that many of the grants were contemporary. 
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FIGURE 7.1 Comparisons of Monastic Confirmations 

CONFIRMATION CHARTER Or EARL 
CONFZR%IATION CHARTER OF 1318 WILLIAM 

KEYNSIUM1 KEYNSUAM 
Whole Manor with churches and chapels and Church with its chopcis and all appurtenances. 
appurtenances. Service of Robert d'Aumari. 
All appurtenances in wood, meadow, pasture, CHURCHES 

arable. fishing and fisheries, pools, ponds, mills, Blessed Mary in Bristol 

roads and by-ways. Saint Werburgh 

All other freedoms. Holy Sepulchre 
In hundred, out hundred. Villa of Chewton, Saint John the Baptist in Burford 

Charlton, Filson (with woods) and Eltham 

appurtenances, Siockwood and Stockton with Littleton 

appurtenances. Chapel of st Peter of Sudbury 

Brasted 
CIIEWSTOKE 
£7 worth of land and 10 shillings. KEYNSIIA\"I 

£8 worth of land 
MARSIIFIELD Preserve of Keynsham. and garden with the mill 
Whole manor with hundred and appurtenances below the garden 
etc in wood, pasture, arable etc EXCEPT fees of Lands next to the garden in which my barton 
Gilbert da Thurbevile and Cuarini dc P 1arshfiald, lies, with cemctary. 
and advowson of church. Tithe of hay and corn. 

Fishpool of Brislington, near Bristol with a mill 
BRISTOL Fishing and fisheries of the Avon 
Gardens of Bristol Barton with tenements. 
6 shillings and 6 'nummates' of land in Bcrehull CIIEIVSTOKE 
beyond the Fair Ditch between garden and river £7 of land and 10 shillings. 
Avon. 

All rents of peppers and cumin inside and KEYNSIL%A1 

outside the town. Fair of St. Margaret at Charlton. 
Land beyond the Avon Bridge descending to the 
Avon. NIARSIIFIELD 

Manor, with all appurtenances etc in wood, 
TIIORNIZURY fields, meadow, EXCEPT service of Gilbert de 
Six shillings of land given by Richard Swift. Turbevill and Pagan de Marshfield. 

BACKWELL BRISTOL 
Four shillings of land given by Thomas da Property at Barton. 
Baius. 7 shillings and 7 nummatas of land in Bcrchull, 

beyond fair ditch between garden and river 
WINCIlESTER Avon. 
Earl William's land outside the North Gate, Rents of pepper and cumin, in and outside town. 
between the walls and the Abbey of Hyde. Land held by Robert Lupard above Avon, above 
Land within the walls in the tenure of Caifrid the south gate of castle. 
burgess, next to the house of Thomas Orson at a Und beyond Avon bridge above road 
rent of 20 shillings per annum. descending to Avon. 

PETERSFIELD WINCHESTER 
New mill of William D'Aumari, and a burgage All land outside North Cate between wall and 
he holds. 

abbey of Hyde, except hospital. 

Within town, land which Calfrid the burgess 

holds, next to the house of Thomas Oyson, At 

rent of 20 shillings. 
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MAPULDURIIAJI 
Land of the gift of Richard of Cardiff. 
The tenement of Hugo of Ditcham, the gift of 

earl Almarico. 
One and a half burgages in Pctersficld. 

Four virgates and six acres of new assart of 
Nutstede. 

19 acres in assort of Mapuldurhem; namely 6 

acres of the assart of Tacle next of the land of 
the abbot of Durford, and 12 acres in the assort 

of Nutstede. 

One hundred sheep in pasture, with äamesnes. 

12 bulls and pannage for 20 pigs. 
All land given by Master Sampson and the 

service of Thcold as contained in a charter. 

BRASTED (Kent) 
One mark of rent for a light in the church of 
Keynsham, and nine shillings of rent. 

NEWPORT 

Fishing and fishcrics of Usk. EcIbnskcts or 
Newport. 

A measu. g with on-4 acre below the caatlit mill. 
Land of coscelin Pr,: ntut. 

CARDIFF 

Two burgeges (Coye & John son of Baldwin). 
Park of Rumeya and all Pshing and fisheries of 
river. 
Both ponds of Raz (Roth? ) with a mill. 
Crest reserve under the Ribur to the west and all 
the lands of Raz. 

Whole forest of Ribur except prior gifts. 

CHURCHES 
St Mary Poll (Bristol) 
St Werburgh (Bristol) 
St Sepulchre (St Lawrence. Bristol) 
Burford (Oxon) with chnpcl at Fulhruke 
Eltham (Kent) 
High Littleton (Som) 
Chapel of St Poor at Sulbury (Bucks) 
Brasted (Kent) 

Pimpre (Dorset) 
Hardington (Som) - gift of William son of 
Henry. 

Pannage for 200 pigs anywhere in the Honor of 
Gloucester. 

Salt-pans in 'Wichio' - (Northwyke in 
Marshßeld? ) 

PETERSFIELD 

New mill which William de Aumori holds. 

One burgage, held by William. 

BRASTED 

One mark of rent for a light in the church of 

Keynsham, or 9 shillings of the tithe there. 

NESYPO RT 
Fisheries and fishing of the Usk; eelbaskets of 

Newport. 

Messuage and one acre beneath mill of the 

castle. 
Park of Riduna with whole fishing and fisheries 

of river. 
Ponds of Raz. mill and big pond beneath Kibur. 

Landas of Raz, whole forest of K; bur. 

Pannage for 200 pigs. 
Quittance from tolls in morkits and fairs 
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The land granted was quite extensive; by far the most important and generous part 
was the ancient royal manor of Keynsham. From the comprehensive wording and 

explicit nature of the transfer, Keynsham, together with its dependent vills of Filton 

(Whitchurch), Chariton, Chewton and 'Stocton'; effectively the remains of the 

ancient estate, were transferred in their entirety to the new foundation, without 

conditions. This gave the abbey a hinterland of some 4,200 hectares, of which 

perhaps 230 hectares constituted woodland, together with jurisdiction over the rest 

of the hundred; the so-called 'out-hundred'. The subsequent utilization of these 
lands has been detailed in the previous chapter. 

A similar, but possibly more complicated grant was made slightly later at 
Marshfield, on the earl's death in 1183. Here, the tenure was divided between 

Keynsham and two others, with the advowson given to the de Clare family's 

favourite monastery at Tewkesbury. This division can be traced through the later 

manorial history of Marshfield (Russett 1984). The property must have been 

extremely valuable however, because Keynsham was able to turn it to good profit 
by establishing a market and planting a town in the next century. 

The Welsh lands may have been later grants by Gilbert de Clare in the 1210s 

(Matthews 1898-1911; 2,16). The nature of the grant indicates that much was still 

uncultivated woodland and rough land, turned over from the forest and commote of 
Cybwr, which had been taken over on the conquest of Glamorgan by Earl William's 
father in the early twelfth century. By the dissolution, this land was still evidently 

part of Keynsham's possessions, as the manors of St Mellons and Roath Keynsham. 

Valuable land was also given in Bristol, and for the most part can be traced through 

the records of the city for the later Middle Ages. The 'land near the bridge' can 
tentatively be identified with a tenement later held at Welsh Back on the river Avon. 

Land held at 'Berehull' beyond the fossatum feriae' may refer to a pasture outside 
Lawford's Gate (BRS 22, No. 427). This land was originally part of the demesne of 
the castle, where the later 'Old Market' was planted, in which Keynsham is known 

to have held three tenements during the sixteenth century (L&P 20,226). 

Together then, the temporal endowment consisted mostly of two very large manors; 
Keynsham and Marshfield, with a number of properties and other pieces scattered 
around. To estimate total land is difficult. Considering a minimum figure of 5,000 
hectares, it remains a modest amount given that major establishments such as 
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Westminster and Ely held twice as much land as this in demesne alone (Harvey 
1977,1). 

Spiritualities 

The spiritual possessions of a monastery, in the form of tithes, presentations and 

pensions in churches were a small but vital contribution to most monastic income. 

Augustinian houses tended to collect these with enthusiasm, as it not only provided 
income, but conformed to the Augustinian philosophy of ministering to the laity 
from monastic establishments. Many derived up to 40 percent of their total income 

from spiritual possessions (Robinson 1980). In many other cases however, 

spiritualities made up only 10 to 20 percent (Raban 1977,80). The Valor 

Ecclesiasticus for Keynsham gives an income from all spiritual possessions of 
£46.11.9d, or roughly 10 percent of its total yearly value (Appendix 8a). Figure 
7.2 follows the descent of these spiritual possessions. 

There is little evidence for the presence of churches and ecclesiastical control before 

the Taxatio of 1291. Most of the spiritual possessions may have followed a pattern 

of large gifts at the beginning of the abbey's life, but largely ceasing by the end of 
the twelfth century as the availability and willingness of landlords to grant churches 
dried up. (Raban 1977,84). The 1291 values for Keynsham are as significant if not 
larger than the Valor account of two and a half centuries later. Indeed, a number of 

churches had disappeared from the revenue lists by 1535, even though it is known 

that the abbey continued presenting to the livings of many of the churches until the 
dissolution. The erosion of many of these sources is likely. 

A solution to this perennial decline was countered by the appropriation of two 
important churches; of High Littleton in 1324 and West Harptree in 1337 (SRS 1, 

178, SRS 60,298). These proved ultimately extremely profitable, so that by 1535 

these, together with just three other churches, at Publow, Brislington, and Burford 
in Oxfordshire provided 90 percent of all spiritual income from some 24 churches 
where an interest was held. 

High Littleton 

The church at High Littleton was granted to Keynsham between 1310 and 1329 in 

compensation for various losses on the estates in Ireland and Wales 'by mortality of 
cattle, barrenness of lands and floods of waters ' (Wells Cath MSS I, 210). This 
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FIGURE 7.2 Spiritual Possessions of Keyiishaiii Abbey 

CHURCH 
FIRST 
MENTION 

VALUE 
1291 

VALUE 
1535 

VALUE 
1540 

NOTES 

BACKWELL 1291 £O. 8.0 Temporal by 1539 

BRASTED 1291 E6.13.4 Appropriated in 1324 

BRISLINGTON 1308 £13.3.4 E7.3.4 Farmed by 1533 

BURFORD 1291 £O. 3.0 £12.0.0 £10.0.0 Farmed by 1535. Also chapel 
at Fulbroke 

CLOFORD 1291 £3.5.0 £3.6.8 E6.0.0 Farmed by 1535 

CLOPTON 1226 Acquisition restituted 1226 

DUNKERTON 1291 £O. 8.0 

ELTHAM 1318 Church appropriated by 1386 

RAMBLEDON 1319 Advowson mentioned 

RARDINGTON 1291 £2.0.0 Last Presentation 1513 

HINTON 
BLEWITT 1291 £1.5.0 

HOLCOMBE 1291 £1.10.0 Last Presentation 1510 

KEYNSHAM 1291 £33.6.8 £20.0&12 Chapels at Queen Charlton, 
Chewton Keynsham, Filton. 
Oratory of Newick (St. Anne's 

chapel) 
HIGH 
LITTLETON 1324 £3.15.0 £4.0.0 Appropriated 

SULBURY 1318 Location unknown 

PUBLOW 1232 £5.13.4 £5.10.8 Originally a chapel of Keynsha 
Included in 1540 figure for 
Keynsham 

UBLEY 1350 Last Presentation 1514 

WEST HARPTREE 1337 £6.6.9 6.0.0 Appropriated. Value 1291 was 
13 marks 

WINKFIELD 1313 Last Presentation 1529 

NEWTON ST. LOE 1291 £0.6.8 £0.6.8 £0.6.8 Pension 

NORTON 
MALREWARD 1318 £0.3.4 Pension 

BRISTOL 1291 £O. 4.0 £1.0.8 0.15.0 St Mary-le-Port church 
£0.6.0 0.6.8 St Werburgh's church 

£0.2.0 0.2.0 St Lawrence (Holy Sepulchre) 

IRELAND 1237 Churches of Garth and 
Inniskefty (Co. Limerick) 

1415 Church of Dungarvan (Co. 
Waterford) 
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may have been a simple excuse to appropriate the church, as monasteries often 

pleaded poverty in order to justify their licences in mortmain. The acquisition of 
High Littleton was a major undertaking. Lands there were transferred to the rectory 
in preparation for it, the 'gift' of Gilbert Aumary of Keynsham (CPR 1307-13, 
268). This included the advowson of the church, meadow, woods, commons and 
other rents. In consideration of losses of tithes in Chewstoke and at Brasted church 
(Kent), the bishop appropriated the church to Keynsham in 1322 and 1324 (SRS I, 
178., Wells Cath MSS, I, 210). Post-dissolution grants indicate that a grange at 
Compton Dando was attached to the rectory there (Appendix 7). 

West Harptree 

The church at West Harptree was appropriated in 1337 after more devastation and 
burning on the abbey's Irish estates. As a 'gift' from Sir Walter de Rodeneye, a 
document from the Cathedral Manuscripts of Wells goes into some detail of the 

transfer. Included were houses, a rectory mansion, a dovecote, renders of wheat, 

oats and barley, the glebes, and a pension due from the church at Portishead. It 

provided that the vicar should 'appoint a clerk to the office of holy water, and be 

charged with finding bread, wine, incense, processional candles and lights, binding 

books, washing and repairing vestments' (Wells MSS 1,238, SRS 60,298). 

Brislington and Publow 

Brislington and Publow churches were a valuable source of spiritual income in 

1535. Brislington was valued at £13.3.4d, which compares favourably with some 

of Keynsham's temporal manors, but probably disguises inclusion of income from 

the chapels at Whitchurch and Charlton. Publow was valued at £5.13s. 4d. These 

churches are interesting, because both were originally chapels of the abbey, and 

appear to have 'escaped' the control maintained over the other chapels. This is 
indicated by some confusion over who held the presentation of the chapel at 
Publow. In the thirteenth century two cases of litigation are recorded, in 1232 and 
again in 1259 (CPR 1225-32,518., SRS 6,182). Ultimately the abbot maintained 
his rights, but the cases highlight the fact that some uncertainty existed. 

Other Churches 

Keynsham may also have appropriated Brasted church in Kent. Its income was 
substantial in 1291, but references to the church disappear by 1535. Many churches 
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similarly paid some renders to the abbey in 1291, which subsequently disappeared, 

and do not appear in the later accounts, despite the abbey retaining the 

presentations. Often the pattern reveals that where lands were transferred with the 

advowson, as at Cloford (Somerset), some income was maintained. There, lands 

were given by local people in 1314 (CPR 1313-17,197), and again in 1346 (CPR 
1345-8,215), and a substantial render was returned even at the end of the abbey's 
life. 

Dependent chapels 

Assessing the value of income is not necessarily a measure of spiritual control. 
However, Keynsham maintained a very direct hand in the spiritual welfare of the 
inhabitants of its immediate estates by the provision of chapels, and the maintenance 

of those chapels in a subordinate role to the mother church. The construction of the 

abbey and the reorganization of the estates seen previously probably went hand in 
hand with the construction or rebuilding of the chapels, as their architecture attests. 

Documents refer to Brislington, Charlton, Publow and Whitchurch as dependent 

chapels, (later with a chapel at Chewton Keynsham), and though the right of 
baptism was relinquished to the individual chapels, burial was a right denied them 

all until the very end of the abbey's existence. An inspeximus of Robert, Prior of 
Bath, of 1308 confirms these chapels to the abbey, with dwelling places for the 

chaplains, which were evidently provided at that date (SRS 7,629. Appendix 7). 
As late as 1395, the canons were exerting their influence by, petitioning the Pope to 

replace the vicar of Keynsham with one of their own canons (Papal Letters IV 1362- 

1404,254). 

Chewton Keynsham received its own chapel, probably by 1404 (SRS 13,49), and 

officially in 1460 (SRS 49,350: Appendix 7), after complaining about the difficulty 

of getting to church (though a composition between vicar and abbey records a 
chapel in Chewton as early as 1405). The abbey also controlled an oratory or small 
shrine in Brislington dedicated to St Anne, considered in 1308 as being built 'within 

the parish of Keynsham' (SRS 7,629). This had been founded by Roger de la 
Warre, first lord of Brislington in the 1260s. Interestingly, the minister's accounts 
list it with its own cemetery; a right denied to the other chapels. 
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On purely architectural grounds, a small chapel has been identified at Woollard, and 
attributed to Keynsham (Avon SMR). No documentation has been found supporting 
its existence, however. 

The scatter of churches and little chapels, and their varying status around the parish 
of Keynsham suggests that the parochial structure developed much later in this part 
of the hundred. Initially, the organization of the parish was arranged by vill, with 
their subsequent fossilization into parishes much later. The boundary configuration 
of Keynsham parish suggests this. Small and unimportant chapels like Chewton did 

not last long, with the result that the vill never constituted a parish, and is very 
difficult to trace in modern records. The emergence of parishes on the lands of 
Keynsham is unclear, but it seems to have remained very nebulous until the 

unifying pivot of the abbey itself was removed. 

TEMPORALITIES 

The temporal possessions of Keynsham Abbey consisted of three categories of 
landholding, each of which may have been exploited in different ways, depending 

on the proximity, size and importance of the property. This would also be a 
relevant place to discuss the actual precinct and buildings of the monastery, for they 
have as much to say about the exploitation of the monastic estates and its fortunes, 

as the estates further away. Outside the precinct, the most important of these were 
the four monastic granges; probably run along traditional lines as has been 
identified at Cistercian monasteries (Platt 1969), and lying exclusively on the 
hinterlands of the monastery itself. A fifth, later 'grange' is recorded at Compton 
Dando, attached to the rectory of High Littleton. 

The second category of properties were the manors. These are difficult to quantify. 
Late documents show that the abbey considered itself to be in possession of a dozen 

or more 'manors' some of which cannot be traced at all. The manor of Mourton for 

example, is attested as being held of Keynsham (CIPM Henry VII, It 541), but 

rarely appears in any documentation. Many must have been little more than 
scattered properties to which the term was misapplied. A more accurate picture can 
be constructed by using criteria such as the presence of a manor house, demesne 
lands or a bailiff. The results are much more modest. The largest manors for 

which there is certain evidence are Marshfield and West Hanham. 
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Finally there were scattered property holdings, both rural and urban, including 

messuages and mills, rights of pasture and tithes, held across several counties. Some 

of these are called manors in the documents, but were obviously very modest 
indeed. It is the purchase and consolidation of such holdings by the abbey helps to 

reveal its policies of land acquisition. Figure 7.3 traces the features across the 

abbey's estates. 

The Monastery and its precinct 

Although the level and quality of excavation on the abbey site precludes much being 

said about the area, the abbey and its ancillary buildings represented the most 
important range of structures on the abbey's estates, into which much investment 

and effort would have been expended. These buildings then, could prove an 
important indicator of the wealth of Keynsham, and, through phases of rebuilding, 

act as a sign of the fluctuation of fortune in the abbey which is so biased in the 
documentary records. 

Until the 1960s, nothing had been examined systematically. After the dissolution, it 

is unlikely that the conventual church survived long; the bells were removed and the 
lead stripped from the roof almost immediately. Very little in the way of flooring 

or walls survived from this part of the range, with robber trenches often the only 
trace of walling. In the claustral range, by contrast, areas of tiling and substantial 
flooring survived intact, indicating that this part of the monastery continued to be 

used after the 1540s. The Tudor Bridges' mansion would have been erected 

somewhere within the precinct, though its exact location has not been determined. 

Stone was extensively quarried in the 1630s during the repair of the parish church, 

after a storm had caused the collapse of the tower. The mansion itself fell into 

disuse, and in 1776 the whole site, including the surviving monastic buildings were 
demolished and levelled. 

With the threat of the Keynsham by-pass destroying many of the remains in the 

early 1960s, rescue excavations were hastily arranged, and the cloister and buildings 

to the south were excavated. This work continued into the 1980s, extending into 

the nave, and uncovering the chapter house, south transept and south aisle of the 

choir of the abbey itself. This latter work has been published, though with many 

shortcomings (Lowe 1987). What can be gleaned from the reports indicates that the 

abbey represented a wealthy and substantial range of buildings. 
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Figure 7.3 The Monastery Precinct (after Lowe 1987) 
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The majority of the stonework seems to have been quarried locally, with Keynsham 

pennant and Bath stone used for much of the flooring. Limestone was also used for 
the ashlar wall facings. There is no indication of luxury stone pieces such as 
Kilkenny Marble. This may be due to extensive pillaging from the site, as some of 
the remaining pillar shaft fragments display niches for robbed stone. 

The quality of stonework and sculpture, where it survives is superb. The ceiling 
bosses recovered from the chapter house represent some of the finest examples of 
the Romanesque idiom in England. The sheer preponderance of Norman stylistic 

motifs reflect the major reconstruction of the abbey and its cloister ranges around 
the second half of the twelfth century. Much of this used recut Anglo-Saxon carved 
fragments, possibly from an earlier church or cemetery on the site. 

It has been admitted that determining the later building sequence is not possible 
(Lowe 1987,100). However, the stylistic variations in the stonework recovered 

reflect a number of differing styles, especially in the shafted vaulting ribs, which 
cover all periods from the Romanesque to Perpendicular. In the absence of window 
mouldings and tracery, or actual standing datable structues, they suggest continuous 

rebuilding or improvements such as heightening or extensions throughout the abbey. 
Some alterations can be accurately determined, such as the extension of the south 

aisle by an extra bay in the thirteenth century, the addition of a Lady Chapel and a 
chantry chapel in the fourteenth century, and the construction of a beautiful and 
elaborate screen in the nave around 1350. 

Certain unique or unusual features mark the abbey out from contemporary 
buildings. The quality of the sculpture has been touched on above. Extensive areas 
of late-thirteenth century tiling in the chapter house and conventual church attest 
conspicuous wealth and expenditure (Lowe 1978). A series of fine cross-foliate 
tomb slabs, though now fragmentary, suggest another feature peculiar to Keynsham. 

The building range itself was extensive. Knowledge of the ancillary buildings has 
been augmented by a geophysical exploration to the east of the chapter house in 
1995, which suggested a series of chambers, together with a drain, and the 

perimeter wall of the inner precinct. Further excavations behind the parish church 
in 1995 revealed the remains of a very large domestic building within the precinct, 
dating from the thirteenth century. Determining the proportions of the actual 
church is difficult, but estimates suggest a complete length of approximately 64m, 

and a width of 10m. By the standards of late medieval monasteries, this is 
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relatively modest, but the size of the Norman abbey at Keynsham's mother house of 
St Augustines's in Bristol has been estimated at approximately the same (Bettey 
1996). 

The building ranges at Keynsham thus seem to have been sumptuous, and 
augmented through time by successive improvement and elaboration. Where the 

most thorough excavation has taken place, around the cloisters and chapter house, 

the Romanesque architecture seems not to have been altered, but the example of 
Bristol shows that it was often the church into which most investment went. For 
Keynsham this is tantilisingly elusive, but the ground plan does not show successive 

phases of enlargement and alteration, and it could be that here the basic Norman 

structure remained intact. 

Manor houses 

Keynsham built up its manors from scattered holdings, but some evidence of manor 
houses, or at least manorial residences does survive. Though the five granges of the 

monastery retained that title until the end, their buildings may have eventually 

resembled manor houses, as the architecture at Lyons Court, the grange of Filton 

and the only surviving grange building, attests. At Queen Charlton, references 
describe two important buildings; a 'Towlse house' (Rawl MS B. 419, fo. 85) and 
'the Sextrie' (CPR 1547 (1), 194). At Winkfield in Wiltshire, an indenture of 1496 

mentions the 'site of the manor' (BM Add. MS 5692). A manor house existed at 
Hanham Abbots (West Hanham), where, judging from post-dissolution copyholds, 
the abbey held a substantial manor of up to 230 hectares scattered around the parish 
of Bitton (Ellacombe 1881). The building itself was known as Hanham's Court, 

and exists today in a much altered form. Local folklore attributes the manor house 

as a residence of the last abbot, John Stourton, who is supposed to have cursed the 

commissioners who despoiled the monastery from the manor. This is unlikely, as 
the manor house was leased at that time, but it is tempting to see Hanham as a 
Seyne, or rest place for the canons (Aston 1993,143). 

Dovecotes 

Documentary references mention dovecotes, but they are rarely specified. 
Dovecotes would be expected on the granges of the monastery, but as yet references 
have been found for only two of them; at Filton and Stockwood (Rawl MS B. 419 
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fo. 69., Ministers accounts - Appendix 8b). Another important example was 
attached to the rectory of West Harptree (SRS 9,298) 

Barns 

Like dovehouses, barns would be expected on those parts of the abbey's estates 
which were devoted to demesne farming. They were essential for the collection of 
the produce from the demesne. One possible example has survived from Keynsham 
itself, situated next to the grange at Filton. This building, converted into houses, 
is, however very small, though the possibility that it was a modest grange barn 

cannot be ruled out. Fourteenth-century barns also exist at Hanham Abbots and 
Marshfield. Documentary evidence attests the existence of a "great barn" near 
Keynsham, surviving only as a field name, but possibly demolished in the 

eighteenth century. Some other barns are hinted at among Keynsham's more 

scattered properties. At the Wiltshire lands of Stapleford and Southinghay, a grant 

of 1557 records two messuages with barns (CPR 1557-8,271). 

From the evidence, it is difficult to assess whether Keynsham possessed barns on a 
scale that can be seen for Glastonbury or other large monastic landowners like 

Shaftsbury. The manors were, however provided with barns, and the field name 
"great barn" hints at the presence of at least one impressive structure. 

Vineyards 

The presence of vineyards within the abbey precinct has been mentioned above, and 

vine growing may also have occurred in Publow, where some of the south-facing 
slopes on Publow hill within the abbey's holdings are known as ' Winlands' . The 
fact that the abbey produced a surplus of wine is suggested in an injunction of the 
Bishop of Bath and Wells to the abbot in 1455, forbidding the canons to sell wine at 

public fairs and markets under penalty of 20 shillings (Harl MS 6966 f. 38). 

Water mills 

The mills of Keynsham Abbey are better documented, perhaps because they were a 
far more lucrative source of income than elements such as barns and vineyards. 
Very often the act of leasing such mills has preserved evidence of their existence 

and nature. 
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Keynsham may have owned, or had interests in as many as a dozen mills, though 

some of these may have constituted several mills under one roof. Within Keynsham 
itself were three important mills, which are referred to extensively in late 
documents and which were leased and sold separately from the other monastic 
property. A series of indentures from 1497 onwards mentions grist or fulling mills 
called 'Avynmyll', 'Sowthemyll' and 'Downmyll' (Rawlinson MSS). Avon Mill is 

most certainly on the river Avon, and South mill is believed to be that which lay 

within the precinct. Alternatively, these two may have lain under one roof, as both 

mills were leased together to the same people in all the surviving indentures. It is 

very likely, from their favourable siting, that both were in existence by the time of 
Domesday. Down Mill is more problematical, but may refer to the mill within the 

abbey precinct, or to one which existed at Chewton Keynsham. No separate mill at 
Chewton is mentioned in the dissolution accounts, which is strange, considering the 

value attached to such resources. 

At Hanham, a mill was leased as late as 1528, and was later described as two grain 
mills under one roof (CPR 1553-4,478). Other minor holdings seem to have 
included mills as well, no doubt substantially increasing their value. A mill, 
rendering £1.8.6d in 1319 was part of the gift of Gilbert de Clare in Hambledon 
(Bucks) (CIPM 6,193). Similarly, in 1275 Gilbert gave a mill with lands at Roath 
in Glamorganshire (Matthews 1989-1911). Neither, however can be traced in later 
documents. 

The 1318 inspeximus charter mentions a mill in Petersfield as 'a new mill that 
William de Aumari holds' (Appendix). In Winkfield (Wilts) the abbey held a mill, 
which by 1495 was leased as four fulling mills to William Clyvelode (BM Add MS, 
5693). 

Fisheries and Ponds 

Several of the most important fisheries of Keynsham seem to have come with the 
original grant in the form of valuable rights of fishing and the taking of eels on the 

rivers Avon and Chew. Marshfield was held with similar rights. These seem to 
have been jealously guarded. A noteworthy court-case from 1248 preserves the 

record of an incident in which the chamberlain and a lay brother of the abbey, 
together with many of the professional men of the town (to judge from their 
surnames) including two fishermen, crossed the bridge between the counties and 
smashed some of the weirs on the north side of the river at Bitton (Somerset Pleas. 
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Appendix 10). The ensuing brawl resulted in the injury of several of the men of 
Maurice de Salco Marisco, the aggrieved party, and it was duly brought to court. 
The whole incident is clearly a dispute over fishing rights and access to the 

resources of the river, and provides a rare and amusing insight into the communal 
actions (even if illegal) of the abbey and townsfolk to secure their rights. 

Other fisheries are known of as well. Gilbert de Clare granted extensive fisheries in 

Wales at Rumeya (Rumney) (Appendix 6). At West Hanham the Minister's 
Accounts mention the fisheries of 'les weres' there, and at Winkfield, a fifteenth- 

century reversion mentions the 'fisheries of the whole manor' (L&P 14,419). 

Fishponds are very much more difficult to identify in the documents, making a 
reliance on field survey essential. For Keynsham Abbey modest examples can be 
identified at Lyons Court and at Queen Charlton, and a number of fishpools existed 
within the abbey precinct. With the proximity to the rivers Avon and Chew, it may 
be that extensive fishponds were not required. 

Urban Development 

Between the late twelfth and early thirteenth century, Keynsham sponsored two very 
important urban and commercial developments; at Keynsham itself, and at its manor 
of Marshfield in Gloucestershire. These two actions alone represent the vigorous 
economic activities of the abbey. Planting towns would have provided important 

profits and influence for the life of the monastery, and attracted trades and crafts to 

new centres of population. Marshfield in time became the fourth most prosperous 
town in Gloucestershire, after Bristol, Gloucester and Cirencester. Precisely when 
both towns were laid out and started is vague. Trading activities may have been in 

operation at Keynsham for several centuries before the eventual (and late) granting 
of an official market in 1307, as was discussed above. The abbey had many 
problems obtaining the necessary licences to establish market days and fairs. 
Marshfield was initially granted its fair in 1234, but this was almost immediately 

revoked upon petition from the burgesses of Bristol (CCR 1234,499). Thirty years 
later, another licence was applied for and this time succeeded (CPR 1461-7,307., 
Appendix 7). The range of trades from the Lay Subsidies of 1327 and 1334 
(Appendix 11) provides impressive evidence of the scale and range of trades in 
Keynsham. Many skilled crafts are attested, including hostellers, carpenters, 
weavers, tailors, clerks, bakers, tilers and shepherds. Indeed, even before this 
time, the plea mentioned above may be used as evidence that Keynsham possessed a 
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wide range of skills even by the mid-thirteenth century, with tailors, bakers, 
brewers and knifesmiths attested (SRS 11,1355, Appendix 10). 

Monastic acquisition after 1230 

The confirmations provide a moment in time of the abbey's status at the beginning 

of the thirteenth century. Throughout the fourteenth century it is very difficult to 
detect the acquisition of new lands and possessions. However the fourteenth 

century reflects a completely different set of priorities. A recent examination of the 

abbey stated that "By contrast to other houses, whose endowment underwent 
significant augmentation following an initial foundation, Keynsham remained very 

much as its creator had left it" (Vincent 1993,104). An examination of the licences 

alone demonstrates that this is patently not true, and that by contrast, Keynsham 

Abbey embarked on a policy of acquiring lands and other property, significantly 

augmenting its original endowment. 

Tracing the nature and extent of monastic gifts and purchases allows several features 

to be seen. A 'pattern of patronage' can be sought, and, especially after 1279, a 
pattern of purchase. Together with the general evidence for the fluctuations in the 

abbey's fortunes (the ruin of its Irish estates being just one notable example), the 

responses of the abbey can be viewed, both to specific events and to the general 
trends of the later Middle Ages. 

Detecting and dating thirteenth-century grants is not a problem restricted to 

Keynsham. It is a problem found in other houses where confirmations are relied 

upon to provide a terminus ad quem (Raban 1971,65). A few places can be 

attributed to the original endowment, as noted in the chart. Less certain are the 

more modest gifts from minor families who appear to have had their gifts confirmed 
by Gilbert de Clare. They may have been tenants of the earl. This is a de Clare 

trait, recognized by Raban at both Thorney and Crowland (1971,75). Independent 

of the confirmation charter, however, is evidence that Keynsham was receiving gifts 
from other sources, and indeed losing them. The late twelfth-century grant of 
Farmborough for example, disappears, and reappears shortly after in the hands of 
Glastonbury Abbey, demonstrating the fragility of some of the donations. The early 

part of the century also saw a promising start to the abbey's Irish estates, with a 
substantial grant of 11 churches in Limerick, most of which were swiftly taken back 
in 1234 (Westropp 1903,29). 
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For the thirteenth century, evidence for the acquisition of land is scarce indeed. 
Some land, such as at Bitton (Glos) and Ubley (Som), appears in litigation, and may 
represent small parcels of land acquired at the time. The thirteenth century seems 
to represent a paucity of acquisition, with only three minor gifts from the de Clare 
family and their tenants. Even after the Statute of Mortmain, when the need for a 
licence would indicate new property investment, no purchases or gifts are recorded 
until the first years of the fourteenth century. 

Acquisitions after 1300 

The fourteenth century represented a busy time for land acquisition, though this 
tended to come in groups. Figure 7.5 traces all the acquisitions which are 

recorded. Patronage can be seen to shift dramatically to local, lower status 
families, with a waning of interest by the great baronial patrons of the monastery. 

Nature of Acquisition 

Chronologically, one of the most important factors to emerge is that properties were 
purchased or given, and subsequently built up into larger holdings. This is 

especially true of West Hanham, where an initial grant of the manor in 1330 (CPR 

1327-30,492) was gradually augmented with lands in neighbouring Bitton and 
Upton in 1365 and 1387 to form a much larger property. Lands in Marshfield were 
similarly supplemented in 1326 (CPR 1324-27,213), 1365 (CCR 1364-67,198) 

and again in 1387 (CPR 1385-89,300). Most are likely to have been purchases by 

the abbey, disguised as gifts. This is most evident with the 'gift' of land in 

Compton Dando in 1326 (CPR 1324-27,213). The 'donors' William and Geoffrey 
la Leche of Keynsham 'give' land which less than a year previously they had 

themselves purchased. 

This picture of fourteenth-century acquisition must be set against other factors 

which influenced the abbey. Major economic set-backs seem to have befallen the 

abbey's resource base. How the animal diseases, crop failures and climatic 
fluctuations which are so well documented for the 1310s and 1320s affected 
Keynsham itself is not known. However, both the Welsh and Irish estates appear to 
have suffered both flood, cattle disease and famine in the 1310s, reducing income 

and providing the justification of purchase nearer home. The perennial problem of 
bad Irish estates was exacerbated by the invasion of Limerick by Robert Bruce in 
1317 and the sacking and burning of Keynsham's churches and properties there at 
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Figure 7.5 'Acquisitions of Keynsham Abbey 

'DATE PLACE COUNTY TYPE OF ACQUISITION OR 
"CI FT" 

NATURE OF PROPERTY REFERENCES NOTES 

By 1167 Kaynsham manor Som Endowment of William, Whole manor, 4 villa; interests Dugdale VI 

earl of Gloucester in 2 more etc 

By 1167 Winchester Hants Endowment Land outside North Cate. Inside 

walls. 20s. of rent 

BY 1167 Bristol Clog Endowment Orchard of Barton. 6a. of land By 1291,68. 
in Berehull. Rents of pepper & in 2 churches. 
cumin. Land by Avon. Three By 1539,11 

churches tenements. 

1183 Marshfield Clos Gift at death of earl Whole manor with exceptions 
William 

By 1189 Farmborough Som Gift of William de' Manor VC11, By 1342 held 

Farmborough Colllnson Glastonbury 

By 1216 Limerick Cift of Hamon fitzHamo Holdings in 11 churches FR 17-18 John Restituted 
1237 

By 1219 Winkfield Wilts Gift of de Baius family Manor with h knight's fee VC)I Wilts 7. 
70 

By 1230 Roth Clam Grant of Gilbert de Manor, fisheries. forest of Records of 
Clare Cybbwr Cardiff 2,16 

By 1229 Publow Som 1 virgate of land CR 1227-31, In litigation 

246 

By 1230 Thornbury Clog Gift of Thomas Swift 6s. of land Weaver 1907 

BY 1230 Petsrsfield Hants Gift of Richard of Mill, land in Napuldurham, 4 Weaver 1907 
Cardiff virgates, 6 acres in Nutatead, 

pasture for 100 sheep. 12 bulls, 

20 pigs. Land of Samson b 
Theo? d 

By 1230 Backwall Som Gift of Thomas de Batus 4s. of land Weaver 1907 8s. by 1291 

By 1230 Brasted Kent Original endowment? I mark of rent Weaver 1907 E6.13.4d by 
1291 

By 1230 Burford Oxon original endowment? Church and chapel at Fulbroke Weaver 1907 

BY 1230 Chewstoke Sony Original endowment? E7 of land and 10s. of rent Weaver 1907 Lost 1324 

BY 1230 Eltham Kent Original endowment? Church Weaver 1907 Some land lost 
in 1386 

BY 1230 Hardington Som Gift of William son of Church Weaver 1907 
Henry 

C. 1231 Bitton Clog 48 acres CR 1227-31, In litigation 
596 with Ilanham 

0.1236 Hambledon Bucks Gift of Gilbert de Mill and advowaon of church FF 20 Henry 
Clare III 

1242 Southwick Wilts Cift of Adam de Cron- Common in Southwick 
villa, lord of S'wick 

1250 Eastmore Clam Pledge S acres and 2d rent Records of 
Cardiff, 157 

BY 1291 Newton St. Loo Som Original endowment? Portion of tithes Taxatlo Worth 6s. 8d 

BY 1291 Dunkerton Som Original endowment? Church Taxatto Worth 88 

BY 1291 Hinton Blewitt Som Original endowment? Church Taxatio Worth E1.10s. 
By 1486 was 
S messuages 6 
I hide 

By 1291 Holcombe Soto Original endowment? Church Taxatto a above 

1306 Kaynsham Som Licence of Nicholas de 4 acres of meadow PR 1301-07, 
Chiltenham 443 

1310 High Littleton Som Licence of Gilbert Messuage, 6 bovates, 15 acres, PR 1307-13, 
Aumary moiety of 50 acres. Ss. and 11b 268 
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1313 WinkfLeld Wilts Rectory Wiltshire Begin 1313 
Benefices 

1314 Keynsham Som John de Britton Messuage & carucate in Stock- PR 1313-17, Exchanged for 

wood with 2 marks 114 land in 
Oldland 

1314 Cloford Som By William Wilbor l messuage b1 virgate in PR 1314-17, Of 1313 
Leighton. I messuage 6 10 197 Licence 
acres. Messuage &3 acres 

1315 Stapleford Wilts Licence by Andrew de 2 messuages &4 virgates worth PR 1313-17, 
Aldeburne 15 shillings per annum 206 

1321 Mapuldurham Hants Licence by the abbot 40 shillings of rent PR 1321-24, In convocation 
of Durford 29: SRS 1,29 

1324 High Littleton Som Appropriation of church Wells Cath For loss of 
MSS 1,210 tithes 

1324 Brasted Kent Appropriation of church As above As above 

1326 Compton Dando Som Licence by William 6 3 messuages. carucate b 24 PR 1324-27, of 10 mark 
Geoffrey Is Leche acres worth 40 shillings 213 licence 

1326 Marshfield Clog Licence by William de 4 measuages, 2 virgates, 2 PR 1324-27, As above 
Is Crene acres &2 shillings of rent 213: SRS 12, 

99 

1330 West Hanham Clog Licence by William de Manor with yearly value of PR 1327-30. 
is Crene b John of E6.10.0 492 
Bageworth 

1331 Winkfield Wilts Licence by William Messuage, virgate. 2d three PR 1330-34, Leased by 1458 
Ursel farthings of rent. (10s. p. a. ) 100 

1337 West Harptres Som Licence by Walter de Advowson of church PR 1334-38, 
Rodeneys 270 

1340 Keynaham Sam Licence by Walter de Messuage, carucate b 16 acres, PR 1338-40, 

Rodsneye & William de with 4 shillings of rent. Tote 526 Of 100 mark 
Wedmore 22s. 8d per annum Licence 

1346 Cloford Som Licence by Richard Messuage and 8 acres in PR 1345-48, By 1397,2 

Cundewyne of Keynsham Leighton 215 hides 

1350s Ubley Som Cift of Richard Aumari Church Collinson 156 

1364 Keynsham Som Gift of John de Messuage &4 acres in Whitchurci Inq Ad Quod Endorsed by 
Mershton by service of 21s. per annum Dam. king 

1365 Marshfield Clos Licence by John de 7 messuages CR 1364-67, 
Mershton 198,199 

1365 Bitton & Upton Clog Licence by Sir John l messuage, l carucate 6 46 PR 1364-67, Licence for 
Tracy, John de St. Lo acres. Reversions of 4 messu- 198,199 E8 
6 John de Mershton ages. 4 tofts b 47 acres 

1385 Burford Oxon No licence One messuage PR 1385-89, 
7l 

1386 Eltham Kent Licence Unspecified Licence with! 
Eltham 

1387 West Hanham Glos Licence 10 shillings of rent PR 1385-89. 
300 

1387 Marshfield Clos Licence by Robert 1 messuage, 24 acres worth PR 1385-89, 
Peytevin 16s. 2d per annum 300 

1387 Bitton & Upton Clog Licence by John Beket 44 acres of rent 6 three PR 1385-89, 
farthings. Reversions of 5 300 

messuages and 79 acres 

1387 High Littleton Som Licence by John ltd of rent from a messuage PR 1385-89, 
Peytevin 300 

By 1387 Farmborough Som Messuage 

1392 Belluton Som Licence of David. vice 5 shillings of rent PR 1391-96, Of specific 
of Cloford & Richard 164 licence 
Ambesleygh 

1415 Dungarvan Wat Gift of Thomas, earl Advowson of church Westropp 1903 

of Desmond 

BY 1500 Chalwood Som 210 acres worth 10 marks Inquisition 

11v I Itnit. 
-1 

om Messua e mill & 55 acres CIPH 7,585 
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Askeaton and Garth. Already encumbered by an enforced loan to the king for the 

pursuit of his Scottish campaigns (CCR 1313-18,69), in 1324 valuable tithes in 

Chewstoke were lost 'by fraud and oppression', further eroding the abbey's income 

(Wells Cath MSS, 210). These set-backs were not contemporary, and unlikely to 
have been cumulative, and may have resulted in no more than temporary 
inconvenience. However, the problems may have set into motion a longer-term 

effort to acquire and invest in new estates. Chronologically new land acquisitions 
began in 1306, and continued steadily until 1392. It is tempting to link this with the 

three abbots whose tenures span the century; Abbots Nicholas; c. 1294-1348, John 

of Bradford; 1348-c. 1373 and William Peschon; c. 1373-c. 1393 (Appendix 12). 

However, the tenure of these same abbots comes within the time of surviving 

episcopal visitations of the monastery, which record that Keynsham was, at times 

not being well administered. Bishop Ralph reprimanded the abbot that his canons 

were poorly dressed in 1333 (SRS 9,154), and in 1348 the monastery was chided 
for letting the tenements of the abbey out on perpetual lease, among generally lax 

behaviour (SRS 9,605; Appendix 13). 

General Patterns 

Some general patterns emerge about Keynsham's policies; notably its lack of 

acquisition in the thirteenth century, and by contrast, its policy of purchase and of 

receiving new estates by gift in the fourteenth century. Other, more specific 

aspects, such as the leasing of its demesne granges as at other monasteries is likely 

but not recoverable. A tantalising glimpse is afforded from the example of Lyon's 

Court, where private investment in one of the abbey's granges, coupled with a long 

association with the de Lyons family indicates some leasing on the abbey's 
hinterlands in the fourteenth century. 

Lack of purchase in the thirteenth century does not indicate a lack of activity on the 

part of the abbey. Indeed, after the general flood of endowments at the beginning 

of the abbey's life, it was seen above that a comprehensive reorganization of the 

estates was undertaken, probably by the first abbot, William (1172-1208). 

Documents from the thirteenth century also illuminate an abbey busy consolidating 
its rights; against predatory neighbours in its lucrative woods and coppices, and the 
later construction of parks and rabbit warrens. The construction and laying out of 
two towns, together with securing market status all indicates a general consolidation 
and maximisation of the initial endowment. The fourteenth century too was a time 

of success, despite hardship on some of the distant estates in Ireland and Wales. 
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The abbey seems to have capitalized on the success of the wool trade, and at times 

was able to lend the king considerable sums of money. 

The fifteenth century is very sparse for any kind of information before the 1480s. 
Only one gift is recorded; at Dungarvan in Waterford (L&P 1541,344). This 

comes from an unexpected source; the Earl of Desmond, and may have been a 

genuine act of piety towards a monastery with which he had no apparent 

connection. The appearance of other unknown or uncorroborated properties in the 
hands of the abbey, such as Chelwood and Mourton may reveal traces of further 

renting and leasing of properties. 

In comparison to other monasteries, there are a few criteria by which Keynsham's 

standing may be measured. Crude financial figures like the returns for the Valor 

Ecclesiasticus provide a rough, comparative scale. In Somerset terms, Keynsham 

was a relatively modest house, worth just over £400 per year. Its activities and, 

more importantly the compactness of its estates gave it a disproportionate local 

profile in the region. A similar characteristic has been seen by Raban for Thorney 
Abbey (Raban 1971), where the monastery was able to utilize and exploit its estates 
to maximum effect. Generally, Keynsham's activities can be seen as very much in 

line with the other monasteries of the region, as a reflection of the times, and of the 

changing economic circumstances. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

CHANGE AND DISSOLUTION 1320-1550. 

The first half of the sixteenth century was a period of unparalleled change in the 
Keynsham hundred. As well as being a time of great wealth, prosperity and 

growth, it was also characterized by the final, uncertain years of the monastic 
landowners, and culminated in their downfall in 1539 and 1540. By the time of the 
dissolution, monastic landownership had increased substantially in the ' hundred. 
During the fourteenth century, small parcels of land formerly in private tenure had 
been transferred as gifts or purchased by Bath Abbey and Keynsham. Their 
influence spread this way so that Bath and Keynsham abbeys controlled most of 
Compton Dando, Bath held extensive interests in Chelwood, and Keynsham 

possessed lands in Farmborough. This rendered their presence formidable and 

makes their disappearance all the more important. The landscape historian benefits 

directly from this because of a wealth of documentation generated in order to take 
into crown hands their former lands. These preserve details of rents, tenants, 

manorial customs and topographical information which serves as a direct link of 

continuity between medieval landscape arrangements, and later, seventeenth and 

eighteenth-century arrangements. 

The Valor Ecclesiasticus of 1535 represents a succinct valuation of monastic lands 

(Appendix 8a). The ministers' and receivers' accounts, made in 1540 to accurately 

value and detail the lands confiscated, provide a more accurate corroborative text to 

the Valor, often listing tenants of manors and revealing income down to the last 
farthing. For Keynsham Abbey, a collection of records from the court of 
Augmentations (Rawlinson MS B. 419) provides a new perspective on the lands of 
the abbey, listing lands, and revealing previous patterns of leasing and management 
in the half-century before its dissolution. 

The early part of the century is also characterized by the 1525 lay subsidy; a 

collection of tax from all people with goods, chattels or an income of more than ten 

shillings per annum. The earliest information on population is provided by 
Domesday. As a source of population however, most of the information is 

unquantifiable. For statistical information which is broadly comparable, an earlier 
series of lay subsidies provide the historian not only with a list of tax-payers and of 
their relative wealth, but also lists of particular families. As a crude indicator of 
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population and relative wealth, it allows for a comparison across two centuries. 
Changes in settlement, population and patterns of prosperity can be traced. The 

appearance of new towns, and by contrast the disappearance of some villages is 

attested. Together they provide important information for years which are less well 

represented by other documents. 

The Poll Tax records of 1377 could be expected to provide a comparable list of 

wealth and population, but unfortunately, except for Bath, the returns for north 
Somerset have not survived. This is mitigated however, by the survival of a roll of 

names for the second lay subsidy of 1334 (Appendix 11). 

The year 1539 was, not surprisingly the most momentous in the history of the area. 
The extent of monastic estates in the hundred meant that the sudden dissolution of 
the monasteries, and the removal of their power and influence created a vacuum, 
the effects of which are little appreciated. The dissolution of the landscape had, in 

fact, begun some years before 1539, in a climate of fear created by the changing 
times. In the years leading up to the dissolution, many monastic institutions leased 

their remaining demesnes and properties, reflected in the copies of indentures 

preserved in the Rawlinson Manuscripts. 

This chapter aims firstly to examine the statistical evidence for population and 

prosperity, by means of the taxation records described above. It is then proposed to 

attempt to trace the policy and actions of the monastic landowners within the 
hundred, and their adaptation to prevailing economic circumstances. The 

dissolution of the estates from 1539, to the 1550s, when the crown grants were 
largely exhausted must be examined, as creating a context for the later, modern 
development of the hundred. 

Taxation and population 

Transcriptions of the various tax records are detailed in Appendix 11. Figure 8.1 

summarizes all the information gathered into tabular form, for easier reference. 
Several factors must be considered. Figures for population will of necessity reflect 
heads of household over particular wealth. Not included were dependents, children, 
beggars or the clergy. For the purpose of this exercise, the relative proportions or 

percentages of tax-payers from village to village is most important. The financial 
figures given (expressed in pence) differ according to the levy imposed, whether it 
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was one twentieth (as in 1327) or one fifteenth (in 1334). Again, however, relative 

values are stressed. 

The pattern reveals some interesting trends. Between the taxes of 1327 and 1334 the 

number of tax-payers actually increased slightly, with only a few exceptions. This 

may mean that there was little evasion of the tax in the latter subsidy. By contrast, 
the poll taxes of 1379 and 1381 are notoriously unreliable owing to the tendency of 

many tax-payers to evade payment. One simple sign of evasion on a huge scale, 
however appears with the omission of Queen Charlton from both the 1327 and 1334 

subsidies. This points to a deliberate concealment from the commissioners by 

Keynsham abbey on both occasions. 

Statistically in 1334, the largest centre of population was Keynsham, with almost 15 

percent of the whole hundred. Few other vills even approached half of this, with 
the exception of Brislington. Brislington provided only three fewer tax-payers than 

the main settlement, with 13 percent of the total population. This may indicate that 

the parish was either particularly populous, or that its inhabitants were wealthier. 
In the sixteenth and seventeenth century, Brislington became a fashionable retreat 
for the residents of Bristol. The surnames of the inhabitants do not reflect this, and 

nor do they reflect the range of crafts and occupations found in the returns for 

Keynsham. Instead, many are distinguished by their places of residence; "up the 

hill", "at wick", "at cliff", "at bridge" , "at wood" and " at the meer". Though this 
is not an infallible guide, it appears as if Brislington was particularly prosperous 

compared to parishes further south. 

Most parishes have a tax-paying population which falls within the range of 4 to 8 

percent. This reflects a relatively stable population across the hundred. Those 

villages which were small in the medieval period; at Chelwood and Burnett were 

similarly small in the later period. Belluton, supplying 7 tax-payers was similarly 

small, but maintained its independence as a settlement. One notable absence is the 

town of Pensford, which was either subsumed within the returns for Publow, or did 

not exist in 1327. As Publow's population, and tax returns were not particularly 
high, with just 5.5 percent of population and wealth, it indicates that if Pensford 

existed, it was very small or unimportant. 
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Surnames 

The family names of the hundred can be informative. Keynsham provides very 
good sources of crafts and skills, as was seen in a previous chapter. Places of 

residence are also represented, with inhabitants living "at the town's end", "at the 
bridge", and one David of Stockwood, who must have been the most prominent 
inhabitant of the hamlet there. Chewton possessed a John atte Mull, which may 
have been the water mill there, and at Filton a Gilbert atte Grene hints that the farm 

at Whitchurch Green was in existence by this date. Occasionally families are 

mentioned whose descendants still live near the area. The most notable of these is 

Thomas de Wedegrave of Chelwood, whose descendants are the noble Waldegraves 

of Chewton Mendip. 

The 1524-26 lay subsidy was much more comprehensive, and lists both goods and 
employees of tax-payers. Two rolls survive, made perhaps a year apart. Though 
both are imperfect, they differ very little, and a composite provides a standard set of 
statistical information. 

Relatively speaking, the later sixteenth-century returns do not reflect an enormous 

population rise. Keynsham's percentage of population rose less than 2 percent of 
the total in the intervening period, though this, and many of the figures are biased 

by the inclusion of Queen Charlton and the prolific rise of Pensford. Pensford's 

share of the tax burden was over 18 percent, which made it technically richer than 

the mother settlement at Keynsham, though its population was still probably 

slightly lower. The proportion of servants and employees was also much higher at 
Pensford, indicating not only the industrial nature of the town, with well-paid 

employees, but also the wealth of a few, very wealthy inhabitants. Pensford was a 

mining and cloth-making town, and the family names of some of the tax-payers 
indicate the importation of foreign specialized labour. Lodowyk Dier, Milius 

Christofer and Richard Orenge are names which come from the low countries or 
Germany, and their presence is attested in later documents. 

An important characteristic of the 1520s taxes is the presence of a number of 
inhabitants who were much wealthier than their contemporaries. Several of these 

stand out particularly as either tenants of the monasteries in the region, or men who 

were able to provide large amounts of money in the 1540s to purchase many of the 
former monastic lands. Among these were John Rede of Burnett, Thomas Gough of 
Filton, John Bisse of Publow and Walter Horsyngton of Compton Dando. Such 
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extremes of wealth are not as pronounced in the earlier tax records, and it may be 
that economic conditions in the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries allowed 
families of exceptional wealth to emerge and flourish. 

Keynsham Abbey's final years 

As was discussed in the previous chapter, the fifteenth century is a difficult time to 

perceive much of any substance at Keynsham. National records do not detail the 

century very well. A note concerning a visitation to the monastery during the 

abbacy of Walter Bekynsfeld (1438-1455) in 1446 hints at a catalogue of horror, 

with the monastery as the scene of murder and mutilation (BM Harleian MS 6966). 
Unfortunately details do not survive. For the estates, the situation is far from clear. 
A single reference to an indenture of 1458 indicates that the abbey was leasing at 
least some of its further flung properties, but this is likely to have been the case 
long before this time. For the hinterlands of the abbey, the situation does not 
become clearer until the end of the century. Indentures indicate that the granges at 
Filton, Stockwood and Compton Dando had been leased to tenants before the end of 
the century. Filton was leased by 1492, Compton by 1494 and Stockwood in 1496. 
In the first years of the sixteenth century, some of the more profitable properties in 

the area, such as the mills at Keynsham and Hanham were leased out. Avon Mill 

and South Mill were leased by 1511, and the mill at Hanham by 1521. 

The pattern of indentures also reveals that the monastery was loosening its control 
on spiritual incomes. The presentation of Keynsham church was leased as early as 
1506, followed by the church of High Littleton (before 1521) and the chapels of 
Filton and Charlton in 1511. The decade 1520-30 also saw the granting of most of 
the remaining spiritualities; St Mary le Port in Bristol (1518), the rectorial tithes of 
Brislington (1521) and Filton (1528). The loosening of spiritual control can also be 

seen in the unprecedented step of granting the daughter chapels the right to burial. 
In 1526 abbot John Stourton granted the inhabitants of Filton their own cemetery, 
"the chapel of Filton being three miles distant from Keynsham, and the way 
sometimes muddy and liable to flood". However the abbey maintained that a 
portion of oblations was to be retained by the abbey (SRS 55,74). Similarly in 
1528, Queen Charlton was licensed to bury the dead (Rawl MS B. 419 fo. 141). 

Until the final few years, the abbey seems to have maintained its hold on the more 
profitable properties nearer to home. The granges of Estover and Westover, worth 
£36 per year were not leased, and at other places, such as Hanham, the evidence 
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points to a very temporary leasing of holdings. Leasings and grants were largely 

confined to spiritual possessions or small tenements which could be safely, alienated 

without loss of revenue and too much control. In 1538 however, the 
Augmentations' records and the records of the Exchequer attest a flood of grants, 

which included the remaining granges of the abbey, its remaining lucrative spiritual 

possessions, lands, mills, tithes and rights. The monastic servants seem quickly to 
have responded. Sir John Kingston, the bailiff of Marshfield took possession of the 

rich manor of Marshfield, worth 20 percent of all the monastic income anually, and 
John Panter, the sub-seneschall of all the monastic demesnes, lands and tenements 
took over the two granges of Estover and Westover, together with a host of other 
lands. This last seems to have provoked some opposition, and a case of litigation 

preserves something of the atmosphere in the monastery in its final months. 

A plea by John Hillary against John Panter indicates the rivalry which existed in the 
final few years. John Hillary himself attempted to extort 200 marks from the court 

of Augmentations in 1541 and was sent to prison for having forged his evidence 
(L&P 16,698). He had previously complained about the damage done to the town 

of Keynsham by the leasing of all the remaining properties, and his testimony may 
have some truth (PRO E321 10/85). Panter was accused of "craftye untrouth and 
desceyt" in his dealings. Interestingly, Hillary accused Panter of "being in so great 
favour with the said late abbot as he might in manner do with him as he liked; 

provoked the said late abbot by his convent seal and within a year before the 
dissolving of the said monastery to make and grant out such lands and other fees or 

commodities belonging to the said monastery which were in number 34 seals, and 

whereof some of them were sealed blank, of which point or article he proveth. " 

Though Hillary's perjury is later attested, the granting of so much of the land within 

a year of the dissolution indicates that the account describes the atmosphere of the 

abbey in its final months. Before this date, however, a similar account of Sir John 

St Loe indicates that the smooth running of the abbey had been maintained (PRO 

E321 32/64). For at least twenty years before the dissolution, he testified among 

other things, of the maintenance of the park pale in the abbot's deer park, the good 
care of the abbot's stable, hay to fill the monastic slaughterhouse, the finding of 
"pasture for the abbot's fatting beasts and muttons" and the payment of various 

monastic servants, including the almoner, the bell-ringer, carters, horsemen and the 

yeoman of the cellar. 
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Keynsham Abbey was dissolved on 23 January 1539. By the time of the arrival of 
John Tregonwell and the king's commissioners, the effective control of policy in the 
landscape had already passed to tenants and the opportunistic officials of the 

monastery. Dissolution was economically disastrous for the town, as customary 
lands passed into private hands. The main buildings of the abbey were dismantled 

almost immediately, all of its many servants were made redundant overnight, and 
the loss of income for the town from Keynsham's many scattered possessions cost 
the town dearly. When John Leland passed through the town in 1545 he found it 

ruined and in need of repair. 

On a social scale there was great change. The sale and speculation of its hinterlands 

and estates, and their transference to private hands had the effect of altering the 

subtle relationships which had existed within the estate. The parochial system, for 

so long nebulous, tying village to the mother settlement was finally fossilized with 
the independence of the daughter chapels. Tenurially, the independence of the more 

peripheral manors meant the final dissolution of an estate which had been linked for 

perhaps a thousand years. 
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CONCLUSION 

The examination and utilization of a number of differing historical and 
archaeological resources, combined with a multi-variate approach has enabled this 

thesis to develop a new way of looking at the development and evolution of the 
landscape around Keynsham through a thousand years of its history. The 

implications of this are not confined to Keynsham alone, as it was never intended to 
be a narrowly defined local historical survey. Many places, both at a regional and 

national level, and perhaps even beyond may benefit from the methodology 
developed here. 

By attempting to compare north Somerset with the wider national perspective of 
development in other places, themes of continuity represent an important strand 
throughout this study. From the Roman evidence and settlement pattern, potential 

was revealed which demonstrated that the constraints of conventional and narrowly 

confined local thinking has for too long hampered any valuable discussion about 

critical periods in the region's history. By breaking out of this perspective, it was 

suggested that continuity of settlement and economy are valid concepts. This will 

provide a different approach for future fieldwork and archaeological discovery in 

the area. 

For the Anglo-Saxon period, the analysis of place-names, which is an abundant but 

neglected early documentary resource enabled the reconstruction of important 

themes for Keynsham; of its emergence into the historical record as an important 

focal point together with the very real likelihood that the landscape was highly 

organized as a multiple estate. Such a profile would not have come about by 

accident, and suggests that the situation in Anglo-Saxon Keynsham was itself a 
legacy of much earlier arrangements. Marshalling the resources of large areas of 
land was not an easy task, but by the eighth or ninth century the hinterlands of the 

estates were organized into a collective economic effort. That a smaller settlement 
in the landscape and not a city, major royal centre or ecclesiastical focus was the 

site of an important economic estate has much of importance to say about other 

minor places in the English landscape. The Anglo-Saxon charters for the hundred 

are important indicators, but their presence is not crucial, and in the absence of 
early documentation, major obstacles could still be overcome. 
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Development throughout the Anglo-Saxon period strongly suggests that whilst the 
hundred was on the periphery of a kingdom and a diocese, it was well served and 

not neglected. Firstly the evidence of the Wansdyke, by a reassessment of its 

position and context, has shown that the hinterlands of Bath and Keynsham were 
considered valuable enough to fight over, and later it has been proved that it was 
provided with a church that can be dated to at least the early ninth century. This 
implies that other churches in the region may be ancient, and that peripheral areas 

such as north Somerset, far from being a wild frontier area, were as fully integrated 

into early political states as the heartlands of the kingdoms. It calls into question 
the whole theory that the centre of political, cultural and religious life lay at the 

centres of these kingdoms. 

A neglected feature of the hundred, but one which is crucial to any understanding is 
Keynsham Abbey. It has been shown however, that a monastic cartulary is not a 
prerequisite to a study of this kind. Ample information is preserved in the national 

records reflecting taxation, justice and land transfers which say a great deal. From 

a documentary point of view also, much has been proposed about the development 

of settlement and the presence of characteristics of planning and control which a 
cartulary would have done little to supplement. Village plans, never before mapped 
or traced in any detail, together with a host of other landscape features evident in 

the documentation and on the ground reveal both the origins and development of 
nucleated settlement within the hundred. It also enables the tracing of the policies 
of the abbey and a broad outline of the regions prosperity and fortune to be 
discerned. This will assist in assessing the relationship of monastic houses, of 

whatever size to the settlement pattern, population and general economic wealth of 
their estates. 

Overall, the landscape development of Keynsham demonstrates the debt owed by 

the modem pattern to its medieval antecedents, which in turn derive their form from 

yet earlier precedents. Establishing common links reveals subtle threads of evolution 
spanning more than two millenia. 
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APPENDIX la 

Gazetteer of Roman sites in the Keynsham hundred taken from the County of 
Avon Sites and Monuments' Record (SMR). Listed according to county 
number. 

1190 Coin hoard found north of Oatlands Avenue, Hengrove (ST60066878). 
Found in 1869 in an urn on the bank of a small stream at Filwood, near an ancient 
path from Bristol to Maes Knoll. Coin sequences run from Claudius to 
Maximianus, with a predominance of Hadrian. Many thousands of minims. 

1192 Two stone coffins found at Whitchurch in 1866, in a field to the south of 
Lyon's Court Farm. One contained an inhumation. Nearby were 2nd and 3rd 
century coins. 

1200 Roman occupation at Newlands (ST622673). Roman pottery, coins and 
stone, 300m north of Queen Charlton lane. 50m spread of pottery and building 
material, on brow of a plateau, including wood, stone, wattle, bone, nails, pennant 
stones, metal and glass slag. Possible 2nd to 3rd century. 

1201 Roman buckle, east of Oakleaze, Whitchurch (ST63636919). Late bronze 
buckle with Dolphin head, associated with burnt stone. 

1208 Durley Park Villa. Large and elaborate villa found and excavated 1922 
onwards. Coins from Victorinus (265) to Valentinian (364-75). 

1212 Roman brooch found on Stockwood Hill, Keynsham (ST6469). 

1214 Somerdale Roman villa (ST65626898). Roman building with bath suite. 
References to an altar, walling and coins. Stone-lined well. First century coins, 
pottery and 2 cremation urns. 2 coffins and skeletons. Evidence for bronze 
working. 

1215 Roman coin of Constantine found at abbey site (ST658688). 

1217 Possible Roman road or track at Somerdale, west of the factory 
(ST65306941 - ST65636961). Two metres wide, running NE to SW. Other 
earthworks associated. 

1218 Roman occupation near Chandos Road, Keynsham (ST65256918). V-shaped 
ditch with black earth and a quantity of Roman pottery, including coarse-ware, 
Samian, New Forest ware and Caistor-Nene valley pottery. Also tanged butcher's 
cleaver and key, 2 brooches, flue tiles, slag and several flints. Grey ware pot 
containing cremation. 

1219 Possible Roman burial, north of the railway line, Keynsham Road. Human 
skull, with stone wall, possibly Roman. 

1220 Roman material (ST65136890). Romano-British material and well. 

1223 Roman brooch found at 21 St Keyna Road (ST651685). 

1225 Roman coarse pottery north-west of Burnett (ST65756585). 

1233 Roman coffin, Burnett Hill (ST66526554). Single block of Oolite, found 
during road widening. Fifth century skeleton of a female, with hobnails. 
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1235 Roman material, found near manor house, Burnett. Shale spindle whorl in 
manor house garden and Romano-British pottery in adjoining paddock. Coin of 
Vespasian found at ST66526540. 

1241 Roman material south of manor farm, Saltford (ST673664). Stone coffin 
and skeleton, pottery, pennant stone, tiles, iron nails, glass, oyster shells, bone, 
metal and some coins. 

1249 Roman burial and material, Stratton road, Saltford (ST68006767). Possible 
Roman skull found . 75m below surface. Sherds of Romano-British pottery, nails 
and lead found. 

1250 Roman coffin, north-west of Saltford manor (ST68276762). Coffin of Bath 
stone, with child's coffin and nails. 

1271 Roman coin, near nursury from Pensford. Second brass of Maximinus 
(ST61976309). 

1301 Roman villa at Burnett, discovered before 1834. Included a tessellated 
pavement, 2 coins of Tetricus, pottery and tiles. Roofing tiles and pottery found in 
general vicinity in 1965. 

1388 Roman mortarium near Bloomfield Road, Arno's Vale (ST614718). 

1319 Possible Roman quarry found in Priston at ST69026175. Sherds of pottery 
discovered during pipe-laying in 1953. 

1323 Romano-British farmstead discovered at Priston (ST69366068C). Stone 
coffin found in 1917 followed by excavations in 1953. Large quantities of 2nd and 
3rd century pottery found. 

1401 Roman coin hoard found in 1937 at 24 Rochester Road, St. Anne's. 1500 
coins dating from Ist to 4th century. 

2597 Roman quernstones. Two matching stones, east of Barnfield Road 
(ST601689). 

2601 Roman coin of Valentinian I or II found at Queen Charlton manor house. 

4501 Roman pottery north of manor farm, Keynsham (ST66956725). Samian and 
New Forest wares found near an earlier spot of glass beads and Iron Age pottery. 

4926 Romano-British pottery scatter with iron and lead found at ST63886830A. 

4946 Settlement of 1st to 4th century date discovered at Filwood Park 
(ST591692). This consisted of a rectangular enclosure containing possible bases for 
timber structures. Evidence of metal working. 
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APPENDIX 2 

The Ruin, copied from The Exeter Book. Printed in Anglo-Saxon Poetry 
(translated and edited by S. A. J. Bradley). Everyman, London. 

Wondrously ornate is the stone of this wall, shattered by fate; the precincts of the 
city have crumbled and the work of giants is rotting away. 

There are tumbled roofs, towers in ruins, high towers rime-frosted, rime on the 
limy mortar, storm-shielding tiling scarred, scored and collapsed, undermined by 
age. An earthy grasp holds the lordly builders, decayed and gone, the cruel grip of 
the ground, while a hundred generations of humanity have passed away. Often has 
this wall, hoary with lichen, stained with red, lasted out one kingdom after another, 
left upstanding under storms; lofty and broad, it fell. Still the rampart, hewn by 
men, crumbles away.... they were joined together... cruelly sharpened ... shone... 
skilful work ancient structure... a ring with encrustations of soil prompted the mind 
and drew forth a swift idea. Ingenious in the making of chains, the bold-minded 
man amazingly bound together the ribs of the wall with cables. 

There were bright city buildings, many bathhouses, a wealth of lofty gables, much 
clamour of the multitude, many a mead-hall filled with human revelry - until 
mighty Fate changed that. Far and wide men fell dead; days of pestilence came and 
death destroyed the whole mass of those renowned swordsmen. Their fortress 
became waste places; the city rotted away; those who should repair it, the 
multitudes, were fallen to the ground. For that reason these courts are collapsing 
and the wide red roof of vaulted beams is shedding its tiles. The site is fallen into 
ruin, reduced to heaps, where once many a man blithe of mood and bright with 
gold, clothed in splendours, proud and flown with wine, gleamed in his war- 
trappings, and gazed upon treasure, on silver, on chased gems, on wealth, on 
property, on the precious stone and on this bright citadel of the broad kingdom; and 
the stone courts were standing and the stream warmly spouted its ample surge and a 
wall embraced all in its bright bosom where the baths were, hot at its heart. That 
was convenient. Then they let pour... the warm streams across the grey stone... 
until the round pool hotly... where the baths were. Then is... It is a fitting thing 
how the... city... 
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APPENDIX 3 

Anglo-Saxon Charters 

Reprinted from M. Costen; "Stantonbury and District in the Tenth Century". 
Bristol and Avon Archaeology 2,1983. 

MARKSBURY 

Preserved in the 14th century copy in Longleat MS 39, fo. 186. Dated to 936. 

This is the boundary of the land at Marksbury. To Redford thence along the brook 
to the rabbit warren on the north-east side. Thence by the tree root to the gate by 
the alder tree to the south side of the middle wood. Thence along the road. West 
from the hill by the road. Thence by the tree roots. Thence to the southern side of 
the wide combe. Thence along Widecombe to the sandy brook. Along the brook to 
the hollow ditch. Thence along the boundary hedge to the bald hill. Thence along 
the bald hill to the east end of the furlong. Thence to the north on the headland to 
the wood. Thence to a tree root. Thence a narrow road. Along the road into a 
steep part of Wansdyke. (And there are four acres north of the dyke). From 
Wansdyke by the tree roots. Thence to Edbyrht's clearing on the eastern side. 
Thence straight to Pinik's burh. Thence to the boundary spring, thence to the east 
end of the east long furlong. Along the leat to the stone road. Thence once more 
to redford. 

PRISTON 

Bath Abbey Chartulary, Corpus Christi Coll MS 111 (12th century). Dated to 
934-9. 

These are the bounds of the ten hides of land at Priston. First to the old ford. 
From the ford to Whitecombe. Along the combe against the flow of the stream. 
To the main road. West along the main road to the stone with a hole in it. From 
the stone to the hoar stone. From the stone to the former hall. From the hall north 
straight into the river Lox. Against the stream to Leofman's wood on the west side. 
Then north along the old ditch to Redford. From Redford to the street. Along the 
street straight up to Wynnamann's hill on the west end. To the main road. Along 
the main road east straight to Aelfsige's stone. From the stone back down to the 
old ford. 

STANTON PRIOR 

Bath Abbey Chartulary Corpus Christi Coll MS 111 (12th century). Dated to 
963. 

These are the land bounds of Stanton. First to the west head of the pasture-meadow 
hill. Then to the old ditch. Then up to Wineca's fort. Then from the fort across 
the woodland. Then along by the tree root. Then to Wansdyke. Then from 
Wansdyke to the north side of the fort. Along the boundary to the Cors brook. 
Then along the brook to the deep pool. Then south along the brook. Then to the 
ditch. Then along the ditch to the main road. Then once more to the west end of 
pasture-meadow hill. 
There is within the ten hides Aelfsige's one and a half hides. 
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STANTON PRIOR 

As above, but dated to 965. 

First at withymead to the road as far as it runs to the old stone bridge. Afterwards 
by the head as far as Winec's fort into the old ditch. From the ditch to Edbyrht's 
clearing. From the clearing by the tree roots as far as Wansdyke. From the ditch 
up into the wood as far as the old road. Along the road. To the old clearing. 
From the clearing to the heir's stone. From the stone along the ridge to the old 
wall. From the wall to the projecting piece of ground. To the Cors brook. Along 
the current of the Cors to the deep pool. From the deep pool along the brook to the 
old ditch. From the ditch to the old main road to the west head of Wynnmann's 
hill. Then once more to withy mead. 
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APPENDIX 4 
The Geld Inquest for Somerset 1084. Printed in VCH Vol 1, pp 527-534. 

In the Hundred of Cainesham are 104 hides. Thence the king has 15 pounds for his 
geld from 50 hides. The king and his barons have in demesne 301/2 hides. Of these 
the king has in demesne 15 hides, and the Bishop of Coutances 3 hides and 3 
virgates, and the Abbot of Glastingebery 4'/2 hides, and the Abbot of Bada 5 hides 
and 1 virgate, and the priest of Cainesham 1 hide, and Aluuric of Cainesham 1 
hide. The king has no geld from 17'h hides which the king's villeins at Cainesham 
hold, nor from half a hide which William holds of the Bishop of Coutances; nor 
from 1'/2 hides which Herald holds of Alvred; nor from 1 hide which Nicholas 
holds of Alvred; nor from 3 hides which Roger de Stanton holds. From this 
hundred are due to the king for his geld 7 pounds and 12 pence. 

APPENDIX 5 

Domesday Book -Exon Codex. Printed in VCH, as above. 

Lands held by Queen Edith 

The king holds Cainesham. In the time of King Edward it paid geld for 50 hides. 
There is land for 100 ploughs. Of this land there are in demesne 15' hides, where 
are 16 ploughs and 20 serfs and 25 coliberts and there are 70 villeins and 40 bordars 
with 63 ploughs and 17 hides. There are 4 riding horses and 10 beasts and 44 
swine and 700 sheep and 70 she-goats. There are 6 mills paying 60 shillings, and 
100 acres of meadow and 100 acres of pasture. Woodland 1 league long and as 
much broad. It pays 168 pounds by tale. It used to pay 80 pounds when William 
Hosatus reveived it in farm. 

To this manor belong 8 burgesses in Bath paying 5 shillings yearly. 

Of these 50 hides count Eustace holds in Beletone 4 hides, and Alvred holds of him. 
Four ploughs could till this. Tovi held it for 1 manor in the time of King Edward. 
There are in demesne 2'/2 hides and half a virgate and 1'/2 ploughs with one serf, 
and there are 5 villeins and 2 bordars with 2 ploughs and 1 hide and 11/2 virgates. 
There are 10 beasts and 13 swine and 47 sheep and 10 she-goats. There is a mill 
paying 15 shillings and 22 acres of meadow and 20 acres of pasture. Woodland 3 
furlongs long and 2 furlongs wide. It was worth 3 pounds, now 4 pounds. 

Of the same land of that manor Roger holds 10 hides in Stantone. Ulward Wyte 
held it freely in the time of King Edward. Ten ploughs could till this. He has there 
in demesne 51/2 hides and 1 plough and there are 15 villeins and 13 bordars owning 
7 ploughs and 41/2 hides. There are 87 sheep. There is a mill paying 13 shillings 
and 15 acres of meadow. Pasture 4 furlongs long and 1'/i furlongs broad, and as 
much woodland. It is worth 100 shillings and when Roger received it it was worth 
4 pounds. 

Of the said land the Bishop of Coutances holds half a hide, and has there half a 
plough. It is worth 5 shillings. Ulward held it, nor could he be separated from the 
manor. 
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The wife of the said Ulward holds 1 hide of the abovementioned 50 hides in Bernet 
which Ulward held freely in the time of King Edward, and has there half a hide and 
4 ploughs [2 ploughs to demesne and 2 to the villeins], with 3 serfs and there are 3 
villeins and 4 bordars with half a hide. There are 6 swine and 100 sheep. There 
are 12 acres of meadow and 4 acres of underwood. It was and is worth 4 pounds. 

Aluric holds of that land 1 hide of thegnland which Ulmar held in the time of King 
Edward, nor could he be separated from the manor. This land can be tilled with 1 
plough. One plough is there. There are 100 sheep. There are 17 acres of meadow 
and 2 acres of pasture. It is worth 20 shillings. 

Land of the Bishop of Coutances 

William holds of the bishop Ferenberge. Edric held it in the time of King Edward 
and paid geld for 5 hides. There is land for 5 ploughs [2 in Exon]. In demesne 
there are 2'/i hides and 2 ploughs and 5 serfs, and there are 4 villeins and 3 bordars 
with 2 ploughs and 21h hides. There are one riding horse and 14 beasts and 215 
sheep. There are 77 acres of meadow and 74 acres of pasture. It was and is worth 
4 pounds. 

To this manor have been added 5 hides. Aluric held them in the time of King 
Edward for 1 manor, and paid geld for 5 hides. There is land for 5 ploughs. Nigel 
holds them of the bishop. In demesne are 4 hides and 2 ploughs with 1 serf and 
there are 1 villein and 5 bordars with 1 hide. There are 21 beasts and 14 swine and 
68 sheep. There are 77 acres of meadow and 74 acres of pasture. It was and is 
worth 4 pounds. 

Roger Witen holds of the bishop Sanford. Four thegns held it in parage in the time 
of King Edward and paid geld for 4 hides. There is land for 6 ploughs. In 
demesne there are 11/2 hides and 3 ploughs and 6 serfs, and there are 7 villeins and 
10 bordars with 4 ploughs and 2'/i hides. There are 1 riding horse and 13 swine 
and 120 sheep. There is a mill paying 12 shillings and 6 pence, and 32 acres of 
meadow. It was and is worth 6 pounds. 

The bishop himself holds Contone. Edric Cild held it in the time of King Edward 
and paid geld for 10 hides. There is land for 14 ploughs. In demesne are 3 hides 
and 3 virgates and 1 plough and 4 serfs and there are 16 villeins and 6 bordars with 
6 ploughs and 6 hides and 1 virgate. There are 1 riding horse and 16 beasts and 14 
swine and 120 sheep. There are 2 mills paying 25 shillings and 15 acres of meadow 
and 100 acres of pasture and 15 acres of woodland. It was and is worth 10 pounds. 

Lands of the church of Bath 

The church itself holds Prisctone. In the time of King Edward it paid geld for 6 
hides. There is land for 8 ploughs. Of that land there are in demesne 2 hides 
where are 1 plough and 3 serfs and there are 7 villeins and 8 bordars with 6 ploughs 
and 4 hides. There is 1 riding horse. There is a mill paying 7 shillings and 6 
pence, and 20 acres of meadow and 80 acres of pasture. It was and is worth 6 
pounds. 

The church itself holds Stantone. In the time of King Edward it paid geld for 3 
hides. There is land for 3 ploughs. Of that land there is in demesne half a hide 
where are 1 plough and 5 serfs and there are 4 villeins and 3 bordars with 2 ploughs 
and 2 hides. There are 1 riding horse and 50 sheep. There are 12 acres of meadow 
and 30 acres of pasture and 30 acres of underwood. It was and is worth 3 pounds. 
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Lands of Glastonbury Abbey 

The church itself holds Mercesburie. In the time of King Edward Alnod the abbot 
held it and it paid geld for 10 hides. There is land for 8 ploughs. Of this land 41/2 
hides are in demesne where are 2 ploughs and 5 serfs and there are 6 villeins and 5 
bordars with 3 ploughs and 3 hides. There are 1 riding horse and 29 swine and 85 
sheep. There are 19 acres of meadow and 40 acres of woodland. It is worth 16 
pounds. A thegn holds 21/2 hides of this estate. It is worth 20 shillings. Oswald 
held it in the time of King Edward, and it could not be separated from the church. 

Private land 

Alured de Merleberge holds of the king Cellewert and Nicholas holds it of him. 
Carle held it in the time of King Edward and paid geld for 5 hides. There is land 
for 5 ploughs. In demesne are 3 hides and 1 plough and 4 serfs and there are 3 
villeins and 4 cottars with 1 plough and 2 hides. There are 2 riding horses and 12 
swine and 100 sheep and 30 she-goats. There are 7 acres of meadow and 30 acres 
of woodland. It was and is worth 100 shillings. 

Alfred holds Celeworde from the count (Eustace). Thori held it in the time of King 
Edward; it paid geld for 3 hides. Land for 3 ploughs, of which 2'/z are in lordship. 
Three villeins, and 2 cottars with 1 plough and '/z a hide. Another plough in 
lordship. Meadow 5 acres, woodland 5 furlongs long and 1 furlong wide. 15 pigs, 
80 sheep. Value 60 shillings, when the count acquired it, 40 shillings. 
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APPENDIX 6 

The Charters of Keynsham Abbey 

Foundation charter of William, Earl of Gloucester. Dated between 29 
September 1169 and April 1173. Winchester Cathedral Library, Ms XXB, 64. 
Sixteenth century copy. For fuller discussion on its provenance, discovery and 
the possibility of forgery, see Nicholas Vincent; "The Early Years of Keynsham 
Abbey". Transactions of the Bristol and Gloucestershire Archaeological 
Society, Vol 111 (1993), 95-113. Printed in Latin as Appendix 1, p. 106 

William Earl of Gloucester to all those faithful in Christ both present and future, 
Greetings. So that everybody should know with certain meaning and in recognition 
of future times about the foundation of Keynsham, which I legitimately founded out 
of my own money with the acquiescence of God, all present and future should know 
that Robert my son and heir, laid low by disease, in the presence of religious men 
and other faithful followers and many prayers, demanded that a religious house 
should be founded for the salvation of his soul. I, wishing to satisfy his petition and 
desires, since he was now dead, arranged for his burial in Keynsham, with the hope 
and intention of religion, and when I had obtained the house and the favour of my 
master King Henry the son of Empress Matilda to build an abbey there, and when I 
had provided reasonably as much for the works as for the possessions by the advice 
of my lord Roger, Bishop of Worcester my brother, and Bartholomew Bishop of 
Exeter, I invited to visit me at Keynsham Bartholomew Bishop of Exeter who was 
the vicar of the vacant see of Bath. In his and in many others' presence, both 
ecclesiastical and lay, my aforesaid brother Robert the bishop and I dedicated the 
church and the site at Keynsham to the perpetual service of God in the name of an 
abbey of regular canons according to the ordinance of St Victor of Paris. On that 
very day we presented the venerable lord William, who had been unanimously 
elected abbot to the aforesaid Bartholomew Bishop of Exeter, who, in place of and 
with the authority of the Bishop of Bath, received him into the care and rule of the 
place and solemnly consecrated him, and I quietly handed over to the aforesaid 
abbot-elect the possessions and the benefices which I had previously granted to this 
place and which I had until that time kept in my own hands, for the use and support 
of the canons who had arrived there to serve God. And, in order that this matter 
which had been carried out solemnly and unconditionally should stay firm and 
stable and perpetual both this place which I have given and granted in perpetuity 
simply for the service of God and religion, and also the ordinances of St Victor 
which has been given here in common by me and by Roger my brother, with this 
present document, I have confirmed as far as can appurtain to me as advocate and 
founder. 

There were present at this ceremony: Bishops Bartholomew of Exeter and Roger of 
Worcester, Hamel Abbot of Gloucester, Adam Abbot of Evesham, Reginald Abbot 
of Pershore, Conan Abbot of Margam, Baldwin Abbot of Ford, Ralph Abbot of 
Neath, Andrew Abbot of Cirencester, with others of his canons, Richard Abbot of 
Saint Augustines's of Bristol, Andrew Abbot of Wigmore, the Abbot of Durford, 
Peter Prior of Bath, Stephen Prior of Taunton, Adam Prior of Bradenstock, Philip 
Prior of Bruton, Simon Archdeacon of Worcester, Matthew Archdeacon of 
Gloucester, William clerk to the lord Bishop of Worcester, William the earl's clerk, 
Master Samson and Master Silvester, clerks of the lord Bishop of Worcester, 
Hawisia Countess of Gloucester, the Countess Ela, Richard of Cardiff, Hamo de 
Valones, Alexander of Montefiori, Roger Witheng, Simon of St Loe and John his 
brother, Simon of Cardiff, Reginald son of Simon, Henry Crassus, Gilbert son of 
Gregory and Robert his brother, Gilbert de Aumari, Wido of Rocca, Alexander of 
Tichesia, Robert Bibois, Bartholomew of St Mauro and many others both clerics 
and lay. 
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Confirmation charter of William Earl of Gloucester. For details see above. 

William Earl of Gloucester, to all his French and English as well as Welsh barons 
and men, and all Christ's faithful both present and future, Greetings. Be it known 
that Robert, my son and heir, laid low by disease and by the will of God taken from 
this life, while God was inspiring him whilst in the presence of religious men, 
demanded that I should build a religious house for the salvation of his soul. This 
petition and desire of my son with my master King Henry the son of Empress 
Matilda, I would have signed, and he would have listened to me kindly on the 
matter, so, on the advice of lord Roger Bishop of Worcester my brother and the 
other religious men, and on the advice of my supporters, for the salvation of the 
soul of my lord the king and for my soul and Hawisia my wife and my said son 
Robert and my other children and ancestors, to the honour of God and the Blessed 
Mary and the Blessed apostles Peter and Paul, I founded an abbey of regular canons 
in my manor of Keynsham, and to sustain this abbey for the service of God, I 
granted and gave there in perpetual and free alms in as much as the advowson and 
the demesne lands appurtenant in the power of the church of Keynsham with its 
chapels, and all other things appurtenant to the same, and all other churches of my 
fee in England whereof I had the advowson; namely in Bristol the church of the 
Blessed Mary, and the church of Saint Werburgh, and the church of the Holy 
Sepulchre, and the church of Saint John the Baptist of Burford, and the church of 
Eltham, and the church of Littleton, and the chapel of Saint Peter of Sudbury, and 
the church of Brasted, together with all the appurtenances, and in the manor of 
Keynsham eight pounds worth of land freely and peacefully by all demands, 
customs and secular service, and my preserve of Keynsham, and my garden with 
the mill that is below the garden, and all lands next to the garden in which my 
barton lies, and it extends for five messuages to the church and cemetery, and a 
tenth of all my income of hay of Keynsham thus free just as my corn, and my other 
fishpool of Brislington, namely that which is near the town of Bristol, with a mill, 
and all the fishing and fisheries of the Avon with all rights and freedoms which are 
appurtenant to Keynsham. Furthermore I granted to the same canons of Keynsham, 
a tenement of seven pounds and ten shillings worth of land at Bichenstoke similarly 
freely and quietly with all secular services, which land I gave them in exchange for 
ten pounds of land which they had formerly held in Essemere. Moreover I gave to 
them and quitclaimed bequests and all customs which I had of the fair of Saint 
Margaret at Charlton, and at the time of the fair the same canons to have all pleas 
or penalties there. 

Furthermore I granted to the canons the manor of Marshfield, with all its 
appurtenances in wood and fields, in meadows, in waters, in mills and in all things 
and freedoms appurtenant to the same manor, except the fee of Gilbert of Turbeville 
and Pagan of Marshfield, similarly free and peacefully and without all secular 
service. 

Furthermore I granted to the same canons the property of my barton in Bristol, 
together with the property and tenement of the same, and seven shillings and six 
pence worth of land in Berehull, beyond the fair ditch between my garden and the 
river Avon, and all my rents of pepper and cumin at Bristol, both inside and outside 
the town, and lands which are held by Robert Lupard above the Avon, above the 
south gate of the castle, and a part of the land that was in my fee beyond the Avon 
bridge and the head of the same bridge above the road which goes down to the 
Avon. 

Furthermore I granted to the canons all the land which I had at Winchester outside 
the North Gate between the wall of the town and the abbey of Hyde, excepting 
hospitality whenever I should come to Winchester at my own custom in all things so 
that neither in rebuilding nor repairing them should they have to expend anything, 
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and within the wall of the town all the land which Gaufred the burgess held of the 
Earl Robert my father and of me in the great town next to the house of Thomas 
Oyson on the south part the the same town, rendering twenty shillings annually 
therefrom, and at Petersfield a new mill which William de Aumari holds, and one 
burgage in Petersfield which similarly is held by the same William. Furthermore I 
granted to the said canons in perpetual alms one mark of rent at Brasted for a light 
in the church of Keynsham, namely nine shillings of the tithe of Brasted, and all 
rents of the said vill which will be sufficiant to make up the said mark. Beyond this 
I granted to the church and canons of Keynsham in pure and free alms at Newport 
in Wales my fisheries and all the fishings of Usk, and the eel baskets of my ponds 
of Newport, and the garden which is beneath the mill of the castle to the north, with 
a messuage there and one acre appurtenant to the same messuage, and the whole 
park of Riduna just as I had when Robert my son died, and the whole fishing and 
fisheries of the river of Rummia, and moreover the ponds of Raz with the mill and 
the big pond beneath Kibur to the west, and all the lands of Raz and the whole 
forest of Kibur freely and peacefully and thus fully and completely just as I held in 
my hands at the death of Robert my son, excepting commonalty of my men whilst 
the wood remains there, and with remaining assarts in all land to the said canons 
besides the land which I gave to them in previous gifts. Besides this freedom, and 
quits which I by the grace of God founded for the church of Keynsham for the love 
of God and for the peace and quiet of the religious there, I granted, and by this 
present charter distrain and confirm and wish that the same freedoms and quits shall 
be and remain forever firm and stable. I granted to the same church and canons of 
Keynsham in the manor of Keynsham, namely both in the vill of Keynsham and its 
members, common in wood and meadow, in pastures and feedings, for cows and 
sheep, pigs and other animals of the canons' demesnes, and pasture in all places, 
both in winter and summer, wheresoever the animals of my demesnes must, freely 
and quietly, without any burdens and customs which the canons require thereof, 
whether for herbage of for pannage or for anything else, and wheresoever in my fee 
mast shall have been. 

I have granted there to the canons pannage for up to two hundred swine. I granted 
furthermore to the same canons that of of all pleas and penalties which is in their 
fee that they should have their own court except for things which should be 
punished by death or amputation, and if any of their tenants by his felonious life 
pays a forfeiture and the plea is outside the power of their court, their land and 
chattels should remain without contradiction with the canons as far as appurtains to 
me and my heirs, both on land and in water, whether in mills or in ponds, or in all 
things where I have authority, freely and without burden. I have granted also that 
the chaplains and clerics and family of canons shall, with quiet custom buy and sell 
in all my boroughs and markets and fairs as appurtains to their work and proper 
custom. All the aforementioned, truly in churches, in lands, in mills, in ponds and 
reserves, in fishing and fisheries, and in all other things aforementioned both in 
England and in Wales, with the said liberties I gave to the church of Keynsham thus 
freely and quietly to have forever, that the canons of the same church should owe 
responsibility to no man for any secular service, and I recommend that all the 
possessions and liberties of the church of Keynsham, just as I gave them purely and 
with the love of God be kept by my heirs and successors and to be maintained for 
the sake of God, and that God should keep eternal life for them. 

These being witnesses; Roger Bishop of Worcester, Bartholomew Bishop of Exeter, 
Hamel Abbot of Gloucester, Adam Abbot of Evesham, Reginald Abbot of 
Pershore, Baldwin Abbot of Forde, Conan Abbot of Margam, Ralph Abbot of 
Neath, Richard Abbot of Saint Augustine's, Bristol, Andrew Abbot of Wigmore, 
Stephen Prior of Taunton, Philip Prior of Bruton, Simon Archdeacon of Worcester, 
Matthew Archedeacon of Gloucester, Samson and Silvester, clerks to the lord 
Bishop of Worcester, Hawisia Countess of Gloucester, Richard of Cardiff, then 
steward, Hamone de Valones, constable, Roger Witheng, Simon of Saint Lo, Roger 
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of Berkeley, Helia son of Robert, William of Cardiff and Simon his brother, Gilbert 
de Aumari, William son of Gregory, Robert his brother, Bartholomew of St Maur 
and many other. 

Earl William's foundation charter for Keynsham Abbey (1166/7) 

MS. untraced; transcribed in Dugdale, Monasticon, VI, no.!, 452; Clark, 
Cartae et alia, i, no. CXLVH. Charters, No. 99 (p. 99). 

William, Earl of Gloucester, to all his French and English as well as Welsh barons 
and men, and all faithful in Christ both present and future, Greetings. Be it known 
that Robert my son and heir, laid low by disease and by the will of God taken from 
life, while God was inspiring him whilst in the presence of religious men, 
demanded that I should build a religious house on behalf of the salvation of his soul. 
This petition and desire of my son with my master King Henry the son of the 
Empress Matilda, I would have signed this, and he would have listened to me 
kindly on the matter on the advice of lord Roger Bishop of Worcester my brother 
and the other monks on the advice of my supporters for the salvation of the soul of 
my lord the king and for my soul and Hawisia my wife and my said son Robert and 
my other children and ancestors, to the honour of God and the Blessed Mary and 
the Blessed apostles Peter and Paul I founded an abbey of regular canons in my 
manor of Keynsham. 

Witnessed by Roger Bishop of Worcester, Bartholomew Bishop of Exeter, Hamel 
Abbot of Gloucester, Adam Abbot of Evesham, Robert Abbot of Pershore, Baldwin 
Abbot of Forde, Conan Abbot of Margam, Richard Abbot of Neath, Richard Abbot 
of St Augustine's of Bristol, Andrew Abbot of Wigmore, Stephen Prior of Taunton, 
Philip Prior of Bruton, Simon Archdeacon of Worcester, Matthew Archdeacon of 
Gloucester, Simon and Silura, clerks of the lord Bishop of Worcester, Hawisa 
Countess of Gloucester, Richard of Cardiff, once Steward, Hamon de Valoris 
constable, Roger Witheng, Simon of St Lo, Roger of Berkes, Helia son of Robert, 
William of Caril and Simon his brother, Gilbert d'Aumarie, William son of 
Gregory, Robert his brother, Bartholomew of St Mauro and many others. 

Charter of Earl William granting to Keynsham Abbey St John's, Eltham 
(Kent) (1166/7-1183) 

Rochester D&C. Register I (1319-72), fo. 27b; cal. in Registrum Hamonis 
Hethe Diocesis Roffensis A. D. 1319-1352, transcr. and edited by Charles 
Johnson (2 vols.; Oxford, 1948), i. 37. Charters, No. 100 (p. 100) 

William Earl of Gloucester to all faithful in the holy church, Greetings. Be it 
known that to the honour of God, I have given, granted and by this present charter 
have confirmed to the church of Saint Mary and Saint Peter of Keynsham and the 
canons regular of the same place in the service of God for the salvation of the soul 
of Robert my son, and of me and my wife Countess Hawisia, and my children, and 
my ancestors in perpetual and free alms, the church of Saint John of Eltham in so 
much as the rights to the advowson and to the demesne lands appurtenant. 
Wherefore I wish and firmly order that the aforesaid canons shall have and possess 
the aforenamed church rightly and in peace, freely and quietly, undisturbed and 
honourably, just as in free alms with lands and tithes and all things appurtenant to 
the same church. 

Witnessed by: Richard Abbot of Saint Augustine's of Bristol and William Prior of 
the same church, Hawisia Countess of Gloucester, Gilbert the chaplain, Master 
Ernisio, Jordan of Hameldon, Richard of Cardiff, then steward, Hamon of Valones 
constable, Simon of Cardiff, Henry Crasstus, Robert son of Gregory, Robert 
Bibois, Wido of Rocca, Alexander of Tichesia. 
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Charter of Earl William granting to Keynsham Abbey Brasted church (Kent) 
(1166/7-76; probably 1173/4-6) 
Bodl. Tanner MS. 223, fo. 46b (mod fol. ); Lambeth Palace MS. 1212, fos. 77- 
77b. (2 versions). Charters, No. 101 (p. 100) 

William Earl of Gloucester to all faithful in the holy church, Greetings. Be it 
known to you all that for the honour of God I have given and have granted and by 
this my present charter have confirmed to the church of the Blessed Mary and Saint 
Peter of Keynsham and the canons regular there in the service of God, for the 
salvation of the soul of Robert my son and my mother and father and those of my 
wife and my children, and my ancestors in perpetual and free alms, the church of 
Brasted with lands and tithes and with recently cultivated land which was given to 
the church of Brasted in the time of Master Thervei [Hervei] my chaplain, and with 
all things appurtenant to the same church in so much as the rights to the advowson 
and the demesne lands appurtenant. Wherefore I wish that the said canons of 
Keynsham shall have and possess the aforementioned church rightly and in peace, 
freely and quietly, honourably and wholly with all its appurtenances. 

Witnessed by Roger Bishop of Worcester, Bartholomew Bishop of Exeter, Hamel 
Abbot of Gloucester, Adam Abbot of Evesham, Conan Abbot of Margam, Baldwin 
Abbot of Forde, Andrew Abbot of Wigmore, Peter Prior of Bath, Stephen Prior of 
Taunton, Simon Archdeacon of Worcester, Gilbert, chaplain, Countess Hawisia of 
Gloucester, Richard of Cardiff formerly steward, Hamo of Valoignes constable, 
Robert of Meisy, Alexander of Munford, Roger Withars, John St Loe, Simon of 
Cardiff, Reginald son of Simon, Gilbert of Aumari, Henry Crast, William son of 
Gregory and Robert his brother. 

Charter of Earl William granting to Keynsham Abbey land outside the north 
gate of Winchester (Hants) (1166/7-83) 

BM Harley MS. 1761, fo. 33b. Charters, No. 102 (p. 102) 

William, Earl of Gloucester to his stewards and barons and all his French, English 
and Welsh men, Greetings. Know ye that I, out of pious and charitable intent, for 
the salvation of my soul, and Hawisia my wife and Robert my son, and my other 
children, and my ancestors, gave in pure and perpetual alms to the church of the 
Blessed Mary and the Blessed Peter of Keynsham and the canons there in regular 
life, all my lands of Winchester which I had there outside the north gate between 
the wall of the city and the abbey of Hyde. Wherefore I wish and firmly order that 
they hold and possess it freely and quietly with all secular service and secular tolls 
excepting only my hospitality whenever I come to Winchester. 

Witnesses: Countess Hawisia my wife, Hamon of Valoignes, Odo of Tichesia and 
Alexander his brother, Gilbert Dalmari, Robert Bibois, Robert of Unfraville, Pagan 
of Turberville, William Morin and Robert Morin his brother, Alexander of Ros, 
Robert of Breteill son of the Earl of Leicester, David the chaplain, Bartholomew of 
Saint Maur, Richard of Insula, Roger Pincerna, John of St Neth, Galfrid Crocam, 
Osbert the clerk. 

Charter of Earl William granting to Keynsham Abbey land as in no. 102 and 
property within Winchester (Hants) (1166/7-83) 

BM Harley MS. 1761, fo. 37. Charters, No. 103 (p. 102) 

William Earl of Gloucester to his stewards and barons and all his French and 
English men, Greetings. Know ye that I, out of pious and charitable intent for the 
salvation of my soul and Hawisia my wife and Robert my son and my other children 
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and my ancestors, gave in pure and perpetual alms to the church of the Blessed 
Mary and the Blessed Peter of Keynsham and the canons there in regular life, all 
my lands in Winchester which I had outside the north gate between the city wall and 
the abbey of Hyde. Moreover I gave to the said canons within the wall of the city, 
lands there which Galfrid the burgess held of the Earl Robert my father and of me 
twenty shillings of rent annually in the great town next to the house of Thomas 
Oysun on the south part of the same town. Wherefore I wish and firmly order that 
the said canons shall have and possess the aforementioned lands freely and quietly 
with all secular service and secular tolls, excepting only the tenement of the heirs of 
the said Galfrid the burgess of lands within the city by rent of twenty shillings and 
excepting my hospitality in land outside the wall of Winchester at my cost in all 
things so that neither in rebuilding nor repairing should they have to expend 
anything. 

Witnesses: Countess Hawisia my wife, Hamon of Valoignes, Odo of Tichesia and 
Alexander his brother, Gilbert of Almary, Robert Byboys, Robert of Umfraville, 
Pagan of Tuberville, Gilbert Morin and Robert his brother, Alexander of Ros, 
Robert of Bretoill, David the chaplain, Master Ernisio, Osbert the clerk, 
Bartholomew of Saint Maur. 

Charter of Earl William granting to Keynsham Abbey quittance from tolls, 
immunity from secular service, and legal privileges (1166/7-83) 

BAO, 'The Little Red Book of Bristol', fo. 183b; The Little Red Book of 
Bristol, ed. Francis B. Bickley (2 vols., Bristol and London, 1900), ii. 216. 
Charters, No. 104 (p. 103) 

William Earl of Gloucester to his stewards and barons and bailiffs and all French 
and English and Welsh men, Greetings. Know ye that for the safety of my lord the 
king and for the salvation of my soul and my father and mother and my wife the 
countess and Robert my son and my other children, I have granted and by this my 
charter have confirmed to the church of the Blessed Mary and the Blessed Paul of 
Keynsham and the canons there in the regular life quittance from all things in my 
Norman, English and Welsh lands in sea and in land, within towns and without, in 
markets and fairs, and tolls in all places and of things, of transport and all customs 
and suits and secular fines. And all freedoms and customs to them I have given and 
conceded which I myself have for my lord's altar and my own particular work. 
And I prohibit anybody in all my lands from demanding any secular service or 
customary dues from them and I order that my steward and my bailiffs should 
protect them and all their property and possessions. They should maintain them in 
pleas and suits in the hundreds and in the counties and in all places which I founded 
in pure charity for the Grace of God. And I will and order that the aforenamed 
canons should keep their liberties and the aforesaid immunities fully and wholly 
forever. 

Witnesses: Hamon of Valoignes, Reginald son of Simon, Robert Bibois, Gilbert de 
Aumari, Robert of Umframville, Pagan of Turberville, Odo of Tichesia and 
Alexander his brother, Alexander of Ros. 

Other Grants 

Charters, No. 231, p. 171 Grant by Earl William to Keynsham Abbey of a saltpan 
with land and revenues at Wick (unidentified). Dugdale, Monasticon, vi. 453. 

Charters, No. 232, p. 172 Grant by Earl William to Keynsham Abbey of Holy 
Sepulchre and St. John the Baptist churches, Burford, with the chapel of Fulbrook 
(Oxon), the churches of Pimperne (Dorset), Littleton (Som. ), St Werburgh 
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(Bristol), and the chapel of St Peter, Soulbury (? Bucks). Dugdale, Monasticon, 
vi. 453. 

Charters, No. 233, p. 172 Grant by Earl William to Keynsham Abbey of 
undesignated nature. PR 30 Henry II, 111. 

Charters, No. 234, p. 172 Confirmation by Countess Isabel, 1189-1217 to 
Keynsham Abbey of Earl William's grants? Dugdale, Monasticon, vi. 453. 

Charters, No. 235, p. 172 Confirmation by Earl Amaury, 1200-c. 1213 to 
Keynsham Abbey of Earl William's grant. Ibid. 

Charters, No. 237, p. 172 Grant by Count John to Jordan La Warre 1189-1199 of 
Brislington (Som. ) except for the count's forest, at the request and with the assent 
of Countess Isabel. PRO C. 52112/6, no. 3 

Charter of confirmation of King Edward II, 1318. Translated from Weaver 
1907,60. 

Edward, by the grace of God, King of England, Lord of Ireland and Duke of 
Aquitaine, to all those whom these present letters shall come, Greetings. A charter 
of inspection and confirmation which Gilbert de Clare, formerly Earl of Gloucester 
and Hertford made to God and the church of the Blessed Mary of Keynsham and the 
canons regular in the service of God there. 

Gilbert de Clare, Earl of Gloucester and Hertford, to all his men, both English and 
Welsh, Greetings in God. Let it be known to all, that for the salvation of my soul 
and of Isabella my wife, for all my ancestors and successors, I have granted and by 
this present charter have confirmed to God and the church of the Blessed Mary of 
Keynsham and the canons regular there in the service of God, all gifts and grants 
and confirmations made by my grandfather, the Lord William, Earl of Gloucester, 
and Almarico the earl in the same places, and of Countess Isabella, my 
grandmother, that is to say that which the aforesaid canons have and hold and 
possess freely, quietly and peacefully, fully and completely; the whole manor of 
Keynsham with churches and chapels and all things appurtenant to the same church, 
and with the service of Robert de Aumari, and all other things appurtenant to the 
said manor in wood, in meadow, in arable and pasture, in waters and ponds, in 
fisheries and fishing, in mills, ways and byways, and all other places with all things 
and freedoms and customary freedoms appurtenant to the same manor. That is with 
the in-hundred and out-hundred the vill of Chewton with all its appurtenances, the 
vill of Charlton with all its appurtenances, Stokewode and Stokton with all its 
appurtenances, and the vill of Filton with all wood and all its appurtenances, the 
which are parts of the manor of Keynsham. And in Buthestoke seven pounds and 
ten shillings worth of land. 

We also granted and confirmed to the aforesaid canons the whole manor of 
Marshfield, with the hundred and all appurtenances, freedoms and customary 
liberties appurtenant to the same manor in wood and meadow, arable and pasture, 
waters and ponds, fishing and fisheries, mills, ways and by-ways, and all other 
places with all things appurtenant the same manor except the tenure of Gilbert of 
Thurbervile and Guarin of Marshfield and except the advowson of the church. 
Furthermore we granted and confirmed to the same canons the gardens of Bristol 
barton together with gardens and tenements which it has, and six shillings and 
sixpence worth of land in Berehull. beyond the Fair Ditch, between the garden 
which my grandfather held, and the river Avon, and all rents of pepper and cumin, 
which my grandparents held at Bristol, both within and without the town, and 
several parcels of land which are of my honour beyond the Avon bridge, at the head 
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of the bridge, above the road which descends to the Avon, and six shillings worth 
of land in Thornbury of the gift of Richard Swift, and four shillings of land of the 
gift of Thomas of Baius in Backwell. 

Furthermore I granted and confirmed to the said canons all the land which my 
grandparents held at Winchester outside the north gate, between the wall and the 
abbey of Hyde, and within the city gate, all the land which Galfrid the burgess held 
of the Earl William my grandfather, in the great town, next to the house of Thomas 
Orson, in the south of the town, rendering 20 shillings annually. And at 
Petersfield, a new mill which William de Aumari holds, and one burgage in 
Petersfield which likewise William holds. I also granted and confirmed to the said 
canons all the lands which they have in Mapuldurham, of the gift of Richard of 
Cardiff, and all the tenement of Hugo of Ditcham, which they have of the gift of 
Earl Almarico, and one and a half burgages in Petersfield. I also granted and 
confirmed to the said canons four virgates of land and six acres in Mapuldurham, 
namely of the new assart in Nutstead. And furthermore nineteen acres in the assart 
of Mapuldurham; namely six acres in the assart of Nutstead next to the land of the 
Abbot of Durford against the south, and twelve acres in the assart of Tacle, next to 
the holdings of the charter of the lady Countess Iswyfrae my grandmother, of which 
the canons have of the said four virgates of land and six acres, and of the said 
nineteen acres. I also granted one hundred sheep in my pasture of Mapledurham 
with all my demesnes, and twelve cows, and peaceful pannage for twenty pigs in 
my woods. Furthermore I granted and confirmed to the said canons all the land 
which they have in Mapuldurham of the gift of Master Sampson, with all the 
service of Theoldi, the same as is contained and made in the charter of Master 
Sampson. 

I also granted and confirmed to the same canons, one mark of rent at Brasted, for a 
light in the church of Keynsham, namely nine shillings of the tithes of of Brasted, 
and all other rents of the same vill sufficient to make up the said mark. 

I also granted and confirmed to the same canons in pure and perpetual free alms at 
Newport in Wales, my fisheries and all my fishings of Usk and the eel baskets of 
my ponds of Newport, and the garden which is beneath the mill of the castle on the 
north, and one messuage there, and one acre at the same messuage appurtenant to 
the same, and the land which is held by Goscelin Prentut with its appurtenances. 
And in Cardiff one burgage of Goye, and all of John son of Baldwin, and all the 
park of Rumney, with all the fisheries and fishings of the river of Rumeya, and 
each of the ponds of Raz with the mill, and the great pond beneath the Ribur to the 
west, and all the 'landas' of Raz, and all the forest of Rybur, in the same free and 
peaceful way that my grandfather Earl William once held, except gifts already made 
etc. 

I also granted and confirmed to the said canons, for their sustenance, a number of 
advowsons and lordships appurtenant; all churches which Earl William my 
grandfather gave the canons; namely in Bristol the church of St Mary, and St 
Werburghs, and the church of St Sepulchre, and the church of St John the Baptist in 
Burford, with the chapel of Fulbroke, and all its other appurtenances, and the 
church of Eltham, and the church of Littleton, and the chapel of St Peter of 
Sulbury, and the church of Brasted and the church of Pimpre, and the church of 
Hardington, the gift of William son of Henry, and all and singular its 
appurtenances. 

Furthermore I granted and confirmed to the said canons that wherever in my fee 
there shall be mast, in the Honor of Gloucester they shall have quiet pannage for 
two hundred swine. 
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Furthermore I granted and confirmed together with the freedoms which the same 
canons have in Keynsham, and Marshfield, that wherever they have or will have 
lands and possessions in the Honour of Gloucester, they shall have a court of all 
pleas and transgressions which happen on land. And if any of their tenants behave 
feloniously or forfeit their life in pleas outside the same court, their lands and 
chattels shall remain to the same canons as appurtenant to me and my heirs, and all 
emendations and emeliorations which are in the aforesaid fee as far as are pertinent 
to me, both in lands and in waters, mills, fishing and fisheries and an all things, 
granted freely and without burden. Furthermore I granted and confirmed that the 
chaplains and clerks and all of the familia, may buy and sell in all towns, markets 
and fairs, and in all lands in the Honor of Gloucester, wheresover they wish, 
peacefully and without customs and without tolls. 

Morevover, I granted and confirmed to the said canons all the salt-pans with lands 
and rents and all other things appurtenant to the same which they have of the gift of 
the said Earl William in Wick. 

This on the one hand, all the said in churches, in lands, free rents and free customs 
and all other things aforesaid, I granted and confirmed to the said canons, that they 
have and hold, and possess in pure and perpetual and free alms just as freely and 
quietly as men of religion need possess, and freely and quietly possess other powers 
against men either to conceive or give to understand, that no man shall be 
answerable to or shall be owed any secular service. 

Furthermore I granted and confirmed to the said canons all donations and 
confirmations in lands and rents and in all other things, made and done, both of 
knights' and all fees of the Honor of Gloucester, that the same canons shall quietly 
possess all collations and conferrals, to have freely in pure and perpetual alms. 

All the said possessions and libeerties I granted and confirmed to the church of 
Keynsham, for the pure love of God, and I order my heirs and successors to 
conserve and maintain all the possessions and freedoms of the church of Keynsham, 
which I granted and confirmed out of the pure love of God, commended to the 
cause of God. And in order that this my grant and confirmation shall remain firm 
forever, I have placed my seal to this present script and grant. 

These were witnesses: Nicholas Poinz the steward, Thomas Malemayns, William 
of Hobrugge, James of Wabadun, Roger of Clare, Thomas of Gravenel, Michael of 
Fossa, Robert of Stonebridge, Roland of Geneuray, Robert Sorel, Nicholas the 
chaplain of Spinevile, Guy the chamberlain, William son of Walter de Bureford. 

We have confirmed offerings, grants etc, however. Witnessed by Ourself at 
Westminster the fifth day of January in the eleventh year of Our reign. 

NOTE: Berehulle lay north of the meadow called Wainbrook Mead, which is 
placed outside Lawford's Gate. Wainbrook was part of the demesne pastures of the 
barton of Bristol (BRS 21,427) 
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APPENDIX 7 

Exchequer and other records detailing the hundred of Keynsham, in the Public 
Record Office, London, and elsewhere. Published. This list is not exhaustive 
and omits most records of presentations, and minor references. 

1176 (16 March). Letter from Pope Alexander to Roger Bishop of Worcester. 
Authority to establish, for the salvation of his relatives and especially of Robert his 
nephew, a house of canons regular in the diocese of Bath, which is now vacant, in 
the church of Keynsham. The church is in the bishop's patrimony, and he has long 
held it in his own hands (Bodleian Tanner MS 3, No. 9823, printed in Cheney 
(1980), 329). 

1189-1191. Stanton Prior: Confirmation by Reginald Bishop of Bath, of pensions 
from churches: 4 shillings from Corston and 8 shillings from Stanton Prior (SRS 
1974,16). 

1204-05. Roger son of Abel claimant, and the Abbot of Keynsham, tenant for 4 
virgates of land in Stocton. Roger quitclaimed, and the abbot gives him 6 marks 
(SRS 6,22). 

1205-06. At Westminster in the Octave of the Trinity: between Roger son of Abel, 
claimant; and William, Abbot of Keinesham, tenent; for two virgates of land in 
Stoctun. John Aumari was called to warrant by the said abbot who came and 
warranted. Roger quitclaimed to the abbot and his successors all his right in the 
land; for this the abbot gave him 2 marks of money. And be it known the abbot 
conceded to John all the said land, to be held for the life of John by the free service 
of five (marks) per annum, rendered at Michaelmas. And after the decease of John, 
the said land shall revert to the abbot or his successors (SRS 6,23). 

1208. The abbey is vacant (CCR 1204-24,107., Weaver 1907,31). 

1215 (15 January). Election of Richard, formerly chamberlain of the abbey, as 
abbot (CCR 1204-24,187., Weaver 1907,31). 

1215 (22 June). Perambulations ordered in the neighbourhood of Keynsham and 
Brislington to discover what chases there belonged to the king and which to 
Geoffrey de Mandeville in right of his wife (CCR, 216). 

1217. Order that Gallows Wood and the Forest of Keynsham should be handed 
over to Gilbert, Earl of Gloucester ( CR 334b, op cit Weaver 1907). 

1226. At Westminster in the Octave of Hillary; between Richard Abbot of 
Keynsham, claimant and Robert Aumary, tenant, for 4 hides of land in Ubbelegh. 
A duel in arms was waged and fought between them in court. Robert also condeded 
that the abbot should have 20 pigs in the wood free of pannage; and further Robert 
quitclaimed to the abbot all his right in 4 virgates of land in Stocton and Filton, and 
besides Robert gave the abbot 20 marks (SRS 6,48). 

1226 (25 December). William son of John of Harptree, John of Reyny, Jordan 
Oliver and William of Draycote are assigned justiciars at the assize of the last 
presentation of the church of Clopton, held at Tefford in the Octave of Hillary, in 
which William son of Arthur claims against the Abbot of Keynsham. Witnessed by 
the king at Reading (CPR 1225-32,154., SRS 6,62). 
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1227 (4 March). At Ilchester in the morrow of the Octave of Ash Wednesday; 
between William son of William son of Arthur of Clopton claimant; and Richard, 
Abbot of Keynsham, deforciant; for the advowson of the church of Clopton. Assize 
of last presentation was summoned. The abbot acknowledged the advowson to be 
the right of William and besides he conceded and quit claimed to William and his 
heirs half a virgate of land in the same vill which William Coleman held with his 
family and belongings, and all the grove called Muk.. ling, and three acres and a 
half of meadow in Northmede towards the east, and also the abbot quitclaimed for 
himself and his successors to William all easements, husbote and haybote, which he 
had in the wood of William of Clopton and common of pasture for four oxen and 
two cows which he had with his demesne oxen and cows, and mast for ten pigs 
which he had in the wood of William of Clopton, and pasture for one hundred 
sheep which he had as well in the hills as in other uncultivated feeding ground in 
the manor of Clopton. For this William gave the abbot 15 marks, and also 
conceded to the abbot the first presentation to the said church; but that after the 
decease of the clerk so presented, the advowson and right to the presentation shall 
remain to William and his heirs. (SRS 6,62). 

1227 (April). At Wylton in the Quinzaine of Easter, between Peter, Abbot of 
Teukesbiry, claimant, and Richard Abbot of Keynsham; for the advowson of the 
church of Burnett. The Abbot of Keynsham acknowledged the advowson to be the 
right of the Abbot of Teukesbiry and quitclaimed the same. And the Abbot of 
Teukesbiry conceded that he and his successors should render annually to the Abbot 
of Keynsham 50 shillings sterling at Keynsham within the Quinzaine of 
Michaelmas. And the Abbot of Tewkesbiry conceded that if he or his successors 
should default, the Abbot of Keynsham may distrain the chattels and land of the 
Abbot of Teukesbiry at Burnet for the full payment of the 50 shillings (SRS 6,59). 

1229. Somerset. Hugo de Perers deputises for Laurence of Saint Maur against the 
Abbot of Keynsham concerning one virgate of land in Pebbelewe (CCR 1231-34, 
246). 

1230. Dorset. Richard Abbot of Keynesham deputises for John of Keynesham 
versus Robert Aumary and Johanna his wife of a quarter part of the manor of 
Essemere (CCR 1231-34,389., Weaver 1907,31). 

1230. Dorset. Nicholaus Malemeins deputises for Robert Malemeins and Ralph 
Cotun against the Abbot of Keynehsam plaintiff, for the manor of Uppingburn' with 
its appurtenances (CCR 1230,393). 

1231. Gloucestershire. William de Putot deputises for Robert Joye against Richard 
Abbot of Keynesham, holder, for 11 acres of land and 3 shillings of rent and half a 
pound of pepper in Upton, and 10 acres of land in Oldiand, and 10 acres of land in 
Hanham, and 10 acres of land and 4 acres of meadow in Betton (CCR 1231,596). 

1232. William, son of Arthur and Hawysia his wife, claims against Richard, Abbot 
of Keynsham concerning the last presentation of the chapel of Publow (SRS 6, 
182., CPR 1225-32,520). 

1232. Gloucester. Richard Abbot of Keynsham deputises for John of Keynsham 
and Roger of Winefeld against Alured of Marshfield of customs etc, in Marshfield 
(CCR 1232,149). 

1233 (19 July). At Westminster. To Peter the treasurer. Contrabreve to cause 
10,000 hurdles (clelas) and 200 gangways (pontes) to be made, out of the issues of 
the lands of the Earl of Gloucester, which are in his custody, in the king's wood of 
Furches and in the coppices (brulliis) of Keinesham and other of the earl's woods in 
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those parts in his custody, so that the king shall have them ready in the Quinzaine of 
the Assumption (CLR 1226-40,225). 

1233. For the Abbot of Keynsham. The king has granted his royal assent and 
favour to the election of brother John, Prior of Keynsham, in the abbey of the same 
place, vacant and in the hands of the king, the lands of the custodianship of the 
heirs of Gilbert, formerly Earl of Gloucester and Hertford. And it is ordered; to 
Peter de Rivall because he is in control of the aforesaid abbey, that he should make 
to have full seisin. Witnessed by the king at Abergavenny, 7 September etc. And 
it is ordered to the soldiers and freemen and all the other tenants of the aforesaid 
abbey that they should consider him as their elected master in all things, attaching 
and answering at the court. Witnessed as above (CCR 1233,265). 

1234. It is ordered to the Constable of Bristol that he should deliver to Eleanor 5 
goats of the underwood of Keynsham, from the king's gift. The king is witness as 
above. By John, Bishop of Bath (CCR 1234). 

1234. For the Abbot of Keynsham. The king grants to the Abbot and Convent of 
Keynsham that he and his successors shall have for ever a market at their manor of 
Marshfield, weekly on Tuesdays, and that they shall have there forever a fair once a 
year of three days' duration; namely on the eve, the day and the day following St 
Oswald the Martyr, except if the market and fair be a nuisance to markets and fairs 
in neighbouring towns. And it is granted that thenceforth, the said abbot and 
convent shall have, by the king's charter in the county of Gloucester to make and 
have, and claim fully in the county of the market and fair, just as is aforesaid. 
Witnessed above. For the justice (CCR 1234,369). 

1234. Of the market of Marshfield - Whereas the lord king accepts by inquisition 
that the fair thereof is a nuisance, that the market of Marshfield, which the Abbot of 
Keynsham has there injures the market of Bristol, the king orders the Earl of 
Gloucester that the market is withdrawn and not permitted (CCR 1234,499). 

16 August. Because the king has learnt that the market at Mersfeld, which the 
Abbot of Keynsham held there, was hurtful to the market at Bristol, the Sheriff of 
Gloucester is ordered to forbid its being held (CPR 1231-34,369). 

1234 (17 August). One hundred shillings fine for above refunded (CPR 1231-34, 
502). 

1234. For the Abbot of Keynsham. It is ordered to the Sheriff of Somerset, of a 
demand made to the abbey of Keynsham by summons to the king's treasury of one 
hundred shillings, that the same abbot has made an end with his lord the king, for a 
market at Marshfield, and he should put it in respect of 15 days from St Michael's 
day in the 18th year. Witnesses as above. By Walter de Ralegh (CCR 1234,502). 

1237. Hubert of Burge, Bishop of Limerick manages to procure restitution of 
Keynsham's spiritual holdings from John of Bineford, canon and proctor: churches 
of Rathgel (Rathkeale), Rathfergus (Kilfergus), Mayntaueney (Moy Tawnagh or 
Mahoonagh), Mayryne (Kiltennan), Browry (Bruree), Culballysiward 
(Howardstown? ), Karracnesy (Caherhenesy, Rathkeale), Mayne, Moymolcally, 
Orosse (Iveruss), and Doundouenolde (Black Book of Limerick 51,75; op cit 
Westropp 1903,29). 

1238. For the Abbot of Keynsham, of his wood of Isingrave. Order that Hugh of 
Vivon, Constable of Bristol will permit the Abbot of Keynsham to have his wood 
and the underwood surrounding at Isingrave in such state as he had in the time of 
King Richard and King John and all his predecessors. By Master Simon the 
Norman (CCR 1237-42,93). 
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1241. Roger Whyteng surrendered to the Abbot of Keynsham all claim to the 
manor of Winkfield (Wiltshire) (FF Wilts 1195-1272,31). 

1242. Adam of Greinville, Lord of Southwick (in North Bradley) granted to the 
Abbot of Keynsham common in Adam's Heath, called Cokmersdon, and in all the 
common belonging to the manor of Southwick (Winkfield) (CP Henry III 25(1). 

1242. William, Chamberlain of Keynsham is elected Abbot of St Augustine's, 
Bristol (CCR 1237-42,458). 

1243 (13 October). At Westminster in the Quinzaine of St Michael; between 
William of Holecumb, claimant; and John, Abbot of Keynsham, tenent, for a 
moiety of the manor of Holecumb, except seven ferlings and 47 acres of land, and 4 
messuages, 3 shillings of rent and 2 mills, and the advowson of the chapel of the 
same manor. William quit claimed all his rights to the abbot. For this the abbot 
gave William 19 marks. (Enclosed). Nicholas son of Michael put in his claim. 
(SRS 6,111). 

1243 (26 January). At Ilchester in the Octave of the Purification; between Henry 
son of Reginald, claimant, and the Abbot of Keynsham, tenent, for half a hide of 
land in Henton (Hinton Blewitt). Henry quitclaimed to the abbot; for this the abbot 
gave him 20 shillings sterling. (SRS 6,122). 

1249. For the Abbot of Keynesham; Wheras, by manifest discussion before the 
itinerant justices of the king in a forest plea, the said abbot should have his dogs [ad 
wulpes et lepores] in the king's chase outside Bristol and pasture in his own wood as 
in old days. Order that the king's constable outside Bristol, saving the king's beasts 
and pasture (cancelled) should permit the same abbot to have his dogs there in the 
said chase, as aforesaid, and pasture in the same wood as in olden days. Witnessed 
by the king at Clarendon, 20 February (CCR 1247-51,142). 

1249. The Constable of Bristol Castle is accused of extortion in connection with 
herbage in John le Warre's wood of Brislington (CCR 1242-47,444., Ellacombe 
1881,166). 

1249. At Ilchester in the three weeks of St John Baptist; between Richard de 
Aumary, querent; and Peter, Abbot of Keynsham, deforciant; for common of 
fishery which Richard demanded in the water of Avon. The abbot conceded that 
Richard and his heirs may fish in a certain place of the said water called sleping; 
namely from opposite the mill which John Bayland once held, without contradiction 
or impediment from the abbot or his successors; for this Richard gave the abbot 40 
shillings sterling. (SRS 6,145). 

1250. Pledge of 5 acres of meadow in Eastmore (Wales) called Stokecroft, a rent 
of 2d reserved to the Earl of Gloucester and Abbot of Keynsham (Cardiff Records, 
157). 

1250 (January). Grant in free alms by Richard Aumari of Keynsham with the 
consent of Lucy his wife and heirs, to God and the hospital of St John Baptist, Bath, 
and the brothers and sisters serving God there, of all his meadow of Smalemede in 
the manor of Keynsham, of which one end extends along the meadow which 
belonged to Richard of the Slade and the other towards the Avon, also of all his 
meadow called Wikemede at Nutherwike which is called Whatamanneswike. To be 
held freely. Warranty; quittance of suit of his court and of other courts; hundreds 
and shires, and of all royal service and other exactions, etc. 
Sealing Witnesses: William, Abbot of St Augustine's, Bristol, Thomas, Prior of 
Bath, Master Henry Tesson, Precentor of Wells, Henry, Treasurer of Wells, 
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William, Rector of Chew, Sir William Focam, knight, Nicholas of Littleton, Philip 
Skither (Medieval Deeds of Bath and District, 1974,50). 

1251-1257. Grant in free alms by Richard Aumari of Keynsham, with the consent 
of Lucy his wife and his heirs, to God and the hospital of St John the Baptist in 
Bath, and the brothers and sisters serving God there, of all his meadow of 
Smalemede in the manor of Keynsham, of which one end extends along the meadow 
which belonged to Richard of the Slade and the other towards the bank of the Avon, 
also of all his meadow called Wikemede at Neotherwike which is called 
Whattemanneswik', and also of 1 acre of meadow in the meadow of Bereford next 
on the eastern side of the meadow which William Cocus sometime held, whose 
northern end turns along the acre of meadow of la Woghepole and which measures 
3 perches in width at the northern end and 5 perches in width at the southern end. 
To be held freely. Warranty: as above. 

Witnesses: Thomas, Prior of Bath, Henry of London, Treasurer of Wells, Sir 
William Focam, knight, Geoffrey of the Wik', Nicholas of Littleton, Robert Chew, 
Philip Skithers etc (Medieval Deeds of Bath and District. SRS 1974). 

1256. At Ilchester in a month of St John Baptist, between Peter, Abbot of 
Keynsham, querent; and Richard of Howelle and Agnes his wife, and John son of 
Adam and Isolda his wife, impediments; for a messuage in Bristol. Plea of 
warranty of deed was summoned. Richard and Agnes, John and Isolda, 
acknowledged the rights of the abbot as by their gift, to hold of them and the heirs 
of Agnes and Isolda in frankalmoin; and they warranted against all men. For this 
the abbot gave them 40 shillings sterling. (SRS 6,160). 

1256. At Bath in the five weeks of St John Baptist; between Peter, Abbot of 
Keynsham querent, and Bartholomew of Eninesbergi for this; that Bartholomew 
should do suit at the hundred of the Abbot of Keynsham. Bartholomew conceded 
that in future he would do suit at the hundred twice a year; namely at the next 
hundred after the feast of St Michael, and the next after Easter, and besides he 
conceded that he would do suit at the hundred whenever the king's writ was to be 
pleaded there, or a thief was to be tried. For this the abbot quit claimed to 
Bartholomew all arrears, and the damages which he was said to have suffered by the 
non-performance of the said suit, to the day this concord was made. (SRS 6,168). 

1256. At Bath in the five weeks of St John Baptist; between Bartholomew of 
Eynesbergh and Isabella his wife, querents; and Peter, Abbot of Keynsham, 
deforciant; for common of pasture which Bartholomew and Isabella demanded to 
have in Keynsham, namely in a certain meadow called Stodham. The abbot 
acknowledged and conceded that in future Bartholomew and Isabella should have 
common for all their cattle in the said meadow after the hay is carried; for this they 
conceded that in future they would do suit at the hundred of the Abbot of Keynsham 
twice yearly, namely at the next hundred after the feast of St Michael and the next 
after Easter; and besides they conceded that they would henceforth do suit at the 
said hundred whenever the king's writ was there pleaded, or a thief to be tried. 

(Endorsed). Richard de Clare, Earl of Gloucester put in his claim. (SRS 6,168). 

1256 (13 July). At Bristol. To the Sheriff of Gloucester. Contrabreve to pay 5 
marks without delay to the Abbot of Kaynesham to buy a silver cup of the king's 
gift to reserve (imponendum) the body of Christ above the high altar in the 
conventual church of Kaynsham (CLR 1251-60,311). 

1259 (26 January). At Westminster in the Octave of the Purification, between John 
of St Lo, querent; and Peter, Abbot of Keynsham, deforciant; for the advowson of 
the church of Pubbelowe. Assize of the last presentation was summoned. John 
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acknowledged the right of the abbot and quitclaimed to him. For this the abbot 
gave John one sore sparrow hawk (SRS 6,182). 

1268. Walter de Lacton and Gunnora his wife claim against the Abbot of 
Keynsham concerning the advowson of the churches of Ineskefty and Kilculgin 
(Plea Roll (Ireland), I, 32). 

1268. Final concord between the Abbot of Keynsham and John St Lo. John 
recognised the abbot's rights to the manor of Winkfield (Wiltshire) (CP Henry III, 
25(1). 

1270. The Abbot of Keynsham has quit of common summons before the justices in 
the forest pleas in the county of Wiltshire (CCR 1268-72,248). 

1271. Robert Abbot of Keynsham came before the court of the king on the day of 
the Ascension of our Lord and pleaded for one messuage, one virgate of land, four 
acres of meadow, and eight acres of wood of the same abbot in Marshfield [sibi 
replegiari], which is in the hands of the king during a default which the same abbot 
has before the royal court of the king's justices of banco versus John son of Thomas 
de la Pirie, as recited (CCR 1268-72,412). 

1275 (14 November). Taunton Assize. The Assize comes to recognise whether 
John le Warr and Roger his son and Robert of Wyk unjustly etc disseised the Abbot 
of Keynsham of his common of pasture in Bristleton which belongs to his free 
tenement in Keynsham after the first etc, whereof he complains that they have 
disseised him of common in 300 acres of wood where he used to have common 
rights with all his beasts in all times of the year excepting pigs in the forbidden 
month. And John and the others did not come and Robert was attached by Nicholas 
of Kinewrexton and Richard. Now we, therefore they are in mercy. But one 
Gilbert of Cumbton' comes and answers as their bailiff and he says that if any 
injury has been done to him this is by one Alan of Plokenet and not by John and the 
others; he says further that King Henry, father of the present king in the time of the 
disturbance gave to Alan all the lands and tenements which were of John la Wane 
and in his time Alan did not permit the abbot to enter the common of the wood. 
Afterwards John, by the king's grant, had seisin of his lands and tenements and he 
did not permit the abbot to enter that common, wherefore he says that he did him no 
disseisin. 

And the abbot, by his attorney, says that before the time of the disturbance and 
afterwards and during it he was in seisin of that common until John (la Warre) and 
the others disseised him thereof and on this he puts himself on the assize. 

Therefore it is considered that the abbot shall recover his seisin against John and 
Robert and John and Robert are in mercy and the abbot is in mercy for a false claim 
against Roger. Damages 20 shillings all (paid) to the clerk (SRS 41,26 Roll 
No. 1227). 

1276 (2 June). At Windsor. Roger la Ware came before the king, on Thursday 
after Holy Trinity and sought to replevy his land and that of John la Ware in 
Bristleton, which was taken into the king's hands for their default in the court of 
Gilbert de Clare of Bristol against the Abbot of Keynesham (CCR 1272-79,424). 

1276. The king is in Keynsham, with letters patent, dated at Keynsham 17th and 
18th September, 1276 (CPR 1272-81,181). 

1276 (26 October). At Westminster. To Bartholomeu de Jeovene, Constable of 
Bristol Castle. Wheras the king learns by an inquistion that he caused to be taken 
when he was last at Bristol that the Abbot of Keynsham is entitled to fell trees in his 
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wood of Filwod, which is within the king's chases of Kingeswood, for his use 
without view of the foresters or regardors, and that he and his predecessors were 
wont to make their profit thereof in this manner heretofore; the king orders the 
constable to permit the abbot to make his profit of the said wood in form aforesaid, 
provided that the king's deer (fere) may enter and leave the wood as they have been 
wont to do heretofore (CCR 1272-79,312). 

1277 (24 October). At Shrewsbury. Commission of oyer and terminer to Walter of 
Heliun touching the appeal which Simon le White, of Bristelton, brings before the 
justices of the bench against Robert, Abbot of Keynsham, of mahem and breach of 
the peace, the said abbot being too infirm to travel to answer the said Simon before 
the said justices, with mandate to the said justices to send to the said Walter the 
record and process of the said appeal as far as pertain to the person of the said abbot 
with the original writ and other things belonging to the case. By Robert, Bishop of 
Bath and Wells, the chancellor (CPR 1272-81,245). 

1279-80. The Abbot of Keynsham was summoned before Salomon of Roff at the 
king's court of Somerton to show by what right he held the hundred of Keynsham. 
The abbot pleads that he has long held it: William of Gyselham claims it for the 
king. The jurors, however, afterwards come to Winchester and find that the abbot's 
claim is a right one (Placita de Quo Warranto, Edward I-III, 690., Weaver 1907, 
37). 

1280 (25 May). At Westminster. Licence for the Abbot and Convent of Keynsham 
to enclose with a stone wall a several pasture belonging to them near Keynsham, 
called Wynterleye, within the chace of Bristol, and to make it a rabbit warren (CPR 
1272-81,371). 

1285 (28 January). At Canterbury. To Peter de la Mare, Constable of Bristol 
Castle. Wheras lately, by reason of the breaking of the park of the Abbot and 
Convent of Keynesham, the king's deer entered the park, and the king, after the 
deer had been taken by him, granted licence to the abbot and convent to enclose the 
park, and some of the king's hinds and other deer are within the park; the king, 
granting to the abbot and convent any of his hinds or deer found in the park, orders 
the constable to permit the abbot to enclose his park and to have any such hinds and 
deer found within (CCR 1279-88,312). 

1285 (12 February). The Abbot of Keynesham acknowledges for himself and his 
successors, that he owes to Reymund of Rading, parson of the church of Stanton 
Dru, 60 marks; to be levied, in default of payment, of his lands and chattels (CCR 
1279-88,351). 

1286 (23 October). Association of Nicholas of Monte Forti in place of Richard of 
Heydon with Walter of Wimburn in a commission to enquire whether the Abbot of 
Keynsham was seized as of fee and in right of his church of St Mary, Keynsham of 
the fines for trespasses against the assign of bread and ale in the tithing of Saftford 
and the half-tithing of Farnebergh as appurtenant to his hundred of Keynsham, or 
whether as the sheriff asserts and the abbot denies, Gilbert de Clare, Earl of 
Gloucester and Hertford, was formerly seized thereof, surrendered them to the king 
before Salomon of Roff and his fellows, justices last in eyre at Wylton, as being 
amongst the liberties which the said earl had subtracted from the king within the 
said hundred. (CPR 1281-92,253., See also Hundred Rolls, temp Hen. III and 
Edw. I, vol ii, 136b (1818) and Placita de Quo Warranto, Edw, 690 - Weaver 
1907, p. 21). 

1294 (12 October). Protection with clause volumus for two years for Nicholas, 
Abbot of St Mary's, Keynsham, staying in England, nominating William of Spene 
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and Richard Fykeys his attorneys in Ireland for two years (CPR 1292-1301,98., 
Weaver 1907,19). 

1295. Henry of Capella puts John le Blond and William le Porter against the Abbot 
of Keynsham in a plea of the advowson of the church of Del Garth (Calendar of 
Justiciary Rolls [Ireland] 1295-1303,75). 

1295-96. Somerset inquisition. Brystelton. Half a fee held by the heir of John de 
la Ware. 
Saltford, Wynfred and Stok; Three and a half fees held by the heir of David 
Basset. 
Stocwod; One tenth fee held by the heir of John Hus'. 
Newente Pupplowe; One and a half fees held by the heir of John de St Lo. 
Stokwod; One eighth fee held by the Abbot of Keynesham (CIPM Edward I, Vol 
3,249). 

1300 (24 September). At Rose Castle. To the Abbot and Convent of Keynsham. 
Request that they will admit into their house Gilbert of Braconer, who has long and 
faithfully served the king, and whom the king has caused to be sent to them. And 
that they will find him for life the necessities of life, according to the requirements 
of his estate (CCR 1296-1302). 

1305-06. Richard of Rodenye versus Thomas of Baious for a moiety of the manor 
of Saftford and the advowson of the same manor (SRS 6,345). 

1306 (15 June). Licence for the alienation in mortmain by Nicholas of Chiltenham 
to the Abbot and Convent of Keynsham of four acres of meadow in Kaynesham 
(CPR 1301-07,443., Weaver 1907,21). 

1307 (15 October). At Northampton. The Abbots of Teukesbiry and Keynesham, 
the Priors of Walsingham, Angleseie County Cambridge and Tunbrigg' 
acknowledge that they owe to Henry de Lacy, Earl of Lincoln £1,333.6s. 8d to be 
levied, in default of payment, of their lands and chattels (CCR 1307-13,42). 

1308. Inspeximus by Robert, Prior of Bath, of a charter by Walter, Bishop of Bath 
and Wells, confirming to the monastery of Keynsham, the vicarage of the church of 
Keynsham, of which Thomas of Shawebyry was then vicar, also the four chapels of 
Charleton, Povelewe, Fylton and Brystelton, with the dwelling houses for the 
chaplains serving there. The Vicar of Keynsham to receive the lesser tithes, except 
those coming from the demesne of the said monastery, except also the oblations 
coming to the chapel of Cherleton on St Margaret's day and 3 days before and after, 
and except the oblations at the Oratory of Nywewyk built within the parish of 
Keynsham. The vicar to have every Sunday a bushel of corn, and another bushel 
for making consecrated bread and distribution amongst the parishoners of the 
mother church of Keynsham at the feast of Easter, and two bushels for making the 
consecrated bread and for the parishoners of the said four chaplains at the feast of 
Easter. The same vicar to have two cartloads of hay, one at Keynsham from the 
meadow called La Hamme, and the other at Fylton, and two cartloads of firewood. 
The vicar also to have in exchange for two acres, which were formerly held by the 
chaplain of Fylton, the cultivated land extending from the land of John Smalecomb 
to the land of Richard Cocus, and from the road to Fylton to the meadow called 
Stobbesmede, with an acre of arable land, called Garlaundesacre, which extends 
from the land of Adam of the Nupighate to the land of Gilbert Aumery the younger, 
and from the land of Roger Bolling to the road next the park. The said monks of 
Keynsham to provide for the refectory and the repair of the chancels, ornaments, 
and books in the said mother church and chapels. They shall also pay the 
procurations of the archdeacon yearly as accustomed in times past. The Sacristan of 
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Keynsham to minister the bread and wine to the vicar and his assistants to 
celebrating divine service in the parish church of Keynsham. 

Dated at Chyu, 29 March 1308. Date of Inspeximus 12 May 1308 (SRS 7,8,629., 
Weaver 1907,42). 

1310 (15 July). Licence for the alienation in mortmain by Gilbert Aumary, of 
Keynsham, to the Abbot and Convent of Keynsham of a messuage, 6 bovates of 
lands, 10 acres of meadow, 5 acres of wood, a moiety of 50 acres of pasture and 
heath, 5s. of rent and divers rents of 1 lb of pepper, 1 lb of cumin and a gillyflower 
in Heghe Luttleton by Palton with the advowson of the church of that place. (See 
also Inq ad quod damnum part i, p. 85) (CPR 1307-13,268., Weaver 1907,21). 

1313 (1 April). Licence at the instance of Gilbert de Clare, for the Abbot and 
Convent of Keynsham to acquire in mortmain lands and rents of the value of 100 
shillings a year (CPR 1307-13,565). 

1313 (13 August). Request to the Abbot of Keynesham, for the loan of 100 marks 
for the resistence of Scotch invasion (CCR 1313-18,69). 

1314 (6 May). At York. Licence for the alienation in mortmain to the Abbot and 
Convent of Keynsham by John of Britton of a messuage and a carucate of land in 
Stokwode by Keynsham, which is worth by the year 2 marks, as appears by an 
inquisition made by John Abel, escheator beyond the Trent, and returned into 
Chancery, in exchange for a messuage and a carucate of land in Oldelande, County 
Gloucester, which is worth by the year 20s as appears by the same inquisition, and 
also for 3s of rent and a rent of a moiety of 1 lb of pepper in the same town to be 
granted to him by the abbot and convent, in part satisfaction of 100s licence per 
year (CPR 1313-17,114). 

1314. Inquistion 9 October 8 Edward II. 
Keynsham: The abbey with the advowson of the church is (sic) held of the said earl 
[Gilbert de Clare, Earl of Gloucester and Hertford] in frankalmoin. 
Saltford: A moiety of the manor and the advowson of the church, held by Richard 
of Rodeney by service of half a knight's fee; and the other moiety held by the heirs 
of John Basset by service of half a knight's fee. 
Pobelewe: The manor held by John St Lo by service of one knight's fee. 
Brystleton: The manor held by John la Warre by service of 2 knights' fees (CIPM 
Edward II, 5,338). 

1314 (1 November). At Ramsey. Licence for the alienation in mortmain (of 1313 
licence) by William Wilbod of 1 messuage and 1 virgate of land in Leghton, by 
Peter atte Lane of 1 messuage and 10 acres of land, and by John Norreys of a 
messuage and 3 acres of land, of the fee of the Abbot of Keynsham, worth 15s. 4d 
per year (CPR 1313-17,197). 

1315 (4 January). At Langley. Licence (of the 1313 licence) for the alienation in 
mortmain to the Abbot and Convent of Keynsham by Andrew of Aldeburne, 
chaplain, of 2 messuages and 4 virgates of land in Suthampton Stapelford, held 
from the heirs of Hubert Huse, worth 15s by the year (CPR 1313-17,206). 

1317. Licence at the request of Hugh le Despenser the Younger for the Abbot and 
Convent of Keynsham to acquire in mortmain lands or rents to the value of 10 
marks a year (CPR 1317-21,4 8). 

1319 (13 January). Buckingham: Extent. Saturday the Feast of St Hilary, 12 
Edward II. Hameldon: The manor (extent given) whereof the Abbot of Keynesham 
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receives 2 marks' rent from the mill, and the advowson of the church (CIPM 
Edward II; 6,118). 

1320. Roger la Ware. Inquisition 30 September 14 Edward II. Bristlington. The 
manor (extent given) held for life, by the demise of John la Ware his son, of the 
honour of Gloucester, by homage and service of half a knight's fee. 
(CIPM Edward II; 6,148). 

1321 (25 May). Ireland. Inquisition Monday before the Ascension, 14 
Edward II. Inysskesty (alias Inskisty). The barony castel, (described) and a manor 
(full extent given with names of tenants) including lands in a field called Ratholly 
and at Kilreynagh, held of the king in chief by service of 40s whenever royal 
service is proclaimed. The Abbot of Keynesham has the rectory to his own use; 
and the presentation to the vicarage. Etc. (CIPM Edward II, 6,162). 

1321 (18 October). At the Tower of London. Licence for the alienation in 
mortmain by the Abbot and Convent of Dureford (Rogate, Sussex) to the Abbot and 
Convent of Keynsham of 40s of rent in Mapeldoreham and Winchester, in part 
satisfaction of 100s of land and rent licence (CPR 1321-24,29). 

1322 (17 May). The bishop appropriates the church of High Littleton to the Abbot 
of Keynsham, except the bishop's right to award a vicarial endowment and to 
institute vicars, and saving to the bishop and the cathedral their 'pontificale' and 
'cathedrale' and all the archdeacon's rights. Losses were the tithes of Chewstoke, 
lost on award, and damage to their Irish and Welsh property by raids and murrain 
(SRS 1,178). 

1324 (22 August). At Westminster in the Octave of St John Baptist; between 
Geoffrey le Leche of Keynesham and William of the Grene, querents, by John of 
Coumbe in the place of Geoffrey; and Walter of Compton Dauno, chaplain, 
deforciant; for a messuage, 12 bovates of land and 14 acres of wood in Compton 
Dauno. Walter acknowledged the right of William and quitclaimed to Geoffrey and 
William and the heirs of William. For this Geoffrey and William gave Walter £10 
(SRS 12,99). 

1324 (2 March). Appropriation by John, Bishop of Bath and Wells with the consent 
of the chapters of Bath and Wells, to Nicholas Abbot of Keynsham and the convent 
of the Order of St Augustine, founded by William Earl of Gloucester, of the parish 
church of Heglhington whereof they are patrons, in consideration of their loss by 
fraud and oppression of great tithes at Stoke in the parish of Chew assigned to them 
at the foundation of their house, also (by default of their trusted counsel, by their 
simplicity, and by the lordship of the then archbishop their adversary therein) of 12 
marks yearly pension from the church of Bradestok' in Canterbury diocese anciently 
granted to augment their kitchen, and damage by mortality of cattle, barrenness of 
lands and floods of waters; reserving to the Archdeacon of Bath a yearly 
procuration of 10s at his visitation; to the church of Wells a yearly rent of 5s at 
midsummer to recompense for the loss of vacancies, and saving to the bishop and 
his successors power to appoint a vicarage, the said abbot to present, also the 
bishop's rights and those of the churches of Bath and Wells. (The abbot accepts and 
ratifies 9 March in the same year) (Wells MSS I, 210). 

1326 (4 February). At Walsingham. Licence for the alienation in mortmain to the 
Abbot and Convent of Keynsham in satisfaction of 60s of ten marks yearly licence 
of land and rent by William of the Grene of; 4 messuages, 2 virgates of land, 2 
acres of meadow and 2s of rent in Marsfeld, not held in chief, of the value of 12s 
yearly as appears by inquisition made by John of Hampton, escheator, and by 
William and Geoffrey la Leche of Keynesham of 3 messuages, a carucate of land, 
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10 acres of meadow, 7 acres of pasture, and 7 acres of wood in Compton Dando, 
not held in chief, of the value of 40s (CPR 1324-27,213., SRS 12,99,172). 

1327 (24 February). Inquisition Tuesday, the feast of St Matthias the Apostle, 1 
Edward III (fragment) 
Bedemenstre. The manor (extent given) with the hundred, including 60a. wood 
within the king's chace of Keynesham (CIPM Edward III, Vol 7, No. 97, p. 85). 

1329 (30 May). At Canterbury. Licence for the Abbot and Convent of Keynsham 
to appropriate the church of High Littleton, which is of their advowson. Witness - John of Eltham. By a fine of 100s (CPR 1327-30,397). 

1330. Licence for the acquisition in mortmain by the Abbot and Convent of 
Keynsham of lands and rent not held in chief to the yearly value of 10 marks (CPR 
1327-30,490). 

1331 (14 April). At Eltham. Acceptance of a grant by the Abbot of Keynsham 
who lately acquired in mortmain from William of the Grene and John of 
Baggeworth certain lands in La Beche, parcels of their manor of Hanam, held by 
the service of rendering to the Prior and Convent of Bath an ounce of gold as a 
relief on every change of heir or other tenant of the lands, that they will pay to the 
prior and convent a relief of 13s. 4d on every change or new creation of an abbot in 
lieu of the aforesaid service (CPR 1330-34,104). 

1330 (18 February). At Westminster. Licence for the alienation in mortmain by 
William of the Grene and John of Bageworth of the manor of Westhanan, of the 
yearly value of £6.10s, as found by inquisition to the Abbot and Convent of 
Keynsham in full satisfaction of a recent 10 mark licence (CPR 1327-30,492). 

1331. Licence in mortmain by William Ursel of Fershagh of a messuage, a virgate 
of land and 2 and three quarters of rent in Wynefeld, held of the abbey by yearly 
service of 6d and which (exclusive of rent) are of yearly value of 10s (CPR 1330- 
34,100). 

1333 (6 July). To Richard, Bishop of Bath and Wells. Receive money from the 
Abbot of Keynsham and 53 other abbots for expenses of the marriage of the king's 
sister Eleanor to the Count of Guelders (CCR 1333-37, p. 127). 

1333 (September). On the day following he (the Bishop of Bath and Wells) went 
down to the Abbey of Keynesham and visited the abbot and canons there (SRS 
1896, No. 594,152). 

1334 (21 September). At York in the Octave of St Michael, between the Abbot of 
Keynsham, querent; and John of Chenerestone and Thomasia his wife and Gilbert 
Walkfare and Joan his wife, deforciants; for 3 messuages, a carucate of land, 10 
acres of meadow, 7 acres of pasture and 7 acres of wood in Comptone Dauno. 
John and Thomasia, Gilbert and Joan acknowledged the right of the abbot and his 
church of St Mary of Keynsham and quitclaimed for themselves and their heirs for 
ever. For this the abbot gave them 100 marks of silver (SRS 12,172). 

1335. To all the sons of the holy mother church to whose notice this writing shall 
come, Nicholas, Abbot of Keynesham, and the convent of the same place, greeting 
in the lord everlasting. The reverend father Ralph, Bishop of Bath and Wells, 
turning the eyes of favour to us, and especially in obtaining the church of 
Heighlutleton appropriated to us, by the tenour of these presents we bind ourselves 
forever to say one collect with convenient prayers every day in the mass of the 
Blessed Mary for the healthful state of the same bishop whilst he shall live, and for 
his soul when he shall be taken away from this light. 
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Keynesham, in our chapter, 1 January AD 1335 (SRS 1896,254). 

1337 (8 March). At Westminster. Grant to the Abbot and Convent of Keynsham 
on their petition that, whereas the king by letters patent lately granted licence for 
the alienation in mortmain by Walter of Rodeneye to them of the advowson of the 
church of West Harptree and for the appropriation of the church, he will not 
hereafter claim anything in the advowson of their abbey, which is of the patronage 
of the heirs of the Earl of Gloucester, or in the custody of the temporalities in times 
of voidance by reason of the advowson of the said church, although it is held in 
chief, that the king or his heirs will not hereafter make any such claim (CPR 1334- 
38,387). 

1337 (29 April). Inspeximus and confirmation by the Dean and Chapter of Wells, 
dated 29 April 1337 of the appropriation made by Ralph, Bishop of Bath and Wells, 
with the consent of both chapters, to the Abbot and Convent of Keynsham, of the 
parish church of Westharpetre (the patronage whereof has been with the king's 
consent conferred upon them by Sir Walter of Rodeneye, knight) in respect of 
losses suffered by the devastation of their lands, and burning of their churches in 
Ireland in the war, and the flooding of lands in Ireland and Wales, they presenting 
the vicar upon the death or cession of the now rector, saving the rights of the bishop 
and the churches of Bath and Wells, also a yearly pension of 6s. 8d to the fabric of 
Wells, and another 2s to the Archdeacon of Bath in recompense of fruits in times of 
vacancy, and reserving power to appoint a vicarage. The vicar to have the rectory 
houses with dovecote, curtilage and garden (the granges, bovaries and stables 
excepted) and a piece of ground near bounded by a line from the great gate by the 
wall to the end of the rectory close including therein the gate with the chamber 
over), the houses usually appointed for a parochial chaplain, and a share in all 
tithes, obventions and revenues (the land, meadow, glebe, wood, common in the 
wood of Sir John of Gurney and elsewhere, pasture for their cattle, the tenants with 
their rents, heriots and services, the tithes of corn and hay, and the yearly pension 
due from the church of Portesheved excepted and reserved), 4 quarters of clean 
wheat, 4 quarters of coarse oats, and 4 quarters of barley, 3 loads of wheat straw, 3 
of oat straw, and 3 of hay yearly; the vicar shall appoint a clerk to the office of holy 
water, and be charged with finding bread, wine, incense, processional candles and 
lights, binding books, washing and repairing vestments. Dated at Evercreech, 28 
November 1336 (Wells MSS, I, 238). 

1337 (24 May). At Woodstock. Licence for the alienation in mortmain by Walter 
of Rodeneye to the Abbot and Convent of Keynsham of the advowson of the church 
of Westharpetre, held in chief as is said, to find 2 chaplains to celebrate divine 
service daily in the chapel of St Mary, Keynsham, for the soul of Edward III, etc 
(CPR 1334-38,270). 

1338. Buckingham. Inquisition 1 July, 12 Edward III. 
Hameldon: The manor (extent given) including two water mills which render 
26s. 8d to the Abbot of Kayngsham (CIPM Edward III, 8,129). 

1340 (12 January). Cecily of the Haye. Writ 12 January 13 Edward III. 
Inquisition taken at Wellys, 13 March, 14 Edward III. Belueton: The manor held 
for life of the king in chief by service of a quarter of a knight's fee (CIPM Edward 
III, 8,176). 

1340 (2 June). At Westminster. Licence for the alienation in mortmain by Walter 
of Rodeneye, knight, and William of Wedmor to the Abbot and Convent of 
Kaynesham in satisfaction of 4 marks 10s of the 10 marks yearly of land and rent 
which they had licence of Edward II to acquire, of a messuage, a carucate of land, 
12 acres of meadow, 4 acres of wood and 4s of rent in Keynsham; the said 
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messuage, lands and woods are of the clear yearly value of 22s. 8d (CPR 1338-40, 
526). 

1340 (22 June). Petition to complete the alienation of above, as William of 
Wedmor had died before completion. Granted (CPR 1338-40,548). 

1340 (9 May). Order to deliver Eleanor, late wife of James le Botiller, Earl of 
Ormond, the manor to Elueton. Manor = right of James Laules (CCR 1339-41). 

1341 (21 January). Sums to be collected and delivered to the merchants of Bardi 
and Peruzzi (for the Flanders expedition); Abbot of Keynsham; £350 (CCR 1339- 
41). 

1341 (14 June). Render to the king with all due speed all collections; Abbot of 
Keynsham £300, collector of the diocese of Bath and Wells (CCR 1341-48, p. 171). 

1346 (26 November). At the Tower of London. Licence for payment to the king 
by the Abbot of Keynsham, of 20s for the alienation in mortmain, by Richard 
Gundewyne of Keynsham to the abbot and convent of a messuage and 8 acres of 
land in Leghton not held in chief, to find a lamp burning day and night in the chapel 
of the Virgin at the abbey (CPR 1345-48,215). 

1347 (12 June). Licence in mortmain for 1 mark, which the abbot will pay to the 
king, for the Abbot and Convent of Keynesham to inclose for the enlargement of 
their dwelling-place a way in Keynesham, 40 perches long and 1 perch broad, 
provided that they cause another way of like dimensions to be made on their own 
soil for public use (CPR 1345-8,215., Weaver 1907,28). 

1347 (20 July). By Calais. Licence at the request of Thomas of Bradstan, for the 
alienation in mortmain by Thomas of Lyouns, of 20 acres of land and 4 acres of 
meadow in Whitchurch, County Somerset, to a chaplain to celebrate divine service 
daily in the chapel of St Michael, in Keynsham Abbey (CPR 1345-48,547). 

1347. (1327 by error in Calendar). War with France. Loan of wool asked for 
from Keynsham Abbey (CCR 1346-49,264). 

1348 (23 February). Wyveliscombe; The lord confirmed the election of brother 
John of Bradeford, Canon of Keynesham, of the Order of St Victor, as abbot of the 
said monastery (SRS 1896,581). 

1348 (10 July). At Westminster. Thomas Joye of Pendlesford acknowledges that 
he owes to Thomas Beket 40s. to be levied etc in County Somerset (CCR 1346-49, 
546). 

1350. Brother John, Abbot of Keynsham has letters nominating Peter of 
Marshfield, lay brother of the same house and Richard of Luttelbury, of 
Donyngton, as his attorneys in Ireland for 2 years (CPR 1348-50,484). 

1360 (28 May). At Westminster. Collection of tithes: The Abbot of Keynsham is 
collector of the whole diocese of Bath and Wells (CCR 1360-64, p. 40). 

1362. Richard of the Riviere or Ryvere. Writ 26 December, 35 Edward III. 
Inquisition (indented) taken at Keynesham, Thursday before the Conversion of St 
Paul, 35 Edward III. Wyke by Compton Daundo. The hamlet, held of Edmund of 
Lyons by fealty and by rendering Id yearly etc (CIPM Edward III, Vol 11,208). 

1363 (25 June). At Westminster. To John of Bekynton, escheator in Somerset. 
Like order with regard to a messuage, 50 acres of land, 14 acres of meadow, 60 
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acres of wood and 46s. of rent in Compton Daundo, held of another than the king 
(CCR 1360-64). 

1364 (14 October). The king grants John of Mershton that he gave one messuage 
and land at Filton, held of Thomas Lyouns, by service of ld per year (Inq ad quod 
Dampnum). 

1365 (14 October). Licence for £8 paid to the king by the Abbot of Keynsham for 
the alienation in mortmain of; by John Tracy, knight, John St Lo and John de 
Mersshton of a messuage, a carucate of land, 12 acres of meadow and 34 acres of 
pasture in Bukton and Upton, County Gloucester to find 2 lamps and 2 torches in 
the said church burning day and night before the altar, and the reversions of a 
messuage, a ferling of land and half an acre of meadow in Bukton aforesaid held by 
Richard atte Hull, a messuage, 4 acres of land and half an acre of meadow in the 
same town held by the same Richard and Isabel his wife, and Agatha, her daughter, 
for the life of Isabel and Agatha; 3 acres of land in the same town held for life by 
the said Richard and Juliana his daughter; 2 and a half acres of land in the same 
town held by the said Richard and Isabel for her life; 5 acres of land and an acre of 
meadow in the same town held for life by Nicholas Bakere and Edith his sister; a 
messuage, a ferling of land and half an acre of meadow in the same town, held for 
life by Gilbert Spenser and Agnes his wife. The like held for life by Walter atte 
Nell and Joan his wife, a toft in the same town, held for life by Peter Gibbes, a 
messuage and a ferling of land in the same town held for life by Thomas le Yonge, 
half an acre of meadow in the same town held for life by William le Smyth and 
Edith his wife, a toft and 3 acres of land in the same town held for life by Henry 
Freman and Agnes his wife, a toft and 4 acres of land in the same town held for life 
by Richard Poeytot and Denise his wife, a rood of land and half an acre of meadow 
in the same town held for life by Robert Heyregegh, 1 acre, 3 roods of meadow in 
the same town held for life by Margery Beek, 1 acre 1 and a half roods of meadow 
in the same town held for life by Robert atte Berne, half an acre of meadow in the 
same town held for life by Maud Hamond, 1 acre of land in the same town held for 
life by Thomas Man, 3 and a half acres of land in the same town held by John 
Brome, and Agatha his wife for her life, 11 acres of land and 1 and a half acres of 
meadow in the same town held for life by John Poyntel and Alice his wife, to find 
the said lamps and torches (CPR 1364-67,198). 

As above, but by John of Mershton; a messuage and half a virgate of land in Filton 
by Keynsham, to find 2 torches etc, and by John Mersshton, of 7 messuages in 
Maresfeld. 

1370. Inquisition (indented) taken at Bedmynstre, 26 October, 44 Edward III. 
Brustelyngton. The manor (extent given) held of Edward le Despenser in fee tail by 
service of two-thirds of half a knight's fee (CIPM Edward III, Vol 13,42). 

1373 (12 November). At Westminster. Writing of Nicholas Longe, Canon of 
Hereford cathedral being a bond to William Abbot of Keynesham and John Wecche 
in £200, payable at Keynesham at Michaelmas next. Dated London, the Octaves of 
St Martin, 47 Edward III. 
Memorandum acknowledged 23 November (CCR 1369-74). 

1374. Thomas, son and heir of Richard of the Ryvere. Inquisition at Keynesham, 
18 May, 48 Edward III. Seuerys Wyke by Compton Daundo. The hamlet, etc. 
Compton Daundo. A messuage and a virgate of land called Grubbeswyke etc. by 
service of a rose yearly (CIPM Edward III, Vol 13,49). 

1374. Inquisition post mortem of Humphrey de Bohun, Earl of Hereford and 
Essex: Clotton and Farmebergh. The manors, held by Humphrey of Stafford by 
service of 2 knights' fees, without rent (CIPM 13,136). 
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1376 (23 May). At Westminster. To John atte Hale escheator in Somerset. Order 
to deliver in dower to Elizabeth who was wife of Edward le Despenser, knight 
tenant-in-chief such as are in his bailiwick of the knights' fees and parts of fees etc. 
One knight's fee in Pubbelowe, formerly held by Edmund of St Lo, clerk. 
One knight's fee in Haluetre and Littelton held by the Abbot of Keynesham. 
The fourth part of one knight's fee in Stokwode held by the abbot of Keynesham at 
40s. 
Two knight's fees in Bristilton held by John le Warr, knight at £40 (CCR 1374-77, 
306). 

1385. Grant of lands in Burford, of a messuage, lately John Towe's, acquired by 
Keynsham Abbey without licence (CPR 1385-89,71). 

1386. Licence to acquire lands in compensation for loss of tithes of corn and hay, 
by enclosure of arable lands, meadows and pastures within Eltham parish (adjacent 
to the king's park of Eltham), the parish church of Eltham being their appropriation 
(CPR 1385-90,71). 

1387 (6 May). At Westminster. Licence for the alienation in mortmain by John 
Beket to the Abbot and Convent of Keynesham of 1 and a half acres of land in 
Button, of 10s of rent issuing from the manor of West Hannam, and by Robert 
Peytevin of 3 acres of land and three farthings of rent in Upton, and by Robert 
Peytevin of 12d of rent issuing from a messuage of Robert Sigrym in Littleton, not 
held in chief, and of the following reversions in Upton viz: a messuage, 21 and a 
half acres of land, 2 acres of meadow held for life by Richard Pericot, a messuage 
and 21 acres of meadow held for life by Henry Freman, a messuage, 3 and a half 
acres of land and an acre of meadow held for life by Robert Rede, a messuage, 10 
acres of land and a rood of meadow held for life by Denise Snaylham, a messuage, 
12 acres of land and 2 acres of meadow held for life by John Shepherd, 2 acres of 
land held for life by William Freman, 1 acre of land held for life by Richard Man, 
3 acres of land held for life by Henry Forthey, and in Marsfeld: 1 messuage, 2 
acres of land and half an acre of meadow held for life by Agnes atte Herbere by 
demise of the said Robert Peytevyn of yearly value of 16s. 2d in part satisfaction (6 
marks) of a 10 mark licence (CPR 1385-89,300). 

1389 (5 April). Inquisition taken before Roger Manyngford, as escheator in County 
Somerset. Kaynesham. Monday before Palm Sunday, 12 Richard II. 

1390. Hugh Earl of Stafford. Inquisition, 5 May, 13 Richard II. Keynsham. The 
advowson of the abbey, held of the king in chief as parcel of the honour of 
Gloucester. The abbey has not fallen vacant since his death (CIPM Richard II, 16, 
371). 

1390 (30 January). Writ de causa capcionis to Edward Bokelond, escheator in 
Counties Somerset and Dorset, concerning the manors of Boueregge, Upwymborn, 
Ch[etell], Tarent Monachorum and Burnet. Westminster, 30 January, 13 Richard II 
(1390). Inquistion (indented) taken before the same as escheator in Co. Somerset 
by virtue of his office. Beddmynstre. 24 January, 13 Richard II (1390). 
The Abbot of Tewkesbury held no lands of the king in chief, in demesne or in 
service, on the day of his death, namely Thursday before St Edmund the king last 
past, but he then held the manor of Burnet by Keynsham, worth £10 yearly, as 
parcel of the foundation of his church of Tewkesbury of the heir of the Lord le 
Despencer, a minor in the king's ward, as of his honour of Gloucester by knight 
service. Walter Davy of Burnet has taken the profits thereof ever since the abbot's 
death and will answer the king therefore (CCR 1389-1392,137. Also mentions 
manor of Upwimborn as being of Tewkesbury Abbey) (CIM 1387-93,153). 
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1392 (2 September). At Oxford. Licence, for 20s paid to the king by the Abbot 
and Convent of Keynsham, for the alienation in mortmain by Henry David, Vicar 
of Clouford, and Richard Ambesleygh, chaplain, of 5s of rent in Belweton, not held 
in chief, to the said abbot and convent, in aid of their maintenance (CPR 1391-96, 
164). 

1393 (26 February). To Robert Whytington's wife Anne - the patronage of the 
monastery of St Mary Keynesham, County Somerset (CCR 1392-96,48). 

1393 (30 April). Inquisition (indented) taken virtute officii before Robert 
Whytyngton, escheator in County Gloucester. Sobbury. Wednesday after St 
George 16 Richard II. 

John Gascoyne of Marsfeld, who committed felony by killing Richard Parson of 
Marshfield on the feast of the Exaltation of the Holy Cross and immediately 
withdrew himself, had goods to the value of 20 marks, which came to the hands of 
Thomas Abbot of Keynsham and his convent (CIM 1392-99,8). 

1393 (10 May). To the Justice of Ireland, the chancellor and treasurer there for the 
time being. Order, upon petition of the Abbot of Keynesham, if he shall find a 
canon or other sufficient men in his stead to dwell upon his lands and possessions in 
Ireland, contributing and paying for the defence of Ireland according to the value 
thereof, as needs demands in these days, and as do other men who dwell there for 
their possessions, not to trouble him for his absence by colour of the ordinance 
lately made in the parliament holden at Westminster or of the pain therin contained, 
nor for sending thither other fencible men, releasing any distress made upon the said 
lands etc; as in the said parliament order was made that all men of whatsoever estate 
or condition who had lands, rents, benefices, offices and other possessions in 
Ireland should before midsummer then last (sic) draw thither and there reside in aid 
of the king's lieges in those parts for defence against the Irish rebels, and that in 
case any of those having lands etc. should be absent for reasonable cause, he should 
during such absence be bound under a pain therein contained to find fencible men 
there in his stead, having regard to the quantity and value of such lands etc., and 
now the king has learned on behalf of the said abbot that he is continually abiding in 
the abbey upon his cure and the ruling of the house, so that without damage to that 
house he might not and now may not come in person to Ireland, but needs be absent 
for good cause, and that although he finds a canon etc. upon his lands and 
possessions there, the justice etc. are purposing to trouble him for his absence, 
wherefore he has prayed the king's aid (CCR 1392-96,61). 

1395 (21 July). Petition dated at St Peter's, Rome, of the Augustinian Abbot and 
Convent of Keynsham, that on the resignation or death of the perpetual vicar of the 
parish church of Keynsham, which is contiguous and appropriated to the monastery, 
they may cause the church to be served by one of their canons or by any secular 
priest, removable at their sole pleasure, the bishop's dues etc. being paid by them. 
The value of the vicarage is 40 marks, that of the monastery 250 (Papal Letters, 
1362-1404,524., Weaver 1907,42). 

1395. Royal letters of Richard II confirming to the Abbot of Keynsham the 2 parts 
of the rectories of Garth and Iniskefty, in order that they should keep the lands 
against the Irish rebels - produced at court at Kilmallock by Justices Roger 
1'Enfaunt and Odo of Lees (Westrop 1904,112). 

1397 (19 July). Inquisition post mortem of William of Montacute, Earl of Salisury. 
Leighton: 2 hides, held by the Abbot and Convent of Keynsham (CIPM Richard II, 
17,319). 
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1401 (12 March). At Westminster. To the Sheriff of Somerset. Order to restore 
Edmund Basset to manors, and advowson of Saltforde (CCR 1399-1402,250). 

1401 (21 March). To the escheator of Somerset. Order to keep in the king's hand 
until further order the manors of Saltforde etc (CCR 1399-1402,268). 

1402 (11 December). At Westminster. To the escheator in Somerset. Like order, 
upon the finding of an inquisition taken before John Manyngforde late escheator, 
concerning a third part of the manor of Westchelworth, held in chief by knight 
service (CCR 1402-05,11). 

1403 (21 October). Order to the escheator in Somerset [long] like order concerning 
the advowson of the abbey of St Mary Keynesham (CCR 1402-05,220). 

1404 (6 February). At Bologna. To the Chancellor of Limerick. Mandate to 
collate and assign to Thomas Saleys, alias Cristour, priest of the diocese of 
Limerick, if found fit in Latin the still void perpetual vicarage, value not exceeding 
12 marks, of Garthbiboys in the said diocese, as he doubts whether his presentation, 
on its voidance by the death of William [son] of Thomas Ymalcorkra by its ancient 
patrons the Augustinian Abbot and Convent of St Mary's, Keynsham in the diocese 
of Bath, to, and his institution by, Bishop Cornelius, hold good (Papal Letters 1404- 
5,232., Weaver 1907,18). 

1405 (18 January). Thys Composicion Made by Twene Thomas Abbott off 
Keynsham & the Convent off ye same and Johannem Jenys prest vicar off ye 
parissh off Keynsham ye yere off our Lord MCCCC & V. 

Henry, Bishop of Bath and Wells, to all, &c. Know ye that we have inspected the 
letters of Thomas, the abbot, and the convent of Keynsham, as follows: - To all the sons of the mother church, &c. Thomas, Abbot of Keynsham, and the 
convent of the same place, &c. Discords have arisen between us and John Jenys, 
priest, perpetual vicar of Keynsham, concerning tithes, and peace and agreement 
have been made thus. The said John, the vicar, and his successors for ever shall 
have their dwelling in the vill of Keynsham, with the curtilage near our barton, and 
2 acres of land pertaining to the same from olden time, and all tithes of lambs, 
wool, sucking pigs, geese, ducks, young pigeons from the dovecotes of their 
tenants, and all tithes of foals, calves, cheese, milk, butter, and eggs in Keynsham, 
Chewton and Stokwode, and all oblations in the parish church of Keynsham and the 
chapel of Chewton, and all tithes of merchandise and handicrafts, and other small 
tithes whatsoever, with legacies to the same vicar or his successors whatsoever in 
the said vills; reserving to us and to our monastery for ever a moiety of the 
oblations in the church of Keynsham made by the villains or inhabitants of the 
hamlets of Cherleton, Pobbelew, Fylton, and Brystylton made for the bodies of the 
dead. The vicar and his successors shall have two wagon-loads of hay at Keynsham 
in the meadow called "Le Hamme", within a month after the feast of St John the 
Baptist, and two wagon-loads of fuel to be taken yearly our woods nearest to the 
house of the said vicarage (except in our park), at Michaelmas, to be cvarried in his 
own vehicles, and at his own expense. The chapel of Brystylton, depending on the 
church of Keynsham, with all its rights and appurtenances, pertaining to the abbot's 
table especially reserved, except a moiety of the oblations made by reason of the 
dead people above written. And we reserve the tithes, oblations, obventions, 
issues, mortuaries, legacies, and emoluments whatsoever within the parish of 
Keynsham and of the chapels of Cherleton, Pobelew, and Fylton, to the said church 
adjacent, and those in the oratory of Newyke, commonly called St Anne in the 
Woods, to us and to our successors. The said vicar and his successors shall bear the 
cure of the souls of all our famuliares living within our said monastery and of the 
other parishioners whomsoever, everywhere within the parish of the said church of 
Keynsham and the said chapels of Cherleton, Pobelew, Fylton, and Brystilton, viz., 
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personally in our church of Keynsham and by a suitable chaplain in the vills of 
Keynsham, Chewton and Stokwode, at his own costs, and by us and our successors 
by suitable chaplains and clerks in the chapels of Cherleton, Pobelew, Fylton, and 
Brystylton, and everywhere within the parish of our said church of Keynsham. The 
provision and removal of the said chaplains and clerks shall pertain to us and to our 
successors. 

The vicar and his successors shall undertake the office of rural dean in their turns, 
and shall be bound to pay half of the extraordinary charges, and to provide the 
processionalia or processional candles. The ordinary charges and all tithes of 
sheaves, hay, fishing, fowling, dead wood, and mortuaries, and all small tithes 
issuing from our demesne lands and mills and all other things not assigned to the 
vicar shall pertain to us and our successors. 

Moreover the said abbot and the said vicar have renounced all appeals, &c. 

These things were done in a certain high chamber within the wall of the said 
monastery of Keynsham on the 20th day of November A. D. 1404. 

Present Master Richard Pittes, vicar-general; Sir Giles Spenser, priest; John Mellys, 
clerk; William Chewton, and Philip Kydell, of the dioceses of Wells, Lincoln, and 
Worcester and others in multitudine copiosa. 

Dated as regards the setting to of our common seal of the abbot convent, in our 
chapter house, at Keynsham, the 2nd day of January A. D. 1404. And as regards 
the setting to of the said vicar-general's seal, on the 4th day of the same month of 
January. 

We, Henry, the Bishop abovesaid, do confirm it. 
Dated in our manor of Evercryche, 18th January A. D. 1405, and the 5th year of 
our consecration. (SRS 13,46). 

1405 (8 April). At Westminster. To John Caux escheator in Somerset. Like order 
mutatis mutandis (to previous order), concerning the manors of Pobelewe, Neuton 
Seintloo and Chelworth - of other than the king (CCR 1402-05,440). 

1406 (28 October). To the treasurer and barons of the Exchequer; inquisition what 
evildoers did enter his [the king's] chace at Fillewode County Somerset and Dorset, 
and there did hunt without licence and authority taking and carrying away deer 
(CCR 1405-09,238). 

1407 (12 November). William Widecombe to Thomas Brooke, knight; all lands 
called Grobiswyke, County Somerset, and all rents and services of freeholders and 
villeins, all reversions etc, to the said manor and lands belonging (CCR 1405-09, 
350). 

1409 (14 June). Order mutatis mutaruiis concerning one knight's fee in 
Estchelleworth (CCR 1405-09,444). 

1411 (22 June). At Westminster. To John Lanoy Escheator in Somerset. Order 
not to meddle with a yearly rent of 10 marks issuing from the manor of 
Westchelleworth; as the king has learned by inquisition taken by the escheator, that 
Edward Latymere Bochard died seised of that rent and of the reversion of the said 
manor which, with licence of the late king, Thomas Latymer his brother, whose 
heir he is, long before his death by indenture (produced) granted to Thomas Wyke 
of Stauntonswyke yet living etc (CCR 1409-13,159). 
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1411. The rectory of Garthbiboys is valued at 12 marks (Papal Letters 1404-15, 
232). 

1415 (1 September). Thomas, Earl of Desmond, gives the advowson of 
Dungarvan, County Waterford to Keynsham Abbey (L&P 16,777(23). 

1415. Inqusition of the lands of Elizabeth, late wife of William of Montacute, Earl 
of Salisbury, including 2 hides in Leighton, which the Abbot and Convent of 
Keynsham hold (CFR Henry V, 14,95). 

1417 (1 June). Richard Keyton to William of Botreux. Moieties of manors of 
Publewe, Staunterwyke and Stockelewode and a moiety of the manor of 
Estchelworthe (CCR 1413-19,436). 

1417 (18 October). Nicholas, Bishop of Bath and Wells, etc to William of Botreux 
etc; manors of Publewe, Stanterwyke, Stockelewode, a moiety of the manor of 
Estchelworthe (CCR 1413-19,439). 

1422. Inquisition of Thomas Shelley, knight, who forfeited land to Henry IV, of 
lands he held in Somerset. Includes half a knight's fee in Saltford, formerly held 
by the heirs of John Basset at £10 per year, half a fee in Saltford formerly held by 
Richard of Rodeney at £10, one eighth in Stockwood held by the Abbot of 
Keynsham at 40s, one fee in Publow formerly held by John St Loe at £10, and 2 
fees in Brislington, formerly held by John le Warre at £40 (CIM Richard II 1399- 
1422,269). 

1423 (15 June). Licence by advice of the Great Council to the Abbot and Convent 
of Keynsham to reside in England, although they have possessions in Ireland. The 
said abbot may also send one of his canons to Ireland to act as proctor and govern 
the said possessions there; such proctor on his bearing and paying in the name of 
the said abbot and convent all subsidies and charges according to the annual value of 
the said possession, in aid of the war against the Irish rebels and enemies as is done 
by other religious persons resident in the said land, may sell tithes, fruits, etc, 
ansang from the said possessions and despatch the proceeds to the said abbot and 
convent in England, any ordinance concerning absentees notwithstanding (CPR 
1422-29,104., Weaver 1907,19). 

1427. The rectory of Inniskesty is valued at 6 marks (Papal Letters 1417-31,509). 

1427 (12 May). To the Bishop of Alet (Aude, France) and the Chancellor and the 
Treasurer of Limerick. Mandate of collate and assign to James Oleayn, priest of 
the diocese of Killaloe, the still void perpetual vicarage of Inyskefryny in the 
diocese of Limerick, value not exceeding 6 marks, to which, on its voidance by the 
resignation of Edmund Micadam to Bishop Cornelius, he (who had received papal 
dispensation as the son of an unmarried man and an unmarried woman to be 
promoted as above fo. 21d). was presented by John Kyndton, Rector of Ballingarry 
(de villa orti), in the diocese of Limerick, specially empowered by the ancient 
patron William Augustinian Abbot of Kynysan, in the diocese of Bath, and was 
instituted by the said bishop. He doubts whether the said presentation hold good. 
The collation is to be made whether the vicarage became void as stated or because 
Gillabert Ykatyl held it for more than a year without being ordained priest or in any 
other way (Papal Letters 1417-31,509., Weaver 1907,19). 

1428. The Abbot of Keynsham held immediately of 
certain tenements in Wingfield (Winkfield, Wiltshire); 
half a knight's fee (Feudal Aids 5,245). 

the Earl of Stafford (patron) 
in pure alms by service of 
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1446. Thomas Wykes of Staunton Drewe, and John Chokke of the same, son and 
heir of William Chokke of the same. Indenture reciting a charter of 20 October 41 
Edward III whereby John Drewe of Staunton Drewe gave to the said William, his 
heirs and assigns, a rent of 10 marks issuing from all lands in Somerset then held by 
that grantor, that he was then seised of a moiety of the manor of Staunton Drewe, 
and that the said Thomas now has his estate therein; and witnessing a grant by John 
Chokke that the same shall remain in force, and the rent be leviable if the said 
Thomas his heirs or assigns, shall in any court of record of the king implead John 
Chokke, his heirs or assigns, for the lands there late of Isolda Whyght, or eject 
them, and otherwise the rent shall remain in suspense and not be levied (CCR 1441- 
47,447). 

1458. The reputed manor of Stowford, annexed to the manor of Wingfield 
(Winkfield, Wiltshire). Leased in 1458 by the Abbot of Keynsham to William 
Sewey or Stowford and Margaret his wife for 96 years (BM Add Chart 5690., VCH 
Wilts, 73). 

1460. Licence for the inhabitants of the little town (villula) or hamlet of Chiwton, 
in the parish of Keynesham to provide at their own expense a suitable chaplain to 
celebrate and say masses and other divine offices in the chapel dedicated to the Holy 
Cross within the said hamlet, provided no prejudice to the rights of others, 
especially their parish church and the parishoners thereof result therefrom; on their 
petition showing that their dwellings are more than a mile distant from their parish 
church, and that the way thereto is often rendered not only troublesome, but 
dangerous by a strong stream and floods. Wells palace, 7 November 1460 (SRS 
49, No. 1335,350). 

1461 (29 November). Inspeximus and confirmation to the Abbot and Convent of 
Keynesham of a charter dated at Welcomestowe, 28 February, 1 Edward II, being a 
grant to them of a market weekly on Thursdays and a fair yearly at the Assumption 
at their manor of Kaynesham, Co. Somerset. Witnesses: A, Bishop of Durham, 
Humphrey de Bohun, Earl of Hereford and Essex, John of Britannia, Hugh le 
Despenser, Guy Frere the younger, John of Mark, Philip of Vernay, and others 
(CPR 1461-67,59, Weaver 1907,30). 

1463 (21 June). Inspeximus and confirmation to the Abbot and Convent of 
Keynesham of a charter dated at Westminster, 8 November, 50 Henry III, 
confirming a grant to them of a market weekly on Tuesday and a fair yearly at St 
Oswald at their manor of Mersfield, previously made by him, provided that it be 
not to the injury of neighbouring markets and fairs. Witnesses: Walter, Bishop of 
Bath and Wells, Hugh le Bigod, Philip Basset, Roger of Mortuo Mari, Roger of 
Clyfford, Roger of Leyburn, Robert Waleraund, William Belet, Ralph of Bakepuz 
and others. For half a mark paid in the hanaper (CPR 1461-67,307., Weaver 
1907,31). 

1469. Frediswide Hungerford to Richard Chokke knight, his heirs and assigns. 
Demise and quitclaim of all her lands in the manors of Standerwyke and Radene, 
County Somerset, and of all lands formerly of William Lord Botreaux in Stokwode 
by Keynesham and Cameley of the same county, and of all those lands which the 
said Richard Chokke and William his son had for term of their lives by demise of 
William Lord Botreaux in Pensford and Pobelow, Co. Somerset; with warranty 
against the Abbot of Glastonbury and his successors. Witnesses: Thomas of Saint 
Maur, John Wilughby knights, William Twyneho, Thomas Champeneys, Thomas 
Twyneho (CCR 1468-76, No. 230,60). 

1469. The same, to Richard Chokke knight, John and William Chokke his sons. 
John Forster and Richard Brugge their heirs and assigns. Quitclaim of lands in the 
manors of Flyntford, Frigilstrete and Frome, Co. Somerset, with other lands in 
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Somerset mentioned above leased by William Lord Botreaux to the said Richard and 
John Chokke for term of their lives in Pensford, Pobelowe and in Stokwode and 
Cameley, with warranty against the Abbot of Glastonbury etc (CCR 1468-76, 
No. 231,61). 

1469 (4 February). Frideswide Hungerford to Thomas Burgh knight and Margaret 
his wife etc. Grant of the manors of... Poblowe, Wutwade, Penseford and Newton 
Seyntlo, and after their deaths to Roger Tocotes knight, John Cheyne, John 
Sydenham the elder (since deceased) John Neuburgh and Gregory Westeby by 
virtue of a fine levied at Westminster (CCR 1468-76, No. 240,62). 

1476. Agnes Ruynon, daughter and heir of William Raymond, to Nicholas 
Ruynon, his heirs and assigns. Demise and confirmation by charter with warranty 
of all her lands, tenements, mills, rents, reversions and services in Pensford, 
County Somerset, at the annual rent of a red rose, payable at the Nativity of St John 
the Baptist for all secular services and demands; saving service to the king and 
ecclesiastical right; and should the above rent be unpaid, or waste and alienation of 
the premises be made without license of the said Agnes, then it shall be lawful to 
her to enter and reseize the said lands etc. Witnesses; William Cadwell, John 
Fytchet, Hugh Forster, William Symons, John Swetyng. Dated Axbrygge, 5 
September, 16 Edward IV (CCR 1476-85,281). 

1484 (5 May). At Westminster. Memorandum, that on 31 May a writ was 
delivered to William Nanson, deputy of the Sheriff of Somerset and Dorset to this 
effect. Order to attach Thomas, Abbot of Keynsham County Somerset, and John 
Edwardys, 'yoman' of the same, so that they appear in -chancery the Octaves of St 
John Baptist next to answer John Doket, servant of John, Bishop of Lincoln, the 
chancellor, concerning the sum of £36.15s. 4d which they owe the said John and 
unjustly withhold, and to do as the court shall decide in this matter (CCR 1476-85, 
No. 1249,366). 

1494. Site of the manor of Winkheld (Wiltshire) with a yearly stipend of 20s for 
the woodward, leased by the Abbot of Keynsham in 1494 to William Clevelode for 
80 years (BM Add Chart 5692). 

1495. William Clevelode received the lease of a messuage in Stowford, a cottage in 
Freshawe, land in Wingfield, a woodward's stipend of 13s. 4d and 4 mills, for a 
term of 96 years (BM Add Chart 5693). 

1496. John Wroughton Esq. Inquisition. 
Somerset: Manor of Mourton, worth 100s. held of the Abbot of St Mary's, 
Keynesham (CIPM Henry VII, Vol 1,541). 

1497 (9 March). Institution of Master Thomas Goldweg, notary public, to the 
church of Obley, vacant by the death of Sir Thomas Casy, on the presentation of the 
Abbot and convent of Keynsham (SRS 1939,3). 

1497 (1 June). In the chapel of Our Lady by the cloister of the cathedral church of 
Wells, the election was confirmed of Sir John Graunt as Abbot of the monastery of 
Our Lady of Keynsham, as shown by Master Thomas Goldwegge his proctor, of 
which the account (tenor) remains with the registrar, and after the receipt of the 
oaths of obedience of the abbot-elect, the customary order for his installation was 
sent to the Archdeacon of Bath or his official (SRS 54,8). 

1497 (2 August). Institution by the vicar-general, at Wells, of Sir John Sterygge, 
priest, to the vicarage of the prebendal church of Westharptre, vacant by the 
resignation of the said Sir John Sterygge, on the presentation of John, Abbot of 
Keynsham, and the convent of that place (SRS 1939,18). 
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1498 (22 January). The graveyard of the parish church of Keynsham, polluted by 
bloodshed, was reconciled by Thomas, Bishop of Tenos, by authority of a 
commission from Master Thomas Gilbert, vicar-general (SRS 54,11). 

1499 (31 May). John Seyntlo, knight. Last day of May, 14 Henry VII. Manor of 
Farneborowe, worth 60s. held of the Abbot of Keynsham, etc (CIPM Henry VII, 
Vol 2 126). 

1499 (31 May). Formal sentence of deprivation against Sir Roger Leyson, Rector 
of Burnett; absent without leave for 2 years, pronounced by the vicar-general in the 
church of St John the Baptist, Keynsham (SRS 54,44). 

1499 (5 December). Institution by the vicar-general at Wells, of Master John 
Vaughan, M. A. to the vicarage of Keynsham, vacant by the death of Sir John Batt, 
on the presentation of Philip, Abbot of Keynsham, and the convent of that place 
(SRS 1939,44). 

1500. Inquisition post mortem of Maud Seyntlowe, late the wife of Nicholas 
Seyntlowe esquire, formerly wife of John Wykes. Inquisition 5 November 1500. 
Heir: John Wykes. Manor of Stanton Drew, worth £7, and 150 acres of pasture, 20 
acres of meadow, 20 acres of arable, 20 acres of wood in Westchelworth, worth 10 
marks, held of the Abbot of St Mary of Keynsham, service unknown (CIPM Henry 
VII, II, 173). 

1502 (17 January). Institution by the vicar-general at Wells, of Sir John Hampton, 
B. A. priest, to the church of Holcombe, vacant by the death of Sir William 
Hancoke, on the presentation of Philip, Abbot of Keynesham, and the convent of 
the same place (SRS 54,64). 

1504 (3 July). Institution by the vicar-general at Wells, of Sir John Gefferey, 
priest, to the church of Obley, vacant by the resignation of Master Thomas 
Goldwege, on the presentation of Philip, Abbot of Keynsham and the convent of 
that place (SRS 54,96). 

1505. Inquisition post mortem of Thomas Harding. Inquisition held 26 September 
1505: a messuage, a water mill, 52 acres of arable, 2 and a half acres of wood and 
half an acre of pasture, in Estchelworthe, or Chelworth, worth 16s. 8d held of the 
Abbot of Keynesham by service of 1 lb of pepper yearly, for all service (CIPM 
Henry VII, II9 585). 

1506 (8 April). In the conventual church of Keynsham, the vicar-general confirmed 
the election of Dan William Rolfe of the monastery of Keynsham, as abbot, in 
succession to Dan Philip Keynesham, deceased, and gave orders to the official of 
the Archdeacon of Bath for his installation and induction (SRS 1939,189). 

1506 (7 June). Institution of Master John Berton, Bachelor in Decrees, to the 
vicarage of Cloford, vacant by the death of Sir John Verne, on the presentation of 
William, Abbot of Keynsham, and the convent of that place (SRS 54,123). 

1509. Convocation meeting including William Rolfe, Abbot of Keynsham (SRS 
1939,140). 

1510 (27 March). Institution of Sir John Corse, chaplain, to the church of 
Holcombe, vacant by the death of Sir Thomas Berkeley, on the presentation of 
William, Abbot of Keynsham, and the convent of that place (SRS 54,141). 
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1510 (18 April). The like of Sir William Capron, clerk, vicar of the church of 
Northcory, to the church of Hardyngton, vacant by the resignation of Sir John 
Mylbourne, on the presentation of William, Abbot of Keynsham etc (SRS 54,141). 

1513 (26 April). Institution of Sir Richard Hakker, chaplain, to the church of 
Hardyngton, vacant by the resignation of Sir William Capron, on the presentation 
of William, Abbot of Keynsham, and the convent of that place (SRS 54,161). 

1514. Citations ordered; William Roalph, Abbot of Keynsham (SRS 1939,168). 

1514 (8 July). Institution of Sir John Torner, priest, to the church of Obley, vacant 
by the death of Sir John Gefferey, on the presentation of the Abbot and Convent of 
Keynsham (SRS 54,169). 

1527 (6 March). Licence by John, Abbot of Keynsham, and the convent of that 
place, to the inhabitants of Filton to bury their dead there, the chapel of Filton 
being 3 miles distant from Keynsham, and the way sometimes muddy and liable to 
flood. The vicar, Patrick --, Bachelor in Decrees, agrees to this, subject to an 
arrangement that a moiety of the oblations and lights, payable at funerals shall be 
handed over to the parish church of Keynsham. Dated in the chapter house, 6 
March, 18 Henry VIII. 

[Supplementary clause: ] The curate (of Filton) and his successors are bound to 
cause the moiety of the oblations and lights received at funerals to be left on the 
high altar of the parish church of Keynsham. If they fail to do so, it shall be lawful 
for the vicar to revoke the arrangement made by the abbot and Master Patrick. 

Confirmation by John Pennande, Doctor of Decrees, the bishop's vicar-general in 
spirituals, of the preceding arrangement, with a further stipulation that the corpses 
of tenants of the abbot who had been obnoxious or opposed to him need not in 
future be taken before burial, to the abbey church for payment of a fine, for 
absolution and sprinkling with holy water, provided that their relations or friends 
give satisfaction to the abbot or his deputy. Dated at Wells, 5 April 1527 (SRS 55, 
74). 

1535 (28 December). Letter from Nicholas Thorne to Thomas Cromwell. Request 
for him to direct letters to the Bishop and Prior of Bath, the Abbot of Keynsham 
and others ordering them to supply 30 or 40 timbers each for the making of the ship 
Saviour (L&P 9,351). 

1539 (23 January). Surrender of the monastery of all its possessions in counties 
Somerset, Wilts, Gloucs, Oxon and elsewhere in England, Wales and the Marches 
thereof. Signed by John, William Herne, prior, William Tibbett, sub-prior, and 8 
others. Before John Tregonwell, king's commissioner (L&P 14, Part I 48). 

1539 (January). Tregonwell and Petre to Cromwell; "Came to Henton last night 
after dissolving the late monastery of Keynsham" (L&P Part I, 54). 

1539. At Keynsham £12 is paid to Richard Walker, plumber, for melting the lead 
on the church, cloister and steeple (PRO Ministers' Accounts., Weaver 1907,50). 

1539. Received from Francis Edwards; £72.7s. 6d for 7 bells weighing 96 1/2 cwt 
at the rate of 15s. per cwt, and £11 for certain superfluous buildings, £83.7s. 6d, 
sold to the same Francis, by Thomas Arundell, knight, Receiver of the king there 
(PRO Ministers' Accounts., Weaver 1907,50). 

1539 (19 April). Thomas Baylye, of Trowbridge, Wilts. Grant in fee of the 
reversions and rents reserved upon the following leases; 
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(1) By Thomas, formerly abbot, and the convent of the late house of St Mary, and 
SS Peter and Paul, Keynesham, Somerset, 4 November 1458, to William Shewey, 
alias Stowford of a messuage with a curtilage situated on a ground called Stowford 
in the manor of Wynfeld alias Wynefeld, Wilts, 2 water mills there under one roof, 
and a cottage there situated on a ground called Fresshawe, and certain acres etc, 
there, with the fishery of the whole water in the said manor; for 96 years at 33s 
rent. 
(2) By John, late abbot, and the said convent 29 September 1495, to William 
Clevelode, of Stowford "clotheman" of the said messuage, water mills (changed 
into 4 fulling mills) for 86 years, from the expiry of the preceding lease, at 33s. 4d 
rent. 
(3) By the same again, 20 December 1494, and 10 Henry VII to the said William, 
of the site of the manor of Wynfeld and 2 tenements called Fresshawe and Bradleys, 
with all demesne lands etc for 80 years at £8 rent. 
(4) By John Stourton, the late abbot of the convent aforesaid, 10 February 1538, to 
the said Thomas Bayley, of the site of the manor of Wynfelde, and othe premises of 
the last lease, for the term of 90 years from Michaelmas 1575 at £8 rent. To hold 
the premises with liberties at 19s. 4d rent (L&P 14, Part 1,419). 

1539 (12 February). Pension Roll; Keynesham, Somerset. John Sturtton, £60.12 
Feb. Also William Heron, William Typytt, John Arnolde, John Gylforde, Thomas 
Bede, John Browne, Thomas Parker, John Partrige, William Dune alias Bryne, 
Richard Adams. 
(120); John Fowler, canon (L&P 14, Part I, 601). 

1540. To Thomas Homer of Melles, grant in fee of the advowson of the parish 
church of Holcombe (late of Keynsham Abbey, with others) plus all messuages and 
lands in West Harptree, Backwell and Holcombe, belonging to Keynsham Abbey 
(L&P 1540,178 (80)). 

1540. Grant to Thomas Horner of Melles, in fee for £540 of manors of Stanton 
Prior, advowson of church and all possessions of Bath Priory there. Also the 
advowson of the parish church of Holcombe, Som, and all messuages, lands etc in 
Westharptre, Bakwell and Holcombe, Soms, belonging to the late monastery of 
Kaynesham in as full manner as the last abbot held the same. (L&P 14,178) 

1540-41. Supplication of John Hillary of Keynsham to the Court of Augmentations 
about 200 marks the Abbot of Keynsham deceived him of (L&P 14,336). 

1540-41. Receipts out of Ireland: of Kensham Abbey in England. Dungarvan 
rectory - £120 (L&P 1540-41, No. 777 (23)). 

1541 (7 April). The Privy Council business. John Hillary of Kaynsham who 
exhibited a supplication to the king declaring that the Chancellor of Augmentations 
had not done his duty in the trial of an information that the king was deceived by 
the late Abbot of Keynsham of 200 marks yearly, was found to have forged that 
matter and was sent to the Marshalsea (L&P 16,698., Weaver 1907,52). 

1542. Askeaton is granted to Nicholas Fanning (impropriate since the dissolution) 
(Deputy Keeper's 7th annual report). 

1542 (6 January). Enrolment of grant to Sir Anthony Kyngeston. Mershfeld 
manor, Gloucestershire on surrender of a 99 year lease (recited) to Sir William 
Kyngeston by Keynsham Abbey 10 October 1538. 
(47) Thomas Gough and William Jones of Fylton, Somerset. Grain rent of the 
farmer of Fylton grange (L&P 16,700). 
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1542 (June). Enrolment of grant to Richard Andrewys and Leonard Chamberleyne 
of Woodstock, Oxon; "all lands in Wyngfeld, Pomburye, Fressheforde and 
Westwood, Som and Wilts, and in Rowdeheth in Wolverton, Som, which belonged 
to Keynsham Abbey (L&P 16,260). 

1542. Grant to Thomas Gough and William Jones of Fylton, Somerset. Grain rent 
of the farmer of Fylton Grange (L&P 17,701., Weaver 1907,55). 

1544. Katherine, the queen Consort. Jointure; the lordship and manor of 
Keynesham, manor of Chewton, hundred of Keynsham, rectory of Keynsham, and 
granges of Estover, Westover and Fylton, Som, and the lordships and manor of 
Royth, Co. Glamorgan. (L&P 19,645). 

1544 (5 June). Grant to John Panter, site of the monastery (L&P 19,646). 

1544 (5 June). Grant in fee to William Rowswell of Donkerton, Som, of lands 
(specified and tenants named) in Compton Dando (including the chief messuage and 
grange of Compton Dando) Soms, and the rectory and the advowson of the parish 
church of Lytelton - belonging to Keynsham Abbey (L&P 19,500). 

1544 (1 July). Grant to Edmund Walter, of a messuage called Abbots Burne in 
tenure of John Hodges in the parish of Henton, alias Coldhenton, Soms, belonging 
to Keynsham Abbey (L&P 19,644). 

1544 (July). Grant to Sir Thomas Pope, the king's councillor of "a close of 
meadow beside the place called St Thomas Wateryng within Camerwell parish, 
Surrey in tenure of Richard Watkins" once of Keynsham Abbey, Som. 
Another close there in tenure of William Audfielde (between the highway from le 
Stonebridge towards Estgrenewych alias Depford on the north, the close in tenure of 
Richard Watkins which belonged to Keynsham (L&P 19,634). 

1544. To Sir Thomas Arundel and Henry Saunders. Grant of lordship and manor 
of Leighton, Soms, and the rectory and advowson of the vicarage of Clofford, 
Somerset, formerly belonging to Keynsham Abbey; and a wood called Leighton 
Coppice (1 and a half acres) in Leighton, Som (L&P 19,2,176). 

1544 (October). Grant to Walter Hendle, Attorney-general of the Augmentations, 
of the rectory of Eltham, Kent, with the mansion of the rectory and the advowson 
of the vicarage, belonging to Keynsham Abbey (L&P 1544,2,312). 

1545. Grant to Henry Brayne, merchant taylor of London, et al, of tenements in 
Bristol (11 named), rent of 13s. 4d called Barstaple Rent from the Proctors of Holy 
Trinity near Lawford's Gate, for a tenement and land called Clevedon Wall in 
Bristol, the king's 2 tenements in Temple Street and Radclyf Street, rent of 6s. 8d 
from the Master of the House of Kalendars, 8s from the Wardens of the parish 
church of Radclyf, a tenement upon Le Backe in Bristol and all other possessions of 
Keynsham monastery in Bristol (L&P 20,226). 

1547 (10 July). Grant to William Herbert. The messuage in Charleton, Soms, 
called le Sextry and the outer part of the churchyard there and all tithes of sheaves, 
grain and hay in Charleton called Charleton Tythyng, late of Keynsham monastery 
by reason of the rectory of Keynsham, and now or late in tenure of Thomas 
Haywarde (CPR 1547,194). 

1545 (May). Grant to Edmund Harman and Agnes his wife in fee to the said 
Edmund of the rectory of Burforde and chapel of Fulbroke, co. Oxon, the 
advowson of Burforde vicarage, late of Keynsham abbey (L&P 20,85., Weaver 
1907,56). 
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1545 (September). Grant to Henry Brayne, merchant tailor of London, and John 
Marssh, of London, tenements etc, in Bristol, in tenure of Davod Hobbys, John 
Warreyn, John Bocher, Roland Taylour, Gilbert Clerk, Richard Baker, John 
Gurney, William Gamage, John Fawcon, Thomas Olyver and the heirs of -- Norton, rent of 13s. 4d called Barstaple rent, from the proctors of Holy Trinity near 
Laffordes Gate, for tenements and land called Clevedon Wall in Bristol, the king's 
two tenements in Temple Street and Radclyff Street, and rent of 6s. 8d from the 
master of the house of Kalenders in Bristol, a rent of 8s. from the wardens of the 
parish church of Radclyf in the suburbs of Bristol, a tenement upon le Backe in the 
parish of St. Nicholas, in Bristol, and all other possessions of Keynsham monastery 
in Bristol (L&P 20 ii, 226., Weaver 1907,56). 

1548. Survey of chantries. John Gaye and Thomas Whippey hold by indenture for 
a term of years a messuage or farm with its appurtenances called Stockewoodes 
Ferme in Keynsham aforesaid, and render per annum 42s. 8d (SRS 2,274). 

1548 (2 August). Whereas Ambrose Baylie, late of Staunton Drewe, Soms, 
'husbandman' is indicted of having on 23 January 1548, about midnight, broken 
into the parish church of Publowe, Somerset, and stolen a silver and gilt cross 
worth £20, and two silver candlesticks parcel gilt worth £14, in the custody of 
William Byde and Richard Baylye, churchwardens; and whereas the said Ambrose 
is indicted of having on 22 January 1548, at the same hour, stolen from Staunton 
Drewe church a silver and gilt cross worth £4 and two vestments of 'blewe 
damaske' worth 40s, in the custody of Nicholas Baylie and Richard Hegges, 
churchwardens: 
Pardon to the said Ambrose of the felonies aforesaid and all offences between 16 
and 31 January 1 1548. 
By p. s. [11.886. Hampton Court, 24 July. ] (CPR 1548,298). 

1549 (11 April). Grant to Thomas Gargrave. The rectory of Chewton, Somerset, 
which belonged to the late monastery of Keynsham, Somerset, the tithes of sheaves, 
grain, corn and other tithes in Chewton and all the glebe lands and other profits of 
that rectory; and the capital messuage called 'the Tolse Howse' of Charleton next 
Keynsham, Somerset, with houses, buildings, barns, stables etc, and a parcel of 
meadow called Brodemede and a close called Conygarth and lands in Chewton and 
Charleton in tenure of Nicholas FitzJames, which belonged to the said monastery 
(CPR Edward VI, II, p. 198). 

1550 (15 December). Also grant of the ground called Fylwood (140 acres) in 
Fylton, Soms, in tenure of William Sharington, knight, which belonged to 
Keynsham monastery, Somerset (CPR Edward VI, III, p. 272). 

1550. The king grants the manor and hundred of Keynsham, Filton, Whitchurch, 
Charlton and Chewton Keynsham, the rectory and church of Brislington, the chapel 
of St Anne and the chapel and manor of Keynsham with all tithes to Sir John St Loe 
for 50 years (Collinson 1791, II, 403). 

1551 (8 October). Lease (see 7 July 1554) of patent under the Court of 
Augmentations dated 8 October 5 Edward VI, to Ursula Greysley, widow, for 21 
years: site and capital messuage of the manor of Hanham Abbatis, County 
Gloucester, formerly belonging to the monastery of Keynsham, and all 'lez 
demeane landes' of the same then lately leased to Ambrose Stolton and Elizabeth his 
wife, except woods and underwoods, at a yearly rent of 60s (CPR 1553-54,478). 

1552 (17 February). Licence to John Homer of Stokelane, Somerset esq. and John 
Homer of Clawford, Somerset, esq. son and heir of the first John to grant the 
advowson of the parish church of Holcomb, Soms, and the lands in Holcombe, 
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Stratton and Kylmersdon, Som; late of Keynsham monastery - to James Bysse of 
Stokelane, his brother John Bysse the younger (CPR 1550-53,224). 

1552 (3 March). Licence for £4 to Gerald Eryngton, gent, to grant the manor and 
the advowson of the parish church of Staunton Prior, Soms, to William Rosewell 
and Thomas Rosewell his son, their heirs and assigns (CPR 1550-53,245). 

1553 (7 January). For £922.2.2d halfpenny paid to Edmund Peckham, knight, to 
the king's use, by Thomas Bridges, esquire, in ready money; Grant to the said 
Thomas of the granges called Estover and Westover in the parish of Keynsham, 
Somerset, late of Keynsham monastery and afterwards parcel of the jointure of 
Katherine late queen of England, with their demesne lands, meadows, feedings and 
pastures, woods, underwoods and moors, commons of pasture upon lez Downes in 
Estover and Westover, void lands and pastures, works of customary tenants, farm 
called Stockwoodde in Stockwoodde and Keynsham and all other appurtenances; 
also the rectory and the advowson of the vicarage of Keynsham late of the said 
monastery and jointure, the tithes called "the strewe tythyng" and all buildings, 
barns, glebes, tithes, etc., of the said rectory; and also the house and site of the late 
monastery of Keynsham, late parcel of the said jointure; the messuage called 
Newycke next the late chapel of St Anne of Bristelton, Soms., and the gardens and 
orchards leased with it; the late chapel or shrine in which the image of St Anne 
formerly was in Bristelton and burial ground in which that chapel was situated; the 
wood called Haukliff Woode next the Avon within the parish of Westhannam, 
Gloucestershire, late of the said monastery; the close of land called Cosyners Lease 
beneath Warley Wood in Keynsham parish and all the trees and "lez overs" there; 
and the twelve loads of firewood yearly out of the wood called Filwoode, Somerset, 
accustomed to be carried by the farmer of Filton to the messuage called Newycke 
upon the summons of the possessor of that messuage. 
Which premises by indenture under the convent seal of Keynsham dated 1 
September 1538 were leased to John Panter, gentleman, for a term of years. 
Except (and reserved from this grant) lead and bells of Keynsham not appointed to 
the farmer there, and also the closes of land called "the Cosyners Close" in Filton 
beside Whitchurche, and "the Cow lease, " and underwood called Ilsyngrove, a 
close of land called "the Brode Meadowe" in Chewton and all the other demesne 
lands in Estover, Westover, Keynsham and Filton which were in the hands of 
tenants for life or years at the making of the lease to Panter and were not leased by 
that indenture, and all the tithes in Chewton, Charleton, Whitchurche and Bristelton 
which were parcel of the foresaid rectory. 
Yearly value £36.5.8d. To hold to the said Thomas Bridges, his heirs and assigns; 
holding all except the said granges and rectory of the king as of his manor of 
Estgrenewiche, Kent, by fealty only, in free socage and not in chief; and holding 
the said granges and rectory of the king by the service of fortieth part of one 
knight's fee. 
Issues since Michaelmas last. Exoneration; except a corrody or annuity of 52s. 
from part of the premises to the executors and assigns of the said John Panter for a 
term of years still enduring and except payments due to ecclesiastical persons out of 
the rectory of Keynsham. Dispensation. 
This without fine or fee. By p. s. [11.957. Greenwich, 2 Jan] (CPR Edward VI, V, 
309). 

1553 (27 April). Grant of the pasture called Keinsham Parke in Keinsham, 
Somerset, in tenure of John Seintlowe, which belonged to Keinsham monastery, and 
the free warren, free chace, free preservation and hunting of deer and every liberty 
of a park within the same pasture (CPR Edward VI, V, 178). 

1553 (3 May). Grant to Thomas Wyndham, esq, of lordship & manor of Preston 
and the advowson of the rectory of Preston, Somerset, late of Bathe Priory, 
Somerset, the capital messuage, 4 cottages and lands in the several tenures of Agnes 
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Wiett, William Payne, Robert Launcedowne, John James and Thomas Gorney in 
Preston, and all kinds (long list) of lands and liberties pertaining to the said lordship 
and manor. Yearly value £28.14s. 8d (CPR Edward VI, V, 99). 

1553 (29 May) 
: 

Grant to John Bysse of Pensforde etc of the lordship and manor of 
Cheleworthe alias Cheleworthie, Soms, late of Bath Priory, Somerset, the capital 
messuage of the said manor and the land with it in tenure of Emma Parsons, 
widow, and the wood etc called Clercum alias Clarkham Wood in Chelworthe, late 
of the same priory (CPR Edward VI, V, 211). 

1553 (8 November). Confirmation. And whereas also by patent under the great 
seal of the Court of Augmentations 22 April 1552, was leased to the said Henry 
(Sydney) the manor of Marshefield, County Gloucester, formerly belonging to the 
monastery of Keynesham, County Somerset, with all lands and rights of the same 
(long list) for 39 years from the preceding Lady Day, at a yearly rent of £80 (CPR 
1553-54,217). 

1554 (7 July). At Farnham. Grant of various reversions (see lease cited under 8 
October 1551) to Sir Edmund Peckham and Rowland Hayward: the site and capital 
messuage of the manor of Henham Abbatis and 'lez demaene landes' of the same. 
Also 2 grain mills, a fulling mill and fishery of 'lez weres' in Hanham Abbatis in 
tenure of Robert Trewbody (CPR 1553-54,478). 

1555 (4 February). Grant in fee to Christopher Baylye of Stoforde, Wilts, 
gentleman, for the sum of £66.13s. 4d. paid to Edmund Peckham knight, to the use 
of Edward VI, of rents of assise of all customary tenants in Compton Dando, co. 
Somerset, and of all lands there which formerly belonged to the priory of Bath, 
with all woods, yearly profits etc. of the premises. Yearly value 53s. 4d (CPR 
1554-55,313). 

1555 (21 March). Grant to the warden and scholars of New College, Oxford... all 
tithes of the demesne lands of the late Abbot of Keinsham at Marshfilde in the 
several tenures of John Wevyll, John Longford and others; a parcel of the tithes and 
sheaves of the said rectory issuing from the tithes of the demesne lands of the manor 
of the late Abbot and Convent of Keinsham (CPR 1554-55,69). 

1556 (22 August). At Croydon. Licence for £10.6s. 8d. to Rowland Haywarde, 
citizen and clothworker of London, to grant his manor and lordship of Hanham 
Abbottes alias Henham Abbottes Co. Gloucester, formerly parcel of the monastery 
of Keynssham, County Somerset and all lands, etc, belonging to the same manor, to 
John Reade of Kington, Co. Wilts, his heirs and assigns (CPR 1555-57,346). 

1557 (16 August). At Richmond. Grant to Walter Northcote of Kirton, Devon, of 
2 messuages and barns and lands in the tenure of Alice Hawtid in Stapleford and 
Southingham, County Wiltshire, late of the monastery of Keynsham, County 
Somerset (CPR 1557-58,271). 

1560 (17 May). Grant to Roger Alford of (2) the manor of Wentlocke and its 
appurtenances in Wentlocke, Newport and Sainte Myllins, County Monmouth, late 
of the monastery of Kaynesham, Co. Somerset. Yearly value £5.10s (CPR 1558- 
60,318). 

1561 (13 January). Licence for £4.20s in the hanaper for Richard Owen of 
Godstowe, Co. Oxford, to alienate the reversion of the manor of Rudcombe [sic] 
and its appurtenances in Rudcombe, Nemnet, Wrington, Blackdon, and Kaynesham, 
County Somerset to John Busshe, 'yoman' (CPR 1560-63,145). 
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1561 (31 December). Grant in fee simple, for £872.19s of (detailed) rents and 
services in... Keynesham, Fekewood, etc (CPR 1560-63,328). 

1563 (30 July). Grant in fee simple for £1367.16.3d to Thomas Gardiner etc.... 
(6) the manor of Roth, Co. Glamorgan, in the tenure of George Norton and late of 
the monastery of Keinsham, County Somerset (CPR 1560-63,591). 

1564 (29 January). Grant in fee simple to Robert Freke and John Walker of 
London; woods (named) in Marksbury, Hunstert etc (CPR 1563-66,180). 

1564 (14 July). Grant in fee simple to Thomas Reve, William Revel and William 
Hechins etc, land (tenant named) in Farmeborough (CPR 1563-66,15). 

1564 (16 September). Licence for Polidore Watkyns alias Vaughan and Anne his 
wife to alienate lands in Marksburye and Hunsterte, County Somerset to William 
Lovedaye for 28/8d in the Hanaper (CPR 1563-66,142). 

1564 (28 October). Licence for John Rede of Hanham Abbottes in Button, County 
Gloucester to alienate lands (named) in Button, all or now late in the tenure of 
William Underhill of Button, 'husbondman', some held by him by virtue of a copy 
of court roll of the manor of Hanham Abbottes made to him and Thomas Underhill, 
his brother, deceased by the monastery of Keynesham and the rest parcel of the 
demesne lands of the said manor, to the said William. For 15s. 3d in the Hanaper 
(CPR 1563-66,1656). 

1565 (19 November). Licence for John Rede the Elder and John Rede the 
Younger, his son and heir apparent, to alienate the manor or Hanham Abbottes, 
alias Henham Abbottes, County Gloucester, once of the monastery of Keynsham, 
County Somerset, to John Lacy of Bristoll, merchant, and John Lacy, his brother, 
of London 'clothworker' and the heirs and assigns of John Lacye of Brystoll. For 
£8.15.11d (CPR 1563-66,360). 

1566 (18 May). Inquiry etc to post mortem of John Bysse the Younger. Found he 
died seised of a fee in 
(2) the manor of Chelworthe alias Chelworthie and (3) the manor of Belliton alias 
Belton and Pensford, lands in Pensford and Belluton, alias Belton, parcel of the 
possessions of John Rymon of Bickford, County Somerset and lands in Publow Hill 
by Pensford, once of Geoffrey Upton,.... and that the manor of Belton and 
Pensford, late of John Sentleger, knight, etc... (CPR 1563-66,446). 

1566 (9 November). Lease for 21 years to Alexander Horden of the site and 
demesne lands of the manor of Stoke Abbatis, County Somerset, once of the 
monastery of Keynsham, County Somerset; with reservations, from Michaelmas 
last; yearly rent £10. By advice of the Treasurer and Chancellor of the Exchequer. 
In consideration that the manor was granted and demised by conventual indenture, 
14 September 1538, to John Seyntlowe, knight, and his heirs in fee farm at a yearly 
rent of £10, which indenture is void, as is supposed, wherefore Horden offers to 
take the present lease notwithstanding the interest of Seyntlowe, his heirs and assign 
(CPR 1563-66,412). 

1567 (27 June). Lease for 21 years to Edmund Downynge of all lands in Stoke 
Abbatis, Bechinstoke and Chewe, once in the tenure of [m. 331 John Seyntlowe, 
knight, and once of the monastery of Keinsham, County Somerset, with 
reservations; from Lady Day last; yearly rent £10. In consideration that the abbot 
and convent of the said monastery within a year and a day before the surrender of 
the Monastery granted by indenture to Seintlowe and his heirs the manor of Stoke 
Abbatis and its appurtenances in Stoke Abbatis, Bechinstoke and Chew, and the 
tithes or corn and hay and 'churchettes' both in corn and in hens and chickens 
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belonging to the said manor at a yearly rent of £10, which grant is void as is 
supposed, and Downynge has come before the Queen's Commissioners and sued for 
a lease of the premises notwithstanding in interest of Seyntlowe (CPR 1566-69,57). 

1568 (3 November). Licence for John Hungerford the Younger to alienate the 
manor of Compton Dando and lands in Compton Dando and Wolward, County 
Somerset to Anthony Hungerford and Nicholas Bodenham etc. For £3.13.4d (CPR 
1566-69,305). 

1569 (3 May). Pardon of alienation. Edward Apprice and John Rogers by fine in 
the Common Pleas in the Quinzaine of Trinity, 9 Elizabeth; acquired unto them and 
the heirs of Apprice from John Hungerford the younger, Anne his wife etc, the 
manor of Compton Dando, County Somerset and lands in Compton Dando, 
Welwarde, etc (CPR 1566-69,410). 

1569 (16 September). Grant to Francis Barneham... of a portion of tithes in Nemlett 
alias Trubwell, County Somerset (tenant named) late of the monastery of Kaynsham 
(CPR 1566-69,437). 

1569 (30 December). Licence for Thomas Hungarford and Edith his wife to 
alienate the manor of Compton Dando, and lands in Compton Dando, Publeo and 
Pensford, County Somerset to Matthew Smythe of the Middle Temple, London. 
For 33s. 4d (CPR 1569-72,139). 

1571 (23 March). Lease for 21 years to John Michell, one of the falconers of; (3) 
lands (named and tenants named) in Petersfelde, County Soton, late of the 
monastery of Keynsham... by patent of the Exchequer 18 June 1561 to William 
Fawkoner, with reservations for 21 years from Lady Day then last at a yearly rent 
of 17s (having formerly been leased by John, Abbot and the Convent of the 
monastery of Darford, County Sussex, holders thereof in composition with the 
monastery of Kaynesham, by indenture, 14 march 1532, to William Holdernesse of 
Petersfelde (CPR 1569-72,163). 

1571 (11 May). Lease for 21 years to John Buton of (4) lands (described with 
tenants' names) in Pensforde and Belluton, County Somerset, late of the late free 
chapel of St Thomas in Pensforde, (5) lands (tenants named) in Compton Dando, 
County Somerset, late of the Parish of Compton Dando, (6) a hermitage called 
Clarelewe and its possessions in Pensford and Publow, Co. Som (CPR 1569-72, 
230). 

1572 (26 February). Licence for John Bysse of Bristoll, merchant, to alienate the 
manor of Belluton alias Belton and Penceford in Staunton, County Somerset to 
Henry Becher, citizen and 'haberdassher' of London. For £4.16.4d in the Hanaper 
(CPR 1569-72,455). 

1572 (31 March). Licence for Polydore Watkyns alias Vaughan and Anne his wife 
and Thomas Harley to alienate a moiety of the manors of Markeysburye and 
Hunstertt and of lands in Markeysburyie, Hunstertt, Farmeborowe, Chelworth, 
Staunton Prior, Compton Dando, and Burnett, County Somerset to Simon Lewis for 
the use of [m. 16] the said Polydore and Thomas and the heirs and assigns of 
Polydore. For £4 in the Hanaper (CPR 1572-75,368). 

1572 (24 April). Lease for 31 years to John Baptist Castilion a groom of the Privy 
Chamber of... 
lands (tenant named) in Shete in Petersfield, County Southampton, once of the 
monastery of Keynsham, with reservations from Michaelmas, 1586 being the 
termination of a lease thereof by patent of the Exchequer 5 February 1566, to 
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William Fawkener with reservations for 21 years at a yearly rent of 14s (CPR 1569- 
72,467). 

1572 (21 May). Grant to Thomas, Earl of Sussex, Viscount Fitzwater, Lord 
Egremond and Burnell, K. G., Captain of the Gentleman Pensioners and at Arms, 
Chief Justice and Justice Itinerant of the Forest this side of the Trent, President of 
the Council of the North; 
(2) Patent of the Court of Augmentations, 22 April 1552, leasing to Henry Sydney, 
K. G., now President of the Council in Wales, the manor of Marshefeld, County 
Gloucester, late of the monastery of Kaynesham, County Somerset and afterwards 
of Edward, late Duke of Somerset, for 39 years from Lady Day then last at a yearly 
rent of £80, which lease was confirmed by patent 8 November 1553 (CPR 1572-75, 
368). 

1574 (26 May). Lease for 21 years to John Bouswell of (3) tithes in Publowe, 
County Somerset, the chapel of All Saints in the same, 4 wagon loads of timber 
taken in Fylwood and lands, now or late in the tenure of Lawrence Bedforde, clerk, 
and once of the monastery of Keynsham, County Somerset with reservations; from 
Lady Day last; yearly rents of (3) 6/8d (CPR 1572-75,240). 

1574 (28 May). Lease for 21 years to John Saterley of (3) the rectory of Publowe, 
County Somerset with tithes appurtenant, late leased to Richard Peryn at a yearly 
rent of 106s. 8d formerly parcel of the jointure of Catherine, late Queen of England 
with reservations, including land (described) (CPR 1572-75,319). 

1576 (30 January). Grant in fee simple to John Mershe of London; Lights of Seynt 
Marye Wilton, late of the monastery of Kensam, County Gloucester [sic] (CPR 
1575-78,27) 

1576 (27 April). At Gorhambury. Grant to Roger Manners; (11) all lands in Stoke 
Abbott, Bechinstoke and Chew or elsewhere, County Somerset, once in the tenure 
of John Seyntlowe, knight, and now or late in that of Edmund Downyng, once of 
the monastery of Keynsham, County Somerset (CPR 1575-78,186). 

1576 (7 July). Grant in fee simple to Edward, Earl of Lincoln; lands (named) in 
Shete or elsewhere in Petersfelde or elsewhere, Co. Southampton, once of the 
monastery of Keynesham (CPR 1575-78,79). 

1576 (9 July). Lease of 21 years, for William Lacye of (1) the rectory of 
Westharptre and a dovecote there, Co Somerset, late of the monastery of 
Keynsham, and (2) a water mill [named, with tenant's name] in Pennesforde, 
County Somerset, late of Farleighe Priory, with reservations, from Lady Day last; 
yearly rents, from the time when he shall enjoy possession (1) £6.6.8d and (2) 20s 
(CPR 1575-78,77). 

1577 (11 February). Lease for life to Thomas Buckland of the rectory, the house of 
the rectory and the dovecote of Westharpetree, County Somerset, with reservations; 
yearly rent £6.6.8d, rendering also 6s. 8d yearly to Wells Cathedral. In 
consideration of the surrender by the said Thomas of an indenture, 8 July 1531 
whereby John, abbot and the convent of the said monastery leased the rectory, the 
tithes of the rectory and the dovecote of Westharptree (then late held by John 
Goodman, clerk) to Thomas Homer, John Buckland, Joan his wife and John 
Buckland, elder son of John and Joan (reserving to the lessors the rents of tenants 
and the fines, heriots and other perquisities of court) for life in succession at a 
yearly rent of £6, rendering also 6s. 8d yearly to Wells cathedral; and for a fine of 
£19 paid at the Exchequer. By warrant of the commissioners (CPR 1575-78,370). 
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1577 (7 March). At Gorhambury. Grant to John Farneham; (56) woods (named 
with tenant's name) in the parish of Bytton, County Gloucester, once of the 
monastery of Keynesham (CPR 1575-78,308). 

1577 (2 August). At Gorhambury. Grant to Christopher Hatton, captain of the 
guard; (4) the lands (named with tenants' names) in the parish of Whitechurch, 
County Somerset, and the site and capital messuage of the grange of Filton alias 
Whitechurche, in the tenure of Hugh Smyth, all late of Catherine, late Queen of 
England, and formerly of the monastery of Keinsham (CPR 1575-78,331) 

1580 (1 December). Licence for Edward Griffin and William Hedges alias Hodges 
to alienate the manor of West Chelworth, Somerset, and lands (described) in West 
Chelworth and Stanton Drew, to John Cokeswell. For 84s. 8d (CPR 1580-82,117). 

1581 (15 November). Lease to John Lee of lands (vii) (named, tenants named), in 
Sheet, Hampshire, late of Keynsham monastery (CPR 1580-82,35) 
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APPENDIX 8a 

VALOR ECCLESIASTICUS 1535 - Monastery of Keynsham 

KEYNSHAM 

Value in fixed rents of all holdings, customary and free tenancies per annum: 
£45.5.6d 

Demesne land £63.14.6d 
Rent of mills £17.3.4d 

Less 40 shillings for service of John Burnell, bailiff of Keynsham. Thus net income 
£124.13.4d 

Profits from court £5.14. Od 
Fines £4.0. Od 

£134.7.4d 

CHEWTON 

Value in fixed rents of all holdings per annum; less 10 shillings for the service of 
Thomas Alyn, bailiff there. 

Thus net £13.3.8d 

CHARLTON 

Value in fixed rents of all holdings per annum; less 10 shillings for the service of 
Thomas Cocks, bailiff there. 

Thus net £15.11.5d 

FILTON 

Value in fixed rents of all holdings per annum: 
£15.4.2d 

Demesne land £10.17.8d 
Less 13s4d for the service of Thomas Whippey, bailiff there. 

Thus net £25.8.6d 
Court profits 10.0d 

£25.18.6d 

STOCKWOOD 

Value of farm rent with demesne land per annum. 

Net £4.5.8d 
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BRISLINGTON 

Value in rent of one holding per annum 

£1.11.0d 

BACKWELL 

Value in rent of one holding per annum. 

£0.8.0d 

BATH 

Value of various cottages per annum 

£0.19.5d 

GLOUCESTERSHIRE 

MARSHFIELD 

Value in fixed rents of all holdings, customary and free tenancies per annum. 
£59.5.5d 

Demesne land £34.0.0d 

Less £2.13.4d for service of John Champion, bailiff there. 
Thus net £90.12. Id 
Profits from court, with £4 of hunting: 

£7.8.0d 
Fines £6.0.8d 

£104.0.9d 

STAPLEFORD IN WILTSHIRE 

Value in fixed rents of all holdings per annum. 
£0.40.0d 

WINGFIELD AND STOWFORD 

Value in fixed rents with the farm of the manor per annum thus declared. 
£12.6.8d 

ACTON TURVILLE 

Value in rent of a certain parcel of land with 4 shillings for a cottage in Worcester. 
£1.0.0d 

HANHAM ABBOTS 

Value in fixed rents with the farm of the manor and mill per annum. Less 20 
shillings for the service of John Illary, bailiff there, Holton Clawford and others. 

Thus net £14.10.7d 
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BITTON, UPTON AND COLYHALL 

Value in fixed rents of all holdings with the farm of the manor there per annum. 

£11.18.1d 

HOLCOMBE AND DUNKERTON 

Value in fixed rents of all holdings, with rent of 2 shillings of one parcel of land in 
Dunkerton. 

£2.15.4d 

LEIGHTON, COMPTON AND HINTON 

Value in fixed rents of all holdings with £3.0.8d received of fixed rent of Compton 
Dando, and with 14 shillings of fixed rent of Hinton Blewitt. 

£11.0.16d 

STOKE ABBATIS AND THRUBWELL 

Value in fixed rents there with tithes. Less 20 shillings for the service of John 
Bees, bailiff there, and 2 shillings to the Bishop of Bath. 

Thus net £11.11.8d 

HARPTREE AND BELLUTON 

Value in fixed rents there per annum, with 5 shillings of rent of one cottage in 
Belluton. 

£2.8.8d 

CADBROKE 

Value in fixed rents per annum. 

£1.6.8d 

BRISTOL 

Value in fixed rent of all holdings, per annum. Less 10 shillings for the service of 
John Sterigge, bailiff. 

Thus net £10.8.8d 

DURNFORD, PETERSFIELD AND HYDE 

Value in fixed rents of diverse hamlets: 

In Durnford £3.5.1d halfpenny 
In Petersfield £1.0.0d 
In Hyde £2.8.2d halfpenny 

Total remainder £6.13.4d 
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WALES: GLAMORGAN 

Value in fixed rents of both free and customary tenancies per annum. Less £1.6.8d 
for the service of George Norton esquire, Steward there, and £1 for service of 
Thomas ap John, bailiff. 

Thus net £9.16.5d 

WENTLOCK 

Value in fixed rents of both free and customary tenancies, per annm. Less £1.6.8d 
for the service of Sir William Morgan, head steward there, and £1 for service of 
David Upmorgan, bailiff there. 

Thus net £5.8.6d 

SPIRITUALITIES 

BRISLINGTON 

Value in rent for the farm of the rectory with oblations: 

£13.3.4d 

PUBLOW 

Value in rent for the farm of the rectory per annum, less 20 shillings for the service 
of William Frynd, bailiff there. 

Thus net £5.13.4d 

BURFORD (OXON) 

Value in rent for the farm of the rectory per annum, less 40 shillings for the service 
of Thomas Hayward, bailiff. 

Thus net £12.0. Od 

NEWTON ST LOE 

Value of a pension of the rectory of the church, per annum: 
£0.6.8d 

CLOWFORD 

Value in rent for the farm of the rectory, per annum: 

£3.6.8d 

LITTLETON AND NORTON MALREWARD 

Value in rent for the farm of the rectory there, with 13s. 4d as of a pension of the 
rectory of the church of Norton, per annum. Less 5 shillings paid as a pension to 
the Dean and Chapter of Wells. 

Thus net £4.8.4d 
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HARPTREE 

Value in rent for the farm of the rectory with Id of the church of East Harptree. 

BRISTOL 
£6.6.9d 

Value of a pension of the rectory of the church of St Mary le Port with 6 shillings 
received from the church of St Werburgh. 

£1.6.8d 

TOTAL £46.11.9d 

Sum total value of all possessions above, both temporal and spiritual: 

£450.3.6d thence: 

SERVICES; 

Sir William Kyngeston, chief steward of the aforesaid monastery 
£5.0. Od 

Thomas Lieuwelyn, auditor of the aforesaid monastery 
£3.6.8d 

William Panter, bailiff of the hundred of Keynsham: 
£4.0. Od 

Thomas Enderbye, bailiff of Durneford and Stapleford: 
£0.13.4d 

John Spondlegh, bailiff of Binford, Turvile, Assteton, Hanham, 
Colyhall: 

£2.0. Od 

Total £15.0. Od 

Resolved Rents: 
Owed to diverse persons: 
- the Bishop of Bath £0.2.0d 
- Sir Anthony Hungerford £0.0.20d 
- Earl of Salisbury £O. 2.6d 

- Earl of Huntingdon £0.3.9d 
- Abbess of Shaftsbury £0.2.1d 
- Prior of Bath £0.5. Od 
- Lord of Bitton £0.1.4d 

Total: £0.18.4d 

For Curacies and pensions: 
- to the Bishop of Bath, as the Procuratorial Visitator: 

£1.6.8d 
- Archdeacon of Bath £0.16.5d halfpenny 
- Archdeacon of Lincoln £0.6.8d 
- Prebendary of Bitton £1.0. Od 
- to the Vicar of Bitton, as of the tithe of the mill at Hanham: 

£0.10. Od 

Total: £3.19.9d 

Bitton, Upton and 
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Alms: 
Given and distributed to diverse paupers 
to say William, once Earl of Gloucester, 
others before the king's commissioners: 

£10.15. Od 

Total of the aforesaid allowance: 

£30.13. Id 
and remaining clear with all deductions: 

as of the ordinance of the founders; that is 

, Sir Richard Choke, Nicholas St Loe and 

£419.10.4d 
Tenth thus £41.19.0d halfpenny. 
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APPENDIX 8b 

Ministers' and Receiver's Accounts of the dissolved monastery of Keynsham, 
1540. Public Record Office 391. SC6 (3144). Held on microfilm at Somerset 
Record Office. The following is an abstract of the accounts. 

THE FORMER MONASTERY OF KEYNSHAM 

Account of all and singular all bailiffs, farmers, reeves and all ministers' accounts 
of all and singular demesnes, manors, lands and tenements, or all possessions of 
every kind both spiritual and temporal formerly of the same, or belonging thereto, 
at the feast of Saint Michael the Archangel in the thirtieth year of the reign of King 
Henry VIII, by the grace of God King of England and France, Defender of the 
Faith and Lord of Ireland, and in earth Supreme Head of the Church of England, 
until the same feast of Saint Michael the Archangel thereafter next following in the 
thirty-first year of the same reign, namely by one year. Wholly as below. 

MANOR OF KEYNSHAM WITH MEMBERS 

Account of John Stirige, reeve. 

Arrears: Nil. 

Fixed Rents in Brislington 

Rendering 50s. 2d halfpenny of customary rents, of 

Thomas House 3s 
Robert West 10s. 4d 
John Gibbyns 13s. 4d 
Richard Pope 5s. 2d 
John Tybbotte 15s. 4d 
Richard Tiler 2s 
Thomas Newman 12d 

Total: 50s. 2d halfpenny 

Farm of the granges with the rectory 

For the farm of the granges of Eston and Weston; £36, with all houses, buildings, 
dovehouses, barns, stables, with all other benefits and the demesne houses of the 
grange. 

Also all demesne lands, meadow, pasture and grazing, woods, underwoods, moors, 
all pasture above 'le downe' and in all vacant lands and pastures. 

Also with all custom works of tenancies there of the farm of Stokewod, together 
with all other commodities and freedoms and annuities whatsoever at the aforesaid 
grange, with the farm of all the premises accepted or reputed to appurtain thereto. 
Also the whole rectory of Keynsham with all lands, meadow, pasture and grazing 
pertaining to the rectory. 

Also all tithes, both of corn, grain and hay and all tithes called Strewe Tythyng 
together with all tithes with their appurtenances, pertaining to the aforesaid rectory 
with some of the premises. 
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Except; all pasture in a part of Keynsham called Conyg close, one close called 
Conys Close; parish of Whitchurch - one close called Cowelese, underwood called 
Isyngrove, one close called the Brode Mede in Chuton, together with all other 
demesne lands lately in the manor in other tenancies or being for terms of lives or 
by years of indentures without written testament, demised together with all tithes 
both of corn, grain and hay and all tithes of Chewton, Charleton, Whitechurche and 
Bristilton to John Panter for a term of 80 years by indenture dated 1 September 
1538. 

Also 5s of rent for one house with the chapel of St Anne called Newicke with the 
cemetery and one small grove called Hawclyfe Woode in Westhanham, and one 
close called Cosyners lese, a parcel of the demesne demised to Robert Stafford for a 
period of 90 years by indenture dated 30 June 1538. 

Also 66s. 8d. of rent for one fulling mill called Avynmyll with the mansion house 
there, and a curtilage behind the same mansion. Another fulling mill called South 
Myll with meadow behind St. John's in Brode Mede demised to William Holbroke, 
and Isabell his wife for the term of their lives by indenture under conventual seal 
dated 22 September 1526. 

Also 65s. of rent for one tenement with weirs called Sharpeswere with three fulling 
mills and weirs there, a croft of meadow formerly in tenure of Robert Baiter called 
Waye Crofte, another croft called Lewe Pole, one messuage and a farrendell of land 
formerly in tenure of Richard Churchewall, with demesnes, other lands and a 
messuage demised to Nicholas Leyman and Isabella his wife for term of their lives 
by indenture dated 5 September 1487. 

Also 50s of rent for one capital house of Charleton next to Keynsham called 
Towlsehowse with all houses and gardens attached. Furthermore all tithes of corn 
and hay, and all holdings in Chewton Brodemede, one close called Conyger, wood 
and underwood with all profits of premises appurtenant demised unto Nicholas 
Fitzjames for term of 99 years by indenture dated 30 September 1538. 

Also 20s of rent for one tenement with appurtenants in Keynsham, 7 acres of land 
in Stokewood Field, 6 and a half acres of arable land in the West Field of 
Keynsham aforesaid, one close of 1 acre of land between the convent brook and 
Byne Acre, 1 acre of pasture alternately in the Hams, 1 other acre of land lying in 
the aforesaid field, 6 and a half acres of arable land under Culverhouse Hill with 
one willow bed in Angelle Mede in the same pasture there in wintertime with all its 
appurtenances demised to William Whippey for term of 90 years by indenture dated 
10 September 1538. 

Also £10.13s. 4d. of rent for 3 grain mills called Avyn mill, Downemyll and 
Sowthmyll with their waters, ponds and appurtenances, and one 'wethilere' at 
Downemyll and fishing above Downewere demised to John Webbe for term of 80 
years by indenture dated 28 February 1533. 

Also 6s. 8d. of rent for 1 close called Cowlese demised to William Tybbott for term 
of 80 years by indenture dated 26 September 1538. 

Total £57.8s. 8d. 

Farm of the demesne lands 

Rendering 26s. 8d. of the farm of the site of the former monastery there with one 
close called Covent Orchard containing 15 acres formerly in the hands and 
occupation of the abbey there, now in occupation of John Panter, paying 40s, 
formerly received out of its appurtenances of Keynsham. It does not render because 
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the said parcel and its appurtenances were sold to Sir John Seyntloo and his heirs in 
perpetuity by charter under the seal of the former prior and convent there rendering 
6s. 8d by the year. 

Total 26s. 8d. 

Fixed rents in Keynsham 

Rendering £43.8s. 9d halfpenny of all fixed rents of customary tenants or tenants 
which are held by testament of the lord. 

Total £43.8s. 9d halfpenny. 

Rents in Keynsham called "Smethis Rent" 

Rendering £4.12d of all rents of tenants there called Smyth rent. 

Total £4.12d. 

Profits of Court 

No profits because there is no court there this year. 

Total Nil. 

SUM TOTAL OF THE ROLL: £108.15s. 

Services and Pledges 

By the same account for services not seen £46s. 8d. As a stipend for the audit; 2s. 

Total 48s. 8d. 

Rents owing 

For tenements in Keynsham: 

Thomas Evans 2s (at 4s per year) (formerly in tenancy) 
Andrew Wood 2s (at 4s per year) 
William Holbrook 3s. Id (at 6s. 3d per year) 
Walter Dalby 2s (at 4s per year) 
John Biclie 6d (at 12d per year and demised (20d) at 3s. 4d per 

year 
One tenement formerly in tenure of Andrew Wood formerly at 10s per year 
and now demised to William Hurle at 6s. 8d. 

Total; 14s. 7d halfpenny. 

Discharged Money 

Discharged for the use of John Stourton, formerly abbot; £9, with 13s. 4d received 
of John Panter of the farms of the granges of Eston and Weston with the rectory 
there and the site of the aforesaid former abbey. Remaining in the manor for the 
former abbot £26.3s halfpenny. 
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Paid Money 

Discharged to Sir Thomas Arundell, Receiver of the lord king without receipt but 
with the acknowledgement of the accountant; £79.8s. 8d. 

Total of the allowances and payments aforesaid: £108.15s. 

HUNDRED OF KEYNSHAM 

Account of William Panter, bailiff. 

Arrears: Nil. 

Profits of Court 

Rendering £9.14s. 10d of profits of the quarter court there; 

66s. 8d of certain renders 
24s. 10d of the farm of suit of free tenancies 
13s. 4d. of part of goods and chattels 
William Bristow of [felon attinot'] 
£4.9s. 11d of all profits there. 

Total: £9.14s. 10d. 

Service and Pledges 

In fee per year 100s. And in consideration of the diligent labour of John Panter, 
sub-steward of the court there; 20s. 

Total £6. 

Steward's Expenses 

Expenses for the steward there for the court; 

Total 11 s. 

Received: Total of the allowance aforesaid £6.11s. and owed 63s. 10d which is 
discharged to Thomas Arundell, knight, Receiver of the lord king there without 
receipt but with the acknowledgement of the accountant. 

CHEWTON, PARCEL OF THE DEMESNE OF KEYNSHAM 

Account of Thomas Homer, farmer. 

Arrears: Nil. 

Farm of the manor 

Rendering £13.0s. 20d for the farm of all the fixed rent demised to the aforesaid 
account by indenture dated 12 October 1538 for 90 years. 

Total £14.20d. 
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Discharged Money 

Discharged to the former abbot for the said manor; £6.8s. 4d. 

Paid Money 

Discharged to Sir Thomas Arundell, Receiver of the lord king; £6.13s. 4d. 

Total of the allowances and payments aforesaid; £14.20d. 

GRANGE OF STOCKWOOD 

Account of Robert West, farmer. 

Arrears: Nil. 

Farm of the grange 

Rendering 79s. for the farm of the whole grange of Stockwood with arable lands, 
meadow, pasture and grazing there appurtenant to the same, together with the tithes 
of corn, all and singular lying in the hamlet of Stockwood aforesaid. Rendering 
annually 6 quarters of corn (32s), at 5s. 4d a quarter, 6 quarters of barley (16s. ), 6 
quarters of oats (8s. ) at 16d a quarter, one bull (9s. ) and for rent of one dovehouse: 
4s., and 10s. half paid at the feast of Saint Martin, together with stock 10s. 6d., one 
cow with a calf; price 10s., one barrel 4s., one plough of good workmanship, one 
wagon with a coulter and share, a chippelogge' and 3 jug? with a wagon, 1 foot of 
rope, 1 wainrope, 1 lodeschide, 1 dung pot with one cow with all the merwain yoke 
and one ? demised to the aforesaid accountant and Anne his wife for term of their 
lives by indenture dated under the seal of the former convent, 20 May 1496. 

Total 79s. 

Above: Of the same account is this year in arrears and unpaid: 79s. 

WEST HARPTREE WITH RECTORY 

Account of John Bucland, farmer. 

Arrears: Nil. 

Farm of the whole manor there 

Rendering 30s. 6d. of the farm of all fixed rents in Westharptree demised to the 
aforesaid accountant by indenture under conventual seal dated 11 October 1538 for 
80 years. Paying 9s. 5d three farthings to the Archdeacon of Bath, less 4s for the 
service of the collector of rents there by the year. 

Total: 30s. 6d halfpenny. 

Farm of the rectory 

Rendering £6 of the farm of the rectory and one dovecote with all tithes of corn and 
hay with all rights demised to the aforesaid accountant by the same indenture for a 
term of 80 years. 

Total: £6. 
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RENT OF A FREE TENANCY IN BELLUTON 

Rendering 5s of rent paid by Cristina Weight for the land of Nicholas Wyke by the 
year, and of 1d of free rent paid to the church of East Harptree. 

Total: 5s. I d. 

Received 

Sum total of the roll; £7.10s. 7d one farthing, paying the remainder to Thomas 
Arundell, knight, Receiver of the lord king there without receipt but with the 
acknowledgement of the above accountant. 

GRANGE OF FILTON 

Account of Thomas Gowth and William Jonys, farmers. 

Arrears: Nil. 

Farm 

Rendering 46s. 8d for the farm of the grange of Fylton with arable land, meadow, 
pasture and grazing, and custom works held with all appurtenances demised to the 
aforesaid farmers and in right of their wives for term of their lives by indenture 
dated under conventual seal, 18 March 1530. Paying at the feast of All Saints 40s 
and at the feast of the Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin Mary 6s. 8d. 

Also of £4.6s: 9 quarters (48s) of corn at 5s. 4d a quarter, 7 quarters of barley 
(20s) at 2s. 8d a quarter, 7 quarters of oats? (10s) at 16d a quarter, and 3 quarters of 
beans (8s. ) at 2s. 8d a quarter coming out of the grange aforesaid, paying according 
to the said indenture. And of £4 of four ? (60s) delivering yearly at the former 
monastery there at the feast of Philip and Jacob and Saint Michael and resigned by 
the aforesaid indenture and for a pig (20s) at the feast of Saint Martin as by the 
aforesaid indenture. And of 7s of part of certain (4s) capons at the feast of the 
Passion and of certain goose fat (2s) at the feast of Saint Michael and of ? (12d) at 
the feast of Birth of Our Lord. And of 6s of 12 wagonloads of firewood to carry to 
the chapel of Saint Anne of Neweweke. 

Total: £11.5s. 8d. 

Discharged Money 

Discharged for the use of the former abbot by receipts from the grange; with 6s. 8d. 
of rent for one house called Culverhouse, parcel of the aforesaid grange. 

Total: £4.12s. 8d. 

Paid Money 

Discharged to Sir Thomas Arundell, Receiver of the lord king without receipt but 
with the acknowledgement of the accountant; 

Total: £6.11 Is. 

Total allowances and payments aforesaid: £11.3s. 8d. Of which 2s is owed as a 
stipend for the audit 
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REEVE OF FYLTON 

Account of Thomas Whyppey, reeve. 

Arrears: Nil. 

Fixed Rents 

William Colson 8s (tenement called Barnys) 
William Colson 20s (pasture called Cosyners) 
Thomas Walter 10s (pasture called Flowre) 
John Morgan 10s (pasture called Pekydgrove) 
John Morgan 10s (tenement) 
Julian Forde 13s. 2d (tenement called Collys) 
Robert Lukyns 30s (tenement) 
Pasture called 
Cosyners 20s 
William Whitwod 20s (tenement) 
Thomas Typpotte 20s (tenement) 
Isabella Lylywhite 20s (3 cottages) 
John Whiphey 16s (tenement called Smethis) 
Arthur Payton 5s (tenement called Storyers) 
William Hasyll 13s (tenement called Hyxes) 
John Shirborn 6s (tenement) 
William Vale 10s (tenement) 
Thomas Poxisley 7s (tenement) 
Elizabeth Harris 6s (tenement) 
Richard Wylliams 8s. 3d (tenement) 
John Gale 10s. 6d (tenement) 
Isabelle Lyllywhite 12s. Id (tenement) 
Thomas Danyell 8s (tenement) 
Margaret Gaye 8s (tenement) 
Margaret Gaye 5s. 4d (1 cottage) 
Thomas Whippey 20s (tenement demised for 70 years by indenture dated 

20 March 1528. With 4d for pannage of pigs. ) 

Total: £15.5s. 4d. 

Service not seen 

By the same account for the exercise of the office 6s. 8d, with 2s for as a stipend for 
the audit. 

Total: 8s. 8d. 

Discharged Money 

Discharged for the use of the former abbot. 

Total: £6. 

Paid Money 

Discharged to Sir Thomas Arundell, Receiver of the lord king, without receipt but 
with the acknowledgement of the accountant. 

Total: £8.16s. 8d. 
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Total allowances and payments aforesaid £15.5s. 4d. 

CHARLTON 

Account of Henry Blynman, reeve. 

Arrears: Nil. 

Fixed Rents 

John Harvowe 
John Harvowe 
Richard Snygge 
Thomas Hayward 
John Stockewood 
Meadow (Shilmede) 
Henry Blynman 
Thomas Cocke 
Thomas Cocke 
John Vale 
John Parsons 
Thomas Vale 
John Cocke 
John Savage 
William Clement 
William Vale 
William Vale 
Flore Owtemore 
John Balle 
John Jonys 
John Jonys 
Robert Dyer 
Thomas Stockewood 

Total: £15.13s. lld. 

Service and Pledges 

16s (tenement) 
16s (2nd tenement) 
8s (tenement) 
37s. 5d (3 messuages) 
11s. 4d (tenement) 
IN 
22s. 2d (tenement) 
10s (tenement) 
16s (tenement 
10s (tenement) 
16s (tenement) 
20s (tenement with pasture) 
16s (tenement) 
8s (tenement) 
14s (tenement) 
18s (tenement) 
10s (tenement) 
18s (tenement) 
10s (tenement) 
16s (tenement) 
8s (pasture called le Garston) 
6d (one cottage) 
2s. 6d (one cottage) 

For service 6s. 8d. And as a stipend for the audit 2s. 

Total: 8s. 8d. 

Discharged Money 

Discharged for the use of the former abbot. 

Total 73s. 8d. 

Paid Money 

Discharged to Sir Thomas Arundell, Receiver of the lord king without receipt but 
with the acknowledgement of the accountant. 

Total £ll. 11s. 7d. 

Total of discharged and paid aforesaid £15.13s. 
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RECTORY OF KEYNSHAM WITH PARTS 

Account of Thomas Hayward, farmer. 

Arrears: Nil. 

Farm of Chariton 

Rendering 41s for the farm of all the tithes of corn, grain and hay of the aforesaid, 
which is demised to the aforesaid reeve for term of 60 years by indenture dated 7 
September 1538, with 12d of rent for one tenement with its appurtenances called 
Sextrie as is fully contained in the same indenture. 

Total: 41 s. 

Farm of Filton 

Rendering 110s for the farm of a portion of the tithes of corn and hay at Filton 
called Strawe tythynges demised to Thomas Whippey for term of 3? years by 
indenture dated 20 March 1528. No tithe coming from John Lylywhite, chaplain 
and court-reeve there granted for term of his life by indenture under conventual seal 
dated 19 December 1511. 

Total: 1l Os. 

Farm of Brislington 

Rendering £7.3s. 4d for the farm of tithes of corn and hay of the rectory of 
Brislington, demised to John Danyell with all lands, tenements, meadows, pastures 
and feedings and all appurtenances, with one close of pasture called Galfrides which 
is parcel of the aforesaid rectory there for term of the lives of the said John and 
Alice his wife, and Agnes and John their son and daughter, by indenture dated 3 
May 1531. Rendering for the aforesaid tithes £7.3s. 4d, for the said pasture 13s. 4d. 
With all other profits and oblations of the rectory except those of Robert Bede, 
chaplain, court-reeve for term of his life by indenture under conventual seal dated 
10 March 1521. 

Total: £7.3s. 4d. 

Farm of Publocke alias Publow 

Rendering 110s for the farm of tithes of corn and hay of Publowe with lands, 
meadows, woods, pastures with their appurtenances demised to Robert Pepyn for 
term of 63 years by indenture dated under conventual seal 24 March 1536. With all 
profits of the tithes of the rectory there. Excepting four cartloads of firewood taken 
in the wood of Sylkewood granted to Laurence Bedford, clerk court-reeve there for 
term of his life by indenture dated 20 April in the year of Our Lord 1538. 

Total: 110s. 8d. 

Sum Total of the Rectories £20.12d. 

Discharged Money 

Discharged for the use of the former abbot out of the rectory of Filton: 50s. 

Paid Money 
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Discharged to Sir Thomas Arundell, Receiver of the lord king, without receipt but 
with the acknowledgement of the accountant; £12.4s. 4d. 

Total Discharged Monies aforesaid £14.14s. 4d. 

Except debt of 56s. 8d. 

Above 

Richard Perryn, farmer of Publocke, this year in arrears and unpaid; 56.8d. 

RECTORY OF LITTLETON 

Account of John Hogges, farmer. 

Arrears: Nil. 

Farm of the Rectory 

Rendering £4 of the farm of the rectory there, and its capital mansion, with all 
rents, lands, meadows, pastures, works, fines, heriots and profits of court demised 
to the said accountant for term of his life and Prima his wife by indenture dated 
April 1511-12. Rendering also 10s to the archdeacon as an endowment, 5s for the 
fabric of the church of Wells and 2s to John Rodney for the chapel of Rewe and a 
stipend for the use of the priest there for the repair of the chancel of the church. 

Total: £4. 

Sum total of the farm abovesaid; £4 which is paid to Sir Thomas Arundell, Receiver 
of the lord king there without receipt but with the acknowledgement of the 
abovesaid accountant. 

BRISTOL 

Account of John Barren, collector of rents. 

Arrears: Nil. 

Fixed Rents 

David Hobbys 8s (tenement) 
John Barren 7s (tenement) 
John Bocher 2s (tenement in rewe tenure) 
Rolland Taillor 4s (tenement) 
Rent called Barstable 
Rent received of rents 
of Holy Trinity 13s. 4d 
Gilbert Clerke 16d (tenement above Castell Dyche) 
Richard Baker 8s. 6d (tenement) 
John Gurney 6d (2 gardens) 
William Gamage 8d (tenement) 
Rent of tenement in 
Stemplestrete 8s 
Rent of tenement in 
Redclyffestret 17s 

Total: 69s. I Od 
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Rents of Free Tenure 

John Fawoon 40s (free rent for Le Berelime) 
Thomas Olyver 5s (free rent for a tenement in Radclyfe) 
Heirs of [blank] 
Norton 8s (free rent for a tenement) 
Lords Kalendars 6s. 8d (free rent of the church) 
Radclyffe 8s (free rent there) 
Tenement above the 
Backe in St Nicholas 
parish lOs 

Total 76s. 8d. 

Sum total of the roll: £7.7s. 6d. 

Fee Value 

For the exercise of the office of collector of rents 13s. 4d. And for the audit 2s. 

Total 15s. 4d. 

Unpaid Rents 

Two tenements in Templestrete (8s) and Redclifstrete (17s) formerly in 
tenure at 25s per year. 

Total: 25s. 

Discharged Money 

Discharged for the use of the former abbot: 16s. 3d. 

Free Money 

Discharged to Sir Thomas Arundell, Receiver of the lord king, without receipt but 
with the acknowledgement of the accountant. 

Total: £4.2s. lld. 

Total of the discharged and paid monies aforesaid: £6.19s. 6d. Of which 8s is in 
debt. 

Above 

[blank] Norton widow, for free rents and one tenement next to the church of St 
Peter, this year in arrears: 8s. 

LEIGHTON WITH RECTORY 

Account of Nicholas FitzJames, farmer. 

Arrears: Nil. 
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Farm 

Rendering £6 for the farm of the manor aforesaid with all lands, tenements, rents 
etc, meadows, pastures, feedings, woods, underwoods, ways, byways, waters, 
fishings with all their appurtenances in Leighton, and also a pension of the parish 
church of Clowforde with the rectory there with all its rights demised to the above 
accountant for term of 90 years by indenture dated 10 September 1538. 

Total: £6. 

Above 

Rents from the same account in arrears: £6. 

PENSIONS 

Account of William Panter, collector of pensions. 

Arrears: Nil. 

Newton St Loe 

Rendering 6s. 8d of the rectory of Newton St Lo for a pension issuing from the 
aforesaid rectory. 

Total: 6s. 8d. 

Norton 

Rendering 13s. 4d of a certain pension issuing from the rectory there. 

Total: 13s. 4d. 

Bristol 

Rendering from pensions: 

Church of Saint Mariport 15s 
Rectory of Werburgs 6s. 8d 
Rectory of St. Lawrence 2s 
Rectory of Portishead 8s 

Total: 36s. 8d. 

Nempnett Thrubwell 

Rendering 13s. 4d of William Panter for a portion of the tithes of corn and other 
tithes of Nemlett alias Trubwell demised to the aforesaid William for term of 90 
years by indenture dated 2 August 1538. 

Total: 13s. 4d. 

Backwell 

Rendering 8s of rent for one tenement there in tenure of John Leverige in right of 
his wife for the term of the life of the said wife, by indenture under conventual seal. 

Total: 8s. 
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Bath 

Rendering 2s. 8d of certain rents by the mayor and corporation of the city there by 
the year. And of 8s? of rent for one tenement there called Battes (6s. 8d) and one 
garden in tenure of Galfrid Stayn by the year. And of 5s received of the Prior of St 
Johns in Bath by his free rent of land in Brynsbury. 

Total: 40s. 8d ?. 

Dunkerton 

Rendering 2s of rent for one parcel of land in Dunkerton by the year. 

Total: 2s. 

Holcombe 

Rendering 14s. 6d for all fixed rents of all tenements there. And of 38s. 4d of rent 
for the capital messuage in Holcombe demised to Richard Uphall and Isabel! his 
wife for term of his and their lives by indenture dated 10 September 1533. 

Total: 52s. 10d. 

Compton 

Walter Horsyngton 14s (certain lands) 
John Cockes 10s (certain lands) 
Thomas Hayward 6s. 8d (tenement called Croftes, granted for 97 years 

by indenture dated 2 January 1537). 

Also 46s. 8d for the farm of the capital mansion or grange of Compton with its 
appurtenances demised to John Rede for term of 70 years by indenture dated 8 
October 1494. 

Total: 77s. 6d. 

Henton 

Rendering 14s of rent for one tenement in Henton with its appurtenances in tenure 
of John Hogges. 

Total: 14s. 

Sum total of the Roll £l 1.19s. 10d. 

Service not Seen 

For the collector of rents there: 13s. 4d, and for the audit: 2s. 

Total: 15s. 4d. 

Discharged Money 

Discharged to the former abbot: 38s. 2d halfpenny. 
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Paid Money 

Discharged to Sir Thomas Arundell, Receiver of the lord king: £6.15s. 7d. 

Total discharged and paid monies aforesaid £9.7s. 8d 

Debt 50s. 8d. 

Above 

In arrears and unpaid: 

Rectory of St Mary Port 20s (pension) 
John Styrigge, bailiff of Keynsham 24s 
Walter Horsyngton 14s (certain land in Compton) 
John Cockes 10s (certain land in Compton) 
Henry Blyndman 6s. 8d 
Thomas Hayward 6s. 8d (rent of a tenement in Compton) 

Total: 50s. 8d. 

LAND IN STAPLEFORD IN WILTSHIRE, 
AND DURFORD, PETERSFIELD AND HYDE 
IN SUSSEX 

Account of Robert Grove, collector of rents. 

Arrears: Nil. 

Fixed Rents in Stapleford 

Rendering 40s for all fixed rents there by the year. 

Total: 40s. 

Fixed Rents in Durnford, Petisfilde & Hide 

Rendering 65s. 1 d halfpenny of fixed rents for diverse tenements with their 
appurtenances in Durnforde. And of 20s of rent for diverse tenements with their 
appurtenances in Pyttesfilde. Also of certain lands and tenements in Hyde at 48s. 2d 
halfpenny per year. 

Total: £4.5s. 1 d halfpenny. 

Sum total of the Roll £6.5s. ld halfpenny. 

Of which 3s. lld is paid, with 36s. 1d for the collector, leaving £4. Ss. ld for Sir 
Thomas Arundell, Receiver of the lord king, without receipt but with 
acknowledgement. 

Total: £4.5s. 1 d. 

Above 

Willim Fitz Williams, knight, Earl of Southampton by his land in Durneford 
(65s. 1 d halfpenny) and Pittisfilde (20s) is in arrears and unpaid. 
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STOKE ABBOTS 

Account of John Seintlowe knight, farmer. 

Arrears: Nil. 

Farm of the Manor 

Rendering £10 for the farm of the manor there with all rents and farms there 
demised to the aforesaid accountant by indenture as assessed. 

Total: £10. 

Above 

This year in arrears and unpaid: £10. 

WINGFILDE & STOWFORDE 

Account of Thomas Daylly, farmer. 

Arrears: Nil. 

Rents and Farm 

Rendering £12.13s. 4d of all free, fixed and customary rents. 

Total: £12.13s. 4d. 

Sum total of the roll £12.13s. 4d, of which 6s. 8d is for the accountant and collector 
of rents. 

Also £4.16s. 8d of £9.13s. 4d of rent for two tenements called Fresshehays and 
Bradleys, one messuage called Stokeford with four fulling mills, granted to the 
aforesaid collector, his heirs and assignes forever by latters patent of the lord king 
under the Great Chancery Seal of England dated 19 April 1539, paying 19s. 4d. 

Leaving £7.10s. 3d and the 19s. 4d of rent (Total £8.9s. 7d) for Sir Thomas 
Arundell, Receiver of the lord king without receipt but with the acknowledgement 
of the accountant. 

RECTORY OF BURFORD 

Account of Thomas Bayllye, farmer. 

Arrears: Nil. 

Farm of the Rectory 

Rendering £10 for the farm of the rectory there, with one chapel called Fulbroke 
with lands, tenements, meadows, pasture, feedings and other appurtenances with all 
tithes, oblations, obventions appurtenant to the same rectory, demised to the 
aforesaid accountant for term of 99 years by indenture dated 6 May 1530. 

Total: £10. 
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Discharged Money 

Discharged for the use of the former abbot: 50s. 

Paid Money 

Discharged to Sir Thomas Arundell, Receiver of the lord läng, with the receipt of 
the abovesaid accountant: £7.10s. 

Total of the allowances and payments aforesaid £10, all of which corresponds to the 
total of the roll aforesaid. 

HANHAM ABBATIS, BYTTON, UPTON, COLYHALL, TURVILE ACTON, 
CADYBROKE AND BYGORN 

Account of John Sponley, bailiff. 

Arrears: Nil. 

Fixed Rents in Hanham 

Robert Baren 20s. 4d (2 tenements) 
Richard Molle 5s (tenement) 
Thomas Burnell I Os. I Od (tenement) 
Thomas I'onts 5s (tenement) 
Thomas Gyfforde 4s. 10d (tenement) 
Nicholas Grene 18s. 8d (tenement) 
William Jenkins 5s. 10d (tenement) 
Nicholas Yonge 16s. 8d (tenement) 
John Stowte 4s (tenement) 
Philip Jonys 9s. 4d (tenement) 
John Harns 3s. 6d (one le over) 
Robert Barren 6d ('cola') 
John Sponley 2s (one meadow) 
John Barkeman 6s. 8d (house called le Barne Howse) 
John Edwardes, John Parker, 
Richard Yonge 11d (rents) 

Total: 110s. 7d. 

Fixed Rents in Bitton and Upton 

William Curiat 55s (2 tenements) 
Margaret Sheperde 6s. 8d (tenement) 
Elizabeth Dey 10s (tenement) 
John Burnell 59s. 4d (tenement and a pasture called Harman's Croft) 
Elizabeth Clerke 8s. 6d (tenement) 
Agnes Crewe 14s (tenement) 
John Osborne 10s. 6d one tenement with a pasture called More) 
William Stowte 4s. 6d (tenement) 
John Underhill 45s. 8d (tenement) 
Margaret Betfield 14s. 4d? (tenement) 
Thomas Cetfild 3s. 4d (tenement? with lands) 
John Smyth 5s? (tenement) 
Thomas Kyng, John S.... 
and John Baren 24s. 4d (tenement and certain lands) 

Total : £13.2s. 5d. 
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Fixed Rents in Turvile Acton 

Rendering 16s for all fixed rents there per year. 

Total: 16s. 

Rents in Cadibroke 

Rendering 26s. 8d for rents in one tenement in Cadibroke in tenure of [blank] by the 
year. 

Total: 26s. 8d. 

Rents in Bygorn 

Rendering 4s of rent for one tenement with its appurtenances in Bygom in tenure of 
[blank] by the year. 

Total: 4s. 

Farm of the Manor of Hanham 

Rendering 60s for the farm of the manor of Hanham with its appurtenances demised 
to Ambrose Stelton, Elizabeth his wife for term of their lives by indenture dated 24 
September 1516. 

Also £7 for the farm of two grain mills and one fulling mill and the fishery of La 
Were there, demised to Robert Truebodi for term of 50 years, by indenture dated 20 
February 1521. 

Total: £10 

Sum total of the roll £30.19s. 8d. 

Service and Pledges 

Of the same account, service by the same accountant bailiff there for causes of the 
exercise of his office, by the year, granted by letters patent under conventual seal 
there dated 10 May 1537: 40s. And for services by the bailiff there granted by 
letters patent aforesaid: 13s. 4d. And as a stipend for the audit: 2s. 

Total: 55s. 4d 

Discharged Money 

Discharged for the use of the former abbot: M. I Is. 6d. 

Paid Money 

Discharged to Sir Thomas Arundell, Receiver of the lord king there without receipt 
but with the acknowledgement of the above accountant: £20.8s. 10d. 

Total of allowances and payments aforesaid; £29.15s. 8d, with a debt of 24s, and 
paying the rectory of Bitton 20s; by a portion of tithes; thus debt of 4s in respect of 
arrears for rent of one tenement in Bigorn. 
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MARSHFIELD 

Account of Sir William Kyngeston, farmer. 

Arrears: Nil. 

Farm of the Manor 

Rendering £80 of the farm of the manor there and all fixed rents, tenements, 
meadow, pasture, woodland, woods, rents, reversions, advowson, churches, 
chapels, waters, fishings, knight's service, court baron, courts, freedoms, farms, 
profits with all hereditary and successive appurtenances, situated and lying in the 
fields and parish of Marshfield, demised to the said accountant for term of 99 years 
by indenture dated under conventual seal, 10 October 1538. 

Total: £80. 

Discharged Money 

Discharged for the use of the former abbot: £20. 

Paid Money 

Discharged by the aforesaid farmer to Sir Thomas Arundell, Receiver of the lord 
king there without receipt but with the acknowledgement of the abovesaid 
accountant: £60. 

Total allowances and payments aforesaid £80, which corresponds to the total sum of 
the roll aforesaid. 

GLAMORGAN 

Account of George Norton, farmer. 

Arrears: Nil. 

Farm of the Manor 

Rendering £9.16s. 5d for the farm of all fixed rents, lands and tenements there, 
demised to the aforesaid accountant by indenture and assignment. 

Total: £9.16s. 5d. 
Above: Of the same account this year in arrears and unpaid: £9.16s. 5d. 

WENTLOCK 

Account of Thomas Happeharrie, accountant. 

Arrears: Nil. 

Farm 

Rendering 110s of the farm of both free and customary tenancies there, by the year, 
demised to the abovesaid accountant for term of 60 years by indenture dated 4 
November 1538. 

Total: 110s. 
Above: Of the same account this year is as yet in arrears and unpaid: 110s. 
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Extract from Bath Abbey Minister's Accounts. As for Keynsham. 

The Cell of Dunster has one tenement in Keynsham in tenure of Thomas Weston, 
paying 10s. 

COMPTON DANDO WITH THE RECTORY THERE 

Account of Thomas Flewellyn. 

John Stoke 13s. 4d 
Robert Whyte 7s 
Simon Hill 30s, with one fulling mill and one grain mill, demised to him 

and Marjorie his wife, and William their son. 
Simon Hyll 3s (cottage) 

Total tenements: 50s. 4d: 

Total: 53s. 4d. 

Also 40s for the farm of the rectory, with all tithes of corn and hay, demised to 
William Apholl. 

STANTON PRIOR 

Account of Thomas Flewellyn. 

Fixed rents: 

Alice Browne, widow 16s 
Edward .... 18s. 8d 
Isabelle Bede, widow 23s. 6d 
William 

... 15s. 4d 
Agnes Gryn 15s 
William Pope 8s 
Roger Pope 7s 
Roger Pope 3s (certain land in Newtons Field) 
John Holbroke 1d (free rent) 

Farm of the Manor 

£4.2s with a dovehouse, lands, pastures, feedings etc, and churchettes called 
Greyfeerthe, demised to Jo hn Rycheman and Isabel his wife by indenture dated 12 
March 1536. 

Profits of Court 

Total: 6s. 4d. 

Total of Roll £9.17s. 2d halfpenny. 

PRISTON 

Account of John Clement. 

Fixed Rents: 
Alice Brownyng, widow 13s. 4d 
Robert Colyns 16s. 9d 
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William Marchynt 8s. Id 
William Colman 8s. 9d 
John Sanders 19s. 4d 
John Colyns 17s. 7d 
John Sander 24s 
Thomas Clement 18s. 1 Id 
John Jamys 7s. ld 
Agnes Byet 3s (cottage) 
John Byes 6s. 8d (messuage) 
William Buphill 15s. Id 
Alice Smyth 15s. 9d 
Thomas Bylcokes 16s 
John Lansdowne 14s. 1d 
Agnes Lansdowne 9s. 5d 
John Jamys 10s. Id 
Isabelle Colyns 10s. 11 d 
John Tylet 22s. Id 
John Colte 8s. ld 
William Payn 6s. 7d 
Thomas Kaynesam 10s. 1d 
Robert Lamnedon 6s. 9d 
John Hyll 24s. 2d 

46s. 8d for one pasture called Laman fild demised to William Colyns, Joan his wife 
and William their son by indenture dated 20 October 1534. 

Total: £17.19s. 3d. 

Extract from Glastonbury Abbey Ministers' Accounts. As for Keynsham. 

MARKSBURY AND HUNSTERTE 

Account of Nicholas Dyrrell. 

Arrears: 30s. 6d. 

Fixed rents and Free tenants: 

Robert Blagge 2s (free rent formerly held by Sir John Broke and half 
a virgate of land newly built in Marksbury. 

Robert Blagge £1 (free rent) 
Philip Byffyld 18s (one messuage and one hide of land which Robert 

Alcomb and Matilda Bakett and John Anstell formerly 
held. 

John Broke Id (free rent for one messuage, 16 acres of land in 
Hunstrete, which Galfrid Brodestone held. 

Sir John Broke 6d (free rent for three acres of land in Hunstrete at 
Yardhouse Charde which John Rodcombe held, paying 
at the same feasts etc. 

Total: 20s. 7d. 

Rents and Farm: £15.3s. 10d halfpenny for rents and farms in tenure there. 

Farm of Demesne land: £8.13s. 6d of Nicholas Dyrrell and Alice his wife for all 
demesnes viz Longstable. 
Woods: £4.5s. 8d for a wood called Gaywod held by Robert Colvard. 
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APPENDIX 9 

BODLEIAN LIBRARY - RAWLINSON MANUSCRIPT B. 419 

Rawlinson B. 419 represents a collection of indentures and papers from various 
Somerset religious houses copied by several hands by the Court of Augmentations 
(the body responsible for overseeing the dispersal of the lands of dissolved 
monasteries). The collection is paralleled by similar papers in the Public Record 
Office, though no Somerset details exist there, and this collection probably 
represents part or all of the Somerset details formerly held by the Exchequer. The 
following represents abstracts and transcriptions of those folios dealing with 
Keynsham Abbey (dissolved 23 January 1539). 

Folios 64 recto, verso (English). 

Indenture dated 10 October 1538 between John, Abbot of Keynsham and Sir John 
Kyngston. Grant of the whole manor of Marshfield with its appurtenances for 99 
years. Paying £80 at four times of the year. 

Folios 65 recto, verso (English). 

Indenture of John Stortton, Abbot of Keynsham. Grant, for a fine of 40s to Richard 
Perryn of Publow, husbandman, of the parsonage of Publow, with all tithes of corn 
and hay, tenements, woods, pastures etc., as John Perryn the Elder once held. For 
63 years. Paying £5.6s. 8d yearly. Dated 24 March 1536. 

Folios 66 recto, verso (Latin) 

Indenture of John, Abbot of Keynsham, with Alice Hawkyns, widow, Alice her 
daughter and John Thomas her husband. They hold for term of their lives one 
tenement with its appurtenances in Stapelford, granted by copy of court in the same 
county. Now, for a fine of £6.13s. 4d paid by Richard Marteyn, the reversion of 
the premises is granted to him for 70 years. Paying annually 36s, and 4s for suit of 
court. With housebote, ploughbote and hedgebote. Dated 4 August 1535. 

Folios 67 recto, verso, 68 recto (Latin) 

Indenture dated 18th March 1530 between John, Abbot of Keynsham, Thomas 
Gough senior, husbandman, Thomas Gough junior and Katherine his wife. Witness 
that after the death of William Jonys and Alice his wife, the abbot grants to Thomas 
Gough senior etc, the whole grange of Filton with arable lands, pastures, feedings 
etc, custom works, one dovehouse and heavy timber. Paying 40s at the feast of All 
Saints and 6s. 8d for the dovehouse at the feast of the Purification. 

Also a grain rent of 9 quarts of corn of good measure, 7 and a quarter quarts of oats 
of the same measure and 3 quarts of beans. Also paying 30s for an ox at the feast 
of St. Philip & Jacob, 30s for an ox at the feast of St Michael the Archangel, 20s 
yearly at the feast of St Martin for a pig and 4s at the Passion yearly for a capon, 
and 2s yearly for goose fat at St Michael, and 12d yearly for a goose? at the 
Nativity of Our Lord. 

Also paying to the said chaplain there 6s. 8d, with the right to take 12 loads of 
firewood for the chapel of St Anne, and pasture for 6 oxen for the rectory of 
Brislington in Filwood. Also housebote, hedgebote, firebote and ploughbote after 
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the deaths of the above William Jonys and Alice his wife. Also the said Thomas 
Gough junior and Katherine shall have sufficient timber in Filwood. 

Folios 69 recto, verso (Latin) 

Indenture made at Keynsham 7 September 1492 between John, Abbot of Keynsham 
and John Phelipps of Wraxall in Somerset, and Alice his wife. Witness that after 
the death of John Wike and Agnes his wife, the said abbot and convent grant to 
John Phelipps and Alice his wife, for term of their lives the whole grange of Filton 
with arable lands, meadows, pastures and feedings, with custom works and a 
dovehouse. Also wastes, and heavy timber for the repair and maintenance of the 
buildings of the grange. 

Paying 40s at the feast of All Saints, and 6s. 8d for the dovehouse at the feast of the 
Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin Mary. Also a grain rent paid at the feasts of St 
Michael the Archangel and the Purification of the Blessed Mary of 9 quarts of corn 
of good measure, 7 and a quarter quarts of oats of good measure and 7 and a 
quarter quarts of beans at their own expense. Rendering 30s for an ox at the feast 
of Saints Philip and Jacob, 30s at the feast of St Michael the Archangel for an ox, 
20s at the feast of St Martin for a pig, 4s for capons at the Passion, 2s for goose fat 
at St Michael and 12d for geese? at the Nativity. Paying also to the chaplain there 
6s. 8d. Taking 12 loads of firewood from Filwood for the use of St Anne's Chapel, 
and pasture for 6 oxen for the rectory of Brislington in Filwood. 

Folios 70 recto, verso (Latin) 

Indenture made at Keynsham 15 January 1499 between John, Abbot of Keynsham 
and Thomas Jones of Brislington, and William his son. Witness that after the death 
of John Philipis and Alice his wife, and John Wyke and Agnes his wife, the abbot 
and convent grants to Thomas and William his son the whole grange of Filton there 
with arable lands meadows, pastures, feeding, with custom works, and a 
dovehouse. Also heavy timber for the maintenance of the buildings. For term of 
their lives. Paying 40s, and 6s. 8d for the dovehouse and a grain rent at the feast of 
St Michael of 9 quarts of corn of good measure, 7 and a quarter quarts of oats. 
Also 30s at Saints Philip and Jacob and 30s at St Michael for oxen. 20s at the 
Purification for pigs, 4s for capons at the Passion, 2s for goose fat and 12d for 
geese? etc. 

Folios 71 recto, verso (Latin) 

Indenture made at Keynsham 20 May 1519 between William, Abbot of Keynsham 
and Robert West and Anne his wife, of Stockwood. Grant of the whole grange of 
Stockwood with arable lands, meadows, pastures and feedings appurtenant to the 
said grange, together with the tithes of corn and hay situated in the hamlet of 
Stockwood. Also common in the field of Filton. Also heavy timber for the 
maintenance of the buildings and husbandry. Also underwoods for ? and enclosures 
there. Paying a yearly grain rent of 6 quarters of good and pure corn, a quarter of 
oats of the same good measure, and 6 quarters of ? of good measure, and 4 quarters 
of ? upon their own carriage to Keynsham. And 4s for the dovehouse there. Also 
paying 10s at the feast of St Martin. Also boon-work called Bedehurthes there. 
Moreover the said Robert and Anna hold sheep in the field of the lord abbot and 
convent at Keynsham and Filton. 

Also the houses and buildings of the grange, repairing and maintaining the said at 
their own expense etc. And the said Robert and Anne are demised by the aforesaid 
abbot and convent three acres of good corn sowing? in Morecraft and all crofts 
called Lez Innocke. With oat sowing? together with all ? in the hamlet of 
Stockewod. Also six bulls? at 10s. 6d, one cow with a calf at 10s, one 7 at 4s, one 
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yearling? at 3s. Also one plough with good wheels and wooden beam? and all 
apparatus. One wagon with a coulter and an iron share-beam and riscus? and all its 
apparaus, and two iron ropes, one set-rope, one wayne-rope one lodeshil, one 
dyngepot, and one ? with all ? wayneyokes. 

Folios 72 recto, verso, 73 recto (Latin) 

Grant of John Abbot of Keynsham. With Thomas Homer, John Buckland, Joan his 
wife and John Buckland their son. They hold for term of their lives by indenture 
dated in the chapter house at Keynsham, 8 July 1531 the rectory, rectory house and 
dovehouse of West Harptree, with all its appurtenances, together with all lands, 
meadows, pastures and feedings, and tithes of corn and hay, and all other tithes, 
together with all other commodities and profits as is fully contained in the said 
charter. Now, by these letters, and for the fine of 40s by John Buckland senior, of 
West Harptree, reversion of the same premises is granted to him for 81 years. 
Paying £6 at two times of the year; namely at the Finding of the Holy Cross [3 
May] and St Andrew the Apostle by equal portions. Also rendering to the 
Cathedral Church of Wells, 6s. 8d. Maintaining and repairing all the houses of the 
rectory and the dovecote, with all hedges and ditches at the said rectory, with such 
trees and shrowdes necessary to repair the premises. [Also other rights detailed]. 

Furthermore, for the sum aforesaid, a grant to John Buckland senior and his 
assigns, of lands and tenements, rents and reversions, meadows, pastures and 
feedings, moors, woods and underwoods with their appurtenances, lying or existing 
in West Harptree and Mourton, Somerset, together with all rents in Harptree and 
Mourton aforesaid, with all lands, heriots and profits of court, together with all 
commodities, emoluments and advantages. To have and to hold all the aforesaid 
lands and tenements specified to the aforesaid John Buckland senior from the feast 
of St Michael before the date of these presents for a total term of 81 years. 

Paying 30s. 6d at the aforesaid feast, and 9s. 5d halfpenny paid annually to the 
Archdeacon of Bath, and 4s to the bailiff and collector of rents there for his service. 
Also to repair and maintain the chancel of the parish church of Westharptree. 
Dated in the chapter house at Keynsham, 12 October 1538. 

Folios 74 recto, verso (Latin) 

Indenture of John, Abbot of Keynsham, granting to William Panter of Keynsham, 
for a fine of £5, all tithes of corn, grain and hay, and veal, cheese, milk and fowl 
and all other tithes in Nempnett Thrubwell. For 90 years, paying 13s. 4d annually. 
Warrant dated 17 August 1538. Dated in the chapter house at Keynsham, 10 
September 1538. 

Folios 75 recto, verso (Latin) 

Indenture made 20 September 1532 between John Stourton, Abbot of Keynsham, 
and Thomas Heywarde of Charlton, husbandman. And with a certain Edmund 
Leversage and Agnes, his wife, who, in right of his wife holds and occupies a 
certain tenement with lands, meadow, pastures feedings, wood and underwood 
appurtenant to the same tenement situated and lying on Backwell Downe, in the 
parish of Backwell, together with pasture for forty sheep in and upon Backwell 
Down aforesaid, for term of the life of the said Agnes. Paying 8s annually, and 
with suit of court at Keynsham. Witness that for a fine of £20, the abbot grants to 
the said Thomas Heyward 'le remayndre' of the said tenement with all lands, 
meadows, pasture, woods and underwood aforesaid, together with pasture for the 
aforesaid forty sheep. To have and hold the said 'remayndre' etc., for 99 years. 
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Folios 76 verso, recto (Latin) 

Indenture of John, Abbot of Keynsham. With Margaret Gaye, widow, and John 
Gaye her son, who have for the term of their lives a messuage with a cottage, 
granted by copy of court of the manor of Filton in the parish of Whitchurch. Now, 
for a fine of £4 by Thomas Hayward of Charlton, husbandman, the reversion of the 
premises is granted for 95 years. Paying 13s annually at four times of the year. 
With suit of court at Fylton. Rendering also annually to the abbot all customary 
works with housebote, ploughbote and hedgebote. Dated 18 August 1538. 

Folios 77 recto, verso (Latin) 

Indenture of John, Abbot of Keynsham. Grant, for a fine of £6.13.4d to Thomas 
Heywarde, husbandman of Charlton near Keynsham; one tenement with its 
appurtenances in Charlton, in which the same Thomas now lives, with one furlong 
of land there, containing by estimation 12 acres, called Bakers, lying above wood, 
with 2 cartloads of coarse timber and one cartload of Shrowdwood from Filwood. 
With pannage of pigs for the said Thomas in Filwood. 

Furthermore with another tenement called Rede, with its appurtenances, and another 
tenement with its appurtenances called Lacocks, lying in Charlton. Also one toft 
with its appurtenances lying in Compton Dando called Crafts with 7 acres of arable 
land in Charlton called Hilles Furlong with its appurtenances. To have all the 
aforesaid premises from the feast of the Purification of the Blessed Virgin Mary 
next following for the term of 95 years. 

Paying, for the house in which Thomas lives; 10s. For the furlong of land with two 
cartloads of coarse timber and 1 cartload of shrowdwood and pannage of pigs Id, 
paying at the feast of St Michael the Archangel. For the tenement called Redes; 
10s, and for the tenement called Lacocks; 10s. For the said toft with its 
appurtenances called Croftes with its said 7 acres called Hilles Furlong; 7s. 3d 
halfpenny, paying at four principal times of the year. Rendering also 2s for custom 
works. With suit of court at Keynsham twice a year. Also to have sufficient 
housebote, haybote and ploughtbote for the repair and maintenance of the said 
tenement. Dated in the chapter house at Keynsham, 2 January 1537. 

Folios 78 recto, verso (Latin) 

Indenture of John, Abbot of Keynsham. Grant to Thomas Haywarde of Charlton, 
husbandman, of a tenement in Charlton called Le Sextre with all houses, etc, 
appurtenant to the said tenement. Also the tithes of corn and hay of the Rectory of 
Keynsham called Charlton's Tithing. For 60 years, paying 12d for the tenement 
and 40s for the tithes at the feast of St Michael the Archangel. The abbot also 
grants heavy timber for the re-edification of the said tenement. Paying also a 
stipend for the celebration of masses in the chapel of the Blessed Margaret there. 
Dated 27 September 1538. 

Folio 78 verso (Latin) 

Grant by John, Abbot of Keynsham, patron of the perpetual vicarage of Keynsham 
to John Pennande, canon doctor of the Cathedral Church of Wells, canon-resident, 
and Galfrid Chamber, esquire, of London, of the next presentation of the vicarage 
of Keynsham. Dated in the chapter house at Keynsham, 16 March 1506. 
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Folio 79 recto (Latin) 

Grant of John, Abbot of Keynsham to Lawrence Bedford, clerk, of the church or 
chapel of All Saints in Publow, with four cartloads of firewood annually out of 
Filwood. Also with all oblations, emoluments etc appurtenant to the same from the 
feast of the Passion next following. For term of his life. Dated in the chapter 
house at Keynsham 20 April 1538. 

Folios 80 recto, verso (Latin) 

Indenture of John, Abbot of Keynsham. Grant to William Whyppey and Joan his 
wife, of one tenement with its appurtenances in Keynsham which William has newly 
built, with 7 acres of arable in Stockwood field, 6 and a half acres in the West 
Field of Keynsham and one close of one acre of land lying between the convent 
brook and the place called Winc Acre, and one acre of meadow in Le Ham in 
Bedmath'? lying between John Bese and William atte Cle. Another close of one 
acre of land lying in the West Field between the convent brook and John Parsons, 
and 6 acres and a half of arable land lying under Culverhouse Hill and one willow 
bed in Angels Mede, with pasture in wintertime and all and singular its 
appurtenances. For 90 years, paying 13s. 4d, and for the land under Culverhouse 
Hill; 20d, and for the said willow bed and winter pasture; 5s. Paying at the four 
principal times of the year there. Also free herbage in a close called Compes Close. 
Dated in the chapter house at Keynsham, 10 September 1538. 

Folios 81 recto, verso (Latin) 

Indenture of John, Abbot of Keynsham, with Agnes Underell, widow and William 
Underell, her son, who hold for term of their lives a tenement with its 
appurtenances in Bitton in Gloucestershire, granted by copy of court according the 
the customs of the manor of Hanham. Now, for the fine of £6.13.4d, the reversion 
of the premises is granted to John Holbyne, for 70 years. Paying 45s. 8d annually, 
at the four usual times of the year. Also with suit of court at Hanham. Dated in 
the chapter house at Keynsham, 2 September 1538. 

Folios 82 recto, verso (Latin) 

Indenture of John, Abbot of Keynsham. Grant, for the fine of 20 marks to William 
Tybbott of Brislington, one close of pasture called Cowlese, lying in the western 
part of Le Clowde in the parish of Keynsham, with all wood and underwood there. 
For 80 years, paying 6s. 8d annually at the feast of St Michael the Archangel. 
Dated in the chapter house at Keynsham, 26 September 1538. 

Folios 83 recto, verso (Latin) 

Indenture of John, Abbot of Keynsham with Thomas Hogges of Stockwood in the 
parish of Keynsham, who has a tenement in Stockwood granted by copy of the 
manor of Keynsham. Now, for a fine of £10, the reversion of the premises is 
granted to Robert Gylford of Keynsham, for 70 years. Paying 9s annually at the 
four principal times of the year. Dated in the chapter house at Keynsham, 3 
September 1538. 

Folios 84 recto, verso (Latin) 

Indenture of John, Abbot of Keynsham. Grant to William Gamege, husbandman, 
of the whole tenement situated in Temple Street, in the parish of Temple in Bristol, 
between the land of Henry White to the south and the same Henry White to the 
north, and extending to the king's road there, with a garden towards the Lawditch 
thereafter. Having the said tenement from the feast of St Michael next following, 
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for 99 years. Paying 8d annually at two 
the Blessed Virgin Mary, and St Michael 
at Keynsham, 7 September 1538. 

times of the year; at the Annunciation of 
the Archangel. Dated in the chapter house 

Folios 85 recto, verso (Latin) 

Indenture of John, Abbot of Keynsham. Grant to Nicholas Fitzjames esquire, of the 
capital house of Charlton, near Keynsham, called The Towlzehouse, with all houses 
and gardens annexed thereto. Also the tithes of grain, corn and hay in Chewton 
next Keynsham, parcel of the meadow lying in Chewton Brodemede. Also an 
enclosure of wood called le Conyger, lying in the southern part of the meadow of 
Keynsham, with all and singular woods, underwoods, arbors etc. Paying 40s for 
the house, gardens and tithes, and 10s for the said wood and meadow. Paying at 
the feast of the Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin Mary and St Michael the 
Archangel by equal portions. Dated in the chapter house at Keynsham, 30 
September 1538. 

Folios 86 recto, verso, 87 recto (Latin) 

Indenture of John, Abbot of Keynsham. Grant to Nicholas Fitzjames esquire, for a 
fine of £40, of the whole manor of Leyghton with all and singular lands and 
tenements, rents of tenements with meadow, pasture and feedings, wood, 
underwood, ways, by-ways, waters, fishing etc., appurtenant in Leyghton. Also 
the presentation of the parish church and vicarage of Clofford with the rectory 
there, together with all and singular the emoluments, profits etc. From the feast of 
St Michael the Archangel next following, for term of 90 years. 

Furthermore, the convent grants to Nicholas Fitzjames, the total farm of the grange 
of Compton Dando with all lands, meadows, pastures and feedings, wood, 
underwood, moors and alland singular emoluments and profits appurtenant to the 
said farm. To have the said grange from the feast of St Michael next after the date 
of these presents for 99 years. Paying £6 annually for Leyghton and Clofford, and 
for the farm of the grange and all its appurtenances in Compton Dando 45s. Paying 
at the four principal times of the year. Dated in the chapter house at Keynsham, 10 
September 1538. 

Folio 87 verso (Latin) 

Grant by William, Abbot of Keynsham 
decrees, of the advowson and presentation 
(St Mary-le-Port). Dated 19 April 1518. 

to Master Thomas Lewell, doctor of 
of the church of St Mary-in-foro, Bristol 

Folios 88 recto (Latin) 

Letters Patent. John, Abbot of Keynsham grants to David Morgan Kemys, 
gentleman, of the parish of St Meolam in County Wentlocke in South Wales, the 
office of bailiff of Rompney, Saynt Melyns and Newport and collector of all rents. 
Holding the said office for term of his life. With a stipend of 26s. 8d annually. 
With one tenement there called A Lynery. Should the said stipend be not paid, then 
the said Davd Morgan Kemyes may enter certain lands there called Pulinowre in the 
parish of Rompney aforesaid. Dated in the chapter house at Keynsham, 10 March 
1538. 

Folio 88 verso (Latin) 

And an annuity to John Jamys at 40s per annum granted by letters patent under 
conventual seal of the former monastery of Keynsham dated 4 October 1538. 
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Folios 89 recto, verso (Latin) 

Letters Patent. John, Abbot of Keynsham grants to John Dane the office of 
custodian of the horses of the monastery. For term of his life. With an annual 
stipend of 40s paid at four times of the year; at the feast of St Michael the 
Archangel, the Birth of Our Lord, the Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin Mary, 
and the Birth of St John the Baptist. Furthermore four thin loaves of bread and 
three gallons of conventual beer every week, together with one cartload of hay for 
his horse, and a robe with the livery of the monastery. Dated 1 September 1538. 

Folios 90 recto, verso, 91 recto (Latin) 

David Morgan Kemys comes into the Court of Augmentations of the king, dated 23 
November 1542 with an indenture granted by John, Abbot of the former monastery 
of Keynsham. Refers to a grant to David Morgan Kemys of the parish of St 
Meolam in Wentlock, Bailiff of Rompney, St Mellyns and Newport and collector of 
rents there. With annual service and a stipend of 26s. 8d for term of his life. And 
if the stipend is not paid by the time it ought, then the said David Morgan Kemys 
may take of a certain piece of land called Pulinore in the parish of Rompney 
aforesaid. Dated in the chapter house at Keynsham 10 March 1538. Witnessed in 
the Court of Augmentations by Sir Richard Rich, 24 November 1542. 

Folios 93 recto, verso (English) 

Indenture of John, Abbot of Keynsham, dated 28 February 1529. Grant to Davyd 
Hobbes, grocer, of Bristol, a garden lying in St Thomas Street in the town. For 80 
years, paying 8s annually. Also with a provision that by 1540 the said Davyd 
Hobbes must build a new house with a loft and stable for 2 horses. 

Folio 94 recto (Latin) 

Letters Patent to Galfrid Chamber for a certain tenement at 20s per annum, for a 
grant under the seal of the Court of Augmentations dated 31 July 1526. Reversion 
to the crown by indenture dated 16 February 1542. 

Folios 103 recto, verso; 104 recto, verso (Latin) 

Grant by John, Abbot of Keynsham to John Panter, esquire, of all granges not 
farmed situated in the parish of Keynsham with their appurtenances, called Weston 
and Eston, with all buildings, stables, barns etc. Also with all demesne lands, 
meadows, pastures and feedings, underwoods, moors and common pasture above 
Les Downes there and all other the wastes, lands and pastures there. Also with all 
custom works and the rent of the farm of Stoke Wodde. With all commodities, 
liberties and advantages appurtenant to the said granges. 

Also a grant to the said John Panter of the rectory of Keynsham with all its lands, 
meadows, pasture and feedings appurtenant to the said rectory, together with tithes 
of corn, grain and hay, and all tithes called the strewe tething, part of the said 
rectory, excepting only Keynsham Park, the Conygre, a close called the Cosyners 
close in Felton, parish of Whitchurch, a close called the Cowclose, one underwood 
called Isyngrove and another close called the Brodemede in Chewton together with 
other demesne lands. Also all tithes of corn, grain and hay of Chewton, Chariton, 
Whitchurch and Brislington. 

Holding the granges or farms, with all houses and buildings, etc, demesne lands, 
meadow, pastures and feedings, woods and underwood, moors etc, pasture above 
Les Downes with custom works from the feast of St Michael the Archangel next 
following, for 80 years, paying £36 annually at four times of the year. With 
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sufficient heavy timber and wood to repair and maintain the premises. Also with 
twelve small loaves of thin bread, twenty gallons of conventual beer every week, as 
Robert Sterygge and Arthur Plegar once had. Dated in the chapter house at 
Keynsham, 1 September 1538. 

Folios 105 recto, verso (Latin) 

Letters Patent. John, Abbot of Keynsham grants to John Panter, esquire, for good 
and faithful service to the monastery, the office of sub-steward of all demesnes, 
lands and tenements of the court leet of the hundred with its appurtenant members 
in Somerset and Gloucestershire and within the kingdom of England for term of his 
life. With an annuity of 60s, paying at four times of the year. Also one robe per 
year, delivered at suit of court, or else 13s. 4d, and 4s per year for paper and 
parchment for court rolls, together with two cartloads of firewood and two cartloads 
of hay per year for two horses. Dated in the chapter house at Keynsham, 14 March 
1529. 

Folios 106 recto, verso (Latin) 

Letters Patent. John, Abbot of Keynsham grants to William Panter senior and 
William his son the office of bailiff of the hundred of Keynsham, with all profits 
and emoluments etc. For term of their lives as now or lately held by William 
Payne. Also an annuity of £3.10s at two times of the year. Furthermore, two 
cartloads of firewood and two cartloads of hay, and four pairs of shoes annually. 
And one robe, or 30s. 4d. Together with seven thin loaves of bread and three 
gallons and one potell (2 quarts) of conventual beer per week. Dated in the chapter 
house at Keynsham, 1 February 1538. 

Folios 107 recto, verso (Latin) 

Indenture of John, Abbot of Keynsham. Grant for a fine of 40 shillings to Robert 
Stafford of Brislington, of all the house situated next to the chapel of St Anne on the 
south side of the said chapel in the parish of Brislington, otherwise called Newyck. 
With all houses, gardens and orchards of the said chapel in which the image of St 
Anne is, and a cemetery in which the chapel lies. Also all other commodities, 
profits and emoluments etc of the house with gardens, orchards and chapel 
cemetery. 

Furthermore the abbot and convent grant to Robert Stafford one grove or wood with 
its appurtenances called Hawclyff Wode in West Hanham in the County of 
Gloucester in the parish of Hanham, next to the Avon, with all woods, underwoods, 
groves and trees, with one close called Cosyners Lez lying in the parish of 
Keynsham under Warley Wood, with the trees and the Le Overs there. Also 12 
cartloads of firewood a year, taken from the wood of Filwood. For 90 years from 
the feast of St Michael the Archangel next following, paying 50 shillings annually. 
Dated in the chapter house at Keynsham, 30 June 1538. 

Folios 108 recto, verso (Latin) 

Indenture of John, Abbot of Keynsham. Grant to Richard Trubody senior of one 
grain mill at Hanham in Co. Gloucester with all its appurtenances and apparatus, 
formerly in tenure of Edmund Piers, with one messuage and a fulling mill, and a 
mill called Clackemill with all lands, meadows, pastures and appurtenances, 
formerly in tenure of Richard Jeffrey. Also of waters called lez Weares in Hanham 
with their lock gates fishing and waters there, for forty feet beyond and above the 
said waters. The fishing for the use of the corollaries? of Bristol with their 
commodities and appurtenances. For 40 years from the feast of St Michael before 
the date of these presents, paying £7 at four principal times of the year; viz £4 for 
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the grain mill, 40s for the messuage with the mill and lands, and 20s for a portion 
of the waters. With suit of court there at Hanham twice a year, and with housebote, 
haybote and firebote. Dated in the chapter house at Keynsham, 20 February 1528. 

Folios 109 recto, verso (Latin) 

Indenture of John, Abbot of Keynsham. Grant to Thomas Olyvere, baker, of 
Bristol, of the whole tenement situated above the Back in the said town of Bristol, 
in the parish of St Nicholas, which tenement lies between the tenement of Westbury 
on the one part and the tenement of Nicholas Thorne on the other. To have the said 
tenement from the feast of St Michael the Archangel next following the date of the 
presents, for 99 years. Paying 10s annually at four principal times of the year. 
Dated in the chapter house at Keynsham, 27 August 1538. 

Folios 110 recto, verso (Latin) 

Indenture made at Keynsham 19 April 1512 between William, Abbot of Keynsham 
and John Hogges and his first wife. Witness that after the death of Florence 
Hogges and John Hogges, the said abbot grants to John Hoggs and his first wife the 
whole rectory and capital messuage of Littleton, with all rents, lands, meadows, 
pastures, works, fines and profits of court etc. Together with housebote, haybote. 
For term of their lives. Paying £4 at two times of the year. Also paying at the 
feast of St Andrew to the Archdeacon of Bath for procuration 10s per year, and for 
the fabric of the church of Wells 5s. And to John Rodney 2s annually. 

Folios 111 recto, verso; 112 recto (Latin) 

Indenture of John, Abbot of Keynsham. Grant to Henry Rede of the whole grange 
of Compton Dando with all demesne lands, meadow, pasture and feedings, woods, 
groves, wood and underwood, closes, roads, ponds etc, lately held by Nicholas 
Dane and Joan his wife. For 70 years from the feast of St Michael the Archangel 
next following the date of this indenture, paying 46s. 8d at two times of the year; at 
the the feast of the Passion, and St Michael the Archangel by even portions. And 
7s for a barn newly built within the space of three years. And to repair and 
maintain all hedges, ditches walls and closes. Also with suit of court twice a year. 
With firebote, ploughbote and foldbote. Dated 8 October 1494. 

Folios 113 recto, verso (Latin) 

Indenture made at Keynsham at the Feast of All Saints (November 1) 1534 between 
John, Abbot of Keynsham and Thomas West, and Thomas his brother's son of 
Stockwood, that after the death of Robert West and Anne his wife the said Thomas 
and Thomas shall have the whole grange of Stockwood with arable land, meadow, 
pasture and feedings. Also the tithes of corn and holdings in the field of Filton 
with heavy timber. For term of their lives, paying to the Abbot of Keynsham a 
grain rent annually of; 6 quarts of good and pure corn of good measure, 6 quarts of 
oats of good and pure measure, and 6 quarts of barley of good measure. In 
addition, 4s for a dovehouse there. Also 10s for a meadow called Bedesinthes 
there. Also pasture in the fields of Keynsham and Filton. Also all the croft called 
Lez Innock, in the eastern part of the said grange, together with all tithes etc, in the 
hamlet of Stockwood. Also for 10s. 6d, a cow with a calf, [other things, difficult to 
decipher]. Also a cart together with its apparatus, a plough with a coulter and a 
plough share, a chiplogge and restlogge, two iron ropes and a floor-rope, a 
lodeshyde a dung-pot, and a waynrope. For a fine of £11. 
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Folios 114 recto, verso (Latin) 

Indenture by John, Abbot of Keynsham for a fine of 5 marks. Grant to William 
Leman of Keynsham and Agnes his wife, of a fulling mill in Keynsham called 
Avynmyll and another fulling mill called Southemyll with a meadow to the rear of 
St Johns in Brodemede, together with all waters. Furthermore, all that tenement 
with its appurtenances and a close called Thyngwalles, which Agnes Nele, widow, 
held. To have the 2 mills, the meadow and tenement and Thyngwalles with its 
premises and appurtenances for term of their lives. Paying 5 marks for the 2 fulling 
mills and meadow, and 15d for the said tenement and Thyngwalles. Also to have 
heavy timber for the repair of the premises, and to dig or quarry for sufficient 
stones for the reparation and maintenance of the premises. Dated in the chapter 
house at Keynsham, 29 July 1536. 

Folios 115 recto, verso (Latin) 

Indenture by John Stourton, Abbot of Keynsham. Grant to Thomas Whippey of 
Filton and Joan his wife, all that tenement in Filton otherwise called Whitchurch 
with appurtenances which Richard Whippey, father of the said Thomas now or 
lately held or inhabited. Furthermore, grant to the said Thomas and Joan his wife 
all tithes of corn and hay called Sheff's and Strewe tethyng attached to the rectory 
of Keynsham at Filton called Whitchurche Tethyng. For 90 years, paying for the 
aforesaid tenement, 20s per annum at the feast of the Annunciation with custom 
works. Also Id paid at St Michael and 4d for pannage of pigs paid at the feast of St 
Martin as the said Richard Whippey did of the grange of Filton. Paying annually 
for the aforesaid tithes, 110s in two even portions; viz 55s at the feast of the 
Nativity, and 55s at the feast of the Passion. Dated 20 March 1538. 

Folios 116 recto, verso (Latin) 

Indenture of William, Abbot of Keynsham. Grant to Ambrose Skelton esquire, and 
Elizabeth his wife of all that mansion of Hanham, called Hanham's Court next to 
the chapel there, with arable land and pasture for term of their lives. Reverting 
after their deaths to John and Anthony their sons, and Marie, Katherine and Anne 
their daughters. Paying £4 annually at four times of the year, with housebote, 
firebote, hedgebote and ploughbote. Also to have sufficient timber, stone and lime 
to maintain the premises. For a fine of £6.13s. 4d. Dated in the chapter house 24 
September 1516. 

Folios 117 recto, verso; 118 recto (English) 

Indenture of John, Abbot of Keynsham. Grant to John Webbe of Bristol, millward 
of 3 grist mills called Avynmill, Downe mill and South mill, with the mill dams, 
heads, floodgates, courses of water, mill banks and grinding stones. Furthermore a 
withy bed lying between the road to Bath and the door of Downe mill, and an island 
between the Feasts Weir and the Fleme End. Furthermore a fishing stage on Down 
weir called le Porres, with the trees on the bank from Down mead to the Down 
bridge. For 80 years, paying £10.13s. 4d annually. Dated 28 February 1532. 

Folio 119 recto (Latin) 

Indenture of William Rolffe, Abbot of Keynsham. Grant to John Lilywhite of a 
chapel built in honour of St George situated in the vill of Filton, also called 
Whitchurch. Also all of the chapel built in honour of St Margaret in the vill of 
Charlton, with obventions, oblations and all commodities there and their customs 
appurtenant, from the feast of the Nativity next following in the year 1511 for term 
of his natural life. Dated in the chapter house of Keynsham, 19 December 1511. 
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Folios 119 verso, 120 recto (Latin) 

Indenture of John, Abbot of Keynsham. Grant to Robert Bede, clerk, of the chapel 
of St Luke the Evangelist in the vill of Brislington, with the mansion house of the 
chapel there called Prests howse, with all obventions, oblations and profits etc, for 
term of his life. Also sufficient timber etc, for the reparation and maintenance of 
the said chapel and mansion house. Also to have four loads of firewood from 
Filwood. Dated in the chapter house at Keynsham, 11 December 1531. 

Folio 120 recto (Latin) 

Indenture of John, Abbot of Keynsham. Grant to John Sponley, of the office of 
cellerar of the wine cellar for term of his life, with an annual stipend of 20s, and 
one gown, given freely in the hall of the lord abbot, and every week to have three 
gallons and one pottel of conventual beer and one cartload of hay and one pair of 
shoes annually. Dated at Keynsham 26 November 1496. 

Folio 120 recto, verso; 121 recto (Latin) 

Indenture of John, Abbot of Keynsham. Grant to John Sponley of the office of 
bailiff and collector of rents of the manor of Hanham, Oldland, Bitton, Upton and 
Colyhall in County Gloucester with all profits. For term of his life. Also, grant of 
the office of custodian of Filwood. Paying 40s annually for Hanham. For 
Filwood, 13 cartloads of firewood and fuel, or alternatively, 13s. 4d out of Hanham. 
Paying at two times of the year by even portions; viz at the feast of the 
Annunciation, and St Michael the Archangel. Dated in the chapter house at 
Keynsham, 10 May 1537. 

Folio 123 recto (Latin) 

John, Abbot of Keynsham grants to William Appowell of Bristol, merchant, a 
certain annuity or rent of 36s. 8d, issuing from the manor of Keynsham. For term 
of his life. Dated in the chapter house at Keynsham, 20 July 1528. 

Folios 125 recto, verso; 126 recto (Latin) 

Indenture of John, Abbot of Keynsham, with John Dayshell and Alice his wife, 
which indenture was issued by Thomas Tyler, former abbot of Keynsham. Tenancy 
of new buildings with a garden next to it called Sherspeswere, with three fulling 
mills and weirs there called le were, two flood gates, one croft of meadow of 
Robert Baiter called Barecrofte, and another croft there called Ladpole, lately in 
tenure of John Parsons. 

Also half a messuage and farendell of land that Richard Thyngwalle held, another 
messuage and ferendell of land which Thomas Hurne lately inhabited and held, five 
acres of arable and half a messuage and a farendell aforesaid lying in the upfield, 3 
acres of arable land lying in the Mullefield, 2 closes of pasture lying in Moldwell, 
another acre of meadow lying in Hule Mede and one other acre lying outside the 
meadow of Lebroke there and extending towards Lyllyn Mede there. For term of 
their lives. 

Also grant to Nicholas Lemman and Isabel his first wife, the tenement of 3 fulling 
mills, weirs there and two flood gates with diverse crofts of meadow called 
Werecrofte and Ladpole with half messuages and farendells of land which Thomas 
Hurne held. For term of their lives. Rent for the three mills 53s. 4d, and for the 
messuage and farendell, 14s. 4d at four times of the year. Also for half an acre of 
meadow in Le Hinpe, and to reap one corn acre called Le Hurt acre. Also to have 
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sufficient timber and stones to repair and maintain the premises. The indenture of 
Nicholas and Isabella dated 5 September 1511. 

Folios 127 recto, verso (Latin) 

Indenture of John, Abbot of Keynsham, for a fine of 20 marks. Grant to Thomas 
Homer of Mells, esquire, of all lands and tenements, rents, reversions and also a 
mill house, dovehouse, meadow, pasture and feeding, moors, woods, underwoods, 
ways, by-ways, waters, ponds existing in Chewton under Keynsham in the parish of 
Keynsham, in tenure or occupation of William Abbot, John Abbot, William Coke, 
Robert Vowler, Thomas Holbroke, John Toker, John Lemman, William Hyllerd, 
John Holbroke, Marjorie Toker, widow, William Parsons, Richard Clement, John 
Cocke and William Bolter senior, in tenure or occupation. With profits of court 
and all other commodities. Rendering for all the tenements in Chewton £13.20d. 
Except one pasture there called Brodemede, demised to Nicholas Fitzjames, knight, 
with the rectory there and also tithes of corn and hay. For 90 years. No Date. 

Folios 129 recto, verso; 130 recto (Latin) 

John, Abbot of Keynsham, with Joan Tybbett, widow and William Tybbett her son, 
holds and has by copy, a portion of the manor of Keynsham, all of a tenement 
aforesaid lying and existing in Brislington with 2 groves, one called Wyneashe 
Grove and the other called Magna Grove which are held by Joan Tybbett, widow. 

Also possession of arable land in Etonhyll which William Tybbett held of the abbot, 
by copy dated 16 February 1533 and the said William Tybbett will have of the 
abbot the reversion of arable land lying in Etonhyll with all and singular its 
appurtenances now or lately in tenure of Agnes Grygge and Joan Jones, by copy 
dated 12 May 1528. 

Now for a fine of £6.17s. 2d the abbot grants to William Tybbett the 2 groves and 
adjacent tenements and arable land in Etonhyll. Also the reversions of arable land 
in Etonhyl aforesaid after the deaths of Agnes Grygge and Joan Jones. For term of 
70 years, paying 10s. For 'le laceys' moneys, 22d halfpenny at the feast of St 
Michael. For the Etonhyll arable land which Joanna Tybbott and William hold; 2s. 
For the land of Agnes Grygge and Joan Jones, and the reversions; 18d. Having 
housebote, haybote, firebote, foldbote and ploughbote. Dated 6 February 1533. 

Folios 131 recto, verso (English) 

Indenture of John, Abbot of Keynsham. Grant to Thomas Bayly of Trowbridge, 
clothman of the parish church of Burford in Oxfordshire, together with the chapel 
of Fulbrooke, and all their appurtenances. Paying £10 annually, and having 
housebote, ploughbote, cartbote, hedgebote and firebote. Dated 6 May 1531 (or 
1532). 

Folios 131 verso; 132 recto (Latin) 

Footnote to folios 131 recto & verso. John Stourton, Abbot of Keynsham to 
Thomas Bayly of Trowbridge. For £71.2s. 4d. Dated 28 March 1538. 

Folio 133 recto (English) 

Indenture of John, Abbot of Keynsham. Sale and grant to Lady Cycill Berkeley, 
for £8, of the wood called Bollyng bache, or Bollyngam bache, with all underwood, 
etc. For 4 years. Also to take 100 oaks there. Dated 8 December 1537. 
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Folios 134 recto, verso; 135 recto (Latin) 

Indenture of John, Abbot of Keynsham. Grant to William Holbroke and Isabell his 
wife of a fulling mill at Keynsham called Avynmyll, with a mansion house, and a 
curtilage behind the mansion. Also another fulling mill at Keynsham called 
Sowthemyll, with a meadow behind St John's in Brodemede. To have and to hold 
the said 2 mills for term of their lives, paying 5 marks annually, at four times of the 
year. Also that the said William shall not obstruct the fisheries or flood gates of the 
abbot there. The said William and Isabella shall have licence of the fisheries and 
great fishing of one weir called A Wele at the rear of the said mill. Also the sowth 
were and all flood gates there. And to repair the same, they shall have timber of 
the abbot and convent, le mylstockes. Dated 22 September 1526. 

Folio 136 recto (Latin) 

Indenture of William, Abbot of Keynsham. Grant to Thomas Gay, Richard 
Hyckes, Thomas Liliwhyte and Thomas Whyppey of a mansion house called 
Browns house formerly in tenure of William Lylywhyte senior, situated in 
Whytchurch within our house of Fylton between the cemetery there and the king's 
highway. Extending in longitude to the south against the north 50 feet, and in 
latitude to the cemetery aforesaid to the road aforesaid 30 feet to the use and work 
of our chapel there. To have to the same Richard, etc in perpetuity for the use and 
work of the chapel there. Paying £1 for suit of court at Fylton. Dated in the 
chapter house at Keynsham, 4 August 1521 and witnessed by Richard Shetyll, 
William Berd and others. 

Folios 137 recto, verso; 138 recto (Latin) 

Indenture of John, Abbot of Keynsham. Grant to Richard Uppaull, Isabell his wife 
and John their son, who have and hold for term of their lives by our charter 
indented dated 10 September 1533 the whole capital messuage and farm of 
Holcombe with demesne lands, meadow, pasture and commons there, part of the 
farm or messuage there. In addition, with six oxen, and for 13s. 4d a wagon with 
all its parts; one plough, one plough-share, one coulter and one 'pectem' with 3 
'ingis' and 3 iron 'calhoms'. 

Also for the fine of £10, to Richard Morgan esquire, the reversion of the said 
messuage and farm of Holcomb, with all demesne lands, meadow, pasture, 
feedings, woods and underwoods, ways waters and by-ways, and commons and the 
plough etc. For 70 years, paying 38s. 4d annually. Dated in the chapter house at 
Keynsham, 7 October 1538. 

Folios 139 recto, verso; 140 recto (English) 

Indenture of John Storton, Abbot of Keynsham. Grant to John Danyel of 
Brislington, for the sum of £6.13s. 4d for the parsonage of Brislington, late held by 
William Berd with a certain pasture called Gollvord. Paying £7.3s. 4d annually for 
the parsonage, and 13s. 4d for the pasture. Also 2 loads of wood for fuel per year 
out of Filwood, and timber for the maintenance of the parsonage. Dated 3 May 
1533. 

Folios 141 recto, verso; 142 recto, verso (Latin) 

Licence from John, Abbot of Keynsham for sepulture at the chapel of Charlton. 
Dated 30 September 1528. 
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Folios 142 verso; 143 recto, verso (Latin) 

John Penande, Doctor of Decrees. References to sepulture at Keynsham. Dated at 
Wells, 4 September 1528. 

Folios 586 verso, recto (Latin) 

Pension to John Stourton, formerly Abbot of Keynsham. Annual stipend of £60 for 
term of his life. Witnessed by Sir Richard Rich, at Westminster, 12 February 
1539. By the chancellor and council of the Court of Augmentations. 

Folio 587 recto (Latin) 

Pension to John Arnold, with a stipend of £6. Dated 12 February 1539. 

Folio 588 recto (Latin) 

Pension to William Dane alias Brynt, with a stipend of £4. Dated 12 February 
1539. 

Folio 589 recto (Latin) 

Pension to William Typpett, with a stipend of £6.13s. 4d. Dated 12 February 1539. 

Folio 590 recto (Latin) 

Pension to Thomas Parker, with a stipend of £5.6s. 8d. Dated 12 February 1539. 

Folio 591 recto (Latin) 

Pension to John Browne, with a stipend of £5.6s. 8d. Dated 12 February 1539. 

Folio 592 recto (Latin) 

Pension to Richard Adams, with a stipend of 40s. Dated 12 February 1539. 

Folio 593 recto (Latin) 

Pension to John Partridge, with a stipend of £5. Dated 12 February 1539. 

Folio 594 recto, verso (Latin) 

Pension to John Gilford, with a stipend of £5.6s. 8d. Dated 12 February 1539. 

Folio 595 recto (Latin) 

Pension to William Hem, with a stipend of £9. Dated 12 February 1539. 

Folio 596 recto, verso (Latin) 

Pension to John Fowler, with a stipend of £6.13s. 4d. Dated 12 February 1539. 

Folio 597 recto, verso; 598 recto (Latin) 

Letters patent for an annuity. Henry Land comes in the king's court with an 
indenture granting him the office of marshal or usher of the hall of the monastery 
there, with John Edwards. To have the office for term of his life, and after his 
death for the life of John Edwards. With a stipend of 46s. 4d. Also the abbot 
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granted to John Lane the office of custodian of the woods of Clowde and Isingrove. 
With le croppings of heavy timber or 6s by 'le bastard' and 'le Sowke'. Also 16s 
for the aforesaid office, with sufficient hedgebote for the reparation of all hedges 
there. For this the court decides to recompense the said John Lane 40s. Dated 9 
February 1540. 

Folios 598 recto, verso (Latin) 

Letters patent dated 28 January 30 Henry VIII. William Popley comes to the king's 
court, with a grant by John, Abbot of Keynsham to William Popley, esquire, for a 
rent of 20s, of the manor of Hanham. Dated 4 November 27 Henry VIII. Granted 
by the Court dated 12 January 1540. 

Folio 600 recto (Latin) 

Letters patent by John, Abbot of Keynsham to John Sponley, for the office of 
cellarer of the wine cellar. For term of his life, with an annuity of 20s, and a robe 
with livery. Also every week to have three gallons and one pottel of conventual 
beer, one cartload of hay and four pairs of shoes. Dated at Keynsham, 26 
February 1521. 

Note above in English; Made that this patent is signed with ye chancellor and not 
sealed with the scale of the kyngs courte of thaugmentations and rated at 40s bi the 
yere. 
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APPENDIX 10 Somerset Plea records 

SOMERSET PLEAS Taken from SRS Vol 11 (1897). 

No. 304 
John Pudding in chief bailiff of Keynsham (King John? ) 

No. 744 
Adam of Forde, outlawed for the death of Thomas his brother, was afterwards 
taken at Keynesham with the theft and there hanged. 

[m. 17d] 
The Hundred of Keynesham Comes by Twelve. 

No. 909 
Henry of Chereiwuth is in mercy because he did not come with his fellow jurors. 

No. 910 
William Long of Bristol killed a certain man in Bristol and fled to the church of 
Keynesham and abjured the realm. He dwelt in the burgh of Bristol. In is not 
known what chattels he had. And because the vill of Keynesham did not make 
pursuit after him it is in mercy. 

No. 911 
Robert son of William the smith and Agnes his wife fled to the church of 
Keynesham, confessed themselves thieves, and abjured the realm. And because the 
vill of Bristelton did not make pursuit after them, it is in mercy. He had no 
chattels, nor were they in tithing because they were strangers. 

No. 913 
Geoffry Young of Keynesham was crushed to death. No one is suspected. 

No. 914 
Thomas le Norreys was crushed to death by a certain cart in which was a certain 
millstone, and which was drawn by six oxen. Judgement; misadventure. The price 
of the cart, millstone and oxen, 35s, for which William de Cherelwurth and Henry 
de Cherelwurth must answer. 

No. 915 
Walter son of Nicholas and Robert son of Aliuna de Filton cut down a certain tree, 
and the tree fell upon Walter so that he died. No one is suspected. Judgement, 
misadventure. Price of the tree 2d, for which the sheriff must answer. 

No. 919 
Touching new customs, they say that the Abbot of Glastonbury has set up new 
customs at Marksbury, to wit, that he should take for every ox found in his herbage 
6d, and for every sheep 2d. Therefore this must be discussed. 

No. 920 
Walter de Alneto, suspected of larceny, fled. Therefore let him be exacted and 
outlawed. He was in the tithing of Gilbert Young in Cumtun'. Therefore it is in 
mercy. 

No. 208 (Henry III) 
Henry of Stanton, accused of robbery in Forberg and in Hundesture, whereof a 
certain Margery who was bound, appealed him, comes and defends the whole, and 
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put himself upon the country for good and ill. And twelve jurors and the four 
townships of Stanton, Preston, Chaleworth and Cumtun say positively that he is not 
guilty. Therefore let him be liberated and be under pledge. 

No. 101a (1219) 
Hugo of Perers offers himself on the fourth day against the Abbot of Keynesham on 
a plea to hear inquest touching one virgate of land, with the appurtenances in 
Publawe. Etc. 

No. 1355 (1248) 
Maurice of Saltmarsh and loan his wife offered themselves on the fourth day against 
Eborard, chamberlain of the Abbot of Keynsham, Jordan, lay brother of the abbey, 
William the cook, Nicholas Tunesende, William Wildrigal, Walter Kene, Henry the 
fisherman, Adam Gent, Nigel the fisherman, Simon the baker, Adam of the 
brewhouse, John Lacy, Robert of Budimcumb, Adam del Ostel, John Brun, Peter 
Hunderhil, Andrew of Fonte, Richard le Messer, Richard Criket, Ranulph the 
reeve, Robert Oldefel, Luke the tailor and Richard le Blund on a plea why, by force 
and arms, they threw down a certain weir in Bicton to the injury of the free 
tenement of Maurice and Joan in the same vill, and wounded certain of their men 
against the peace of our lord the king etc. 

No. 924 
Adam the forester of Bristilton and Nicholas Copin of Cherleworth', accused of 
larceny, have fled. The jurors say that they suspect them of larceny of sheep and 
other things. Therefore let them be exacted and outlawed. Adam was in the tithing 
of Gilbert the tithingman of Bristilton and Nicholas was of the mainpast of Robert 
Tregor of Cheleworth. 

No. 925 
Robert le Bok, accused of this, that he was thought to have burned the houses of 
John of Kylkenny in Cheleworkt, fled. He was in the tithing of Robert le Brok', in 
Cheleworth. Therefore it is in mercy for the flight. The jurors say that he is not 
guilty of the burning. Therefore he may return if he will. No chattels etc. 

No. 803 
Simon of Bristelton was scalded in a certain cauldron so that he died. No one is 
suspected thereof. 
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APPENDIX 11 

Lay Subsidies for the Keynsham hundred. 

THE LAY SUBSIDY OF 1327 

Rated at a twentieth of all moveables over ten shillings. Published in SRS vol 
3,1889, but this edition is full of errors of transcription. The version given 
here has been checked from the original (PRO E179 169/5). 

Folio 4: Hundred of Kaynesham 

KAYNESHAM 

Of Henry Suel 4s. 
John Uppehulle 22d. 
Walter atte Grugge 13d three farthings. 
Elia: le Veel 22d. 
William Uppehulle 6d. 
Adam Inthehurne 12d halfpenny. 
David le Wynker lld three farthings. 
John le Yonge 6d. 
Richard le Shephurde 12d. 
Robert Clerico 3s. 4d 
Henry Neveraffard 6d. 
William Flemmyng 6d. 
Robert le Cloudhayward 6d. 
Robert le Carpenter 12d. 
Gilbert atte Welle 2s. 6d halfpenny. 
William atte Ostel 3s. 2d halfpenny. 
Adam le Veel 9d. 
David atte Forde 6d. 
Nicholas le Carpenter 6d. 
William Chermp' 9d. 
Thomas atte Crosse 9d. 
William le Hayward 9d. 
Adam Pertrich 12d. 
Walter le Taillour 18d. 
John Marsfeld 18d. 
Nicholas atte Bakhouse l ld halfpenny. 
John Smalecomb 12d. 
Peter le Hayward 6d. 
William atte Tounshende 12d. 
Richard atte Grene 3s. 11d halfpenny. 
William West 16d halfpenny. 
Gilbert Damary 3s. 6d. 

Total twentieth of the said viii: 44s. 8d halfpenny. 

CHUTONE 

Of Richard Doultyng 9d. 
Adam atte Hethe 21d. 
John le Yonge 23d. 
Thomas Joseph 18d halfpenny. 
Chrispina atte Wyke 3s. 6d. 
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John Toghull 
William atte Yoo 
Thomas de Bakwell 
Thomas Badecok 
John atte Hume 
John atte Mulle 

8d halfpenny. 
16d. 
22d. 
2s. 3d halfpenny. 
2s. 10d three farthings. 
19d. 

Total twentieth of the said viii: 20s. 1d one farthing. 

FILTONE 

Of John le Yonge 15d. 
John atte Elme 2s. 3d halfpenny. 
John Lovecok 12d. 
Galfrid David 6d. 
John atte Broke 15d halfpenny. 
William Randolf 12d. 

... m de Leonus 2s. 2d halfpenny. 

.... scoun... 18d one farthing. 
[torn off].... 13d. 

.............. 

.............. 

.............. 

13d one farthing. 

...... 

...... 
.............. ..... . 

.............. 13d three farthings. 

..... te Grene ls. 2d three farthings. 

Total twentieth of the said vill: 27s. 3d halfpenny. 

BRUSTELTONE 

Of John le Wane 21d three farthings. 
John le Palmer 9d three farthings. 
Adam Lovesy 20d. 
David Craddok 16d. 
Thomas West 9d. 
David Brounyn 6d. 
Robert le Carter 12d. 
Thomas atte Wyke 3s. 8d. 
William atte Wode 12d. 
Walter atte Wode 6d. 
Thomas Berde 2s. IOd. 
Thomas atte Mede 6d. 
William le White 14d. 
Thomas Syward 12d. 
Thomas le White 20d halfpenny. 
William atte Nhotetreo 22d one farthing. 
Nicholas Crousman 9d. 
Walter Popyng 12d. 
Stephan Othtemer 18d. 
Nicholas Kenewrek 12d. 
Richard atte Clive 17d halfpenny. 
Robert Ricard 16d three farthings. 
John le Niwman 17d. 
Robert Elice 2s. 4d three farthings. 
Simon Danyel 6d. 
Walter atte Brigge 19d three farthings. 
David atte Wyke 2s. 
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Thomas Gele 
Robert atte More 

2s. 
12d three farthings. 

Total twentieth of the said vill: 40s. 2d three farthings. 

STAUNTONE DRU 

Of John le Botiler 
William le Dru 
Thomas le Leche 
John Dounynne 
John Ballesmor 
Richard le Couk 
Galfrid Arnold 
William le Veisy 
Thomas Raules 
Robert Chaumpeneis 
Roger Wade 
Thomas Willam 
William Claricesone 
Roger atte Brigge 
John le Wigthe 

5s. ld one farthing. 
5s. Id one farthing. 
22d three farthings. 
17d halfpenny. 
2s. 3d. 
6d. 
21d three farthings. 
40d. 
6d. 
12d. 
12d. 
6d. 
6d. 
15d halfpenny. 
3s. 2d. 

Total twentieth of the said vill: 29s. 5d. 

THRUBBEWELLE 

Of Henry atte Hulle 3s. 6d. 
Leticia atte Hulle 2s. 
Robert atte Egge 2s. 
Robert le Seriaunt 2s. I ld. 
Isabella Osanne 3s. 
Thomas Hanek 3s. 
Henry Broun 4s. 
William Balch 4s. 
William de Erneborgh 18d. 
William le Kyng 12d. 
Walter Hollok 4s. 
Stephan atte Mere 18d. 
Matilda Hograue 3s. 2d one farthing. 
Richard atte Mere 12d. 

Total twentieth of the said viii: 36s. 7d one farthing. 

POBBELEWE 

Of Nicholas Piks [torn] 
Thomas atte Grene 12d. 
John atte Alre 3s. 3d. 
Robert Lon.. kyn [torn] 23d. 
John Kyngman 12d. 
John Underhulle 2s. 9d. 
William atte Croste 40d. 
William Bokke 6d. 
Thomas Akerman 6d. 
Henry Godhyue 6d. 
John Hughe 12d. 
Richard de Mell 12d. 
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Total twentieth of the said viii: [torn] 21s. 

BELGHETONE 

Of Richard le White 2s. 6d. 
Philip Remond 12d. 
William Cropenhull 6d. 
Henry le Tornour 12d. 
Thomas Batyn 6d. 
John Joie 6d. 
William atte Yete 6d. 

Total twentieth of the said viii: 6s. 6d. 

COMPTONE DANNO 

Of Nicholas Abbot of 
Keynsham 4s. one farthing. 

Walter Goldhord 12d. 
Walter le Tornour 18d. 
Henry le Clerk 6d. 
Thomas Pertrich 9d. 
Galfrid Balesmor 12d. 
Hamon le Shephurde 2s. 
Thomas de Wodebergh 2s. 
Robert Lovecoks 6d. 
Galfrid Deverel 6d. 
Gilbert atte Mulle 9d. 
Thomas Underhull 12d. 
Richard de la Ryvere 4s. ld. 
Robert de Nony 2s. 10d. 

Total twentieth of the said viii: 22s. 5d one farthing. 

SALTFORDE 

Of Walter de Romesy 3s. 
Henry Pouf' 6d. 
Richard Gore 12d. 
Richard le Taillour 6d. 
Simon Basset 12d. 
Thomas inthe Hele 12d. 
John Bisshop 12d. 
John le Wallshe 12d. 
Matillda de Baiouse 3s. 

Total twentieth of the said viii: 12s. 

BURNET 

Of John Tollyng 3s. 3d halfpenny. 
David atte Stighele 6d. 
Adam Cante 8d. 
John atte Broke 6d. 

Total twentieth of the said viii: 4s. 1ld. halfpenny. 
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HOUNDESTERTE CUM MERKESBURY 

Of Adam, Abbot of 
Glastonbury 

John Wegge 
Roger Uppehull 
Walter Colyn 
Roger le Dryvere 
John 

.... car 
Henry Toly 
Henry le Mercer 
John Scarlet 
Adam Ricard 
John Robert 
John Bercar 
William Adam 
William Henry 
John Toly 
Adam North 

4s. IOd. 
6d. 
3s. 7d three farthings. 
6d. 
6d. 
12d. 
12d. 
6d. 
12d. 
6d. 
2s. 7d. 
12d. 
12d. 
6d. 
12d. 
6d. 

Total twentieth of the said viii: 20s. 6d three farthings. 

STAUNTONE PRIORIS 

Of William Chermp' 
John Chaumpenes 
Walter Deverdene 
Robert Warde 
Henry le Brid 
Robert le Frend 
John atte Putte 
Batino atte Yete 
William le Reve 
Thomas atte Wode 

3s. 5d one farthing. 
4s. IOd three farthings. 
2s. 6d three farthings. 
12d. 
6d. 
6d. 
2s. 10d halfpenny. 
6d. 
6d. 
3s. 5d halfpenny. 

Total twentieth of the said viii: 20s. 2d three farthings. 

PRISSHTONE 

Of John Renaud 3s. ld. 
William le Lange 6d. 
William Colbern 4s. 
Thomas Serle 12d. 
Walter Sherp' 6d. 
John Gorslade 6d. 
William le Chepman 6d. 
John Uppehull 12d. 
Robert Bouggeleghe 12d. 
Thomas Gibbes 12d. 
Henry atte Hull 8d. 
John de Stauntone 12d. 
John Fabro 9d. 
Henry le Tourk 6d. 
Thomas at Mulle 8d. 
Walter atte Wode 12d. 
William le Wode 8d. 

Total twentieth of the said vill: 18s. 4d. 
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CHELEWORTH 

Of Nicholas de 
Wedergrave 

Adam de Cheleworth 
Roger Cok 
roger Hurdwych 
Galfrid Ballesmor 

2s. 3d halfpenny. 
3s. ld one farthing. 
12d. 
6d. 
18d. 

Total twentieth of the said viii: 8s. 4d three farthings. 

FERNBERGH 

Of William de Greyville 2s. 9d. 
John Bauent 16d halfpenny. 
Robert Dondy 8d one farthing. 
Robert Holedon 12d. 
Elia atte Bergh 6d. 
William Willing 6d. 
Thomas le Clerk 6d. 
John Beket 40d. 
John Sampson 40d. 

Total twentieth of the said viii: 13s. 1ld three farthings. 

TOTAL TWENTIETH OF THE HUNDRED OF KAYNESHAM; [torn]. 
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PUBLIC RECORD OFFICE E179169/6 

Lay Subsidy Roll of 7 Edward III (1334-35). Assessment of 15th and 10th on 
goods. 

KEYNESHAM 

John le Meo 
David Upehull 
Elya le Vele 
David Duc 
John de Malfeld 
Henry atte Nostel 
Nicholas le Carpenter 
William le Loom 
Galfrid le Leche 
Reginald le Carpanter 
William atte Tonesend 
David atte Slade 
Robert Cley 
Warin le Taillour 
William Shreyn 
Adam Pertrich 
Richard atte Crofte 
Adam in the Hurne 
Richard atte Slade 
Richard atte Brugge 
Robert Clerk 
Nicholas Scurmy 
Henry Nevereafered 
Walter le Taillour 
Nicholas le Bachouse 
Robert le Tyghelere 
John le Bachouse 
Robert le Carpanter 
Henry le Heyward 
Thomas atte Croice 
Peter inthe Lane 
David de Stocwode 

Total 67s. 4d three farthings 

CHYUTONE 

John atte Mull 
Walter atte Tonesende 
Moyse Syware 
Cristina atte Wyke 
Thomas Joye 
Thomas Bacwell 
Adam atte Heche 
John in le Hurne 
William le Palme 
John Tuggel 
William atte Zo 
Thomas Blaclie 
John le Yonge 

2s 
3s. 2d three farthings 
2s. 8d 
2s 
4s. 5d halfpenny 
3s. 4d 
2s 
2s. 6d 
8d 
2s 
2s 
12d 
12d 
8d 
8d 
12d 
12d 
12d 
2s 
3s. 4d 
6s 
2s 
2s 
3s. 4d 
8s 
8d 
2s 
2s 
2s 
8d 
2s. 8d 
3s. 2d halfpenny 

4s. 8d 
2s 
2s. 8d 
7s halfpenny 
2s. 8d 
4s halfpenny 
7s. Id 
9s. 1 Id one farthing 
8d 
[torn] 5d 
[torn] 3d halfpenny 
[torn] s 
4s. 4d one farthing 
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Total 53s. 11d 

FYLTONE 

Adam Hervew 
Richard Muriele 
John Osuuid 
John Jolyf 
Richard Simond 
John atte Nelme 
Gilbert atte Grene 
Galfrid David 
Thomas Villok 
Adam le Hauk 
John atte Yete 
Richard le Maceon 
John atte Brouke 
Richard Whytyng 
Thomas de Lyons 
Adam Godefray 

Total 39s. 5d one farthing 

BRISTOLTONE 

John le Warre 
Adam Lovesy 
David Brownyng 
Thomas Bret 
Robert Upehull 
Thomas West 
Thomas atte Wyke 
William le Whyte 
William atte Northcre 
Walter Pompyng 
Richard atte Clyve 
Robert Ricardes 
Robert Elyce 
Walter atte Brygge 
Thomas Gele 
William atte Wyke 
David Craddok 
Thomas le Reve 
Walter atte Wode 
William atte Wode 
Robert le Cartere 
Thomas atte Mede 
Thomas Syward 
Nicholas Crousman 
Nicholas Kenewrek 
Stephen Huntemere 
John le Nywman 
Simon Danyel 
Robert atte Mere 

Total 37s. 8d 

3s. three farthings 
2s 
2s. Sd three farthings 
8d 
2s. 8d 
5s. lld halfpenny 
4s. 5d 
16d 
4s. 2d three farthings 
2s. 8d 
8d 
12d 
3s. 4d 
12d 
2s. lld halfpenny 
12d 

2s. IOd one farthing 
3s. 3d 
2s 
5s. 8d 
3s. 3d 
8d 
16d 
2s. 7d halfpenny 
2s one farthing 
8d 
20d three farthings 
16d 
2s. ld three farthings 
4s. 4d halfpenny 
8d 
4s 
3s. 7d 
2s 
8d 
2s. 7d 
12d 
12d 
16d 
16d 
12d 
2s 
16d 
8d 
12d 
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STAUNTONE DRW 

Thomas le Leche 
John Dunsune 
Thomas Roules 
Walter Wadekynes 
William Clarice 
John atte Wychie 
William le Veysy 
John de Halsmore 
Richard Cocke 
Galfrid Arnold 
Robert Chanmpeneys 
Thomas Willames 
Roger atte Brygge 
William Dryw 

Total 27s. 7d halfpenny 

TROBEWYLLE 

John de Clyvedone 
Leticia atte Hulle 
Robert Seriannt 
Thomas le Hauk 
William Bache 
William le Kyng 
Stephen atte More 
Richard atte More 
Henry atte Mille 
Robert atte Egge 
Isabella Osanne 
Henry Broun 
William Erneversh' 
William de Hollok 
Matilda de Hoggrone 

Total 35 s. 1d 

POPPEWELLE 

Nicholas Nyl 
John atte Alre 
John Kyngman 
William atte Crofte 
Thomas le A..... 
John Hugl....... 

................ 

................ 

[Total 22s. 5d] 

BELEWETONE 

Richard le Whyte 

5s. 3d halfpenny 
2s. 7d one farthing 
12d 
8d 
8d 
2s. 10d one farthing 
8d 
2s. 6d 
12d 
16d 
8d 
12d 
20d halfpenny 
5s. 8d 

3s. 4d 
2s. 8d 
4s 
16d 
4s 
16d 
16d 
2s 
3s. ld 
2s. 8d 
2s. 8d 
16d 
16d 
8d 

5s. 4d halfpenny 

2s. 1Id one farthing 
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William Croppenhull 8d 
Thomas Batyns 8d 
William atte Yete 8d 
Philip Raynm'd 12d 
Henry le Turnour 8d 
John Joye 8d 

Total 6s. 11 d one farthing 

COMPTON DANNO 

Abbot of Keynsham 4s. 7d 
Walter Goldhord 16d 
Thomas Pertrich 8d 
Hamon le Shephurde 12d 
Robert Lovecok 8d 
Philip de Compton lOs 
Walter le Tornour 18d one farthing 
Henry le Clerk 8d 
Galfrid Balsmor 8d 
Thomas de Wodeb'gh 2s 
Galfrid Deverel 8d 
Joan la Reynere 4s. 9d one farthing 

total 28s. 6d halfpenny 

SALTFORDE 

Walter de Romesy 3s. 6d halfpenny 
Richard Gore 8d 
Thomas in the Hole 8d 
John le Walyssh 8d 
Henry Pouf 8d 
Simon Basset 8d 
John Bisshop 8d 
Walter de Rodenye 2s. 8d 

Total 10s. 2d halfpenny 

BURNET 

John Tollyng 2s 
Adam Cance 8d 
Walter Nyk 12d 
David atte Styele 8d 
John atte Broke 8d 

Total 5s 

MERKESBURY 

John Wegge 8d 
Walter Colyns 8d 
John Ricardes 8d 
Henry le Mercer 8d 
Walter Robyns 16d 
John Toly 8d 
Roger Upehull 8d 
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Roger le Dryvere 8d 
Henry Toly 8d 
John Skarlet 16d 
John atte Tonesende 12d 
Richard Clerk 3s. 2d 

Total 12s. 2d 

SANTON PRIORIS 

William Chiryn 
Walter de Overdon 
Henry Brye 
John atte Putte 
William le Reve 
Henry Sheft 
John Canmpeneys 
Robert Warde 
Robert Frend 
Batyno atte Yete 
Thomas atte Wode 
Richard atte Pole 

3s. 3d three farthings 
4s 
8d 
2s. 7d one farthing 
8d 
2s. 4d 
3s. 5d 
8d 
8d 
8d 
2s. 8d halfpenny 
2s 

Total 23s. 8d halfpenny 

PRYSHETONE 

John Reynold 
' 

3s. halfpenny 
William Colb n 3s. 9d three farthings 
Walter Sherp 8d 
William Chepman 8d 
[torn] Bogelegh 12d 
Henry atte Hall 8d 
John le Smyth 8d 
Thomas atte Mull 8d 
John de Wylton 2s 
William Nywlond 2s 
William le Lange 8d 
Thomas Cerle 8d 
John Casalt 8d 
John Upehull 12d 
Thomas Dybbes 12d 
John de Stannton 8d 
Henry Turk 8d 
Walter atte Wode 12d 
Henry le Revesone 2s 

Total 23s. 6d one farthing 

CHELEWORTHY 

Thomas de Wedegrave 2s. 8d 
Roger Cockes 8d 
John Gonlak 4s 
John Buffard 2s 
Adam de Cheleworthi 2s. 8d 
Galfrid Balsemor 8d 
Henry atte Marie 4s 
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Total 16s. 8d 

FARNBERGH 

William Gorney 
Robert Dundray 
Eliza atte Bergh 
John Clement 
John Beket 
John Sampson 
Robert Benet 
Margeret Holden 
William Wyllyng 
Richard le Chaflere 

Total 19s. 3d one farthing 

2s. 3d 
8d 
8d 
2s 
5s } 
4s. 5d halfpenny}subtaxat' 
10d three farthings 
8d 
8d 
2s 

SUM TOTAL OF THE HUNDRED AFORESAID £22.9s. 8d halfpenny 

THE LAY SUBSIDY OF 1334 

Rated at a fifteenth from rural areas and a tenth from boroughs on movable 
goods over 10 shillings. Exemptions were clerical property: the clergy and the 
villeins of the clergy (assessments made after payment of dues to the lord). See 
Glasscock, R. E. (ed) 1975. The Lay Subsidy of 1334. Oxford University Press 
(Records of Social and Economic History II). 

Hundred of Kaynesham 

Kaynesham £3.10s. 4d halfpenny 
Chiwton' £3. Os. I Id 
Filtone £2. 6s. 5d 
Bristolton £3. Os. 8d 
Staunton Dru £1. IOs. Od 
Throbbewelle £1. 17s. Id 
Belgheton 8s. Od 
Pobbelewe £1. 4s. 6d halfpenny 
Compton Daundo £1. Os. 6d halfpenny 
Saltford 11 s. Od 
Burnet 6s. 2d 
Merkesbury 12s. Id 
Staunton Prior £1. 5s. 2d halfpenny 
Prisshton £1. 15s. 6d 
Cheleworthy 18s. 2d 
Farnbergh' £1. Os. 6d 

Total: £24.7s. 2d 
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PUBLIC RECORD OFFICE E179169/151 

Lay Subsidy Roll of 14/15 Henry VIII (1522-1524) (Latin) 

Goods and wages valued at less than forty shillings were assessed at one 
sixtieth. Goods or wages over forty shillings were taxed at one fortieth. 

Tithing of Keynsham 

Thomas Flemyng in goods ? 
Christina Rose, widow, in goods ? 
William Holbrook in goods 40? 
William Leman, employee of 
the said William in wages 

John Grygge in goods 
John Rasse in goods 
William Prelger in goods 
John Brownyng in goods 
Alice Parker, widow, in goods 
Thomas Hiscoke in goods 
John Monon in goods 
John Hopper, j unior, in goods 
John Jeys in goods 
William Byde in goods 
Thomas Thomson in goods 
Philip Harbow in goods 
John Wyllyams in goods 
John Spaneley in goods 
John Edwards junior, in goods 
Robert Dolman in goods 
Henry Pele in goods 
Richard Patchet in goods 
Roger Pachet, son of 
the said Richard, in wages 
John Jamys, employee of 
the said Richard, in wages 
John Hunt, employee of 
the Abbot of Keynsham, in wages 
Richard Compton in goods 
William Weppey in goods 
Hugo Taylor in goods 
Flowre Hyllary, widow, in goods 
John Hyrne in goods 
John Beysam in goods 
Johanna Dolman, widow, in goods 
Thomas Lecman in goods 
William Panter in goods 
John Frarmborew in goods 
John Edwards senior, in goods 
John Hopper senior, in goods 
Magistra Seyntlowe in goods 
William Edwards in goods 
Thomas Patchet in goods 
Alice Ade, widow, in goods 
Robert Stereg in goods 

20s 
9 9 
9 

9 

9 
7 
9 

£5 
40s 
£3 
£13.11s 
£7 
£3.6s. 8d 
£13.6s. 8d 

Less 12s? 
Less 12s? 
Less 11 s? 

Less 4d 
Less lOd? 
Less lOs? 
Less 12d 
Less 8d 
Less 18d 
Less lid 
Less 13d? 
Less ? 
Less ? s. 6d 
Less ? 
Less 17d? 
Less ? 
Less 12d 
Less ? 
Less ? 
Less ? 
Less ? 
Less 6s 

20s Less 4d 

20s Less 4d 

20s 
40s 
40s 
40s 
40s 
40s 
40s 
40s 
40s 
£10 
£3 
£13.6s. 8d? 
£10? 
£6? 
£10 
£10 
£10 
9 
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Less 12d 
Less 12d 
Less 12d 
Less 12d 
Less 12d 
Less 12d 
Less 12d 
Less 12d 
Less 5s 
Less 18d 
Less 6s. 8d 
Less 4s? 
Less ? 
Less ? 
Less ? 
Less ? 
Less ? 
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[? ]] Adenshire in goods 20s Less 4d 

...... S.. W...... ..... 30s Less 7d 

...................... £?. 13s.? d Less 3s. 4d 

...................... £? Less ? 

...................... 
40s Less ? 

...................... 
20s Less ? 

...................... .... 

Less 

.... 

.............. . ... .... 
Less .... 

............ lord in goods 20s Less .... 
0 ........ 

Sutten 
... wages 20s Less 4d 

....... Gillanyr, employee of 
the said ..... m in wages 20s Less 4d 
William Mason in goods 40s Less .... John Coke, employee of 
the Abbot of Keynsham, in wages 10s. 4d Less .... 
Total: £5.18s. 5d. 

Tithing of Chewton Keynsham 

Thomas Abbot in goods £12 Less 6s 
John Abbot in goods £5 Less 2s. 6d 
Robert Vowley in goods £4 Less 2s 
John Browne in goods £10 Less 5s 
John Hylbert & Nicholas Towler 
in goods £12 Less 6s 
Thomas Alyn & John Holbroke 
in goods £13 Less 6s. 6d 
William Parsons 
in goods £3.6s. 8d Less 20d 
Richard Clement 
in goods £3 Less 18d 
John Berclet in goods 20s Less 4d 
John Cokes & Thomas Cokes 
in goods £6 Less 3s 
William Coker in goods £8 Less 4s 
Thomas Bolter in goods 40s Less 12d 
Thomas Tayler in goods £10.6s. 8d Less 14d 

Total: 40s. 8d. 

Tithing of Chariton 

John Vale senior in goods £5 Less 2s. 6d 
John Shepperd senior in goods £4 Less 2s 
John Cokes in goods 20s Less 4d 
John Vale junior in goods 53s. 4d Less 16d 
Thomas Cokes in goods £5 Less 2s. 6d 
Nicholas Thorne in goods 20s Less 4d 
John Stokewoode in goods £4 Less 2s 
Thomas Heyward in goods £8 Less 4s 
Richard Snygge in goods 40s Less 12d 
John Shepperd junior in goods £3 Less 18d 
John Jonys in goods £4 Less 2s 
Henry Blynman in goods 40s Less 12d 
William Clement in goods 53s. 4d Less 16d 

........ ysham in goods £4 Less 2s 

........ vale in goods £5.6s. 8d Less 2s. 7d 
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........ 
heycoke in goods 40s Less 12d 

........ er in goods £4 Less 2s 

Total: 29s. 6d 

Tithing of Chelworth 

John 
........ 

in goods £12 Less 6s 

....... verhouse, 
employee of the said John, in wages 20s Less 4d 

....... Parsons in goods £6 Less 3s 
Richard Parsons in goods £6 Less 3s 
John Gullocke in goods £11 Less 5s. 6d 
William Colman, 
employee of the said John, in wages 20s Less 4d 
Thomas Parsons in goods £6.13s. 4d Less 3s. 4d 
Richard Clement in goods 40s Less 13d 

Total: 22s. 5d 

Tithing of Burnet 

John Rede in goods £16 Less 8s 
William Wathell, 
employee of the said John, in wage s 20s Less 4d 
Robert Warren, 
employee of the said John, in wages 20s Less 4d 
Alice Rede, widow, in goods £? Less l0s. 5d? 
John Tybbot in goods £5 Less .... Edward Nightyngall, 
employee of the said John Tybbot, 
in wages 20s Less 4d 
William Bedfeld in goods £.... d Less 1ld 
Henry Bayley in goods £3 Less 17d 
William Pennoche in goods 40s Less 13d 
John Brokehele in goods £3.5s. 8d Less 20d? 
John Mugge in goods 20s Less 4d 
John Come in goods £3 Less 18d 
John Come, son of the said 
John Come, in goods 20s Less 4d 
Margaret Sanders, widow, in goods 20s Less 4d 

Total: [illegible] 

Tithing of Framborow 

John Coke in goods £12.11s Less 6s. 8d 
Thomas Naysshe in goods 40s Less 12d 
Richard Heyward in goods £4 Less 2s 
Robert Cockes in goods £4 Less 18d 
Thomas Cokes in goods 40s Less 12d 
Richard Gybbons in goods £6 Less 3s 
John Colyns in goods 40s Less 12d 
John Hogges in goods 40s Less 12d 
William Colyns in goods £3 Less 18d 
Thomas Flower in goods £20 Less 20s 
John Larens in goods 33.6s. 8d Less 20d 
William Hunte in goods 25s. 8d Less ? 
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Richard Bade in goods £3 Less 18d 
William Hancoke in goods 40s Less 12d 
John Colyns junior, in goods 40s Less 12d 

Total: [illegible] 

Tithing of Saltford 

Isabella Crayner, widow, in goods 20s Less 4d 
John Elys in goods £3 Less 18d 
John Alyn in goods 16s. 8d Less 12d 
John Barelet in goods 40s Less 12d 
John Auste & Thomas Auste 
in goods 40s Less 12d 
John Pardise in goods 20s Less 4d 
William Pardise in goods 53s. 4d Less 16d 
John Godwyn junior, in goods £5 Less 2s. 6d 
Edward Byles in goods £9 Less 4s. 6d 
Walter Walsshe in goods 20s Less 4d 
William Brokeman in goods £3 Less 18d 
John Godwyn senior, in goods £13.6s. 8d Less 5s. 6d 
William Crayner in goods £12 Less 6s 
John Godwyn, half £15 Less 7s. 5d 

Total: 34s. 8d 

Tithing of Filton? [no title 

John Robdes senior, in goods 40s Less 12d 
William Liliwhyte senior, in goods £3 Less 18d 
Lawrence Cantwell in goods 40s Less 12d 
Thomas Poxley in goods £4 Less 2s 
Thomas Lyliwhite in goods £13.6s. 8d Less 6s. 8d 
John Croftes in goods £3 Less 18d 
John Morgan in goods £4 Less 2s 
Thomas Goghe in goods £10 Less 5s 
John Phylypes, employee of the 
said Gogh in wages 26s. 8d Less 5d halfpenny 
William Jonys in goods £6.12s. 4d Less 3s. 4d 
Thomas Tybbote in goods 40s Less 12d 
Robert Gay in goods £4 Less 2s 
Richard Hyckes in goods £3 Less 18d 
Robert Lukyns in goods £5 Less 2s. 6d 
Walter Lukyns, son of 
the said Robert in wages 33s. 4d Less 6d? 
William Coke, employee of 
the said Robert, in wages 20s Less 4d 

Total: £3.8s. 7d halfpenny 

Tithing of Stanton Drew 

John Sage in goods 
John Sage his son in goods 
William Grygge in goods 
John Wyght in goods 
William Upland in goods 
John gylford in goods 

£10 Less 
... 

Less... 

Less 12d? 
Less 4d 
Less 18d 
Less 13d 
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William ..... ... Less 5s 
Thomas H...... ... Less 3s. 6d 
John........ 6s. 8d Less .. .d Richard ......... ... 

Less 12d 
Nicholas........ ... Less 12d 
Richard Hogges in goods ... 

Less 20s 
John Hogges in goods 26s. 8d Less 16d 

Total: 47s. 6d 

Tithing of Trobwyll 

John Vowlles in goods £12 Less 6s 
John Smyth employee 
of the said John in wages 20s Less 4d 
Richard Vowlles in goods £6 Less 3s 
John Athyll in goods £6 Less 2s 
William Colier in goods £4 Less 2s 
William Bete in goods £4 Less 2s 
John Crosse in goods £4 Less 2s 
Richard Hyppisley in goods £4 Less 2s 
Helena Dnell, widow, in goods £4 Less 2s 
John Filer in goods £3 Less 18d 
John Sprynket, half £3 Less 18d 
John Sprynket, son of the said John 

£4 Less 2s 
William Crosse in goods 40s Less 12d 
Richard Crossen in goods 53s. 4d Less 16d 
John Sprynket senior, in goods 40s Less 12d 
Robert Hopper in goods 40s Less 12d 
Thomas Stapchild in goods 42s. 8d Less 14d 
Thomas Cuke in goods 40s Less 13d 
Nicholas Coke in goods £3 Less 18d 
John Fissher senior, in goods 20s Less 4d 
Thomas Fissher in goods 20s Less 4d 
William Hopper in goods 20s Less 4d 

Total: 36s. 4d 

Of John Perryn senior, Nicholas DyrreIl, Thomas Clement, Peter Dollette of ye 
tithynge of Poblow Pensford, collectors of Stanton Prior Markysbury & Preston 

Tithing of Poblowe & Pensford 

William Dyrrell in goods £40 Less 40s 
Richard Norcott, employee 
of the said William, in wages 20s Less 4d 
Thomas Coterell in goods £6 Less 3s 
Thomas Norton, employee 
of the said Thomas, in wages 20s Less 4d 
Thomas Hewys in goods 40s Less 13d 
John Harbow in goods £3 Less 18d 
Thomas Taylor, employee of 
the said John, in wages 20s Less 4d 
Richard Bowtton in goods 40s Less 12d 
Richard Gage in goods £4 Less 2s 
William Dando in goods 40s Less 12d 
Richard Chocke in goods £5 Less 2s. 6d 
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John Peryn senior, in goods £6.13s. 4d Less 3s. 4d 
John Bysse in goods £55 Less 55s 
Criffith Blethyn, employee of 
the said Blysse, in wages 20s Less 4d 
Richard Hore, employee of 
the said Bisse in wages 20s Less 4d 
Lodowycus Dier, employee of 
the said Bisse in wages 40s Less 12d 
Richard Parson in goods £3 Less 18d 
John Write in goods 40s Less 12d 
Elyzabethe Stephyns, widow, 
in goods £3 Less 18d 
Richard Stephyns, employee of 
the said Elizabeth in wages 20s Less 4d 
Edward Crowne, employee of 
the said Elizabeth in wages 20s Less 4d 
John Slegge in goods £3 Less 18d 
John Danne in goods 40s Less 12d 
John Holbroke in goods 40s Less 12d 
William Hendey in goods £3 Less 18d 
John Peryn junior, in goods 40s Less 12d 
William Orenge in goods £4 Less 2s 
John Mortymer in goods 40s Less 12d 
Richard Manyng, employee of 
the said John in wages 20s Less 4d 
Peter Kene, employee of 
the said John in wages 20s Less 4d 
Milius Christofer, employee of 
the said John in wages 20s Less 4d 
Thomas Afforde in goods £5 Less 2s. 6d 
John Drowe, employee of 
the said Thomas in wages 20s Less 4d 

..... Priston senior, in goods £3 Less 18d 

..... Priston junior, son of 
the said Priston in wages 20s Less 4d 

..... us Stephyns in goods 40s Less 12d 

..... s Orenge in goods £14 Less .... Henry Curter in goods 40s Less 12d 
John Seward in goods 40s Less 12d 
William Philypes in goods 40s Less 12d 

Total: £7.3s. 4d 

Tithing of Compton Dando 

Thomas Clement of Wyke and 
Richard his son £13.6s. 8d Less 6s. 8d 
Thomas Cockes, employee of 
the said Thomas in wages 20s Less 4d 
John Chester in goods 40s Less 12d 
Edward Whytyng in goods 40s Less 12d 
John Harbow in goods 40s Less 12d 
Thomas Browne in goods £3 Less 18d 
John Rede in goods 53s. 4d Less 16d? 
Walter Horsyngton in goods £3.6s. 8d Less ... Simon Hyll in goods 40s Less 12d 
Thomas Clement of Compton £4 Less 2s 
William Bayley in goods 53s. 4d Less 16d 
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John Bayley in goods 40s Less 12d 
John Clement of Burnet in goods 40s Less 12d 
Richard Trewbody in goods £5 Less 2s. 6d 
Edward Yonge, employee of 
the said Richard in wages 20s Less 4d 
William White in goods £3.6s. 8d Less 20d 
John Coke in goods £8 Less 4s 
John Stokes in goods £3.6s. 8d Less 20d 

Total: 31 s. 

Tithing of Belton 

John Cockes of Belton in goods 
£6 Less 3s 

Christofer Wyght in goods 40s Less 12d 
John Justry in goods 40s Less 12d 
David ap Howell junior, in goods 40s Less 12d 
Thomas Northe in goods 40s Less 12d 
David Cartwey in goods 40s Less 12d 
John Underwode in goods 40s Less 12d 
John Smyth in goods 40s Less 12d 
John More in goods 40s Less 12d 
Dionisius Taylor in goods 40s Less 12d 
Henry Swely in goods £3 Less 18d 
John Coterell in goods £4 Less 2s 
Davyd ap Howell senior, in goods 40s Less 12d 
Richard Dollyng in goods 40s Less 12d 

Total: 7s. 6d 

Tithing of Stanton Prior 

John Holbroke in goods £6.13s. 4d Less 3s. 4d 
Thomas Clement in goods £5 Less 2s. 6d 
John Brokeman in goods £6.13s. 4d Less 3s. 4d 
Richard Habraham, employee of 
the said John, in wages 20s Less 4d 
Roger Pope in goods 53s. 4d Less 16d 
William Hogges in goods £6 Less 4s 
John Richeman in goods £7 Less 3s. 6d 
John Agodestralf in goods 40s Less 12d 
Edward Brokeman in goods £6 Less 3s 
Robert Locston, employee of 
the said Edward in wages 20s Less 4d 
William Wichefeld in goods £8 Less 4s 
William Wichefeld junior, in goods 40s Less 12d 
Thomas Alan, employee of the said 
William Wichefeld junior in wages 20s Less 4d 
Henry Wichesfeld in goods 40s Less 12d 
John Mede in goods 20s Less 4d 
John Hew in goods 46s. 8d Less 14d 
Edward Browne in goods 40s Less 12d 

Total: 30s. 6d 

Tithing of Marekysbury 
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Nicholas Dyrrell in goods 
William Compton, employee of the 
said Nicholas in wages 
Thomas Clement in goods 
John Clement, employee of the 
said Thomas in wages 
John Clement of Wyke in goods 
John Courte in goods 
Nicholas Browne in goods 
William Richeman in goods 
John Hykes in goods 
John Philyps in goods 
Thomas Clowde in goods 
William Mason in goods 
John Naysshe in goods 

Total: 18s. 7d halfpenny 

Tithing of Priston 

John Hyll in goods 
Thomas Keynsham in goods 
John Come in goods 
Thomas Hynde in goods 
John Tybbote in goods 
Thomas Lawnesdowne in goods 
John Jamys in goods 
John Lawnesdowne in goods 
John Colens in goods 
Thomas Wilkockes in goods 
Richard Smyth in goods 
John Smyth in goods 
William Buphill in goods 
John Wyatt in goods 
William Jamys in goods 
John Saunders junior, in goods 
Thomas Clement in goods 
John Jaket, employee of the 
said Thomas in wages 
John Saunders senior in goods 
Roker Colyns in goods 

Total: 46s. 4d 

£8 Less 4s 

40s Less 12d 
£5 Less 2s. 6d 

20s Less 4d 
£5 Less 2s. 6d 
£4 Less 18d 
40s Less 12d 
40s Less 12d 
40s Less 12d 
£3 Less 2s 
40s Less 12d 
26s. 8d Less 5d halfpenny 
20s Less 4d 

£3.6s. 8d Less 20d 
£3 Less 18d 
£3.6s. 8d Less 20d 
£3 Less 18d 
20s Less 4d 
£3.6s. 8d Less 20d 
33s. 4d Less 4d 
46s. 8d Less 14d 
£12 Less 6s 
£3 Less 18d 
40s Less 12d 
20s Less 4d 
20s Less 4d 
20s Less 4d 
£3.6s. 8d Less 20d 
£3 Less 18d 
£20 Less 20s 

20s Less 4d 
fS Less 2s. 6d 
40s Less 12d 
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PUBLIC RECORD OFFICE E179169/157 

Lay Subsidy of 16 Henry VIII (1524-1525)(Latin) 

HUNDRED OF KEYNSHAM 

Tithing of Keynsham 

Florencia Flemyng in goods 40s Less 12d 
Christina Rose, widow, in goods £5 Less 2s. 6d 
William Holbrok in goods 40s Less 12d 
William Leman his employee 
in wages 20s Less 4d 
John Grugge in goods 40s Less 12d 
John Raffe 40s Less 12d 
William Colyns in goods 40s Less 12d 
John Brownyng in goods £3 Less 18d 
Alice Parker, widow, in goods £3 Less 18d 
Thomas Hyscokes in goods 40s Less 12d 
John Mutton in goods £9 Less 4s. 6d 

[MISSING] 

Tithing of Charleton 

John Vale senior, in goods £5 Less 2s. 6d 
John Shepperd senior, in goods £4 Less 2s 
John Vale junior, in goods 40s Less 12d 
Thomas Cokes in goods £4 Less 2s 
Nicholas Thorne in goods 20s Less 4d 
John Stockewode in goods £4 Less 2s 
Thomas Heywarde in goods £8 Less 4s 
Richard Snygg in goods 40s Less 12d 
John Shepperd junior, in goods £3 Less 18d 
John Jonys in goods £4 Less 2s 
Henry Blynman in goods 40s Less 12d 
William Clement in goods 53s. 4d Less 16d 
John Harrys in goods £4 Less 2s 
William Vale in goods £5 Less 2s. 6d 
Thomas Laycocke in goods 40s Less 12d 
John Savage in goods 20s Less 4d 

Total of this account: 26s. 6d 

Tithing of Chelworth 

John Coke in goods £12 
Thomas Sage, his employee in wages27s. 6d 
William Parsons in goods £6 
Richard Parsons in goods £6 
John Gulloke in goods £11 
William Dolman his employee 
in wages 20s 
Thomas Parsons in goods £6.13s. 4d 
Richard Clement in goods 40s 

Total of this account: 22s. 6d 

Less 6s 
Less 4d 

Less 3s 
Less 3s 
Less 5s. 6d 

Less 4d 
Less 3s. 4d 
Less 12d 
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Tithing of Burnet 

John Rede in goods 
William Bathell his employee 
in wages 
Robert Warren his employee 
in wages 
Alice Rede, widow, in goods 
John Tybott in goods 
William Bedfeld in goods 
Henry Bayley in goods 
William Pennocke in goods 
John Brokehole in goods 
John Come in goods 

Total of this account: 20s. 8d 

Tithing of Farmborowe 

John Cockes in goods 
Thomas Naysshe in goods 
John Colyns junior in goods 
Richard Heyward in goods 
Robert Cockes in goods 
Thomas Cockes in goods 
Richard Gybbons in goods 
John Colyns senior, in goods 
John Colyns his son, in goods 
John Catlesse in goods 
John Hogges in goods 
Thomas Flower in goods 
John Laurens in goods 
William Hunte in goods 
Richard Byrde in goods 
William Hancoke in goods 
John Mylward, employee of 
master Seynlowe in wages 

Total of this account: 46s. 

Tithing of Salford 

John Plys in goods 
John Auste & Thomas Auste 
in goods 
William Pardyse in goods 
John Goodwyng junior, in goods 
Edward Gilys in goods 
Richard Akerman in goods 
John Goodwyn senior, in goods 
William Brayne in goods 
John Goodwyn, 'medinus' in goods 

Total of this account: 31.6d 

£16 Less 8s 

20s Less 4d 

20s 
£4 
£5 
53s. 4d 
£3 
40s 
£3.6s. 8d 
£4 

£13.6s. 8d 
40s 
40s 
£4 
£3 
40s 
£6 
40s 
40s 
£3 
40s 
£20 
£3.6s. 8d 
20s 
40s 
40s 

Less 4d 
Less 2s 
Less 2s. 6d 
Less 16d 
Less 18d 
Less 12d 
Less 20d 
Less 2s 

Less 6s. 8d 
Less 12d 
Less 12d 
Less 2s 
Less 18d 
Less 12d 
Less 3s 
Less 12d 
Less 12d 
Less 18d 
Less 12d 
Less 20s 
Less 20d 
Less 4d 
Less 12d 
Less 12d 

20s Less 4d 

£3 [torn] 

40s 
8s. 4d 
£5 
£9 
£3 
£13.6s. 8d 
£10 
£15 

Of John Darryll junior of Bristelton, Thomas Gough of Filton & [torn] of Stanton 
Drewe pety collectors of the tethyngs next folyng. 
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Tithing of Bristelton 

William Berde in goods £24 [torn] 
John Lane his employee in wages 20s 
Thomas Grene his employee 
in wages 20s 
Thomas Grene in goods £16 
John Danyell junior, in goods £10 
John Masy his employee in wages 20s 
Thomas Chester in goods £8 
William Danyell in goods £7 
William Tybott senior, in goods £7 
Richard Pope in goods £8 
John Danyell senior, in goods £6 
Richard Tyler in goods £5 
William Tybott junior, in goods £5 
Thomas Ayshe in goods £5 
John Martyn in goods £5 
Thomas Hogges in goods £3 Less 18d 
John Gybbons in goods £3 Less 18d 
Thomas Vaner in goods £3.6s. 8d Less 20d 
John Grene senior, in goods £3 Less 18d 
John Grene junior, in goods 53s. 4d Less 16d 
Thomas Newman in goods £4 Less 2s 
Thomas Masy in goods 53s. 4d Less 16d 
Thomas West in goods 40s Less 12d 
John Mores in goods 40s Less 12d 
Thomas Evans in goods 40s Less 12d 
Agnes Belt, widow, in goods 40s Less 12d 
Anna Danys, widow, in goods 40s Less 12d 
Margaret Bayly, widow, in goods 40s Less 12d 
Ralph Danys, employee of 
Richard Newman in wages 26s. 8d Less 4d 
William Choke in goods £3 Less 18d 
John Grey junior, in goods £3 Less 18d 

Total of this account: £3.6s. 2d 

Tithing of Fylton 

Thomas Holbech in right £13.6s. 8d Less 13s. 4d 
John Danyell, his employee 
in wages 30s Less 4d 
Thomas Gay in goods £7 Less 3s. 6d 
John Gay in goods £6 Less 3s 
Thomas Whyppey in goods £8 Less 4s 
William Woode in goods 40s Less 12d 
William Colston in goods £7 Less 3s. 6d 
William Lylywhit junior, in goods £8 Less 4s 
Thomas Vale in goods £7 Less 3s. 6d 
John Robard senior, in goods 40s Less 12d 
William Lylywhit senior, in goods 40s Less 12d 
Thomas Poxley in goods £4 Less 2s 
Thomas Lylywhyth £13.6s. 8d Less 6s. 8d 
John Crofte in goods £4 Less 18d 
John Morgan in goods £5 Less 2s. 6d 
Thomas Gough in goods £10 Less 5s 
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John Philyppes his employee 
in wages 26s. 8d Less 4d 
William Jonys in goods £3.6s. 8d Less 20d 
Thomas Tybott in goods 40s Less 12d 
Robert Gay in goods £4 Less 2s 
Robert Lukyns in goods £8 Less 4s 
Walter Lukyns his employee 
in wages 33s. 4d Less 4d 

Total of this account: £3.5s. 2d 

Tithing of Staunton Drewe 

John Sage in goods £8 Less 4s 
Thomas Sage in goods £8 Less 4s 
William More & Richard 
his son, in goods £4 Less 2s 
William Grey in goods £6 Less 3s 
William Pleyer in goods £3 Less 18d 
John Gullocke in goods 40s Less 12d 
William Alondon in goods £10 Less 5s 
Thomas Hall in goods £7 Less 3s. 6d 
Matthew Wyght in lands 27s. 8d Less 16d 
Richard Sage in goods 40s Less 12d 
Nicholas Bayly in goods 40s Less 12d 
Richard Hogges in goods £20 Less 20s 
John Hogges in p'ris 26s. 8d Less 16d 
William Panter in goods £7 Less 3s. 6d 
John Wyght his employee in stipend 20s Less 4d 

Total of this account: 6s. 6d 

Tithing of Throbwyll 

John Vowle in goods £12 Less 6s 
John Smyth hys servant in wages 20s Less 4d 
Richard Vowle in goods £6 Less 3s 
John Athill in goods £6 Less 3s 
William Colyer in goods £4 Less 2s 
William Bele in goods £4 Less 2s 
John Crossem in goods £4 Less 2s 
Richard Hypsley in goods £3 Less 2s 
Elena Dryett in goods [torn] Less 2s 
John Fyler in goods ..... """" John Sprynket 'medius' in goods ..... " John Sprynket son of the same 
in goods ..... .. "" William Crossen in goods 10? """"" 
Richard Crosse in goods 53.4d 10? 
John Sprynkett senior, in goods 40s Less 12d 
Robert Hopper in goods 40s Less 12d 
John Stapchild in goods 46s. 8d Less 14d 
Thomas Buke in goods 40s Less 12d 
Nicholas Coke in goods £3 Less 18d 

Total of this account: 35s. 4d 
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Of William Derell of Poblow, John tokey of Compton Dandoo & John Holbroke of 
Stanton Prior pety collectors of these thehtynges followyng 

Tithing of Poblow & Pensford 

William Derell in goods £40 Less 40s 
John Holbech his employee 
in wages 40s Less 2s sic? 
John Murrey his employee in wages 20s Less 4d 
John Seward his employee in wages 20s Less 4d 
Thomas Coterell in goods £6 Less 3s 
Thomas Hewes in goods 40s Less 12d 
John Herbowe in goods £3 Less 18d 
Richard Bowtton in goods 40s Less 12d 
Richard Gage in goods £4 Less 2s 
William Dandoo in goods 40s Less 12d 
John Peryn senior, in goods £6.13s. 4d Less 3s. 4d 
John North his employee in wages 20s Less 4d 
John Bryde his employee in wages 20s Less 4d 
John Peryn junior, in goods 40s Less 12d 
John Bysse in goods £55 Less 55s 
Gryssmus Blethyng his employee 
in wages 20s Less 4d 
John Pyll his employee in wages 20s Less 4d 
Thomas Shyppman his employee 
in wages 20s Less 4d 
Richard Parsons in goods 40s Less 12d 
John Wyght in goods 40s Less 12d 
Elizabethe Stephyns, widow, 
in goods £3 Less 18d 
Richard Stephyns her employee 
in wages 20s Less 4d 
Edward Browne her employee 
in wages 20s Less 4d 
John Slegge in goods £3 Less 18d 
John Cratway his employee 
in wages 20s Less 4d 
John Towner in goods 40s Less 12d 
John Holbroke in goods 40s Less 12d 
William Hendy in goods £3 Less 18d 
Richard Walter his employee 
in wages 20s Less 4d 
William Oreng in goods £5 Less 2s. 6d 
John Mortymer in goods 40s Less 12d 
Richard Mannyng his employee 
in wages 40s Less 2s 
Peter Keneshem his employee 
in wages 20s Less 4d 
Thomas Aforde in goods £5 Less 2s. 6d 
John Preston senior, 
in goods £3 Less 43d? 
Richard Oreng in goods £14 Less 7s 
Thomas Bylke his employee 
in wages 20s Less 4d 
Henry Courtes in goods 40s Less 12d 
John Byde in goods 40s Less 12d 
John Buruet alias Clement in goods 40s Less 12d 
John Gage in goods 40s Less 12d 
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George Tayller his employee 
in goods 20s Less 4d 
John Norcoke in goods 40s Less 12d 
Humphrey Robyns in goods 40s Less 12d 
William Barren in goods 20s Less 4d 
William Avanum in goods 40s Less 12d 
Lodewycus Dyer in goods 40s Less 12d 
Lodewycus Franncom in goods 40s Less 12d 
Walter Stephyns in goods 40s Less 12d 
John Priston junior, in wages 20s Less 4d 

Total of this account: £7.1Is. 2d 

Tithing of Compton Dando 

Thomas Clement of Wike with 
Richard his son in goods £12 Less 6s 
John Chester in goods 40s Less 12d 
Edward Whyttyng in goods 40s Less 12d 
John Harbowe in goods 40s Less 12d 
Thomas Browne in goods £3 Less 18d 
John Rede in goods 53s. 4d Less 16d 
Walter Horsyngton in goods 40s Less 12d 
Simon Gill in goods £3 Less 18d 
Andrew Turge his employee 
in wages 20s Less 4d 
William Bayly in goods 53s. 4d Less 16d 
John Bayly in goods 40s Less 12d 
William Whytt in goods £3 Less 18d 
John Boke in goods £8 Less 4s 
John Stokes in goods £3.6s. 8d Less 20d 
Thomas Coterell, employee of 
Thomas Coterell in wages 20s Less 4d 

Total of this account: 24s. 6d 

Tithing of Belton 

John Cockes in goods £6 Less 3s 
Christofer Wyght in goods 40s Less 12d 
John Ingstre in goods 40s Less 12d 
Nicholas Dollyng in goods 40s Less 12d 
Davyd Aphowell in goods 40s Less 12d 
Thomas North in goods 40s Less 12d 
John Underwode in goods 40s Less 12d 
Henry Hane in goods £3 Less 18d 
John Coterell in goods £4 Less 2s 
Davyd Apholell senior, 
in goods 40s Less 12d 
George son of? William Lewe 
in wages 20s Less 4d 

[no total -missing] 
[Stanton Prior? - no title] 

[torn] 

........ 
[torn] 

.... 

Less 4d 
Less 12d 
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......... .... Less 4d 

......... .... 
Less 4d 

......... .... 
Less 12d 

Tithing of Marksbury 

[torn] £8 Less 4s 

........... 20s Less 4d 

........... 

£5 Less 2s. 6d 

........... 20s Less 4d 

........... £4 Less 2s 

........... £3 Less 18d 

........... 
40s Less 12d 

........... 
40s Less 12d 

........... 40s Less 12d 

..... Philypes in goods £4 Less 2s 

...... us Blaode? in goods 40s Less 12d 

...... us Masen in wages 20s Less 4d 

...... gis Naysshe in wages 26s. 8d Less 4d 

Total of this account: 17s. 4d 

Tithing of Priston 

[torn]... es Gyll in goods £3 Less 18d 
Thomas Keynesham in goods £3 Less 18d 
John Bome [Come? ] in goods £3.6s. 8d Less 20d 
Thomas Howde in goods 40s Less 12d 
Thomas Lawnesdon in goods £3.6s. 8d Less 20d 
John Lawnesdon in goods 46s. 8d Less 14d 
John Colyns in goods £7 Less 3s. 6d 
Thomas Bilkockes in goods £3 Less 18d 
John Saunders junior, in goods £3 Less 18d 
Richard Smyth in goods 40s Less 12d 
William Jamys in goods £4 Less 2s 
Thomas Clement in goods £20 Less 20s 
John Saunders senior, in goods £5 Less 2s. 6d 
Robert Colyns in goods 40s Less 12d 
William Browne in goods £3 Less 18d 

Total of this account: 43s. 

SUM TOTAL OF THE HUNDRED OF KEYNSHAM £41 
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APPENDIX 12 

Abbots of Keynsham 

William 1172-1208 
George of Eston 1208-1214 
Richard 1215-1233 
John of Swineshead 1233-1244 
Peter of the Meadow 1244-c. 1266 
Robert c. 1266-1278 
Adam of Colerne 1278-c. 1294 
Nicholas of Taunton c. 1294-1348 
John of Bradford 1348-c. 1373 
William Peschon c. 1373-c. 1393 
Thomas Clive c. 1393-1438 
Walter Bekynsfeld 1438-1455 
Thomas Tyler 1455-1486 
John Gylmyn 1486-1497 
John Graunt 1497-1499 
Philip Keynsham 1499-1505 
William Rolfe 1506-1526 
John Stourton 1526-1539 

William occurs in the foundation charters, though his origins are unknown. He also 
witnessed a number of charters of Countess Hawisia and Earl William; including 
the grant of a burgage in Fairford (Glos), dated almost certainly after the death of 
Earl William. Thus 1183-97 (BM Cotton MS. Vitellius A. XI, fo105b, See 
Charters, 32). Also a charter of Earl William confirming to Bruern Abbey land at 
Rendcombe (Glos) dated 1171-83 (Charters, 56), charter of Countess Hawisia 
granting to St Mary's Eaton, land at Pimperne; 1183-97 (BM Add Charter 47517, 
Charters, 72) and a charter of liberties for the burgesses of Petersfield (Hants) 
1183-1189. (See Charters, 148). 

Abbot George of Eston is cited by Collinson, but his authority is not given. 
However, the abbey was vacant in 1208 (CCR 1204-24,107) and again in 1214 
before the election of Abbot Richard. If this abbot existed, though his name is 
unusual for the period, this is the most logical place for him. 

Abbot Richard was elected 15 January 1215 (CCR 1204-24,107. His successor 
John of Swinesheved (Swineshead), previously prior, was elected in 1233 (CCR 
1233,265), and is attested as having moved to Wigmore in 1244. Peter de Pratis 
(of the meadow) is mentioned several times in Exchequer records, between 1253 
and 1259. His successor Abbot Robert presented to the church of Ubley in 1266 
(SRS 13,11). Collinson (1791, II, 400) cites the existence of an Abbot Gilbert in 
1274, but as Robert occurs on either side of this date, he may be spurious. VCH 
gives dates for Abbot Adam as 1280-1294. However, a letter dated 1278 from 
Nicholas of Ely, Bishop of Winchester (1268-1280) asks Godfrey, Bishop of 
Worcester to give benediction to brother Adam de Colerne, Abbot-elect of 
Keynsham (Bund 1902,95). Abbot Nicholas of Taunton is mentioned in 1294 
(CPR 1293-1301,98), and was still alive in 1348 (SRS 10,573). 

Fourteenth century abbots are more difficult to ascribe exact dates, because they are 
rarely referred to by name. John of Bradford was confirmed abbot on 23 February 
1348 (SRS 10,581). Abbot William Peschon occurs in 1373 (CCR 1369-74,590) 
and is mentioned in the Clerical Subsidy of 1377. His successor Thomas Clive is 
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mentioned in 1393 (CIM 1392-99,8), and may have died in 1438. Abbot Walter 
Bekynsfeld resigned in 1455, according to Tanner, cited in Weaver 1907. 

The later abbots can be ascribed with a greater degree of accuracy. Thomas Tyler 
was confirmed 9 January 1455 (Hari MS 6966,119) and died 5 September 1486 
(Appendix). VCH also calls him John Tyler. John Gylmyn (VCH gives Gybruyn, 
but may be in error, as Gylmyn is a local name), was living in 1494. Abbot John 
Graunt was confirmed 1 June 1497 (SRS 54,8), and died, according to his 
tombstone, 17 February 1499 (Lowe 1987,135). Philip Keynsham was confirmed 
31 May 1499 (Harl MA 6966,173), and died in 1505. William Rolfe was 
confirmed 8 April 1506 (SRS 54,189) and died 2 April 1526 (Weaver 1907). John 
Stourton was confirmed 15 May 1526 (Weaver 1907). He was dead by the time of 
Cardinal Pole's list. 
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APPENDIX 13 
Visitations of Keynsham 

1333 Bishop Ralph to the Abbot of Keynesham; 
When we recently came on a visit to your monastery by the authority of our diocese 
carrying out our proper job, we found that the clothing of the canon brothers of the 
same monastery was too miserly provided. So, out of the kindness of our heart, we 
wished to do something about this defect, as we had been told. And we pray to the 
lord (as far as we are permitted) you should apply some helping hand, so that we 
will not have to put our hands in at greater expense. And so, we ask that this 
should be done before next Christmas. Dated at Blakeford etc (SRS 1896, No. 601, 
154). 

1348 A visitation was held in the summer of this year. Bishop Ralph orders that 
the doors of the church should be more carefully guarded. Secular persons not to 
be present at meals. The porter of the outer gate ordered to let no one in or out 
after the hour of compline. The kitchen accounts to be rendered weekly. Canons 
keeping sporting dogs inside the monastery to be punished by being deprived of 
meat for a month and of fish for a fortnight. Tenements of the the monastery not to 
be let on a perpetual lease. John de Wamberge, removed from the office of 
chamberlain, to be immediately replaced by a more prudent canon (SRS 1896,605., 
Weaver 1907,45). 

1349 (14 February). Wyveliscomb. Bishop Ralph to the Abbot and Convent of 
Keynsham. 
In the visitation which we exercised in your monastery last summer it was detected, 
amongst other things, that if John de Wamberge, then being chamberlain of the said 
monastery should die, the said monastery would suffer heavily in temporal affairs. 
We removed him from the administration of the said office by decree, nevertheless 
bearing with him for a time now elapsed in the said office. We order you that 
immediately you see these presents you cause one of your canons, being a prudent 
man and circumspect in temporal affairs, to be placed quickly in the said office 
(SRS 1896,605). 

1352 (26 January) The bishop to the Abbot and Canons of Keynsham. A visitation 
held on 15 November. It was discovered that neither the abbot nor other 
obedientiaries holding offices in the said monastery nor conversi holding 
administration in the tannery, smithy, home farm and vineyard had rendered any 
accounts from the year in which the pestilence raged in these parts. Also that the 
doorkeepers are so remiss that laymen and women are suffered to enter the 
monastery; silence is not observed by the canons, accounts are to be furnished 
before Easter; during the days of the anniversary of Gilbert, late Earl of Gloucester, 
founder of the said monastery, and on the anniversary of every abbot and canon of 
the same, one loaf, one gallon of ale, and one dish from the kitchen of the almonry 
of the said monastery, used to be distributed to the poor, this has from a certain 
time ceased: the two parts of the convent never dine together in the refectory; the 
chamberlain that now is has retained for some time £10 left to the monastery for the 
celebration of certain anniversaries, the bread is not good but inferior, these things 
are all to be remedied. The charters and muniments of the said monastery are to be 
placed in a chest having three keys, one of which is to be kept by the abbot and the 
other two by the sub-prior, John Wamberge, canon and their successors. The 
canons are not to play at dice with the laity. 

John Tankard, Robert Grindere and John Twynere, shepherds of the monastery, and 
Edmund, servant of the chamberlain, are accused of taking bread and selling it 
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outside the monastery; the abbot is to look into this and if they are found guilty they 
are to be dismissed. 

We order that the chantry for the soul of John Santmareys your benefactor, lately 
deceased, shall be completed. We order that John Golynge, lately servant in your 
infirmary, and other persons whom for certain reasons we removed from their 
offices at our visitation, be actually and really removed from them. 

Dated at Banwell (Weaver 1907,46). 

1447 Visitation of the monastery of Keynsham amidst outrageous rumours 
between us, of wilful homicide, mutilation, perjury and other horrendous crimes 
(British Museum, Harleian MS 6966., Weaver 1907,46). 

1455 Among other injunctions given by the bishop to the Abbot of Keynsham it is 
ordered that the said abbot shall not allow any of his canons to sell wine at public 
fairs or markets or elsewhere in his own person under penalty of 20 shillings 
(British Museum, Harleian MS 6966, fol. 38., Weaver 1907,46). 

1494 On the last day of January 1494, the said commissary in the chapter house of 
the monastery of Keynsham, sitting judicially in behalf of the most reverent father, 
Sir John Gylmyn and all the canons humbly came and submitted themselves to his 
direction, and the visitation was dissolved. (Archbishop Morton's Register, 
Lambeth folio 137, in Weaver 1907,46). 

1526 Visitation of Religious houses, held in July and August 1526. Reprinted and 
translated from Palmer, SRS 39 (1924) Collectanea I (ed by T. F. Palmer). 

Keynsham 

A Visitation by the Reverend in Christ the Father and Lord, lord John, by the 
divine permission of the Bishop of Bath and Wells, acting through the abovesaid 
Master John Pennand, his vicar-general in spiritual matters in the monastery of 
Keynsham the 29th day of July 1526, carried out as follows; 

First of all the word of the Lord was pronounced by Master Trevet, and then this 
apostolic message was given: Obey your betters. The lord abbot exhibited the 
certification of the people who had been summoned, who, when they were 
summoned and interrogated on the requisite documents, gave the following 
depositions: 

Dom John Stuton, abbot, when examined said that all was well, except that his 
house was ruinous, but that he had found it ruinous. 
Dom William Herne, prior, said when examined that several choral books were 
missing, that is to say antiphoners, gradalia and several others, and even the church 
was in bad repair. What is more the water supply was missing. He also said that 
day by day things got worse, and it seemed more convenient and more useful that 
the sub-pnor should look after the care of the choir in alternate weeks, obviously 
because then each of them could be in charge of the choir. What is more it seemed 
expedient and necessary to him that each of them should have a certain portion of 
firewood for their rooms. And the rest was all well. 
Dom John Yovan, sub-prior, said when examined that all was well. But when he 
was interrogated whether he wanted to undertake the care of control of the choir in 
alternate weeks with the prior, he refused, saying that this was not the custom. 
Dom John Axbrige, infirmarer, said that all was well. 
Dom John Arnold, chancellor, said that the choral books which the prior had 
already mentioned were missing, and the reparation of the church was in the same 
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condition as the ornaments. What is more, the novices knew no letters, and were 
deeply illiterate. 
Dom John Fowler, kitchener, said that all was well. 
Dom Philip Illary said that all was well. 
Dom John Gylford said that all was well except that the firewood they should have, 
they did not have, unless they bought it from their own money. 
Dom Thomas Bird agreed with the others concerning the lack of choral books and 
the lack of firewood. 
Dom Thomas Deverel, refectorer, said the all was well, except that none of the 
brothers was prospering in his studies at Oxford according to the laudable custom of 
the house. 
Brothers Thomas Bedford, John Broune, Thomas Parker, William Tybbat, newly 
professed, said that all was well, but asked that they should have an instructor to 
teach them grammar and literature. 

When everything had been carried out, the lord suspended the visitation until the 
festival of All Saints' Day, and in a certain date thereafter. 

On the next Monday following, that is the 30th day of July in the chapter house, the 
abbot and convent met the visitator, and the visitator ordered to the abbot and 
convent, that, when he saw that the choir and the church were very dirty and full of 
dogs, and looking like a cave, he ordered that the monks should not keep any dogs 
from outside, and he ordered them to keep the choir and the church honestly, from 
all foulness. And he also ordered the abbot to find an instructor to teach the monks 
grammar, and he ordered that the convent should abstain from any colour, on the 
pretext of any office, and also abstain from it during divine service. 
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APPENDIX 14 
Miscellaneous Items relating to Keynsham 

Feudal Aids- Inquisitions and Assessment relating to Feudal Aids 1284-1431, 
Vol IV (1906) 

HUNDRED OF KEYNSHAM 

Lawrence de Hameldene holds by gift of the heirs of John la Warr one quarter of a 
fee that is in Chelworth. 

The heirs of Philip Burnel hold of the king half a fee in Compton Dando. 

Roger Perceval holds half a fee in Statwell of the Earl of Gloucester. 

Roger la Warre holds half a fee in Brustligton of the aforesaid earl. 

Ralph Pipard hold a quarter of a fee in BeIweton of the heirs of John Tregoz. 

Thomas de Bause holds a quarter of a fee in Saltforde of the Earl of Gloucester. 

John Basset holds of the aforesaid earl a quarter of a fee in the same vill. 

John Saint Lo holds a quarter of a fee of the aforesaid earl in Pebbewell (sic). 

Johanna de Greinvill holds half a fee in Fernberge of the earldom of Hereford. 

William Beket holds an eighth of a fee in the aforesaid vill of Thomas of Bause. 

Robert Bavent holds an eighth of a fee in the aforesaid vill of Thomas of Bause. 

Johh Champenays holds a quarter of a fee in Wulmindon of the Bishop of Bath. 

Drugo de Stanton holds a quarter of a fee in Staunton of the Countess of Amarle. 

William de Cheleworth holds an eighth part of a fee in Cheleworth. 

Walter de Chelweworth holds an eighth part of a fee in the same vill of the heirs of 
John Tregoz. 

KIRBY'S QUEST FOR SOMERSET 1302-3 

An inquisition of fees made before Lord John de Kerkebie, treasurer of 
Edward I. Made c. 1285, but the Keynsham entries are listed in a 
supplementary roll, dated 31 Edward I (1302-3). See SRS Vol 3,1889. 

KEYNSHAM 

Likewise Lawrence of Hameldene holds in dowry of the heirs of John le Warre, a 
quarter part of one fee of the Lord King in chief in Chelworth. 

Likewise the heirs of Philip Burnel hold of the Lord King in chief half a fee in 
Comptone Daundo. 
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Likewise Roger Perceval holds half a fee in Scatwelle of the Earl of Gloucester: in 
chief. 

Likewise Roger la Warre holds half a fee in Brustington of the said earl. 

Likewise Ralph Pipard holds a quarter part of a fee in Belwetone of the heirs of 
John Tregoz. 

Likewise Thomas of Bause holds a quarter part of a fee in Saltford of the Earl of 
Gloucester. 

Likewise John Basset holds of the said earl a quarter part of a fee in the same vill. 

Likewise John of Saint Lo holds a quarter part of one fee of the said earl in 
Pelbewelle. 

Likewise Johanna of Gremville holds half a fee in Fernbergh: of the Earl of 
Hertford in chief. 

Likewise William Beket holds an eighth part of a fee in the said vill of Thomas of 
Bause. 

Likewise John Champenays holds a quarter part of a fee in Wuhumdone of the 
Bishop of Bath. 

Likewise Arug' of Stamutone holds a quarter part of a fee in Stamutone of the 
Countess of Amarle. 

Likewise William of Cheleworth holds an eighth part of a fee in Cheleworth. 

Likewise Walter of Cheleworth holds an eighth part of a fee in the same viii of the 
heirs of John Tregoz. 

NOMINA VILLARUM of 1316. 

Taken from British Museum Harleian MS 6281, listing the lords of manors. 
Somerset's returns were tested 5th March 1316. See SRS Vol 3,1889. 

The Hundred of Keynsham, in which are the vills of: 

Keynsham, with the hamlets 
of Filton, Cheton: Abbot of Keynsham 
Bristelington - Roger le Ware 
Burnet - Abbot of Tewkesbury 
Preston, with the hamlet 
of Staunton - Prior of Bath 
Merkesbury with the hamlet 
of Hundestret - Abbot of Glastonbury 
Staunton Drewe with the 
hamlet of Trubwell - John Botiller and Drogo of Stanton 
Publewe with the hamlets of 
Compton Dauna, Wolvelton - John of Saint Lo and John of Compton Daundo 
Cheleworth - John of Hanlo and Roger Botiller 
Saltford - William of Warfield, (Blank) of Bauise 

and Walter Romesey 
Farnbergh - John of Enefeld. 
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Feudal Aids Vol IV p. 328 
Hundred of Keynsham; in which villages are; 

Keynsham with the hamlets of Filton, Cheton: Abbot of Keynsham. 
Brislington: Roger le Ware. 
Burnet: Abbot of Tewkesbury. 
Preston with the hamlet of Staunton: Prior of Bath. 
Merkesbury with the hamlet of Hundestret: Abbot of Glastonbury. 
Staunton Drewe with the hamlet of Trubwell: John Bottiler, Drogo of Staunton. 
Publewe with the hamlets of Compton Dauno, Belwetton, Cheleworth: John Saint 
Lo, John of Compton Dauno, John of Haulo, Roger Botiller. 
Saltford: William of Warfield, William of Baiuse, Walter Romesey. 
Farnbergh: John of Enesfeld. 

pp-356-7 AD 1346 
HUNDRED OF KEYNSHAM 

Of Robert Gyan for a quarter part of one fee in Cheleworth which Lawrence of 
Hameldene formerly held there - 10s. 

Of lady Athelyna Burnel for half a fee in Compton Dauno which the heirs of Philip 
Burnel formerly held here - 20s. 

Of Matthew son of John of Clyvedon, the Abbot of Bruwera and the master of Saint 
John's, Bristol, for half a fee in Stawelle which Roger Perceval formerly held there 
- 20s. 

Of Margaret Ia Warre for half a fee in Brightlington which Roger le Warre formerly 
held there - 20s. 

Of Thomas Dagworth for a quarter part of one fee in Belghweton which Ralph 
Pipard formerly held there - 10s. 

Of Walter of Rodenye for a quarter part of one fee in Saftford which Thomas of 
Bayouse formerly held there - 10s. 

Of Simon Basset and Robert Martyn for a quarter part of one fee in the same vill 
which John Basset formerly held there - 10s. 

Of John St Lo for a quarter part of one fee in Pobelewe (sic) which John St Lo 
formerly held - 10s. 

Of John of Grenevill for half a fee in Fornberghwe which John of Grenevill 
formerly held - 20s. 

Of John Beket for a eighth part of one fee in the same vill which William Beket 
formerly held there - 5s. 

Of the same John for an eighth part of one fee in the same vill which Robert Bavent 
formerly held there - 5s. 

Of Henry Champenes for a quarter part of one fee in Wylmyngton which John de 
Champenes formerly held there - 10s. 

Of Drugo of Staunton for a quarter part of one fee in Staunton which Drugo of 
Staunton formerly held there - 10s. 
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Of Roger of Chelworth for an eighth part of one fee in Cheleworth which William 
of Cheleworth formerly held there - 5s. 

Of Robert of Cheleworth for an eighth part of one fee in the same vill which Walter 
of Cheleworth formerly held there - 5s. 

Total: Fees - four and a quarter 
money - £8.1Os. 

(p. 356 - Of the Abbot of Keynesham for a quarter part of one fee in Holecomb 
which the Abbot of Keynesham formerly held there - 10s. ) 

p. 279 AD 1428 
HUNDRED OF KEYNSHAM 

Of Thomas Wyke for a fourth part of one fee in Chelworth which Robert Gyan 
formerly held - 20d. 

Of Edmund Hungerford, lord of Burnell, for half a knight's fee in Compton Dando, 
which the lady Athelina Burnell formerly held - 3s. 4d. 

Of the heirs of Matthew son of John of Clyvedon, the Abbot of Brewer, and the 
Master of Saint John's, Bristol, for half a knight's fee in Stawell which the same 
Matthew, abbot and master formerly held there, as long as the payment of the 
proportion of the said half fee for the said heirs is nothing, because it does not 
extend to the fourth part of a fee. As the said proportion of the same half a fee for 
the abbot and master is not paid they pay a tenth for the same when the king grants 
it in the said county. (Cancelled). Charged to the above account of 3s. 4d (added). 

Of Reginald West for half a knight's fee in Bridlyngton which Margaret le Warre 
formerly held - 3s. 4d. 

Of John Juyn, knight, for a quarter of one fee in Belweton which Thomas Dagworth 
formerly held - 20d. 

Of John Rodeney for a quarter part of one fee in Saltford which Walter Rodeney 
formerly held, nothing, in that the same John is under-age and in the custody of the 
lord king during his minority (Cancelled). Charged in the above account of 20d 
(added). 

Of John Basset for a quarter part of one fee in Shaltford which Simon Basset 
formerly held - 20d. 

Of lord William Botreux for a quarter part of one fee in Pobelewe which John Saint 
Lo formerly held - 20d. 

Of Humphrey Stafford for half a fee in Fernebergh which John Grenevile formerly 
held - 3s. 4d. 

Of the heirs of John Beket for an eighth part of one fee in the same vill, which the 
same John Beket formerly held there; nothing, because of the said reason. 
Of Richard Chaumpeneys for a quarter part of one fee in Wilmyngton which Henry 
Chaumpeneys formerly held - 20d. 

Of John Juyn, knight, and Thomas Wyke for a quarter part of one fee in Staunton 
Drewe which Drugo of Staunton formerly held; nothing, in that the said quarter part 
is divided between the same John and Thomas, and neither holds a separate part that 
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is more than a quarter of a fee. Nothing, because it is against the terms of the grant 
(Cancelled). Charged to the above account of 20d (Added). 

Of the heirs of Roger Cheleworth for an eighth part of one fee in Cheleworth which 
Roger of Cheleworth formerly held; nothing, because it is against the terms of the 
grant. 

Of the heirs of the same Roger for an eighth part of one fee in the same vill which 
the same Roger of Cheleworth formerly held; nothing, because it is against the 
terms of the grant. 

Total: fees - three and three quarters 
money - 25s. 

New Fees: 

Of the Abbot of Flexlegh for half a fee in Troblewill which - formerly held - 3s. 4d. 

Of the lady Johanna Broke for half a fee in Swardeswike which - formerly held - 
3s. 4d. 

Total: fees - one fee 
money - 6s. 8d. 

p. 420 AD1431 
HUNDRED OF KEYNSHAM 

Inquisition taken at Ilchester in the county of Somerset etc (as before), by the oaths 
of Richard Champneys, John Chokke, Nicholas Lyons, John Champeneys, John 
Fraunceys, Thomas Barbour, William Hunt, Richard Dombelton, John Payn, 
Richard Wyddene, Richard Wilkyns, John Jaket, and John Gebons, who say, etc 
that: 

Reginald, lord de la Ware, who lives overseas in the lands of the lord king, is seised 
of certain lands and tenements in Bristelton, and the same lands and tenements are 
held by service of a quarter part of one fee. 

William, lord of Botreux, of Alre in the county of Somerset is seised etc of certain 
lands and tenements in Publew, and that the lands and tenements are held by service 
of a quarter part of a fee. 

Thomas Wyke of Staunton Drew in the county of Somerset, gentleman, is seised etc 
of certain lands and tenements in West Chelworth, and the same lands and 
tenements are held by service of an eighth part of one fee. 

Thomas Payn of Rokeborn in the county of Wiltshire, gentleman, is seised etc of 
certain lands and tenements in Salford, and the same lands and tenements are held 
by service of an eighth part of one fee. 
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Clerical Subsidy of 1377; collecting the sum of 12d from each. Printed in 
Weaver 1907,57. 

William Peschon, Abbot of Keynsham 
Thomas Keynsham, prior 
Nicholas Bedeseye, sub-prior 
John Bryan 
Richard Keynsham 
William Niwton 
Richard Carleton 
Walter Berkele 
Robert Merseld 
Richard Wytyng 
Robert Cropevill 
John Chiw 
Thomas Farlegh 
Walter Lane 
William Warton 
Richard Ocle 
John Irys 
Peter Wattes 

Offices of the Abbey and dates attested. 

Abbot 
Prior (1377) 
Sub-prior (1377) 
Chamberlain (1215) 
Sacristan (1526) 
Infirmarer (1526) 
Chancellor (1526) 
Kitchener (1526) 
Refectorer (1526) 
Proctor (1381) 
Sub-steward (1534) 
Cellarer (1496) 
Bailiff of the hundred (1538) 

Employees mentioned under Augmentations' decrees: 
Usher of the hall 
Marshal of the hall 
Keeper of the bedchambers 
Steward of the manors 
Valet of the chamber 
Doorkeeper 
Baker of the monastery 
Keeper of the horses 
Woodward of Marshfield 
Woodward of Filwood (1537) 

Conversi holding office in 1352: 

3 shepherds, servant to the chamberlain, servant in the infirmary, employees in the 
tannery, smithy, home farm and vineyard. 
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Inquisition of Abbot Thomas Tyler 1486. 

Thomas, Abbot of Keynsham 
Inquisition, virtute ofcii, 2 November, 2 Henry VII (1486). 
The said Thomas, immediate predecessor of John, the present abbot, died 5 
September last holding the under-mentioned manors etc. in fee in right of his 
monastery. After his death the said John was elected abbot by licence of Jasper, 
Duke of Bedford, and Katherine, his wife, in right of the said Katherine, lords of 
the honor of Tounebrygge, parcel of the honour of Gloucester, and founders of the 
said monastery. 
Somerset: Manor of Keynesham, with the members, churches, chapels and all 
other things, liberties and customs pertaining to the monastery, to wit, the in- 
hundred, the out-hundred and the towns of Cheriton, Chewton, Stokewode, 
Stoketone, Fylton, and Brystylton which are members of the said manor of 
Keynesham; manors of Wynfelde, Fraschew and Wytham, and a moiety of the 
manor of Brystylton; 2 messuages and half a hide of land in Henton Bluet; 5 
messuages with a hide of land in Holcombe; 15 messuages with a hide of land in 
Leythton, and the rectory of Clowforde. All the above are held of the said duke 
and Katherine, his wife, in right of the latter, as of their said honor of Tounebrigg, 
in Frankalmoin, and are worth £70. 
(Calendar of Inquisitions Post Mortem, Henry VII, Vol 3, No. 1087, p. 548 [E 
Series II File 889 (9)]). 

List of pensions granted to former canons of Keynsham. PRO E314/77, folio 
5; 

The howse of Kynsham dysolvyd the xxiijth of Januarye anno regni Regii Henric 
viij xxx. 

Kaynesham in the county of Somerset. 

Here folowethe the yerely pencions assigned by the kinges highnes comyssioners to 
the late abbot and bretherne ofthe surrenderyd howse of Keynesham and they and 
every of them to have there halfe yere's pencion at thannunciation of our lady next 
comyng soo from half yere to half yere duryng theyr lyves and the lyf of every of 
them. That is to sey: 

Furst to John Sturton abbott £60 
To William Heron prior £9 
To William Typpytt supprior£6.13s. 4d 
To John Arnold £6 
To John Fowler £5.6s. 8d 

[Margin note: He saying masse every holyday at saynt margerett in Charleton to 
have above his pencion 36s. 8d and so in the hole £6.13s. 4d. 

To John Gylford £5.6s. 8d 
To Thomas Bede £5.6s. 8d 
To John Browne £5.6s. 8d 
To Thomas Parker £5.2s. 8d 
To John Partrige £5 
To William Dine alias Brynt £4.13s. 4d 
To Richard Adams 40s 

John Tregonwell 
William Petre 

Witnessed the 12 February 1539 
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PRIMARY DOCUMENTS CONSULTED 
Documents consulted are arranged according to ecclesiastical parish. 

HUNTINGTON MANUSCRIPTS 

Various maps and plans, housed in the Huntington Library, San Marino, California. 

BRISLINGTON 

BRO T/Ph/ti Tithe map of Brislington, 1840 (copy) 

SRO DD/X/HP 5 Deed of a messuage of 25 acres, formerly copyhold, 1678. 

SRO DD/GL 124 Court book and survey for Brislington 1586-1593 

SRO DD/BR/TB 1 Deed for Brislington 1580 

SRO DD/BR/dt 10 Settlements for Brislington 1708-1752. 

SRO DD/GLD Map of Brislington 1791. 

t7SRO Q/RDE 130 Parliamentary enclosure award for Brislington 1780. 

BURNETT 

SRO D/D/Rt 35 Tithe map of Burnett, 1839 

BRO BMC/6/21 Survey of the manor of Burnett 1823. 

BRO BMC/6/PL1 Plan of the manor of Burnett 1823. 

BRO BMC/12/2 Documents relating to several manors, including Burnett, 1657- 
1835. 

BRO 00566 (28) Lease of John Cutt to John Forde of Burnett manor, 11 October 
1591. 

BRO 00569 (25) License of alienation of manor of Burnett, 1 September 1599. 

BRO 04480 Survey of the manors and country estates belonging to the chamber of 
Bristol, including Burnett, 1736-43. 

CHELWOOD 

SRO DD/PO 70 Map of the manor, 1776 

SRO DD/PO 73 Partial plan of the parish, 1806 

SRO D/D/Rt 11 Tithe map of Chelwood, 1837 

SRO DD/BR/Ch2 Deed of manor of Chelworth, 1781. 

SRO DD/PO 70 Map of Chelwood, 1776 (with DD/PO 69 as survey book) 
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COMPTON DANDO 

SRO DD/PO 65 Map of the manor, 1758 

SRO DD/PO 73 Map of the manor, 1806 

SRO D/D/Rt 407 Tithe map of Compton Dando, 1843 

BRO AC/M 1115 Rectory of Compton Dando 1597-1605 

BRO AC/M11/8 Compton Dando and Whitchurch 1629-39 

BRO AC/M11/13 Survey book of manors of Compton Dando, Whitchurch etc 
1595-1607. 

BRO AC/M11/18 Abstract of survey of manors of Compton Dando and Barrowhill 
farm 1656 

BRO 36074(5) Grant in trust of Compton Dando (Barrowhill Farm) 1636/7 

SRO DD/PO 65 Map of manor of Compton Dando 1758. 

SRO DD/HI 3 Crown grant of capital messuage of Compton Dando, 1544 

SRO DD/Pot 23 Papers relating to the manor of Grubbeswyke, 1558-1618. 

SRO DD/CD8 Map of the commons enclosed and allotted. 

SRO DD/BR/SU6 Deeds of the manor house farm of Wike (11 documents), 1543- 
1685). 

SRO DD/S/SBr9 Deed of lands in Compton Dando, 1359. 

SRO DD/BR/SU27 Account Roll of manors (various) of bishop of Bath and Wells, 
1510-11. 

FARMBOROUGH 

SRO DD/PO 73 Partial plan, 1806 

SRO DD/PO 66/1 Manor of Farmborough, 1759 

SRO D/D/Rt 356 Tithe map of Farmborough, 1841 

SRO DD/HI 122 Special livery with valor annexed of St. Loe properties in manor 
of Farmborough, 1559. 

KEYNSHAM 

BRO BMC/6/21 Map of Chewton Keynsham, 1823 

SRO D/D/Rt 363 Tithe map of Keynsham, 1841 
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SRO DD/POT 63,151 Manor of Chewton Keynsham, property in, including 
grist mills - survey, 1640-1713. 

SRO dd/JN 5 Messuage of land, copyhold of the manor of Keynsham, 1692. 

SRO DD/SE 27 Lease for property in Keynsham, formerly in possession of 
Keynsham monastery, 1571. 

SRO D/D/CD 17 Depostion books, including a case concerning a claim for a 
contribution to repair Keynsham church from Whitchurch parish, October 1583. 

BRO AC/SI/16 Deed of Stockwood Farm, 1581. 

SRO DD/JN 5 Manor of Keynsham 1692 (Latin) 

SRO DD/POT 63 Chewton Keynsham Deed 20 Oct 1707. 

SRO DD/SE27 Lease of property formerly in possession of Keynsham Abbey, 
1571. 

MARKSBURY 

SRO DD/PO 67 Map of Marksbury, 1759 

SRO DD/PO 73 Map of Marksbury, including other manors, 1806 

SRO D/D/Rt 424 Tithe map of Marksbury, 1843 

SRO DD/GL 42-46 Property acquired by Gore-Langton family, 1453-1893. 

SRO DD/GL 46 Map of Becket's farm, 1736. 

DD/BR/SU 6 Deeds re various property in Marksbury (including Woollard), 1543- 
1685. 

SRO T/Ph/Wat 1 (12 & 13) Microfilm copy of Abbot Beere's terrier of 
Glastonbury Abbey, 1515-16. 

PRISTON 

Map of Priston, c. 1792 (Private, but reprinted, County of Avon) 

SRO D/D/Rt 330 Tithe map of Priston, 1840 

PUBLOW WITH PENSFORD 

SRO DD/PO 72 Map of the manors of Pensford, Publow and Woollard, 1776 

SRO DD/PO 73 Map of Publow, including other manors, 1806 

SRO D/D/Rt 112 Tithe map of Publow, 1839 

SRO DD/X/PLP c/2444 Deeds of the rectory and parsonage of Publow, 
formerly part of the possession of the dissolved monastery of Keynsham, 1610- 
1778. 
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QUEEN CHARLTON 

SRO D/D/Rt 472 Tithe map of Queen Charlton, 1848 

SRO DD/Pot 151 Survey volume, 1657. 

SRO DD/Pot 43-46 Survey of manor, 1628-1717 

SRO DD/BR/SU 13 Deeds of land owned by Popham, 1680-1685. 

SRO T/Ph/am 1 Perambulation of the manor bounds, 1783. 

SALTFORD 

SRO Q/RDE 60A Parliamentary enclosure award for Saltford 1851. 

SRO D/D/Rt 44 Tithe map of Saltford. 

SRO DD/BR/SU 6 Deeds, including property in Saltford 

SRO DD/S/HY Box 6/165 Schedule of deeds of the manor and property, 1568 

STANTON DREW 
SRO D/D/Rt 411 Tithe map of Stanton Drew, 1842 

SRO DD/X/GC5C/277 Deed re: Stanton Wick, 1782 

SRO DD/GL 23 & 70 Property acquired by the Langton family, 1695 

SRO D/D/Pg 8 Survey of manor with valuation, 1700 

SRO DD/HM 26,27 Deeds relating to manor house, 1694-1740 

STANTON PRIOR 

SRO D/D/Rt 358 Tithe map of Stanton Prior, 1840 

SRO DD/GL 134 Court roll for Stanton Prior 1568-1587. 

SRO DD/SAS Deeds (13), 1593-1820 

SRO DD/BR/Fr 20 Deed re: manor and advowson, 1552. 

WHITCHIJRCH 

BRO AC/PL 93 Map of Whitchurch, c. 1792 

BRO AC/PL 100 Map of Whitchurch, 19th century 

SRO D/D/Rt 358 Tithe map of Filton alias Whitchurch, 1840. 
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BRO AC/M9/6 Survey of the manor of Filton alias Whitchurch, 1553 

BRO AC/PL/4 Survey of the estate of Lyons Court made 1730 - all the lands 
of George Edwards. 

BRO AC/M9/12 A note of the number of all the acres of ground belonging to 
the tenements of the manor of Filton within the parish of Whitchurch in the county 
of Somerset (16th century). 

BRO/E8 Survey of the manor of Whitchurch, 1789. 

BRO/M9/7a Survey of the manor of Filton, conducted 31 January 1576. 

BRO AC/M9/8b Survey of the manor of Filton, 1579 

BRO AC/D4 Thomas de Lyons witnesses a charter of feoffinent. 

BRO AC/D 12/9 Quitclaim witnessed by Thomas Lyons of Filton, 1394 

BRO AC/D12/14 Charter of Feoffment witnessed by Walter Roddeney, knight, 
and Nicholas Lyonys of Whitechurch, dated 21 July 1454. 

GENERAL 

SRO DD/PO 2 Bundles of deeds concerning manors of Marksbury, 
Hunstrete, Compton Dando (with Sewardswick), East and West Chelworth, 
Farmborough, Pensford, Publow, Woollard, Queen Charlton, Chewton Keynsham 
and Brislington (rectory), 1639-1775. 

SRO DD/PO 4 Deeds concerning Clarelewe tenement in Publow, Chelwood, 
Queen Charlton, Compton Dando, Woollard and Pensford, 1541-1705. 

SRO DD/X/HY Rental for the Prior of Bath, including Chelwood, Priston, Stanton 
Prior, Compton Dando, 1501-13. 

BRO 40246 Lease of a garden in Broadmead, Bristol, between the land of the 
Abbot of Keynsham. 2 February 1401. 

BRO 37975 Lease of premises between Sir John Brooke and Joan his wife, and 
John Sherp, burgess of Bristol, Joanna his wife and John their son. For a garden in 
Broadmead, between the tenement of John Pedewell, and the garden of the Abbot 
and Convent of St Mary at Keynsham. 

PRO E321 10/85 Plea of John Hillary versus John Panter. Bill of complaint by 
John Panter. 

PRO E321 32/64 Plaintiff - Sir John Seyntloo and Thomas Brygges, over 
possessions of the late monastery of Keynsham. 

RECORDS AND CHARTERS IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM 

Letters to the General Chapter of St Victor at Paris c. 1220 (Abb de Keynesham); 
Cott. iv. 58 
Grant from Keynsham Abbey in -Bristol, early Edward I; Add 15205. 
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Leases in Stoford, in Winkfield, Wilts, with mill etc, 1458. Add. 5690: 1495; Add 
5693. 
Lease of the site of Winkfield manor with Freshawe and Bradleys, 1494. Add. 
5692. 
Sale of Eltham parsonage, etc, Kent, late held by Keynsham Abbey, 1552. Harl 
76,1,11. 
Henham Abbots manor in Bitton, Glouc, late held by, 1556,1565. Add; 15791, 
15800,15801. 
Brislington Rectory, Som, late held by, 1588. Harl. 79 F16. 

Dugdale, W. Monasticon Anglicanum. Second edition 1817-30. London. 
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